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Plenary Session - ps01 - Space Weather preparedness, risk, policy, and strategy in light of the
Coronavirus Pandemic
UK Severe Space Weather Preparedness Strategy
Mark Prouse, and Simon Machin
BEIS, UK
The UK Severe Space Weather Preparedness Strategy will set out the UK Government's five-year vision for
enhancing the resilience of key UK sectors to the risk of severe space weather. This recognises the need to
prepare for such events, under the backdrop of the growing understanding we have of severe space weather
phenomena, alongside our evolving knowledge of likely impacts on the technological and engineered
systems that underpin much of modern life and society; The strategy will ensure that our understanding, and
mitigations we have in place, keep pace with advancements in technology.
The strategy will ensure that we are prepared for, can respond to and mitigate, and subsequently recover
from severe space weather events whenever they should occur. This will reflect our understanding of the
impacts of severe space weather today, whilst setting ambition for the future which will set out roles and
responsibilities and remain cognisant of the ever-changing landscape of new and novel technologies.
The strategy will take lessons from recent experience of the Coronavirus pandemic, to set out a pathway of
actions that will underpin security and resilience, whilst promoting the safe and sustainable use of space.
This will bring particular focus on international partnerships and a need to collaborate and communicate
effectively across borders and regions to assure our well-being.
Developing observational requirements for NOAA’s Space Weather Observations (SWO) program
Dimitris Vassiliadis1, Elsayed Talaat1, Richard Ullman1, Joanne Ostroy1, Terry Onsager2, Douglas Biesecker1,
Vic Pizzo2, Adam Szabo3, Patricia Mulligan1, Larry Zanetti1, Rob Redmon1, Barbara Giles3, Mihail Codrescu2,
Timothy Fuller-Rowell2, and Shiva Anand1
1

NOAA/NESDIS, USA, 2NOAA/NWS/SWPC, USA, 3NASA/GSFC, USA

NOAA has created the Space Weather Observations (SWO) program to ensure the availability of space
environment measurements for forecasters and other users. The program aims for continuity of observations
past the Program of Record 2025 (POR-2025) which includes the capabilities of missions such as DSCOVR,
SWFO-L1, the GOES-R satellites, and the COSMIC constellation. Importantly, the program seeks to expand
these capabilities building on the recommendations of NOAA’s Space Platform Requirements Working Group
of 2018 and the recent interagency committees of Space Weather Operations, Research and Mitigation.
Thus, the program’s notable new requirements are solar and coronal observations from an off-Sun-Earth-line
location; an auroral imaging capability; and a thermospheric imaging capability. The development of
requirements relies on subject matter expert panel recommendations as well as numerical experiments such
as observational system simulation experiments (OSSEs) adapted for mission planning. NOAA continues to
work with other U.S. agencies and international partner organizations to optimize the observational
capabilities especially for severe space weather events. The presentation will provide an overview of the
current requirements and the plans for realizing the first ones in the early 2030s.
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Space Weather preparedness of Mediterranean region: the SWEMED ESA project
Consuelo Cid1, Antonio Guerrero1, Elena Saiz1, Cristina Ariza2, Manuel Hernandez-Pajares3, Sandra Negrin4,
Mauro Messerotti5, Alexis P. Rouillard6, Helen Mavromichalaki7, Evangelos Paouris7, and Rui Pinto6
1

Universidad de Alcala, Spain, 2GMV, Spain, 3UPC IonSAT, Spain, 4Deimos, Spain, 5INAF Astronomical
Observatory of Trieste, Italy, 6IRAP, Univ. Toulouse III, France, 7National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens, Greece
Space weather is perceived as a non-serious risk in Mediterranean countries. Nevertheless, important space
weather disturbances during major events are detected at this region. Being aware of the consequences that
these events may have on end Mediterranean users, ESA supported two parallel studies to characterise the
user requirements, to evaluate the existing capabilities, to identify the existing gaps, and to propose a
roadmap towards the provision of fully tailored space weather service for the Mediterranean region. SWEMED
is one of these two parallel studies, and the work completed within this project evidences that Mediterranean
users have specific needs regarding Space Weather that need to be covered in a near future.
Almost one hundred among customer, system or product requirements change recommendations have been
proposed to ESA tailoring the needs of Mediterranean users. Important data gaps have been identified in the
current service structure of the ESA SSA SWE Network which prevent full regional service provision and
tailoring for users of Mediterranean region. The main outcome of SWEMED, and the goal of this
presentation, is the overall roadmap towards the provision of fully tailored service for the Mediterranean
region where the more urgent issues are highlighted.

Status and future plans of the UK SWIMMR SPF Programme
Ian McCrea
STFC RAL Space, UK
SWIMMR (Space Weather Innovation, Measurement, Modelling and Risk) is a £20M programme of space
weather capacity building for the UK, funded by the Strategic Priorities Fund of UK Research and
Innovation. It involves eleven different projects supported by two UK research councils (STFC and NERC) and
supported by three government ministries (BEIS, Ministry of Defence and the Department for Transport) with
the Met Office Space Weather Operations Centre as the major beneficiary. The programme kicked off in
autumn 2019 and will run until the spring of 2024. This presentation will give an update on the current
status of the SWIMMR activities and how the final outcomes are expected to enhance UK capabilities for
space weather monitoring and prediction. We will also attempt to look toward future activities beyond the
end of SWIMMR, which the current programme activities may enable.
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Plenary session - ps02 - Novel radio diagnostics for science operational space weather service
applications
When the problem becomes a solution: observing the Sun with solar induced noise from the SMOS mission
Manuel Flores-Soriano
Universidad de Alcalá, Spain
Systems based on radio frequencies are known to be affected by solar radio bursts. However, despite of the
importance of nowcasting solar radio bursts as a source of radio interferences, near real-time
observations are still not easily available. The situation is not much better for post-event analyses,
as solar radio observations usually do not include polarization.
ESA's water mission SMOS uses L-band interferometry to map the concentration of salt in the oceans and
the moisture of the soil. However, solar radio emissions at 1.4 GHz are also captured and constitute the
main source of noise in the data. Here we show how with the proper processing it is possible to use SMOS to
monitor the Sun 24/7 in near real-time and with full polarization.
In this presentation we show how SMOS sees the Sun and its response to different types of solar
phenomena. We demonstrate how SMOS detects radio bursts only during flares associated with CMEs and
how the size of the 1.4 GHz radio bursts correlates well with the speed, angular width and kinetic energy of
those CMEs. Finally, we show how SMOS can help monitoring solar interferences aﬀecting GNSS, radar and
L-band wireless communications.
SunDish Project: Single-Dish Solar Imaging with INAF Radio Telescopes
Giulia Murtas1, Alberto Pellizzoni2, Simona Righini3, Maria Noemi Iacolina4, Marco Marongiu2, Sara Mulas5
1

University of Exeter, UK , 2INAF-OAC, Italy, 3INAF-IRA, Italy, 4ASI, 5Università degli Studi di Cagliari, Italy

The SunDish project is devoted to radio imaging and monitoring of the solar atmosphere at high radio
frequencies (at present 18-26 GHz, up to 100 GHz in perspective) through single-dish observations with
INAF radio telescopes. Observations of the brightness temperature of the solar atmosphere in the radio band
can map plasma processes that produce free-free emission in the local thermodynamic equilibrium and
gyromagnetic phenomena, providing a probe of physical conditions in a wide range of atmospheric layers for
both quiet and active regions.
During the development and early science phase of the project (2018-2020), we obtained about 170 maps
of the entire solar disk in the 18-26 GHz band, filling the observational gap in the field of chromospheric
imaging at these frequencies. In order to ease the multi-wavelength exploitation of our data products, we
present a first catalogue of continuum imaging observations including the multi-wavelength identification of
active regions and their brightness and spectral characterization.
Through systematic monitoring of the Sun, our system can provide: accurate measurement of the brightness
temperature of the radio quiet Sun component, that has been poorly explored in the 20-26 GHz range to
date; characterisation of the flux density, spectral properties and long-term evolution of dynamical features
(active regions, coronal holes, loop systems, streamers and the coronal plateau); prediction of powerful
flares through the detection of peculiar spectral variations in the active regions, as a valuable forecasting
probe for the Space Weather hazard network.
5

Tracing the Passage of CMEs in the Inner Heliosphere with LOFAR
Richard Fallows
ASTRON - the Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy, The Netherlands
Interplanetary scintillation (IPS – the scintillation of compact radio sources due to density variations in the
solar wind) enables the determination of solar wind speed and estimates of solar wind density throughout
the inner heliosphere. Several observations using the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR - a radio telescope
centred on the Netherlands with stations across Europe) have been undertaken using this technique to
observe the passage of CMEs across various points in interplanetary space. This presentation will discuss
two particular sets of observations: The first is a set of observations taken to catch the passage of an ultrafast CME which launched from the Sun following the X-class flare of 10th September 2017. LOFAR observed
the strong radio source 3C147 at an elongation of 82 degrees from the Sun over a period of more than 30
hours and observed a strong increase in speed to 900km/s followed two hours later by a strong increase in
the level of scintillation, interpreted as a strong increase in density. Both speed and density remained
enhanced for a period of more than seven hours, to beyond the period of observation. Further analysis of
these data demonstrates a view of magnetic field rotation due to the passage of the CME, using advanced
IPS techniques only available to a unique instrument such as LOFAR. MHD simulations indicate that the CME
of 10th September caught up and merged with a slower one launched a few days previously and confirm
that LOFAR observed the effects of the combined CME passage. A further set of long-duration observations
taken over two days observed the full passage, from nose to prominence material, of a CME which launched
from the Sun on 28th April 2015. Possible evidence of magnetic field rotation is seen here also, and the
dynamic spectra show the scintillation having a wave-like structure during the lead-up to the CME itself. The
cause of this can only be speculated at this stage, but it further illustrates the advantages of wide band and
multi-station capabilities for observations of IPS.
LOFAR as monitoring tool for ionospheric scintillation in mid latitude region
Mariusz Pożoga, Barbara Maryjasiak, Marcin Grzesiak, Helena Ciechowska, Roman Wronowski, Łukasz
Tomasik, Katarzyna Beser, Dorota Przepiórka, Barbara Atamaniuk, and Hanna Rothkaehl
Space Research Centre Polish Academy of Science, Poland
LOFAR (Low-Frequency Array for Radio astronomy) is a radio interferometer consisting of 52 stations located
across Europe. The facility can operate in the International LOFAR Telescope (ILT) mode, where all stations
are coordinated centrally at ASTRON, and in the Local Mode, where each station works as a single
instrument and is managed locally by its owner.
LOFAR Single Station Mode gives an ideal opportunity to perform observations of ionospheric scintillation
using natural bright radio sources. Scintillation is caused by ionospheric irregularities appearing in the radio
signal path and can give information about the local plasma properties.
Space Research Centre (SRC) PAS is the owner/operator of the PL610 LOFAR station. We have been
conducting ionospheric scintillation regular observations in Local Mode since 2017. Using a specially
designed software pipeline we compute the GNSS S4 index equivalent which allows studies of ionospheric
response to the space weather events. This work will show the computed S4 index analysis as well as
spectral index behavior during selected events.
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DISTURB: real-time solar spectrum monitoring from 3 to 3000~MHz
Michiel Brentjens
ASTRON, The Netherlands
The DISTURB project is developing a real-time phased array solar radio spectrum monitor that can provide
automated alerts when the solar radio flux exceeds relevant thresholds at frequencies between 3 MHz and 3
GHz. We develop this instrument with civilian aeronautical, scientific, as well as military users in mind, all of
whom benefit from near-real-time, high quality information about beginning and ongoing solar radio burst
(SRB) activity.
To cover the enormous frequency range, DISTURB employs several phased array antennas, ensuring a
sensitive, low-maintenance, and gracefully degrading system. The main data products are: A high resolution
dynamic spectrum (~10 ms / 10 kHz resolution), A low resolution dynamic spectrum (~1 s/ 1 MHz), and
textual alerts. For scientific research into the brightest SRBs, we offer a fast dump mode of raw data into a
temporary storage space. All dynamic spectra will be archived for future reference and scientific research.
The antenna systems cover 3--80 MHz, 80--240 MHz, 240--620 MHz, 620--1600 MHz, and 1600--3000
MHz. We foresee a modular system in which multiple DISTURB stations deployed globally provide 24/7,
near-real-time data by sharing the highest resolution data product they can output given their site's
bandwidth restrictions to a central "hub".
DISTURB has completed the initial design in September 2020 and has now received additional funding from
the Dutch Ministry of Defence for a real-time end-to-end demonstrator covering the 3--80 MHz frequency
range, to be constructed from Jan 2022 onwards. S&T and ASTRON are responsible for its design and
construction, while KNMI and RNLAF provide input and review as future users. We are always interested in
partnerships to make this service truly global.

Plenary session - ps03 - Ionospheric effects
Space Weather Impact on GNSS and the development of GNSS Performance Indicators
Jens Berdermann
German Aerospace Center, Germany
We will present first results of the ESA SWIGPAD project, which has the objective to develop and
demonstrate a user-tailored GNSS performance indicator application providing information on the expected
impact of space weather on positioning at the user’s location. The development of performance indicator
has been identified by ESA as a high-priority development in order to meet growing end user needs for space
weather information in the navigation domain. A targeted analysis of space weather-related disruptions on
technical systems and services in the field of satellite-based navigation includes the consideration of the
requirements of different users in this field. The performance indicators will be developed based on existing
data of the ESA Space Weather network. The application will address multiple representative use-cases
derived from direct input of expert-users from industry and government. The overall goal is to provide Space
Weather end users in different GNSS domains an overall numerical estimate of positioning uncertainty
resulting from ionospheric conditions along with the possibility to view and retrieve the time evolution of this
uncertainty in numerical and chart form.
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A Comparison of Techniques to Determine the Geolocation of Plasma Irregularities
Luke Nugent, Sean Elvidge, Paul Cannon, and David Themens
University of Birmingham, UK
The presence of plasma irregularities in the ionosphere can result in impacts to trans-ionospheric
communications due to ionospheric scintillation (rapid fluctuations of the amplitude and/or phase of the
received signal). Efforts to predict when scintillation could affect communications have included using
ionospheric observations from ground-based stations in near-real time to provide nowcasting of plasma
irregularities which may cause scintillation. These observations can then be propagated forwards in time
using observations or predictions of irregularity drift velocities. However, the nowcasting ability of this
approach is limited by the lack of ionospheric observations over some regions, e.g. the oceans.
Using radio occultation techniques, in which signals from GNSS satellites are detected by receivers on low
earth orbit (LEO) satellites, ionospheric scintillation observations can be obtained over regions lacking
ground-based receivers. However, determining the geolocation of the plasma irregularity (or irregularities)
along the satellite-satellite ray path presents a further challenge. Existing techniques to geolocate the
structures use the power spectral density (PSD) of the received signal amplitude to determine the Fresnel
frequency which, along with the magnetic field orientation at the irregularity location and the satellite
positions and velocities, can be used to determine the distance between the irregularity and the LEO
satellite.
In this work methods to determine the Fresnel frequency from the amplitude PSD are compared. The primary
focus is on nowcasting skill and computational cost, with the aim of establishing which techniques are
suitable for nowcasting ionospheric scintillation in an operational setting.
Real-time prediction of HF radio wave absorption in the auroral and polar ionosphere
Neil Rogers, and Farideh Honary
Lancaster University, UK
The high-latitude ionosphere can strongly absorb high-frequency (HF) radio signals during Solar Proton
Events (SPEs), M- and X-class flares, and geomagnetic storms. In this presentation we provide an overview
of the HF radio wave absorption models being implemented as part of the SWIMMR-I (Space Weather
Instrumentation, Measurement, Modelling and Risk - Ionosphere) programme. Using real-time satellite
measurements and nowcast geomagnetic indices, the models provide global 2-dimensional maps or 3-d
grids of signal attenuation that will interface with a ray tracing application and application-specific tools
being developed separately under SWIMMR-I. Models of Auroral Absorption (from energetic electron
precipitation) have been implemented, based either on the Foppiano-Bradley ITU-R standard or using an
empirical model parameterised by magnetic local time, geomagnetic latitude and selected geomagnetic
indices or solar wind-magnetosphere coupling functions determined from in situ solar wind and
Interplanetary Magnetic Field measurements. We describe how the 2-d and 3-d models of Polar Cap
Absorption (polar radio blackouts occurring during SPEs) may be optimised in real-time using 30 MHz
cosmic noise absorption measurements from one or more riometers and we present examples of the
operation of these models using archived space weather data from an active period in September
2017. Finally we shall introduce our plans to implement short-range forecasts of HF radio wave absorption
as part of the SWIMMR-I project.
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Testing new generation vTEC maps for high accuracy applications
Raul Orus Perez1, Matthew Angling2, Francois-Xavier Bocquet2, Sanita Vetra-Carvalho2, Karl Nordstrom2,
Stacey Melville2, and Laurence Duquerroy1
1

ESA, The Netherlands, 2Spire, UK

As is well know the ionosphere plays a key role when using a single frequency GNSS positioning. This is due
to the dispersive nature of the ionosphere, which causes signal (pseudorange) delays (or phase advances),
that can affect the final positioning estimates by several meters. This is corrected by the use of ionospheric
models, which provide values for this delay, or by the use a second frequency (in receivers that can use
more than one frequency). In the last decade, the refinement of ionospheric models and hence the
distribution of vTEC (vertical Total Electron Content) has been steadily increased, by means of modelling
refinements, vTEC map recalculation (as in the IGS initiative) or by means of introducing new data sources
(as the case of cubesats by Spire). At the same time, new algorithmic positioning techniques have emerged,
bringing a new focus on high accuracy applications by means of using uncombined approaches (PPP-RTK,
Fast-PPP, and so on). Not only do these algorithms focus on improvements in the position domain but also
in acquiring the positioning as fast as possible.
It is in this new set of algorithms that ionospheric modelling gains a new function; i.e. to be able to speed-up
the convergence of the high accuracy algorithms. In order to do this effectively, the ionospheric models not
only have to provide an accurate estimate of the ionospheric delay, but also an accurate estimation of
variance of this delay. Furthermore, in the case that this variance is not accurate it could not only degrade
the convergence time, but also add errors in the final position estimates.
In this work, several ionospheric vTEC maps will be tested in order to assess the capability of being helpful
for high accuracy applications. These maps would be the IGS vTEC maps, a regional realization of the ESAUGI and the Spire Global vTEC maps. This test will be carried out in zones with good coverage of ground
receivers, such as Europe and US, and in zones where the density of ground receivers is not as high and the
ionospheric gradients are also higher.
Skywave Over The Horizon Radar, where Space Physics meets Engineering
Christopher Coleman1, Paul Cannon2, Sean Elvidge2, and Luke Nugent2
1

University of Adelaide, Australia, 2University of Birmingham, UK

There are many systems that involve the propagation of radio waves through the ionosphere. In the case of
satellite navigation, satellite communications and radio telescopes, these systems operate in spite of the
ionosphere. However, in the case of skywave over the horizon radar (OTHR), they operate by means of the
ionosphere. Skywave OTHR requires a deep knowledge of the ionosphere for its successful operation. Not
only is there a need to understand the complex bending of radio waves in the lower ionosphere, the
mechanism that makes skywave OTHR possible, but there is also a need to understand phenomena such as
scintillation and atmospheric waves.
This talk will introduce the basic ideas of skywave OTHR and discuss some of the ionospheric phenomena
that challenge the operation of such radars. In particular, the challenges will be related to similar problems
that arise with satellite based systems. Finally, the talk will discuss the development of network based OTHR
that uses MIMO techniques to overcome some of the challenges of skywave OTHR.
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Plenary session - ps04 - Spacecraft operations
Supporting Space Weather Forecasting: a Virtual Reality approach
Evridiki Ntagiou1, Juha-Pekka (Jussi) Luntama2, and Johannes Klug2
1

ESA/ESOC, UK, 2European Space Agency, Spain

Space Weather (SWE) regards the changes in the space environment, resulting primarily from changes on
the Sun. SWE events can have a considerable impact on various aspects of our everyday life, from the
electrical power distribution systems, communications and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
positioning accuracy, to even potential impacts on climate. The impact on orbiting constellations is found on
the communications and solar panel performance degradation, the functioning of the on-board electronics,
and thus in the mission lifetime. Space radiation leads to increased risks to human health on manned space
missions too.
In preparation of being confronted with such phenomena, remote sensing data are being processed to
develop models that will lead to accurate forecasts of space weather events. The Space Weather System in
Space Safety Programme produces huge amounts of data products from hundreds of sensors on ground and
in space, based on which the Space Weather forecasters make qualitative and quantitative nowcasts and
forecasts. Despite the constantly advancing numerical simulation techniques and advanced analysis of the
data, human interpretation of the outputs is still pivotal in providing good forecasts. Hence, data
visualization is crucial for understanding the outputs of numerical space weather models and efficient risk
assessment. A proper visualization is the bridge between the quantitative information in the data and the
human intuition and understanding. Today, the main means of visualization are 2D graphs projecting the
propagation of heliospheric plasma on two orthogonal planes. Intuitive data visualisation tools are one of the
key techniques to improve the accuracy of the forecasting models in the near future.
A new approach for visualisation of Space Weather magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model outputs is to use
Virtual Reality (VR). In this work, we will present the use of VR in support of Space Weather forecasting. In
our tool, historic data of Coronal Mass Ejections come to life in an interactive prototype based on a Virtual
Reality game engine, using data from the EUHFORIA MHD model. Employing VR technology, we make data
comprehensible, contextualizing the results and getting new key insights. Complex structures that exist in 3
or more dimensions can be lost when projected to a lower dimensionality display. The immersive experience
we provide to the user is also ideal in supporting educational and promotional activities. This VR
visualisation tool is an innovation that brings new technology in SWE forecasting closely linked to mission
operations in ESOC.
Interactive Tool to Visualize Space Weather Scenarios and Event Probability
Delores Knipp, Valerie Bernstein, and Kaiya Wahl
University of Colorado Boulder, USA
Space weather forecasters, satellite operators, trainees and students could all benefit from an interactive
tool designed to map out space weather storms and impacts. We are developing a Space Weather Scenario
Toolkit, a web-based resource for users to map out sequences of space weather events. The toolkit draws
connections between space weather storms and the different engineering problems they can cause. The
educational and practical tool distinguishes between physical drivers of space weather, intermediate
observations and signals, and human/technology impacts. The tool is flexible enough to be used in a variety
10

of ways: 1) mapping out specific space weather events; 2) exploration of sequences of events; and 3)
presenting probabilities of events and impacts. Thus far, two major space weather active periods have been
reviewed to populate the majority of the events and impacts included in the interactive tool: the storms of
December 2006 and the sequence of great storms in 1938 (see events background in Knipp et al. (2021)
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1051/swsc/2021011). The tool is designed using D3 JavaScript as an interactive
tree-map, which users can click through to trace different space weather sequences of events from space
weather activity origins to potential communication, hardware, and human impacts. Characteristics of the
events, like duration and intensity, are included as well as general information about the likelihood of the
possible effects produced. Prior and ongoing conversations with space weather forecasters have deeply
informed the direction of the toolkit development based on the practical needs of forecasters. As such, this
work contributes to space weather research-to-operations, visualization, and educational goals.
Realtime and Tailored NAIRAS Products for Assessment of Aviation Radiation Risks and SEE Radiation Risks
for LEO Space Assets
Yihua Zheng1, Christopher Mertens2, Guillaume Gronoff2, Maksym Petrenko2, Daniel Phoenix2, Janessa
Buhler2, Insoo Jun2, Joseph Minow2, Emily Willis2, and Maria Kuznetsova2
NASA/GSFC, USA
NASA’s Nowcast of Atmospheric Ionizing Radiation for Aviation Safety (NAIRAS) model is a real-time, global,
physics-based model originally developed to predict exposure to cosmic radiation to air travelers from both
galactic and solar sources. NAIRAS has been running in realtime at the Community Coordinated Modeling
Center (CCMC) since September 2020. Its products (e.g., rigidity cutoff maps, different dose quantities at
different aviation altitudes, and dose along some specified flight paths) are available on the ISWA
(Integrated Space Weather Analysis) system. A runs-on-request version (tailored to users’ needs) will
provide model output along user-selected flight trajectories. In addition to the dosimetric output from the
model, additional output options for energy spectra and linear energy transfer (LET) spectra are being added
to support the evaluation and prediction of Single Event Effects (SEE) and Total Ionization Dose (TID) during
spaceflight missions to low-Earth orbit (LEO) and the International Space Station (ISS). This presentation will
summarize the content and status of the new NAIRAS products at the CCMC.
Real-time predictions and comparison with 87 year reconstruction of the radiation belt fluxes
Yuri Shprits, Mike Liemohn, Ondrej Santolik, Ruggero Vasile, Michael Wutzig, Hayley Allison, Ingo Michaelis,
Tony Arber, and Julien Forest
GFZ, Germany
The PAGER project will provide space weather predictions that will be initiated from observations on the Sun
and will predict radiation in space and its effects on satellite infrastructure. We are planning to adopt the
results to LEO orbit and compare the observations to the long-term hindcasting of Saikin et al., 2020, which
provides 87 years of radiation belt reconstructions using VERB-3D code. Such comparison will allow us to
identify the risks for the constellations and evaluate the probability percentiles of the current events. It will
also allow us to perform statistical analysis of extreme events. For the real-time predictions, we will provide a
1-2 day probabilistic forecast of ring current and radiation belt environments, which will allow satellite
operators to respond to predictions that present a significant threat. As a backbone of the project, we will
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use the most advanced codes that currently exist. Codes outside of Europe will be transferred to operation in
Europe, such as components of the state-of-the-art Space Weather Modelling Framework (SWMF). We will
adapt existing codes to perform ensemble simulations and will perform uncertainty quantifications. The
project will include a number of innovative tools including data assimilation and uncertainty quantification,
new models of near-Earth electromagnetic wave environment, ensemble predictions of solar wind
parameters at L1, and a data-driven forecast of the geomagnetic Kp index and plasma density. The
developed codes may be used in the future for realistic modeling of extreme space weather events.
Lowering to the Occasion: Meeting Society’s Needs in the Age of Proliferated LEO
Paul O'Brien
The Aerospace Corporation, USA
As providers launch dozens of low altitude satellites per month and announce plans for constellations
reaching into the thousands, the space weather community must ask ourselves: are we pursuing the right
research to meet the needs of proliferated use of LEO? There are three significant disconnects between
research modeling efforts and the needs of low altitude space systems: inclusion of the drift loss cone in
global electron belt simulations, real-time modeling of geomagnetic cutoffs, and description of field-aligned
currents at spacecraft altitudes. So-called “global” simulation models of the electron radiation belts typically
do not represent the drift loss cone, where low altitude satellites spend the majority of their lives.
Geomagnetic cutoffs, if they are monitored at all, are not represented in a realistic manner that can be used
to reconstruct proton and ion fluxes at LEO satellites. Field-aligned currents, which are a meaningful indicator
of the location of highest surface charging risk for LEO satellites, are modeled in detail for power grid
operators but are not evaluated at LEO altitudes. Addressing these disconnects will likely not require large
research investments, but it will require a recognition that society’s use of space is rapidly changing. Its
needs from the space weather community are changing as well.

swr01 - The solar sources of space weather (1 of 2)
An Emerging Pattern in Solar Eruption Initiation and Quantitative, Near-Realtime Assessment Diagnostics
Manolis K. Georgoulis
Academy of Athens, Greece
Several recent reviews have treated the fundamental topic of distinguishing between eruptive and noneruptive solar active regions. Drawing from them, I will aim to raise attention to an emerging physical pattern
appearing in most intensely and repeatedly eruptive active regions, namely those characterized by
conspicuous magnetic polarity inversion lines (PILs) in the photosphere and filaments or filament channels
in the chromosphere above. Contrary to the ’snapshot’, instantaneous evaluation of these patterns as
sheared magnetic arcades or magnetic flux ropes, in accord with recent reviews I will advocate for a
continuous progression that starts form a nominal sheared arcade and evolves, conditionally, into a flux
rope, even in the pre-eruption stage. Qualitative and quantitative diagnostics of this physical evolution are
discussed, aiming to showcase the physics and define a conditional point in time beyond which the course
to one or more eruptions seems granted. This ‘point of no return’ seems straightforward and relates to the
magnetic pressure equipartition values along the photospheric PIL, where the magnetic field vector is
routinely measured and the accumulation of net (i.e., non-neutralized) electric currents occurs as a result.
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These currents lead to a Lorentz-force-driven velocity shear and the ever-increasing accumulation of
magnetic free (i.e., current-carrying) energy and twist that will give rise to a pre-eruption flux rope if no other
instability occurs by then. The destabilization of this flux rope can occur via a number of candidate
instabilities. Invoking magnetic field measurements, energy and helicity leads to a possibility of nearrealtime quantitative diagnostics that can robustly distinguish between eruptive and non-eruptive active
regions. The obvious next step is when active regions deemed eruptive will in fact erupt, but I will argue that
this analysis aims mostly toward a physical insight (i.e., basic research) of the observed evolution. The
transition to operations (i.e., prediction of eruption size and attributes) involves prediction methods that go a
step further in treating the intrinsic stochasticity of the triggering process itself.
Two Classes of Eruptive Events during Solar Minimum
Prantika Bhowmik and Anthony Yeates
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Durham University, UK
During solar minimum, the Sun is relatively inactive, with few sunspots emerging on the solar surface.
Simultaneously, we observe a drop in the number of highly energetic events such as solar flares and coronal
mass ejections (CMEs), which are often associated with active regions on the photosphere. However, our
magnetofrictional simulations during the minimum period suggest that the solar corona could still be
significantly dynamic while evolving due to the large-scale shearing velocities on the solar surface. The nonpotential evolution of the corona leads to the accumulation of magnetic free energy and helicity within
coronal structures, which are then periodically shed in eruptive events. We find that these events fall into two
distinct classes. One set of events is caused by the full-scale eruption of low-lying coronal flux ropes. They
can be considered as the potential origin of occasional CMEs during the solar minimum. The other set of
events are not driven by destabilisation of low-lying structures but instead associated with eruptions of
overlying sheared arcades. This second class can be linked with streamer blowouts or stealth CMEs. The two
classes differ significantly in the amount of magnetic flux and helicity shed through the outer coronal
boundary. We additionally explore how other measurables such as current density, open magnetic flux, free
energy, coronal holes, and the horizontal component of the magnetic field on the outer model boundary vary
during the two classes of event. This study emphasises the importance and necessity of understanding the
dynamics of the coronal magnetic field during the solar minimum.
Direct evidence of twisted flux tubes creating active regions via magnetic winding
David MacTaggart
University of Glasgow, UK
The magnetic nature of the formation of solar active regions lies at the heart of understanding solar activity
and in particular, solar eruptions. A widespread model, used in many theoretical studies, simulations, and
the interpretation of observations, is that the basic structure of an active region is created by the emergence
of a large tube of pre-twisted magnetic field. Despite plausible reasons and the availability of various proxies
suggesting the veracity of this model there has not yet been any direct observational measure of magnetic
topology that can clearly identify the emergence of a twisted flux tube.
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In this talk, I will show that a quantity called magnetic winding, which is closely related to magnetic helicity,
does allow us to identify directly that twisted flux tubes can create active regions. Further, I will discuss some
of our current work in developing magnetic winding as a space weather tool for predicting flare activity.
Joint work with: C. Prior, B. Raphaldini (Durham); P. Romano, S.L. Guglielmino (Catania)
The source and solar precursors of the energetic particle events of September 2017
Stephanie Yardley1, Lucie Green2, David Brooks2, Alex James2 and David Stansby2
1

Mullard Space Science Laboratory, 2University College London, UK

Large gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) events associated with high-energy protons (up to tens of GeV)
can cause hazardous space weather conditions at Earth, pose a severe radiation risk for crewed spaceflight
and a significant threat to near-Earth technological assets. We currently do not understand where the SEP
seed population originates from and what specific features of a solar active region could be the sources of
SEPs. In this study, we investigate the evolution of NOAA active region (AR) 12673, which was the source of
four SEP events including one ground level enhancement (GLE 72) in September 2017. We analyse
numerous eruptive events from AR 12673, which were either SEP or non-SEP productive, that occurred over
a time period of several days between 4-10th September 2017. This is in order to determine what solar
precursors, particularly what parameters, configuration and evolution of the magnetic field along with the
composition and eruption characteristics are important in SEP-productive source regions. SEP forecasting
would hugely benefit from a more advanced understanding of the role of the pre-event source regions and
their characteristics.
Characterization of Coronal Bright Front Plasma Parameters and Kinematics using the SPREAdFAST
Framework
Mohamed Nedal, Kamen Kozarev, Rositsa Miteva and Momchil Dechev
Institute of Astronomy with the National Astronomical Observatory, the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,
Bulgaria
Full characterization is presented for 62 Coronal Mass Ejection (CME)-driven compressive waves (Coronal
Bright Fronts – CBFs) in the low solar corona, which were also related to Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events
near Earth, using the Solar Particle Radiation Environment Analysis and Forecasting – Acceleration and
Scattering Transport (SPREAdFAST) framework.
SPREAdFAST is a physics-based, operational heliospheric solar energetic particle forecasting system, which
incorporates a chain of data-driven analytic and numerical models for estimating: a) dynamics of large-scale
coronal (CME-driven) shock waves; c) energetic particle acceleration; d) scatter-based, time-dependent SEP
propagation in the heliosphere to specific time-dependent positions. SPREAdFAST allows for producing
predictions of SEP fluxes at multiple locations in the inner heliosphere, by modeling their acceleration at
CMEs near the Sun, and their subsequent interplanetary transport.
We used sequences of base-difference images obtained from the AIA instrument onboard the SDO satellite,
with a 24-second cadence to calculate a) time-dependent speeds in both the radial and lateral directions,
b) mean intensities, c) thicknesses of the wavefronts, and d) major and minor axes. We modeled the timedependent shock and plasma parameters at the wavefronts by utilizing the kinematic measurements and
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plasma model results from the Magnetohydrodynamic Algorithm outside a Sphere (MAS) model and
Differential Emission Measure (DEM) modeling. Statistical relations and distributions of both the shock and
plasma parameters are reported.

swr01 - The solar sources of space weather (2 of 2)
Snap, Crackle,....Pop? Characterizing the Pre-Flare Behavior of the Solar Corona
K. D. Leka, Karin Dissauer, and Graham Barnes
NorthWest Research Associates, United States
The energy to power solar energetic events is ultimately derived from the relatively slow evolution of the
photospheric magnetic field. And thus far, most statistical studies investigating imminent flaring activity have
focused on the complexity and non-potentiality of the photospheric field, indicating energy storage and
likelihood of its release. Yet the chromospheric and coronal magnetic field can evolve very quickly, and both
case studies and model efforts hint at increased levels of magnetic reorganization and reconnection,
dynamics, and temperature variation occurring in these atmospheric layers prior to solar flares.
We investigate this question using data from the Solar Dynamics Observatory from which we created AIA
Active Region Patches (AARPs; see contribution by Dissauer+ in CD02) that complement the HMI Active
Region Patches for almost the full Solar Cycle 24. The AARP database allows a detailed statistical evaluation
of the chromosphere and corona of samples of "flare quiet" vs. "flare imminent" populations from 20102018. Using the NWRA Classification Infrastructure (NCI) based on NonParametric Discriminant Analysis, we
find that a number of diagnostics, including extensive parameters from the higher-temperature coronal lines,
provide classification metrics (e.g., Brier Skill Score) for flares occurring within 24hr from the sample
comparable to those derived for magnetic field data. We will discuss the findings and the implications -both physics-focused for interpretation and operations-focused regarding the information available
independent of magnetic field data, for flare forecasting efforts. This work is funded by NASA / Guest
Investigator Grant No. 80NSSC19K0285.
Onset mechanism and a physics-based prediction of large solar flares and coronal mass ejections
Kanya Kusano
Nagoya University, Japan
What determines the onset of large solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CME) is still an open question.
Because of the ambiguity of the onset mechanism, their prediction mostly relies on empirical methods, and
the accurate prediction of large flares and CMEs is still difficult. Here, we report a new physics-based
method, κ-scheme, that can predict imminent large solar flares (Kusano et al. 2020, Science). The κscheme is based on the theoretical model that a small magnetic reconnection triggers the new ideal MHD
instability, named the double-arc instability (Ishiguro & Kusano 2017, ApJ), which drives a solar flare. We
applied the κ-scheme to 198 active regions with the largest sunspots recorded from 2006 to 2019 and
demonstrated that the κ-scheme can predict imminent large solar flares even for the precise location with a
small number of exceptions. Based on the results, we conclude that “magnetic twist flux density” close to a
magnetic polarity inversion line determines when and where solar flares may occur and how large they can
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be. Finally, we also discuss the extension of the κ-scheme to predict eruptive flares and CMEs (Lin et al.
2020 & 2021, ApJ).
Magnetic helicity and energy budget around large confined and eruptive solar flares
Manu Gupta, Julia Thalmann and Astrid Veronig
University of Graz, Austria
Large solar flares often occur in association with coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Both flares and CMEs
strongly affect space weather at Earth and the other planets. Due to their different effects on space weather,
it is important to determine whether or not a flare will be associated with a CME. In order to do so, we study
the time evolution of the coronal magnetic field of flaring solar active regions (ARs). We investigate the
coronal magnetic energy and helicity budgets of ten solar ARs around the times of large flares. In particular,
we are interested in a possible relation of the derived quantities to the particular type of flares that the AR
produces, i.e., whether they are associated with a CME or are confined. Using an optimization approach, we
employed time series of 3D nonlinear force-free magnetic field models for each target AR, covering a time
span of several hours around the time of occurrence of large solar flares (GOES class M1.0 and larger). We
subsequently computed the 3D magnetic vector potentials associated to the model 3D coronal magnetic
field using a finite-volume method. This allows us to correspondingly compute the coronal magnetic energy
and helicity budgets (so-called extensive quantities), as well as related intensive proxies, such as the relative
contribution of free magnetic energy (the energy ratio), the fraction of non-potential (current-carrying)
helicity, and the normalized current-carrying helicity. The extensive quantities of flare-productive ARs cover a
broad range of magnitudes, with no apparent relation to the potential of an AR to produce a CME-associated
flare. In contrast, we find the intensive proxies (the energy ratio, the helicity ratio, and the normalized
current-carrying helicity) to be distinctly different for ARs that produce CME-associated large flares compared
to those which produce confined flares. Thus, for the majority of ARs in our sample, characteristic pre-flare
levels of the intensive proxies allow statements regarding the likelihood of subsequent CME-productivity.
Energetic Events from the Far Side of the Sun During the SDO Era
Nariaki Nitta1 and Meng Jin2
1

Lockheed Martin ATC, USA, 2SETI, USA

Data from STEREO/EUVI have revealed several energetic events arising from the hemisphere invisible to
Earth, often estimated to be X-class flares. Most of them are also associated with major CMEs as observed
by the SOHO/LASCO and STEREO/COR2 coronagraphs. They also appear as intensity deficit in EUV
irradiance data from SDO/EVE, which may be considered to be the deciding factor as to whether an intense
flare is eruptive. Compared with the irradiance data from events that occurred in the visible hemisphere,
those from deeply occulted events are not subject to flare emission and isolation of dimmings is less
ambiguous, even though dimmings from the lower heights are not included. We present an updated list of
energetic events from the far side as observed by EUVI and discuss their dimming signatures in the
irradiance data by EVE/MEGS-A (and AIA after May 2014) in comparison with EUV (EUVI, AIA and SUVI) and
coronagraph (LASCO and COR2) images. We explore possibly different types of eruptions on the basis of
how dimmings proceed with respect to brightenings due to flares and EUV waves. Advanced numerical
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simulations of well-observed disk events are referenced and reprojected to better understand the 3D
distribution of EUV emission and its evolution.
Testing coronal models for space weather predictions using a 3D MHD propagator
Victor Reville1, Nicolas Poirier1, Alexis Rouillard1 and Rui Pinto2
1

IRAP, Université Toulouse III - Paul Sabatier, CNRS, CNES, Toulouse, France, 2Université Paris et ParisSaclay, France

Space weather operations and predictions rely on fast and inexpensive models of the solar corona derived
from remote observations. They are usually based on photospheric measurements of the solar magnetic
field. However, a precise description of all coronal physical processes needs a very large amount of
computing power, notwithstanding the many uncertainties on solar magnetograms. In recent months, we
have developed a new method to derive empirically coronal properties through the identification and the
localization of the heliospheric current using white light observations. Wind velocities, magnetic field, and
densities are derived at 0.1 AU and then propagated up to 1 AU with a 3D MHD model. In this talk, we
present this novel method and its results in nowcasting and forecasting of the solar wind plasma parameters
at 1 AU. We compare this novel method with more comprehensive models for the coronal region: Multi-VP,
which is a multiple 1D MHD model using a PFSS extrapolation for the magnetic field, and WindPredict-AW, a
full 3D MHD model of the corona including the physics of Alfvén waves turbulence and dissipation. Finally,
we inject a CME through the three different boundary conditions and compare their propagation and
resulting in situ data with measurements at Earth.

swr02 - Interplanetary CMEs and Solar Particle Events (1 of 3)
How the various stereoscopic techniques affect the Time-of-Arrival of the ICMEs at 1 AU?
Evangelos Paouris1, Angelos Vourlidas2, Athanasios Papaioannou3 and Anastasios Anastasiadis3
1

National Observatory of Athens, Greece 2JHU/APL, United States, 3NOA, Greece

The STEREO mission provided a new perspective of tracking CMEs from multiple viewpoints enabling the
development of new stereoscopic techniques to investigate the 3D structure and kinematics of CMEs. One of
the key open issues on CME forecasting and propagation is the Time-of-Arrival (ToA) of an interplanetary
CME to a given point in the heliosphere. We present for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, a
comparison between various stereoscopic techniques such as the fixed-phi approximation, harmonic mean,
self-similar expansion and triangulation method and how these techniques impact on the ToA issue using
data from heliospheric imagers. We use a sample of seven fast ICMEs (V>1000 km/s) observed between
2013-2014. The time-elongation data is taken from the HELCATS catalogue and transformed to timedistance data using the techniques mentioned above. Finally, we create the speed profile for each event and
estimate the ToA. The preliminary results are promising with a mean of errors between the observed and
forecasted ToA value of about 1 hour. We conclude that the best way to significantly improve the ToA
forecasts is the usage of data from heliospheric imagers tracking CMEs all the way from Sun to 1AU.
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Multipoint ICME events during the first 1.5 years of combined Solar Orbiter, BepiColombo, Parker Solar
Probe, Wind and STEREO-A observations
C. Möstl1, A. J. Weiss2, R. L. Bailey3, M. A. Reiss2, T. Amerstorfer2, J. Hinterreiter2, M. Bauer2, D. Barnes4, J. A.
Davies4, R. A. Harrison2 and D. Heyner5
1

Space Research Institute, ÖAW, Graz, Austria, 2Space Research Institute, Austrian Academy of Sciences,
Graz, Austria, 3ZAMG, 4RAL Space, UK, 5TU Braunschweig, Germany
We show in multipoint situ observations of interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) starting with Solar
Orbiter operations in April 2020, focusing on events that allow us to see the magnetic flux rope structure of
ICMEs at 2 or more points in the inner heliosphere. We demonstrate visualizations of the magnetic field and
plasma observations by the 5 spacecraft Solar Orbiter, BepiColombo, Parker Solar Probe, Wind and STEREOA, in connection with heliospheric imager observations from STEREO-Ahead. We identify ICME events that
could be unambiguously followed from their inception on the Sun to their impact at the aforementioned
spacecraft, and highlights much sought-after lineup events, which are useful for many research efforts, e.g.
the modeling of ICME flux ropes, their interplanetary evolution and the studies of solar energetic particle
events. We also catalog all these ICME events for the community at https://helioforecast.space/icmecat.
The combined data of these missions is already turning out to be a treasure trove for space weather research
and is expected to become even more valuable with a increasing number of events expected during the rise
of solar cycle 25.
First simultaneous in situ measurements of a coronal mass ejection by Parker Solar Probe and STEREO-A
Réka Winslow, Noé Lugaz, Camilla Scolini and Antoinette Galvin
University of New Hampshire, USA
We present the first case of a CME that hits both PSP and a second spacecraft with overlapping encounter
times, providing an excellent opportunity to study short-term CME evolution near 1 AU. The CME was
launched from the Sun on 10 October 2019 and was measured in situ at PSP on 13 October 2019 and at
STEREO-A on 14 October 2019. The small, but not insignificant, radial (~0.15 au) and longitudinal (~8o)
separation between PSP and STEREO-A at this time allows for observations of both short-term radial
evolution as well as investigation of the global CME structure in longitude.
Although initially a slow CME, magnetic field and plasma observations indicate that the CME drove a shock
at STEREO-A and also exhibited an increasing speed profile through the CME (i.e., evidence for
compression). We find that the presence of the shock and other compression signatures at 1 au are due to
the CME having been overtaken and accelerated by a high speed solar wind stream (HSS). We estimate the
minimum interaction time between the CME and the HSS to be ~2.5 days, indicating the interaction started
well before the CME arrival at PSP and STEREO-A. Despite alterations of the CME by the HSS, we find that
the CME magnetic field structure is similar between the vantage points, with overall the same flux rope
classification and the same field distortions present. These observations are consistent with the fact that
coherence in the magnetic structure is needed for steady and continued acceleration of the CME.
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Modelling the November-December 2020 events: An application towards real-time space weather
forecasting of CME-driven shocks and SEPs in the inner heliosphere
Erika Palmerio
University of California–Berkeley, USA
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar energetic particles (SEPs) are manifestations of the dynamic solar
activity that are able to cause significant space weather effects at Earth. Useful insights into the structure
and evolution of CMEs, as well as the injection and transport of SEPs, can be achieved via multi-point
measurements that take advantage of a variety of spacecraft scattered throughout the inner heliosphere. The
presence of multiple observers is also favourable to test and refine the space weather forecasting tools that
are currently used for real-time predictions.
In this framework, we analyse and model the heliospheric context between two noteworthy eruptive flares
that took place in late 2020 and that were associated with rather widespread SEP observations, namely the
M4.4 flare of 29 November and the C7.4 flare of 7 December. We use remote-sensing observations from
Earth and from the STEREO-A spacecraft, which was located close to the Lagrange L5 point at the time of the
events, to constrain CME geometric and kinematic parameters. We then simulate the five major CMEs
observed during the period of interest and the SEPs accelerated by their shocks using the coupled WSA–
Enlil+SEPMOD model. In-situ comparisons are made with data from Parker Solar Probe, STEREO-A, Solar
Orbiter, BepiColombo, Earth, and Mars. We model the sequence of the late 2020 events using four different
sets of CME input parameters, comparing results in order to identify the best performing combination for
space weather forecasting applications.
Space Weather effects from SIRs at Mars and how to forecast
Manuela Temmer
Institute of Physics, University of Graz, Austria
Understanding the evolution of solar wind structures in interplanetary space is a key element for improving
the forecasting quality in the propagation characteristics of coronal mass ejections (CMEs). We present a
study comparing the long-term properties of stream interaction regions (SIRs) and accompanying highspeed streams at Earth (OMNI data) and Mars (MAVEN data) for the same time period during the declining
phase of solar cycle 24 (December 2014 - November 2018). We show that, similar to Earth, there is a clear
relation between the extent of the coronal hole at the Sun and the maximum speed of the corresponding
high-speed stream measured at Mars that can be used for forecasting SIRs at 1.5 AU. However, the impact
of SIRs at these distances might be different compared to Earth. Using superposed epoch analysis, the
statistical results of more than 120 SIRs reveal that the duration of the high-speed streams does not
increase significantly from Earth to Mars, however, the stream crest seems to broaden. This goes along with
an increased rate of fast forward shocks which can be interpreted that for Mars missions enhanced Space
Weather effects are related to SIRs. Moreover, we find that proton temperature and speed show additional
evolutionary effects from 1-1.5 AU that do not scale according to simple geometrical expansion. For a data
catalogue see Huang et al. (2019), Grandin et al. (2019), and Geyer et al. (2021).
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swr02 - Interplanetary CMEs and Solar Particle Events (2 of 3)
Study of the propagation and geoeffectiveness of simulated consecutive CMEs and interaction with the solar
wind
Dana-Camelia Talpeanu
KU Leuven, ROB, Belgium
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) represent some of the largest and most energetic expulsions of magnetized
plasma from the Sun into the interplanetary medium. Stealth CMEs represent a special type of solar
eruptions that, in most cases, can be clearly seen in coronagraph observations, but lack distinct source
signatures.
We numerically simulate and present shear-induced consecutive CMEs during their propagation to 1AU. Our
initial magnetic configuration consists of a triple arcade structure embedded in a globally bipolar magnetic
field. The eruptions are created by imposing shearing motions at the inner boundary, along the southernmost
polarity inversion line. One particular case comprises a shear-induced CME, and a trailing one created from
the reconnection of the coronal magnetic field, which we attributed to be a stealth blob-like CME. The in-situ
signatures of the CMEs obtained in this scenario and in the simulation where both eruptions are created from
the applied shearing motions are compared with the signatures of a similar multiple event that occurred
between 21-22 Sept. 2009, obtaining a good correlation.
The eruptions are studied in two different types of bimodal background solar winds, with changes applied to
speed and density. We analyze the geoeffectiveness of all CMEs via the Dst index, computed using an
empirical model from the simulated parameters of the ICMEs. Furthermore, we calculate the forces acting
upon the flux ropes during their propagation to Earth, as well as the interaction between them and with the
background solar wind.
The 2019 International Women's Day event: A two-step solar flare with multiple eruptive signatures and low
Earth impact
Mateja Dumbovic
Hvar Observatory, Faculty of Geodesy, University of Zagreb, Croatia
We present a detailed analysis of an eruptive event that occurred on early 2019 March 8 in active region AR
12734, to which we refer as the International Women's day event. The event under study is intriguing in
several aspects: 1) low-coronal eruptive signatures come in ''pairs'' (a double-peak flare, two coronal
dimmings, and two EUV waves); 2) although the event is characterized by a complete chain of eruptive
signatures, the corresponding coronagraphic signatures are weak; 3) although the source region of the
eruption is located close to the center of the solar disc and the eruption is thus presumably Earth-directed,
heliospheric signatures are very weak with little Earth-impact. We analyze a number of multi-spacecraft and
multi-instrument (both remote-sensing and in situ) observations, including Soft X-ray, (extreme-) ultraviolet
(E)UV), radio and white-light emission, as well as plasma, magnetic field and particle measurements. We
employ 3D NLFF modeling to investigate the coronal magnetic field configuration in and around the active
region, the GCS model to make a 3D reconstruction of the CME geometry and the 3D MHD numerical model
EUHFORIA to model the background state of the heliosphere. Our results indicate two subsequent eruptions
of two systems of sheared and twisted magnetic fields, which merge already in the upper corona and start to
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evolve further out as a single entity. The large-scale magnetic field significantly influences both, the early
and the interplanetary evolution of the structure. During the first eruption the stability of the overlying field
was disrupted which enabled the second eruption. We find that during the propagation in the interplanetary
space the large-scale magnetic field, i.e. , the location of heliospheric current sheet between the AR and the
Earth likely influences propagation and the evolution of the erupted structure(s).
Observations-based CME modelling with FRi3D model in EUHFORIA
Anwesha Maharana1, Stefaan Poedts1, Camilla Scolini2, Alexey Isavnin3, Luciano Rodriguez4, Marilena
Mierla4 and Jasmina Magdalenic1
1

KU Leuven, Belgium 2University of New Hampshire, United States, 3Rays of Space, Finland, 4Royal
Observatory of Belgium, Belgium
A CME model with global three-dimensional geometry, the Flux Rope in 3D (FRi3D, Isavnin 2016), has been
implemented in the space weather forecasting tool EUHFORIA (Pomoell and Poedts, 2018). With
incorporating this advanced flux rope model in EUHFORIA we aim to improve the modelling of CME flank
encounters and, in particular, the magnetic field predictions at Earth. After successful validation of the model
with synthetic events, we optimize the model to run robust simulations of real events. We performed
observations-based modelling of two events (previously studied by Scolini et al. 2019 using the spheromak
CME model). The geometrical parameters were constrained using the forward modelling tool included in
FRi3D with additional flux rope geometry flexibility as compared to the Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS,
Thernisien 2011) model. Further, the magnetic field parameters were derived using the differential evolution
algorithm to fit FRi3D parameters to the in-situ data at 1 AU. We present a comparison of the magnetic field
parameters with those obtained using other observational techniques (Gopalswamy et al., 2017). In this
study, we also adopt an observation-based approach to constrain the density of FRi3D CMEs based on
Temmer et al., 2020, which provides a better estimation for FRi3D geometry (compared to the standard
density used in EUHFORIA). Finally, we model the CMEs in EUHFORIA with the best set of CME parameters
obtained from the methods described above and present a comparison of FRi3D’s predictive performance
with the previously implemented spheromak CME in EUHFORIA. At the end, we also compute the expected
geo-effectiveness of these storms at Earth by coupling EUHFORIA with the magnetospheric model
OpenGGCM, i.e. replacing observational solar wind data at L1 by synthetic data obtained from EUHFORIA.
Case study with a magnetized CME model and solution mesh refinement in Euhforia
Tinatin Baratashvili1, Christine Verbeke2 and Stefaan Poedts3
1

Centre for mathematical Plasma-Astrophysics, KU Leuven, Belgium, 2Royal Observatory of Belgium, 3KU
Leuven, Belgium

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are the main drivers of interplanetary shocks and space weather
disturbances. One of the key parameters that determine the geo-effectiveness of the CME is its internal
magnetic configuration. Strong CMEs directed towards Earth can have a severe impact on our planet and
their prediction can mitigate possible damages.
The novel heliospheric model ICARUS, which is implemented within the framework of MPI-AMRVAC (Xia et
al., 2018) introduces new capabilities to model the heliospheric wind and real CME events. Advanced
techniques, such as adaptive mesh refinement and grid stretching are implemented. By imposing these
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techniques, we avoid cell deformation in the domain and only the necessary/desired areas are refined to
higher spatial resolutions (and coarsened again when the high resolution is no longer necessary, e.g. behind
a travelling shock wave). The refinement and coarsening conditions are controlled by the user. These
techniques result in optimised computer memory usage and a significant speed-up, which is crucial for
forecasting purposes.
In order to model the magnetic field and its interaction with the solar wind, the linear force-free spheromak
(LFFS) model from EUHFORIA is implemented in the new heliospheric model. To assess the ICARUS model
capabilities to predict the solar wind conditions in the heliosphere, especially at L1, we consider several real
CME events. Further, we perform a comparison of the results of the original EUHFORIA model and the novel
heliospheric model. To perform the full comparison we compare the time series data at L1 and other
satellites, while we also monitor the time that simulations require to model the heliospheric wind and CME
events.
The solution mesh refinement is applied to the CMEs in order to model its arrival time and interior magnetic
field better. To analyze the results, the radial, longitudinal and latitudinal components of the magnetic field
are compared to the original EUHFORIA simulations and the observed data. As a result, the new heliospheric
model provides accurate results and gives various options to apply to the domain, while the simulations are
much more efficient and save significant amounts of computational resources and time.
This research has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 870405 (EUHFORIA 2.0).

swr02 - Interplanetary CMEs and Solar Particle Events (3 of 3)
Modeling the CME-SEP Event of November 2020
Jon Linker1, Ronald Caplan2, Tibor Torok2, Cooper Downs2, Roberto Lionello1, Pete Riley1, Nathan
Schwadron3, Matt Young3, Erika Palmerio4 and Christina Cohen5
1

Predictive Science Inc., USA, 2Predictive Science Inc, USA, 3University of New Hampshire, USA, 4UCAR,
United States, 5Cal Tech, USA
The first significant broad longitude SEP event of solar cycle 25 occurred On 11/29/2020. The apparent
source was a flare/CME near the east limb of the Sun as viewed from Earth. This event is also of interest
because the CME, with a propagation speed of about 1400 km/s, flew past Parker Solar Probe (PSP), and
solar energetic particles (SEPs) associated with the event were measured at PSP and at other locations in
the heliosphere. In this presentation, we describe coupled MHD-focused transport simulations of the CME
and associated SEP event, using the SPE Threat Assessment Tool (STAT, e.g., Young et al. ApJ 909, 2021).
The simulation starts from an MHD model of the solar corona use to predict coronal structure for the
December 14, 2021 total solar eclipse (www.predsci.com/corona/dec2020eclipse). We compare properties
of the simulated CME and SEP fluxes in the first few hours of the event with available observations and
discuss implications for the source of the particles.
Research Supported by NASA and NSF.
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Modelling the energetic storm particle event of 14 July 2012 with PARADISE
Nicolas Wijsen
KU Leuven, Belgium
We study the solar energetic particle (SEP) event associated with the coronal mass ejection (CME) that
erupted from the Sun on 12 July 2012. During this event, energetic protons with energies up to ~100 MeV
were detected in the near-Earth environment. An increase in energetic particle intensities was also measured
by the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory-Behind (STEREO-B), which was located at E115°. Moreover,
the CME reached Earth on 14 July and was accompanied by a strong energetic storm particle (ESP) event.
The CME was recently modelled by Scolini et al. (2019) with the data-driven magnetohydrodynamic model
EUHFORIA (EUropean Heliospheric Forecasting Information Asset), by using a spheromak model for the CME.
In this work, we extend this simulation by using the model PARADISE (Particle Radiation Asset Directed at
Interplanetary Space Exploration) to also study the SEP component of this event. PARADISE computes
energetic particle distributions by solving the five-dimensional focused transport equation in a solar wind
generated by EUHFORIA. We study which particle scattering conditions at the CME front can reproduce the
observed particle intensity profiles. In addition, we discuss the viability of the spheromak model in studying
gradual SEP events.
[1]

Scolini et al. A&A 626, A122 (2019)

Simulating the transport of high energy solar protons during historic GLE events
Charlotte Waterfall and Silvia Dalla
University of Central Lancashire, UK
3D test particle simulations of historic GLE events are performed to investigate the propagation and
distribution of solar protons within the heliosphere. The test particle model, which includes drift effects, is
also used to explore the influence a heliospheric current sheet (HCS) has on the propagation of protons. For
example, historic GLEs with a source location both close to and far from the HCS are considered. Our results
suggest the HCS is most efficient at transporting energetic particles when the flare is in close proximity
(<10°) to it. It is seen that the largest neutron monitor increases have occurred for GLEs with flares within
10° of the HCS. The modelling is performed for high energy (300-1200 MeV) protons to represent the
energetic conditions under which these GLEs occur. The derived intensity profiles at 1AU are compared to
observations from HEPAD onboard GOES, as well as neutron monitor data.
Differences on Forbush decreases caused by ICMEs/SIRs applying a superposed epoch analysis
Christian Nicolas Gutierre, Sergio Dasso, Pascal Démoulin and Miho Janvier
Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina
Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections (ICMEs) are formed as the interplanetary consequence of instabilities
in the solar corona. They are the interplanetary counterpart of coronal mass ejections. Stream Interaction
Regions (SIRs) consist in interplanetary plasma that arise from fast and slow solar wind interaction. When
ICMEs/SIRs approach Earth, they can produce a decrease in the galactic cosmic ray (GCRs) flux, which can
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be observed at ground level using particle detectors like neutron monitors. Such decreases are known as
Forbush Decreases (FDs).
The main aim of this work is to study the differences of FDs produced by both interplanetary transient
structures (ICMEs and SIRs). We apply a Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA) to a sample of ICMEs/SIRs,
distinguishing several categories of the studied events. We analyze interplanetary plasma and magnetic field
observed by instruments aboard the ACE spacecraft and GCRs flux observed by the McMurdo station of
neutron monitors. We analyze all the ICMEs (457 evens) that took place in the period (1998-2016)
according to catalogue used by Regnault el al. (JGR, 125, e2020JA028150) and all the SIRs (450 events)
that took place in the period (1995-2009) according to list used by Jian el al. (Sol. Phys., 239, 337, 2016).

swr03 - Earth's Magnetosphere and Radiation Belts (1 of 2)
A Massively Parallel Particle Model for Radiation Belt and Non-Thermal Particle Distributions in the
Magnetosphere
Ravindra Desai
Imperial College London, UK
Energetic particles in the magnetosphere are a primary focus of space weather. The highly relativistic Van
Allen radiation belts cause deep charging of orbiting satellites and pose lethal dangers to astronauts, while
injections of lower energy non-thermal particles are a primary cause of surface charging which can also
result in satellite failures. Global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models are capable of capturing the large
scale magnetospheric field dynamics but are unable to capture kinetic physics and non-thermal particle
distributions as the theory of MHD relies on the assumption of collisionality. Diffusive Fokker-Plank-type
models are typically used in this regard but are limited to linear or quasi-linear regimes and the underlying
semi-empirical field models further limit their applicability to extreme space weather events.
In this paper, we describe the numerics, implementation and benchmarking of a massively parallel particle
model which runs in-line with the global-MHD code, Gorgon. This model is capable of capturing the
production and evolution of magnetospheric non-thermal particle distributions, and provides a selfconsistent method of predicting radiation belt and non-thermal particle distributions during non-linear space
weather scenarios. We focus on particle dynamics at non-dipolar field topologies at the magnetopause and
magnetotail, and how sudden compressions brought on my CME- and CIR-driven interplanetary shocks can
rapidly accelerate particles and inject them to lower L shells. We show how this phenomenon, combined with
simultaneous magnetopause shadowing brought on by the rapidly moving and oscillating magnetopause
surface, can introduce significant azimuthal variations in particle fluxes. We discuss future plans for the
model including the added benefits of introducing feedback from the particles to the MHD fields in the MHDParticle-In-Cell approximation and the role of physics beyond-MHD in relation to the next generation of
global magnetospheric models and to space weather forecasting.
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A Framework for Global Trapped Particle Radiation Modelling
Constantinos Papadimitriou1, Ingmar Sandberg1, Sigiava Aminalragia-Giamini1, Hugh Evans2 and Piers
Jiggens2
1

SPARC, Greece, 2ESA, Netherlands

Since the birth of the space age and the discovery of the radiation belts, many models have been composed
to exploit the ever increasing number of in-situ particle radiation measurements and provide an accurate
description of the Earth's radiation environment. Today there are more high-quality radiation measurements
available across the Earth's magnetosphere which can be exploited to produce more reliable specification
models. In this work we present a unified framework, to consolidate both data and methodologies, perform
comparisons under the same constraints, and produce models that can be tailored to any future user's usecase scenarios. The framework is linked to an ever expanding database of both old and recent datasets, with
additional functionality that allows for their quick inspection and quality assessment. Various datasets can
then be selected, cross-calibrated and finally merged, using a variety of statistical techniques and
methodologies, to produce a model that can be immediately used to generate predictions for the radiation
that will be encountered along a test orbit.
New data sets being integrated into this framework include Arase/XEP, Galileo/EMU and PAMELA. The
framework enables the direct comparison of different approaches that have been historically used by
modellers, on common sets of data that have been uniformly treated and are processed by the same
machinery. Different combinations of data sets and cross-calibration logic result in different global flux maps
of the radiation belts upon which models are based. These flux maps may also be replaced or augmented by
data assimilation through use of physics-based models to give better coverage of the radiation belts. It will
therefore be possible to expose what drives the differences in model results between datasets or modelling
methodologies. New statistical techniques and methodologies are explored with novel application of
distributions to map data percentiles in order to better capture environmental variability and more rigorous
treatment of error propagation to inform accurate environment margin assessment for future spacecraft
design.
Coordinated observations of the effect of consecutive HSS pulses on relativistic electron enhancement
Afroditi Nasi1, Ioannis A. Daglis1, Christos Katsavrias1, Ingmar Sandberg2, Wen Li3, Yoshizumi Miyoshi4, Shun
Imajo5, Takefumi Mitani6, Tomo Hori4, Satoshi Kasahara7, Shoichiro Yokota8, Kunihiro Keika7, Iku Shinohara6,
Ayako Matsuoka5 and Yoshiya Kasahara9
1

National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece, 2Space Applications & Research Consultancy
(SPARC), United States, 3Boston University, United States, 4Nagoya University, Japan, 5Kyoto University,
Japan, 6Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, Japan, 7University of Tokyo, Japan, 8Osaka University, Japan,
9
Kazanawa University, Japan
During the second half of 2019, a series of recurring, moderate geomagnetic storms (Dstmin ≈ - 70 nT)
emerged after a sequence of high-speed solar wind streams (VSW ≥ 600 km/s) impacted the magnetosphere.
During one of these storms, intense substorm activity was also recorded (SML ≈ - 2000 nT on August 31 and
September 1), as well as a longer-lasting solar wind pressure pulse.
We investigate this series of events, using particle measurements from three missions that recorded
significant enhancements of relativistic electron fluxes: the Van Allen Probes, Arase and Galileo 207 & 215
satellites. We use both the flux intensity and the phase space density (PSD) of electrons, along with
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interplanetary parameters and information on ultra-low frequency (ULF) and chorus wave activity for a
detailed analysis of this event.
Our study demonstrates the importance of substorm injections, even during moderate or weak geomagnetic
storms. The presence of seed electrons at L* = 4-5, in addition to intense ULF and chorus wave activity,
seems to result in very efficient electron acceleration to relativistic and ultra-relativistic energies.
This work has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 870437 for the SafeSpace project.
Modelling Inner Proton Belt Variability at Energies 1 to 10MeV using BAS-PRO
Alexander Lozinski1, Richard Horne1, Sarah Glauert1, Giulio Del Zanna2 and Seth Claudpierre3
1

British Antarctic Survey, UK, 2DAMTP, University of Cambridge, UK, 3UCLA, The Aerospace Corporation, UK

Geomagnetically trapped protons forming Earth's proton radiation belt pose a hazard to orbiting spacecraft.
In particular, solar cell degradation is caused by non-ionising collisions with protons at energies of several
megaelectron volts (MeV), which can shorten mission lifespan. Dynamic enhancements in trapped proton
flux following solar energetic particle events have been observed to last several months, and there is a strong
need for physics-based modelling to predict the impact on spacecraft. However, modelling proton belt
variability at this energy is challenging because radial diffusion coefficients are not well constrained.
We address this by using the British Antarctic Survey proton belt model BAS-PRO to perform 3D simulations
of the proton belt in the region 1.15≤L≤2 from 2014 to 2018. The model is driven by measurements from
the RBSPICE and MagEIS instruments carried by the Van Allen Probe satellites. To investigate sensitivity,
simulations are repeated for three different sets of proton radial diffusion coefficients DLL taken from previous
literature. Comparing the time evolution of each result, we find that solar cycle variability can drive up to a
~75% increase in 7.5MeV flux at L=1.3 over four years due to the increased importance of collisional loss at
low energies. We also show how the anisotropy of proton pitch angle distributions varies with L and energy,
depending on DLL. However we find that phase space density can vary by three orders of magnitude at L=1.4
and µ=20MeV/G due to uncertainty in DLL, highlighting the need to better constrain proton DLL at low energy.

swr03 - Earth's Magnetosphere and Radiation Belts (2 of 2)
Using the Van Allen Probes/EMFISIS and Arase/PWE electron density data to improve inner magnetosphere
modelling
Edith Botek
Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy, Belgium
The modeling of the cold plasma density that constitutes the inner magnetosphere plays an essential role for
monitoring the Space Weather conditions near Earth. To this end, the Space Weather Integrated Forecasting
Framework Plasmasphere Model (SPM) [1] is used routinely since 2017 at the ESA Space Situational
Awareness network [2] displaying near real-time plasmasphere dynamics. SPM is a 3D kinetic model of the
plasmasphere, coupled to the ionosphere, that determines the plasmapause position and characterize the
spatio-temporal density and temperature of electrons and ions in the plasmasphere and plasmatrough
regions. The model uses analytical equations fed by semi-empirical parameters based on satellite data.
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SPM simulations are here compared to Van Allen Probes/EMFISIS and Arase/PWE electron density
observational data to assess the model applicability, especially on the plasmatrough region where the fitting
equations are re-visited using EMFISIS data. The new fitting provides a plasmatrough electron density slightly
higher with respect to the previous parametrization, in particular for high L values (L>3) and high
geomagnetic activity. The plasmasphere boundary layer thickness during periods of low and high
geomagnetic activity is also considered by taking into account the Kp history impact on the density
relaxation after (sub)stormy periods. The present work is also part of our contribution to the H2020
SafeSpace project [3] that will use the SPM model to better describe the interaction processes between the
cold plasma dynamics and the Van Allen radiation belts.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Pierrard, V. & Stegen, K. (2008). A three-dimensional dynamic kinetic model of the plasmasphere.
JGR: Space Physics, 113(10) ; Pierrard, V. & Voiculescu, M. (2011). The 3D model of the
plasmasphere coupled to the ionosphere. GRL Letters, 38(4), 1–7.
https://swe.ssa.esa.int/bira-swiff-federated
https://www.safespace-h2020.eu/

A machine learning model of the plasmasphere using only Kp and solar wind features
Stefano Bianco, Yuri Shprits, Irina Zhelavskaya, and Ruggero Vasile
GFZ, Germany
Solar storms are hazardous events consisting of a high emission of particles and radiation from the sun that
can have adverse effects both in space and on Earth. In particular, satellites can be damaged by energetic
particles through surface and deep dielectric charging. The Prediction of Adverse effects of Geomagnetic
storms and Energetic Radiation (PAGER) is an EU Horizon 2020 project, which aims to provide a forecast of
satellite charging through a pipeline of algorithms connecting the solar activity with the satellite charging.
The plasmasphere modeling is an essential component of this pipeline, since plasma density in the
plasmasphere controls the growth of waves and how waves interact with particles in the inner
magnetosphere. Successful machine-learning models of the plasma density in the plasmasphere have been
already developed, using as input several geomagnetic indices. However, in the context of the PAGER project
one is constrained to use only solar wind features and the Kp index, whose forecasts are provided by other
components of the pipeline. Here, we develop a machine learning model of the plasma density using solar
wind features and the Kp index. We validate the model by measuring its performance on a dataset withheld
from the training set, in particular during geomagnetic storms, also by comparing the model predictions with
global images of He+ distribution in the Earth’s plasmasphere from the IMAGE Extreme UltraViolet (EUV)
instrument. Finally we will compare the model with other plasmasphere models present in the literature.
Modeling the propagation of solar disturbances to Earth for the EU H2020 SafeSpace project
Rungployphan Kieokaew
Institut de Recherche en Astrophysique et Planétologie, France
The EU H2020 SafeSpace project aims to develop a prototype pipeline that connects several tools in a
modular fashion to address the physics of the Sun – Interplanetary space – Earth’s magnetosphere with the
ultimate goal to forecast radiation belts dynamics. We present a part of the pipeline called Helio1D that is
dedicated to forecasting the solar wind properties at the Lagrangian L1 point. Helio1D models solar wind
propagation using input data obtained from the MULTI-VP model, which itself models solar wind emergence
near Sun based on magnetograms and coronal field reconstruction. In particular, we aim to forecast the
properties of the regular solar wind, as well as Corotating Interaction Regions and their high-speed streams
which are most geo-effective (for radiation belts in particular). We take an ensemble forecasting approach to
provide optimum forecast up to 2 – 4 days of lead time. We also couple the Helio1D pipeline with neural
network models that predict geomagnetic indices such as the Kp index for magnetospheric space weather
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forecasting. In this presentation, we will present the Helio1D pipeline status, as well as its benchmarking and
calibration in order to provide optimum forecasting in real-time. This work has received funding from the
European Union"s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 870437.
Towards global magnetohydrodynamic simulation of all ACE data
Ilja Honkonen
Finnish Meteorological Institute, Finland
We present our approach to modeling over 20 years of the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system
using version 5 of the Grand Unified Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling Simulation (GUMICS-5). As input
we use 16 s magnetic field and 1 min plasma measurements from ACE satellite starting from 1998. The
modeled interval is divided into 28 h simulations including 4 h overlap. We use a maximum magnetospheric
resolution of 0.5 Earth radii (Re) up to about 15 Re from Earth and decreasing resolution further away. In
ionosphere we use a maximum resolution of approximately 100 km poleward of +-58 magnetic latitude and
decreasing resolution towards equator. We have parallellized the magnetosphere of GUMICS-5 using the
Message Passing Interface and have made several improvements which have e.g. decreased its numerical
diffusion. Results for one day and overlap require approximately 15 GB of disk space and final requirement
is over 100 TB. We describe some of the challenges of working with such a large data set. Preliminary results
for years 98-18 indicate that GUMICS reproduces the solar cycle when compared to empirical models of the
magnetosphere and ionosphere.

swr04 - Ionospheric interactions (1 of 2)
Variability of the spatio-temporal scales in the ionosphere at Swarm altitudes: a climatological approach
Lasse Clausen1, Jaroslav Urbar2, Antonio Cicone3, Luca Spogli2, Claudio Cesaroni2, Lucilla Alfonsi2, James
Rawlings4, Yaqi Jin1, Per Høeg1, Jan Miedzik5, Ewa Gierlach5 and Wojciech Miloch1
1

University of Oslo, Norway, 2Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Italy, 3University of L’Aquila, Italy,
4
Nottingham Trent University, UK, 5GMV Solutions, Spain
Ionosphere is a dynamical system that shows a complex behaviour due to its nonlinear coupling with the
solar wind-magnetosphere system from above and with the lower atmosphere from below. This complexity
manifests itself on a largely varying range of spatial and temporal scales in the different ionospheric sectors.
We leverage on the Swarm constellation data, investigated with techniques for non-linear non-stationary
signal, to investigate the statistical properties of each spatio/temporal scale revealed by ionospheric data
recorded in situ, i.e. in the topside ionosphere.
Resonant modes in ionospheric and related helio-geophysical proxies identified through signal processing
techniques, like the Iterative Filtering, allows speculating at a climatological level on the cause-effect
mechanisms by investigating the lags and mutual interaction among the modes.
This work is within the framework of the Swarm Variability of Ionospheric Plasma (Swarm-VIP) project, funded
by ESA in the “Swarm+4D-Ionosphere” framework (ESA Contract No. 4000130562/20/I-DT).
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Monitoring ionospheric scintillations with cubesats in the Spire Space Weather Watch (SW2) project
Giorgio Savastano1, Shradha Mohanty1 and Matthew Angling2
1

Spire Global Luxembourg S.a.r.l, Luxembourg, 2Spire Global UK Ltd, UK

Spire Global develops and operates a large constellation of cubeSats carrying a variety of software defined
radio payloads. One such payload is a dual frequency GNSS receiver capable of collecting high rate (50Hz)
phase and amplitude measurements in a radio occultation (RO) geometry. This data is exploited by the Spire
Space Weather Watch (SW2) monitoring system in order to detect ionospheric scintillations and provide
space weather warnings.
In this paper we present Spire's effort to monitor ionospheric scintillations within the framework of the Spire
Space Weather Watch (SW2) project. Detection algorithms based on ionosphere indexes (such as S4 and
sigma phi) have been implemented to directly detect amplitude and phase scintillations on-board of Spire's
cubeSats. These on-board detectors trigger the downlink of the 50 Hz data across an extended altitude range
(i.e. beyond the range usually downlinked for neutral atmosphere RO). The profiles span straight-line tangent
altitudes (SLTA) ranging from 70 km to 450 km and have a vertical sampling rate of better than 100 m. This
data is further processed on the ground in order to geolocate the ionospheric irregularities responsible for
scintillations along each receiver-transmitter line of sight.
Spire's data provide significant coverage over the oceans and near the poles. This information can be
gridded and combined with other datasets, such as ground-based measurements, to improve space weather
monitoring. Different products can be directly derived from the SW2 monitoring system, such as space
weather warning maps or time series at specific locations. Recent results from a climatological- study of
ionospheric scintillations at high-, mid-, and low- geomagnetic latitudes will also be presented.
The SW2 project aims to provide operational space weather information services and issue situational
warnings to users of systems and technologies based on trans-ionospheric radio propagation. This may
support the space weather requirements issued by the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
guidelines.
Magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling in ionospheric modeling: different ways, advances, and problems
Maxim Klimenko, Vladimir Klimenko and Eugene Gordeev
St Petersburg University, WD IZMIRAN, Russia
The high-latitude ionosphere being a very strongly structured medium due to the presence of a large number
of irregularities from several to hundreds of kilometers, The inhomogeneities are structured in latitude in
accordance with the subdivision of the high-latitude ionosphere into the subauroral and auroral ionosphere,
the polar cap, and the cusp. The inhomogeneities are the result of magnetospheric-ionospheric and
thermospheric-ionospheric interactions associated with auroral activity, in particular, with the high-energy
particle precipitation and the processes of the plasma transport and heating due to magnetospheric electric
fields and field-aligned currents. One of the main methods for studying and interpreting the high-latitude
ionospheric structure is the use of numerical models of the ionosphere. Usage of such models allowed
understanding the different features of magnetosphere-ionosophere and atmosphere-ionosphere coupling
processes. The Global Self-Consistent Model of the Thermosphere, Ionosphere, and Protonosphere (GSM
TIP) was previously used for the representation of ionospheric effects during different kinds of geomagnetic
storms. Some model/data disagreements were reviled that may be associated with different kinds of
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reasons. One possible reason is using an empirical climatological setting of cross-polar cap potential and
Region 2 field-aligned currents as GSM TIP model input parameters. Here we discussed the usage of
observed AMPERE FACs or simulated FACs and auroral precipitation by GAMERA model as model input
parameters for upper atmosphere GSM TIP model.
This study was performed in the SPbSU Ozone Layer and Upper Atmosphere Research Laboratory, which is
supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation (Agreement No. 07515-2021-583).
Prediction and understanding of the ionospheric electron density based on machine learning
Artem Smirnov, Yuri Shprits, Irina Zhelavskaya, Ruggero Vasile and Max Berrendorf
GFZ Potsdam, Germany
Earth's ionosphere represents a complex and dynamic region characterized by an increased concentration of
charged particles. Changes in ionospheric density can affect the propagation of electromagnetic signals thus
disrupting navigation and positioning. The existing models of ionospheric density rarely meet the accuracy
requirements due to using time and spatial averaging, as well as relying on limited data sets. Here we
present a continuous empirical three-dimensional (3D) model of electron density at heights 130-800 km.
Previous studies have indicated that empirical ionospheric models often suffer from limited data coverage,
and therefore it is essential to use all of the collected observations. We use radio occultation data from
various spacecraft (e.g., COSMIC), together with in-situ data by CHAMP/PLP and CNOFS/CINDI instruments,
GRACE/KBR data and ground-based digisonde observations for over 20 years of measurements. We discuss
the application of neural networks to efficiently handle the entire dataset comprising billions of data points.
Using the combination of machine learning techniques, we select the features that result in the best model
performance and discuss the physics behind them. The resulting model gives accurate predictions of
electron density in the Earth's ionosphere and yields >94% correlation on the validation data. The model
has a wide range of applications for scientific purposes, space weather monitoring, and industrial
applications such as GNSS navigation and positioning.
On the Contribution of Particle Precipitation to Ionospheric Plasma Structuring
Florine Enengl, Daria Kotova, Yaqi Yin and Wojciech Miloch
University of Oslo, Norway
Auroral particle precipitation potentially plays a main role in ionospheric plasma structuring. The impact of
particle precipitation on plasma structuring are investigated using multi point measurements from
scintillation receivers and all sky cameras from Longyearbyen, Ny Ålesund and for the first time from
Hornsund on Svalbard. This provides us with the unique possibility of studying the auroral dynamics in a
spatial and temporal evolution. Here we consider several case studies to investigate which auroral forms
have strongest impact on transionospheric radio waves. We demonstrate that plasma structuring impacting
the GNSS signals are largest at the edges of auroral arcs in the direction of their propagation. High energetic
particle precipitation, reaching altitudes down to 150 km may be a driver for phase scintillations through
structuring. High values of phase scintillation indices can be observed even shortly after strong visible aurora
and can then remain significant at low intensities of the aurora.
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swr04 - Ionospheric interactions (2 of 2)
Field-aligned current and auroral cusp spot during an interval of BY-dominated interplanetary-field;
modelled-to-observed comparisons
Jennifer Carter1, A A Samsonov2, S E Milan1, G Granduardi-Raymont2, A J Ridley3, L J Paxton4, B J Anderson4,
C L Waters5 and T Edwards6
1
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We track a remarkably bright and persistent auroral cusp spot emission in the high-latitude Northern
Hemisphere polar cap, well inside the main auroral oval, for approximately 11 hours on the 16 June 2012
and 17 June 2012. The auroral emissions are presented in both the Lyman-alpha and Lyman-Birge-Hopfield
bands, as observed by the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager on board two of the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Programme spacecraft and supported by detections of precipitating particles by the
same spacecraft. The auroral observations are accompanied by patterns of field aligned currents, obtained
from the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment, along with ionospheric
convection patterns from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network. The auroral emissions, field-aligned current
patterns, and ionospheric convection, are consistent with a model of a compressed magnetosphere under
strongly northward interplanetary magnetic field, following an impact of an Interplanetary Coronal Mass
Ejection and associated magnetic cloud at the magnetopause. This induces high-latitude lobe reconnection
that progresses increasingly tailward during the presented interval. We model this interval using a
magnetohydrodynamic simulation. The model reproduces the spatial distribution of the field-aligned currents
well, even under changing conditions in the incoming interplanetary magnetic field. Discrepancies exist
between the modelled and observed current magnitudes. Notably, the winter Southern Hemisphere exhibits
much lower current magnitudes overall. We also model a sharp transition of the location of magnetopause
reconnection. This changes rapidly from a subsolar location at the low-latitude magnetopause under
southward interplanetary magnetic field conditions, to a high-latitude lobe reconnection location when the
field is northward.
Global Pi2 pulsation observed in the magnetosphere, ionosphere and on the ground
Essam Ghamry
National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics, Egypt
Pi2 pulsations are impulsive oscillations associated with magnetospheric substorm onsets. In this study, we
investigate a global geomagnetic Pi2 pulsation using the magnetic field data from the Van Allen Probe
satellites (NASA’ mission) in the magnetosphere, Swarm satellites (ESA’s mission) in the topside ionosphere
and on the ground. The Pi2 oscillations in the compressional components are investigated. We noticed a
high degree of similarity between the Pi2 event in magnetosphere, ionosphere and on the ground. Also, we
find that the nightside Pi2 pulsation in the magnetosphere are highly coherent with those in the dayside
ionosphere. Moreover, daytime Pi2 identified by Swarm satellite showed in phase oscillations with
underneath ground station.
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Large-scale dune aurora event investigation combining citizen scientists' photographs and spacecraft
observations
Maxime Grandin1, Minna Palmroth1, Graeme Whipps2, Milla Kalliokoski1, Mark Ferrier2, Larry J. Paxton3,
Martin G. Mlynczak4, Jukka Hilska5, Knut Holmseth6, Kjetil Vinorum6 and Barry Whenman2
1

University of Helsinki, Finland, 2Citizen scientist, Scotland, UK, 3The Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory, United States, 4NASA Langley Research Center, United States, 5Citizen scientist,
Finland, 6Citizen scientist, Norway
Recently, citizen scientist photographs led to the discovery of a new auroral form called “the dune aurora”
which exhibits parallel stripes of brighter emission in the green diffuse aurora at about 100 km altitude. This
discovery raised several questions, such as (i) whether the dunes are associated with particle precipitation,
(ii) whether their structure arises from spatial inhomogeneities in the precipitating fluxes or in the underlying
neutral atmosphere, and (iii) whether they are the auroral manifestation of an atmospheric wave called a
mesospheric bore. This study investigates a large-scale dune aurora event on 20 January 2016 above
Northern Europe. The dunes were observed from Finland to Scotland, spanning over 1,500 km for at least
4 h. Spacecraft observations indicate that the dunes are associated with particle precipitation and reveal the
presence of a temperature inversion layer below the mesopause during the event, creating suitable
conditions for mesospheric bore formation. The analysis of a time lapse of pictures by a citizen scientist from
Scotland leads to the estimate that, during this event, the dunes propagate towards the west-southwest
direction at about 200 m/s, presumably indicating strong horizontal winds near the mesopause. These
results show that citizen science and dune aurora studies can fill observational gaps and be powerful tools to
investigate the least-known region of near-Earth space at altitudes near 100 km.
Performance assessment of a near-real-time operational data assimilation system: Assimilation Canadian
High Arctic Ionospheric Model (A-CHAIM)
David Themens1, Ben Reid2, Sean Elvidge1, Anthony McCaffrey2 and P.T. Jayachandran2
1

University of Birmingham, UK, 2University of New Brunswick, Canada

The Assimilation Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric Model (A-CHAIM) is an operational data assimilation
system that provides 3D ionospheric electron density in near-real-time. A-CHAIM is hosted at the University
of New Brunswick and assimilates all ground and space-borne Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS),
ionosonde, Incoherent Scatter Radar, and altimeter data that is available within 3 hours of real time. The
system uses a flavour of auxiliary particle filter to update the nonlinear basis functions of Empirical CHAIM
(E-CHAIM), which is used as the system’s background model, and provides output for all regions above 45oN
geomagnetic latitude. The latest version of the system has been operational since March 2021, with prior
versions dating back to December 2019.
This study will examine the performance of A-CHAIM over the operating period of its latest release using
datasets that are not available in near-real-time (and thereby are not assimilated), including a selection of
ionosondes and in situ measurements. We will further examine the performance of the system’s different
latency products to assess the effect of progressive data loss and short-term forecast on system
performance. Particular focus will be placed on the capacity of the system to represent shorter temporal and
spatial scales than the E-CHAIM background model.
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Selection of the most suitable proxy of solar activity for long-term ionospheric climate studies
Jan Lastovicka
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic
There is not only space weather, there is also space climate. Its part is the ionospheric climate. To study
long-term changes of ionospheric climate it is necessary select the most suitable solar activity proxy as
direct homogeneous measurements of solar ionizing radiation are not available on multi-decadal time
scales. It is important also for ionospheric modeling.
Here we search for the most suitable proxy of solar activity for studying long-term changes of foF2 at middle
latitudes. For this purpose we use yearly values of foF2 from European stations Juliusruh, Pruhonice and
Roma, US station Boulder, Australian station Canberra and Japanese stations Kokubunji over the period
1976-2014 together with six solar activity proxies Mg II, F10.7, F30, He II, sunspot number R and solar H
Lyman-alpha flux. All ionospheric stations are located at middle latitudes. The analysis is done by a simple
linear regression between foF2 and individual solar proxies. The application of a simple linear regression is
justified as for the best solar proxies it describes 99% of the total variance of foF2. The results reveal two
most suitable solar proxies for yearly values of foF2, Mg II and F30. However, Mg II is available only since
autumn 1978. Another important result is that the dependence of foF2 on solar activity
The results for Europe provide for monthly median values of foF2 the same most suitable solar proxies as for
yearly values of foF2. Preliminary results for low latitudes indicate more complex pattern.

swr05 - Ground-Level Geomagnetically Induced Currents (1 of 2)
Distribution and occurrence frequency of dB/dt spikes during magnetic storms 1980 – 2019
Audrey Schillings, Laurianne Palin, Hermann J. Opgenoorth, Maria Hamrin, Lisa Rosenqvist, Jesper Gjerloev,
Liisa Juusola and Robin Barnes
Umeå University, Sweden
GICs are associated with rapid fluctuations of the Earth’s magnetic field. The time derivative of these rapid
magnetic fluctuations is known as dB/dt. Spikes in dB/dt is of particular interest because it can provoke
unexpected disturbances in the ground-based power networks and it is not entirely clear when, where and
why these spikes occur.
In our study, we investigated negative and positive dB/dt spikes with a threshold of 500 nT/min for storms
with a SYM-H lower than -100 nT in the last 40 years (1980-2019). Using the SuperMAG magnetometers
network (worldwide coverage), we analyzed the dB/dt spikes in the northern and eastern components of the
magnetic field. Previous studies reported two dB/dt spikes “hotspots”: one in the pre-midnight and the
second in the morning MLT sectors. We could statistically confirmed this existence and additionally we found
that the spikes contributing to the “hotspots” are independent of the geographic location of the
magnetometer stations. We suggested that the ionospheric phenomena associated with the dB/dt
“hotspots” are vortex- or wave-like current flows in Omega bands in the morning sector and westward
travelling surge (WTS) in the evening sector. Furthermore, we observed a spatio-temporal expansion of the
northern negative dB/dt spikes during storms with more than 10 consecutive dB/dt spikes. The development
of the dB/dt spikes starts in the pre-midnight MLT sector and expands in time towards the morning sector.
We found that bursts in the AE index correlates with this spatio-temporal evolution and can be repeated
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several time during a storm. Finally, we compared the number of dB/dt spikes during a storm with its
intensity (Dst and AE indices) and did not find any correlation. Thus, the number of dB/dt spikes during a
storm could determine its hazardous nature for ground-based infrastructures.
Our findings shows the importance of understanding the evolution and preferred MLT location of dB/dt
spikes during storms in order to improve detrimental GIC impacts predictions. These results may also help to
improve the forecasts to predict accurately the danger from a “dB/dt spike hotspot” moving across a country
instead of general warnings.
The relevance of local magnetic records when using extreme space weather events as benchmarks
Elena Saiz, Consuelo Cid and Antonio Guerrero
Universidad de Alcalá, Spain
Space weather indices introduced for scientiﬁc purposes such as the Dst index are also commonly used for
operational purposes, as for example nowcasting of the geospace state during extreme space weather
events, therefore they have been applied to situations for which they are not originally intended, raising the
question about their suitability in space weather benchmarks.
In analysing records for different magnetometers at low-mid-latitude from historical extreme events, we ﬁnd
periods lasting about 1-2 hours with a large longitudinal asymmetry on ground magnetic response, which
suggest that large signals are coming from some individual magnetometers. Moreover, they are averaged out
of the Dst record. The results from historical extreme events have been reinforced with the systematic study
during ten extreme events (Dst < -200 nT and AL < -2000 nT) of more contemporary data (magnetic records
in the period 1998–2017 from six mid-latitude observatories spread in longitude at about 40º magnetic
latitude). The large longitudinal asymmetry observed in each individual event develops as a double spike in
the H-component overlapped in time: one negative in the observatories of the day-time sector and one
positive in the observatories of the night-time sector. Moreover, the largest asymmetries take place during
the early main phase of the storm and are recorded in narrow local time sectors, also implying a large dH/dt.
The results of this study can be considered advantageous to be aware about: 1) large local magnetic
variations in the form of double H-spike are missed by global geomagnetic indices; 2) H-spikes, as linked to
large dH/dt and GICs, pose a potential hazardous effect for users affected by space weather; 3) space
weather benchmarks should be based on local records instead of the commonly used scientific global
geomagnetic indices.
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Analysis of magnetic field variation and geomagnetically induced currents during large storms
Lauren Orr1, Sandra Chapman2 and Ciaran Beggan3
1

Lancaster University, UK, 2University of Warwick, UK, 3British Geological Society, UK

During geomagnetic storms rapid magnetic variations cause large, sharp enhancements of the magnetic and
geoelectric field at mid-latitudes. Spatio-temporal quantification can provide an insight into the magnitude
and configuration of their potential hazard; wavelets are one such tool for time-frequency localisation which
are able to detect sharp changes across multiple time scales. We use the Haar wavelet transform to localise
in time and frequency the storm-time response in middle to high latitude European ground-based
magnetometer measurements and modelled Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GICs) from the high voltage
(HV) grid of the UK. This allows us to investigate the location, in particular the latitudinal dependence, and
the intensity of the rate of change during geomagnetic storms. We then use wavelet correlation of the GIC in
the grounded nodes to build a time-varying network of GIC flow around the UK grid during storms, including
the Halloween storm of 2003. We find that coherent networks form with long range connections which span
the entire physical grid at the most intense times. This network is highly intermittent (a few tens of minutes)
and not a simple response to the amplitude of the rate-of-change of the magnetic field. Quiescent periods
are interspersed with short (<10 min) intervals where there are connections forming distinct sub-networks
which are highly connected to each other, with a tendency for east-west linkages which follow long-line eastwest features in the physical structure of the HV grid. From this study we can infer where further monitoring
for GIC either directly or indirectly should be provided to improve real-time assessments of potential hazards
which may arise during large geomagnetic storms.
More accurate GIC estimation on account of an improved 3-D conductivity model
Joana Alves Ribeiro1, Fernando J. G. Pinheiro1, Pedro Baltazar-Soares2, Francisco Martinez-Moreno2,
Fernando Monteiro Santos2 and Maria Alexandra Pais1
1

CITEUC, Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory, University of Coimbra, Portugal, 2Instituto Dom Luiz,
Portugal, Faculty of Sciences of the University of Lisbon, Portugal
Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GICs) is one of the main hazards associated with Space Weather that
may lead to blackouts. It is essential to improve models in order to achieve more accurate GIC estimations.
To compute GICs, it is necessary to know the induced electric field (which is obtained from geomagnetic
storm observations and a local ground electrical conductivity model) as well as information on the topology
of the power grid.
Thanks to a close collaboration with the Portuguese national transmission system operator (REN), it was
possible to work with realistic values of power grid parameters. All the existing high voltage lines (150, 220
and 400 kV) were taken into account in the network model, as well as equivalent circuits to simulate
neighbouring networks. To simplify the calculation, a straight-line approximation is usually used (i.e.
connecting the transformer stations with a straight line). Tests were done to quantify this source of error in
the GIC estimation.
Improvement in the induced electric field calculation has been achieved by incorporating the first 3-D model
of Earth's electrical conductivity of Portugal mainland based on 32 magnetotelluric measurements in a
50x50 km grid. In Portugal mainland, it is observed large zones with resistivity contrast; thus, it is expected
to observe significant changes in the induced electric field as well.
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In this study, results of GIC estimations for Portugal mainland during the strongest geomagnetic storms
recorded at Coimbra Geomagnetic Observatory (COI) during solar cycle 24 are presented. ‘Hot-spots’ in the
Portuguese mainland power network are identified.
Real-time modelling of the ground 3-D EM effects due to space weather events. A concept and its validation
Elena Marshalko1, Mikhail Kruglyakov2 and Alexey Kuvshinov3
1

Schmidt Institute of Physics of the Earth of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia, 2University of Otago,
New Zealand, 3Institute of Geophysics, ETH Zurich

This work presents a methodology that allows researchers to simulate in real time the spatio-temporal
progression of the ground electric field (GEF) in a given 3-D conductivity model based on continuously
augmented data on the spatio-temporal evolution of the inducing source.
The validation of the presented concept is performed using Fennoscandia as a test region. The choice of
Fennoscandia is motivated by several reasons. First, it is a high latitude region where the GEF is expected to
be particularly large. Second, there exists a 3-D ground electrical conductivity model of the region. Third, the
regional magnetometer network, IMAGE, allows us to build a realistic model of the source for a given
geomagnetic disturbance.
Taking the 7-8 September 2017 geomagnetic storm as a space weather event, we show that the real-time
high-resolution 3-D modelling of the GEF is feasible and requires only a few tens of seconds.
swr05 - Ground-Level Geomagnetically Induced Currents (2 of 2)
GIC-related pipeline corrosion
Larisa Trichtchenko
Natural Resources Canada, Canada
Telluric (geomagnetically induced) currents, produced by the natural variations of the Earth magnetic field,
are able to interfere with the corrosion protection systems used on pipelines.
The characteristic time period of these currents is not fixed, they have a continuous spectrum with
frequencies ranging from 1 Hz to 10-5 Hz and beyond. This corresponds to a variable time for impact on the
pipeline steel and makes it difficult to estimate the corrosion rates, which are traditionally evaluated under
DC (constant) conditions.
This paper examines pipeline steel corrosion rates due to telluric activity calculated with the use of several
existing types of measurements of the metal loss exposed to alternating currents with low frequency (AC to
periods of minutes to weeks).
Results for pipelines under different geomagnetic conditions are presented and show the levels of corrosion
due to the telluric interference in relation to the corrosion levels commonly accepted as safe in the pipeline
industry.
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Working towards forecasts of geomagnetically induced currents in the UK
Gemma Richardson
British Geological Survey, UK
In recent years BGS have been working on improving our understanding, nowcasting and forecasting of
Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) in the UK. We are now involved in a project called SAGE (SWIMMR
Activities in Ground Effects – see associated poster in this session for more information) which is aiming to
provide new operational services. SAGE will be using state-of-the-art forecasts of the magnetic field to drive
an improved model of the ground geo-electric field and produce forecasts of GIC in the power grid, pipelines
and railways in the UK. Here we will show preliminary results of building this operational GIC forecast service.
We will also discuss improvements we have made in the way the power network is modelled, for example, by
including transformer level detail, and more realistic line paths. We have also investigated how yearly
changes in network topology affect the distribution of GIC in the grid and are working on validating the model
using new GIC measurements, made using the differential magnetometer method.
Strong variation in forecast skill for similar empirical models trained on randomised spans of midlatitude
geomagnetic data
Robert Shore
British Antarctic Survey, UK
We summarise some advances in geomagnetic field modelling from the SWIMMR-SAGE project. Recently,
Shore et al. (2019) have developed the ‘SPIDER’ (Spatial Information from Distributed Exogenous
Regression) technique. SPIDER discovers the localised ionospheric reconfiguration timescale from a crosscorrelation of time-lagged solar wind drivers and the ensemble ground-based response. This allows us to
determine the location, extent, and timescales of surface geomagnetic field variations caused by space
weather. We can also investigate where the energy from different solar wind drivers is deposited within the
coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system.
In this study, we adapt the SPIDER technique to the task of producing empirical, real-time forecasts of
storm-time ground geomagnetic perturbation at UK latitudes, based on the solar wind coupling function
epsilon (Perreault and Akasofu, 1978).
We contrast geomagnetic forecast models with different dependencies on the auroral oval boundary
location. We find that for locations very close to the auroral oval, accounting for the boundary location
improves both model coefficient determination and forecast skill. However, for the majority of UK latitudes,
the effect of including the boundary dependence worsens forecast skill.
A key finding is that the observed forecast skill varies widely, dependent on which span of data is used to
test the model. To account for this, we run an ensemble of model evaluations on different spans of data,
and we present histograms of the forecast skill. We show that this approach is particularly important in
benchmarking against other models, since the results are subject to a lot of uncertainty. We recommend
this approach for other studies which report on model forecast accuracy.
This research is laying the groundwork for the next generation of Met Office space weather forecast models.
[1]
[2]

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1365-246X.1978.tb05494.x
https://doi.org/10.1029/2019JA026543
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Investigation of the Geomagnetically Induced Currents levels in the Mediterranean region during the
strongest magnetic storms of solar cycle 24
Adamantia Zoe Boutsi1, Georgios Balasis2, Ioannis A. Daglis3, Kanaris Tsinganos3 and Omiros Giannakis2
1

National Observatory of Athens, Greece, 2Institute for Astronomy, Astrophysics, Space Applications and
Remote Sensing, National Observatory of Athens, Greece, 3Department of Physics, National and
Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece

Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) constitute an integral part of the space weather research and a
subject of ever-growing attention for countries located in the low and middle latitudes. A series of recent
studies highlights the importance of considering GIC risks for the Mediterranean region. Here, we exploit data
from the HellENIc GeoMagnetic Array (ENIGMA), which is located in Greece, complemented by magnetic
observatories in the Mediterranean region (Italy, France, Spain, Algeria and Turkey), to calculate
corresponding values of the GIC index, i.e., a proxy of the geoelectric field calculated entirely from
geomagnetic field variations. We perform our analysis for the most intense magnetic storms (Dst < -150 nT)
of solar cycle 24. Our results show that GIC indices increases are well correlated with Storm Sudden
Commencements (SSCs). These investigations indicate that despite the elevated amplitude of the GIC index
the associated risk remains at low level for all magnetic observatories / stations under study during the
considered storm events.
Regional variability of the Rate of Change of the surface horizontal magnetic field and its relationship with
Earth-directed CMEs
Stanislaus Nnadih and Michael Kosch
South African National Space Agency, South Africa
We present the variation in the peak values of the Rate of Change (RoC) of the surface horizontal magnetic
field for different phases of geomagnetic storms and its relationship to interplanetary structures that initiate
geomagnetic storms. For this study, we use 1-minute solar wind data, geomagnetic field data from
INTERMAGNET observatories in southern Africa, and CME observational data from the LASCO coronagraph
onboard the SOHO spacecraft. The key results from the study include: (1) The maximum RoC usually
decreases at different (i.e., initial, expansion and recovery) phases of the storm. A moderately positive
correlation exists between the maximum RoC, the intensity of the storm as indicated by the minimum Sym-H
index, and the overall duration of the storm. (2) Whilst Halo CMEs with velocity >500 km/s were responsible
for large values of RoC (>20 nT/min), other CMEs with velocity <500 km/s resulted in lower values of RoC
(<12 nT/min). (3) The transit time of Earth-directed CMEs are weakly negatively correlated with the RoC,
which decreases with increasing latitude. These results contribute to defining better procedures in space
weather forecasting, for example, the magnitude of GICs comparatively depends on the regional variations in
the Rate of Change of the surface horizontal magnetic field.
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ESA's Distributed Space Weather Sensor System (D3S)
Melanie Heil, Juha-Pekka Luntama, Stefan Kraft and Alexi Glover
European Space Agency, Germany
ESA's Space Safety Programme (S2P) aims at protecting space and ground assets against adverse effects
from space. The Space Weather Segment therein is focussing on such effects due to the activity of our Sun.
The programme is implementating an enhanced space weather monitoring system, including the
establishment of the Distributed Space Weather Sensor System (D3S). The objective of D3S is to provide
measurement data representing the status of the space environment in the vicinity of the Earth and impacts
of the solar activity into this environment for operational space weather services. The obtained measurement
data is used together with other space weather data e.g. from deep space missions, solar remote sensing
missions and ground-based sensor systems in operational space weather services to assess severity of
space weather impacts on Earth and to run numerical space weather nowcasting and forecasting models.
The implementation of D3S is foreseen to be based on hosted payload missions and small satellite systems
for efficiency and sustainability. These systems are expected to benefit from the technology advances
making small satellite systems increasingly efficient and capable. Important aspects for the realisation of the
space based observation systems for ESA’s space weather monitoring are the need for high availability,
continuity and timely data delivery.
Two precursor mission of hosted payloads in geostationary orbit are ongoing with several additional hosted
payload missions to start in the next years to both geostationary orbit as well as low Earth orbit. For
complementing these missions and expanding the addressed measurement requirements, several studies of
dedicated space weather missions are ongoing.
This talk will present the current status of D3S, the near term plans for expanding the measurement
capabilites, as well as the longer term perspective of obtaining distributed space weather measurements
from a wide variety of Earth and Lunar orbits.
FORMOSAT-7/COSMIC-2 Space Weather Calibration and Validation in Support of Mission Full Operational
Capability (FOC)
John Braun
UCAR/COSMIC, USA
FORMOSAT-7/COSMIC-2 is a joint satellite program between Taiwan and the United States that is providing
expanded neutral atmosphere and space weather data for operational and research communities. This sixsatellite constellation was launched into a 23-degree inclination equatorial orbit on June 25, 2019.
Completion of orbital phasing of the constellation finished in February of 2021. With six orbital planes, the
satellites simultaneously observe longitudinal variations with ~30 degree spacing. The mission payload is
the Tri-GNSS Radio Occultation System (TGRS), designed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Science
payloads include the Ion Velocity Meter (IVM) designed by the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD), and the
Radio Frequency Beacon (RFB) designed by SRI. The payloads provide a range of observation types relevant
space weather applications including GNSS limb and overhead TEC, electron density profiles,
amplitude/phase scintillation (TGRS), in-situ ion density, composition, and velocities (IVM), and TEC
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between the satellite and ground-stations (RFB). Data collected from the constellation of satellites can
resolve large, medium, and small-scale ionospheric structures. This presentation summarizes the space
weather calibration and validation activities and outlines data products available for operations and research
applications.
ESA Next Generation Radiation Monitor measurements from the units on-board GEO EDRS-C and LEO
Sentinel-6
Ingmar Sandberg1, Sigiava Aminalragia-Giamini1, Constantinos Papadimitriou1, Rian van Gijlswijk2, Daniel
Heynderickx3, Wojtek Hajdas4, Radoslaw Marcinkowski5, Melanie Heil6, and Hugh Evans7
1

Space Applications & Research Consultancy, Greece, 2Solenix, Germany, 3DH Consultancy, Belgium, 4PSI,
SE2S, Switzerland, 5SE2S, Switzerland, 6ESA/ESOC, Germany, 7The Netherlands
ESA Next Generation Radiation Monitor (NGRM) has been designed to measure protons from 2 MeV up to
200 MeV, electrons from 100 keV up to 7 MeV, as well as LET spectrum of ions. Its development started
within a consortium led by TAS-CH Space (former RUAG during instrument development), together with Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI), ONERA, EREMS, and IDEAS. ESA SSA Programme together with the Space
Environment and Effect Section of ESA’s Technical and Quality Management directorate have implemented
recently two hosted payload flights of the NGRM as a part of ESA Distributed SWE Sensor System (D3S).
The first unit was placed onboard the Geostationary (GEO) European Data Relay System, Satellite-C (EDRSC), and the second on board the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Sentinel-6 (S-6) Michael Freilich satellite. The NGRM
ground processor (GP), developed and integrated in the Payload Operation Data Centre provides in real-time
the processing chain from EDRS-C/NGRM count-rate measurements, to a complete Level-0 dataset (countrates with auxiliary data) and to Level-1 dataset (electron and proton fluxes). For the calculation of Level 1
datasets suitable methods were developed and applied utilizing the response functions of the unit as
provided by the Paul Scherrer Institute. In addition, the derived flux products were evaluated using a series of
third-party measurements made by a series of space radiation detectors on-board at HEO and GEO
satellites.
NGRM measurements from these units are now becoming available from the Space Weather (SWE) data
centre providing a new asset for the real time monitoring and the characterization of space radiation
environment. The first version of NGRM L1 datasets includes electron differential and integral fluxes within
0.18-2.9 MeV and 0.2-2 MeV respectively, while the energies of the flux levels for the differential proton
fluxes covers the energy range 5-90 MeV.
Acknowledgements: This work is supported by the SSA P3-SWE-XXI NGRM Data Processing activity led by
SPARC under ESA Contract No 4000127954/19/D/CT. NGRM development was sponsored under ESA
contract AO/l-6659/IO/NLiAT. The authors acknowledge ESA Directorate of Operations - Space Weather
Section (OPS-SW), Directorate of Technology – Environments and Effects Section and EDRS-C team,
Directorate of Telecommunications and integrated applications.
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Dosimetric measurements over the African continent
Moshe Godfrey Mosotho1, R D Strauss1, C Diedericks1 and S Böttcher2
1

North-West University (Potchefstroom Campus), South Africa, 2Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel,
Germany
During different phases of solar activity, flight personnel and passengers are always exposed to ionising
radiation during their occupational activities at aviation altitudes. At these altitudes, the quality and
composition of ionising radiation differs significantly from terrestrial radiation at ground level. Therefore,
measurements of dosimetric quantities at typical commercial flight altitudes remains one of the the most
important topics in space weather research, including in validation of dosimetric models and for assessment
of the flight personnel's accumulated doses. To measure the flight personnel and passengers' radiation
doses during commercial flight cruises, the open-source RPiRENA dosimeter was assembled and used. Here
we introduce this device, discuss it's calibration, and show initial results during commercial aircraft flights
over the African continent.

swr06 - Space Weather Instrumentation (2 of 3)
AMICal Sat and ATISE : An imager and a spectrometer for auroral studies
Mathieu Barthelemy1, Vladimir Kalegaev2 and Elisa Robert3
1
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Space weather is a system science in the sense that it includes a chain of complex phenomena coming from
the Sun and going to the Earth mainly through the magnetosphere. Added to this, the effects on the Earth
infrastructures and their vulnerability should be taken into account. All this chain is too poorly described to
allow accurate nowcasting and forecasting of the space weather events and of their effects on Earth. In this
chain, the upper atmosphere as well as its interface with the magnetosphere require improvements in their
description.
Precipitations of auroral electrons along magnetic lines lead to auroras, which are one of the most striking
manifestations of space weather. These phenomena characterize the relationship of the magnetosphere and
the upper atmosphere, and their intensity and localization indicate the state of near-Earth space. The energy
release in the region of the auroral oval, associated with precipitation of auroral electrons, is controlled by
the solar wind parameters and is one of the important reasons leading to changes in space weather in the
polar magnetosphere and ionosphere.
In this frame, one of the main gaps in both data and modelling is the monitoring of the precipitation of lowenergy (0.02 − 30keV ) particles in the ionosphere and in the magnetosphere, especially electrons which
are key contributors to ionospheric currents.
Numerous satellites observed the polar lights both in the UV and visible, however AMICal Sat is the first
cubesat to be dedicated to the observation of the optical emissions of the auroras. It contains a sparse RGB
imager and has been launched on board the VV16 flight, September 3rd 2020. It will be followed by a
spectrometer ATISE planned to be launched in 2023.
In this presentation, we propose to present the first results of AMICal Sat, the data processing to extract the
intensity of each lines and thus deduce the electron fluxes. Plans for ATISE developments and ground based
tests will also be detailed.
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Measuring solar flare X-ray flux using ground-based subionospheric VLF networks
Mark Clilverd, Samuel Belcher, Craig Rodger, Sophie Cook, Neil Thomson, James Brundell and Tero Raita
British Antarctic Survey (UKRI-NERC), UK
We investigate ground based techniques to determine the peak magnitude and time variation of solar flare
X-rays, through ionospheric observations. Using ground-based subionospheric VLF phase measurements we
compare derived X-ray flux estimates for flares observed on a W-E subionospheric path against a previously
analysed N-S path. Using a wider selection of solar flares, which include M-class flares for the first time, we
compute the best fit equations, RMS errors, and provide improved uncertainty estimates of the peak fluxes
calculated by the VLF phase technique. Good agreement is found between the peak XL flux derived for Mand X- class flares and those measured by GOES. Regression analysis on the two paths shows the
uncertainties increase in inverse proportion to the path length. Investigations were made of a limited set of
‘operational’ parameters that could be used to derive XL fluxes. No increases in RMS or SD uncertainty levels
were introduced by the removal of satellite-based regression parameters such as, the XL flux level measured
prior to the flare onset. As such, these techniques should allow rapid nowcasting of M- and X-class flares
from entirely ground-based measurements.
Measurements of Thermospheric Density and Temperature from SUVI Solar Occultations
Ed Thiemann1, Robert Sewell1, Daniel Seaton2, Courtney Peck2, Eric Sutton3 and Marcin Pilinski1
1
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USA
Direct observations of the thermospheric state can provide direct indicators of space weather activity for
constraining models of the thermosphere-ionosphere system. However, no such measurements are currently
made in real-time for use in space weather operations, and few have been historically collected for research
purposes.

We present results from a NASA Operations to Research project to develop unprecedented operational
measurements of the thermospheric state using the Solar UltraViolet Imager (SUVI) onboard the GOES-R
series constellation. SUVI images the Sun at extreme ultraviolet (EUV) wavelengths with a primary objective
to characterize and track the Sun’s morphology as it relates to the source of geoeffective space weather.
Since EUV radiation is strongly absorbed in the thermosphere, it can be used to probe the thermosphere via
solar occultations. The wavelengths measured by SUVI provide sufficient constraints to distinguish the two
major species of the middle and upper thermosphere: N2 and O. We present measurements made of
thermospheric density, temperature and composition from approximately 150 to 300 km. Results are shown
to illustrate how EUV images are converted to solar occultation light curves, and how density and
temperature are derived from these light curves.
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The space weather station at the University of Alcala
Antonio Guerrero, Consuelo Cid, Alberto García, Emilio Domínguez, Fernando Montoya, and Elena Saiz
Universidad de Alcalá, Spain
The Space Weather station at the University of Alcala (UAH-STA) is a success story of using space weather as
a teaching tool with the involvement of undergraduate students at their final stage of industrial and
telecommunication engineering. The station is a place for instrumentation that is able to produce useful
products and services even in a worst case scenario (when power grid and/or communications can be
compromised), assuring the access of critical data to decision-makers and consequently, increasing the
confidence to take actions. The current development consists of an antenna to monitor ionospheric
disturbances through the reception of very low frequency waves and a magnetometer to indicate the
geomagnetic disturbances caused by sources external to the Earth. This work shows the development of both
instruments and some examples of ionospheric and geomagnetic events recorded by both.

swr06 - Space Weather Instrumentation (3 of 3)
Lagrange mission instrumentation and observational objectives
Stefan Kraft
ESA/ESOC, Germany
ESA's space weather monitoring capabilities will be enhanced by placing a satellite at the Sun-Earth
Lagrangian point 5 to observe Sun activities and the space between the Sun and Earth to identify, track and
characterise coronal mass ejections. Observations from such trailing position will allow imaging of a larger
part of the Sun surface and measurement of the solar wind stream effectively about 4.5 days earlier than
from the Sun-Earth line. For these measurements a number of instruments had been baselined, and their
design and functionalities have been specified during the previous feasibility study and preliminary definition
activities. The Lagrange mission employs mostly heritage instrumentation from previous missions with some
modifications as needed for their usage at L5. More recently the mission has been subject to a consolidation
phase where the mission concept has been further optimised. As a result of the work with industry and the
involved institutes a modified spacecraft launch and transfer (to L5) scenario was defined, the observational
requirements have been further iterated, and the design of the instruments has further progressed.
An overview of the current status of the mission baseline concept and instrumentation will be given with a
particular focus on the observational objectives.
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NOAA Fully Embraces L1 Monitoring with SWFO-L1
Douglas Biesecker1, Marykae Lockwood2, Eugene Martin3, Marco Vargas2, James Morrissey3, Ame Fox2,
Pamela Sullivan2, Tim Vansant3, Charles Zakrzwski3, Deepti Sharma4, Robert Ebert5, Davin Larson6, Arnaud
Thernisien7, Roy Torbert8, John Carey3, Renee Dudley9, Michael Honaker10, Jeffery Kronenwetter11 and Cindy
Merrow12
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The Space Weather Follow On – Lagrange 1 (SWFO-L1) mission will ensure critical operational space weather
measurements of coronal mass ejections (CME’s) and solar wind continue to be available. These data are
needed for the most accurate geomagnetic storm watches and warnings to customers, such as power grid
operators, airlines, GNSS users, and spacecraft operators. The current primary mission for CME’s is
SOHO/LASCO, launched in 1995 and for solar wind is DSCOVR, launched in 2015. Replacement of both of
these is well underway with the SWFO-L1 observatory planned for launch in February, 2025. SWFO-L1 will
host the Solar Wind Plasma Sensor (SWiPS) from Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), a Magnetometer
(MAG) from SwRI and the University of New Hampshire, a SupraThermal Ion Sensor (STIS) from the
University of California, Berkeley, and a Compact Coronagraph (CCOR) from the Naval Research
Laboratory. SWFO-L1 will also host an X-ray Flux Monitor (XFM) from Isaware. In addition, a second CCOR
will be manifested on GOES-U. New ground antennas dedicated specifically to SWFO-L1 are also
planned. We will present the overall mission requirements, including the data availability and latency and
the concept being implemented to meet those requirements. We will cover the flight and ground segments,
with a particular focus on the data they will provide and what is being done to ensure high availability and
low latency.
Polarimeter to UNify the Corona and Heliosphere (PUNCH): Tracking Space Weather from Sun to Earth in 3D
Craig DeForest
Southwest Research Institute, USA
The Polarimeter to UNify the Corona and Heliosphere (PUNCH) is a NASA Small Explorer constellation
mission being built by a team that includes Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL), and the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL Space). The four PUNCH satellites will work
together in low Earth orbit, to image the entire outer solar corona K and inner heliospheric solar wind every
four minutes, in 3D, in white light. PUNCH uses the polarization properties of Thomson scattering to extract
3D information about coronal mass ejections, corotating interaction regions, and shocks; this overcomes
difficulties with line-of-sight ambiguities seen with stereoscopic location.
Because of its wide field of view and explicit design for 3D location of large features, PUNCH affords routine,
direct tracking of halo mass ejections from Sun to Earth. Furthermore, PUNCH is designed specifically to
study the 3D structure of CME interiors; this permits direct measurement of chirality (twist sense) within CME
flux ropes, via bright density structures that trace the magnetic field in the CME. Chirality measurement,
together with commonly available photospheric magnetograms, enables routine remote determination of
leading-edge Bz, shortly after eruption from the Sun.
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PUNCH data are nominally downlinked approximately once per day; however, NOAA is funding an effort to
upgrade the PUNCH ground system to deliver forecast quality data as often once per orbit (~100
minutes). This upgrade makes PUNCH useful as a prototype tool for space weather forecasting through
direct CME tracking. PUNCH is scheduled for launch readiness in late 2023, for a nominal mission of 2
years.
We will describe the mission, its instruments and operations concept, and its current development status.
Future network for the groundbased solar synoptic observations
Alexei Pevtsov1, Markus Roth2, SPRING Team, ngGONG Team
1

US National Solar Observatory, USA 2Leibniz-Institut für Sonnenphysik, Germany

Large, high-resolution solar telescopes are critical for studying the intricate details of the plasma processes
in solar atmosphere over a limited field of view. However, context data showing the big picture of the
dynamics and magnetism at different heights of the solar atmosphere are equally important to understand
the Sun in general. Real-time information about the variation of surface velocity, magnetic field, and
intensity at different solar layers and over full solar disk is an essential input to fundamental solar physics
and space weather prediction. There is a consensus that a worldwide distributed network of a suite of small,
dedicated telescopes which observe the entire solar disk is needed to obtain these data on a continuous
basis. Two of such networks are currently proposed: the Solar Physics Research Integrated Network Group
(SPRING, led by Leibniz-Institut für Sonnenphysik, Freiburg, Germany) and a next generation Ground-based
solar Observing Network (ngGONG, led by National Solar Observatory, USA). Conceptually, the networks are
similar to each other, and could be combined to develop a single worldwide network. We report about the
status of developments of designing such a network (ngGONG/SPRING). The key scientific products of this
facility will be arc-second resolution images of the Sun in various wavelengths, synoptic vector magnetic
fields, synoptic surface velocity fields with high time cadence, observations of transient events such as
flares, and sun-as-a-star observations. Some network sites will be equipped with coronagraphs to provide a
continuous monitoring of the outer layers of the Sun.
Calibration of the SIXS particle telescope on its way to Mercury
Philipp Oleynik1, Rami Vainio1, Juhani Huovelin2, Emilia Kilpua2, Juhani Peltonen1, Eino Valtonen1, Oleksiy
Dudnik3, and Erkka Heino1,
University of Turku, Finland, 2The University of Helsinki, Finland, 3The Institute of Radio Astronomy of National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Ukraine
The Solar Intensity X-ray and particle Spectrometer (SIXS) is a small instrument onboard the BepiColombo
Mercury Planetary Orbiter that measures the direct solar X-rays, energetic protons, and electrons. A particle
telescope of SIXS detects electrons with energies ranging from 50 keV to 3 MeV and protons with energies
ranging from 1 to 30 MeV. The telescope employs the ΔE / E principle to identify particle species. It
comprises a 5x5x6.3 mm 3 CsI(Tl) scintillation calorimeter and five 150-μm thick silicon detectors operating
as ΔE detectors.
We present the results of the SIXS in-flight calibrations. SIXS measurements consist of several types of
scientific data, among which are the particle counters data and ΔE / E pulse height data. The latter aims at
the calibration of the instrument in-flight. The absolute energy calibration is achievable by observing
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energetic protons in the Van Allen radiation belts. We present Geant4 simulations of the SIXS response that
comprises the spacecraft body in the model.
We apply both the simulations and observed data to tune look-up tables of the instrument that define its
particle channels. The aim is to achieve the optimal performance of the instrument. We present particle
fluxes measured during the first phase of the mission. Finally, we present the SIXS measurements of
relativistic cosmic rays observed during periods of quiet solar wind fluxes.
We will apply the obtained response to convert the particle count rates to incident fluxes and spectra of the
particles during all stages of the mission: on the way to Mercury in the interplanetary solar wind, then close
to the Hermian orbit around the Sun, and at the orbit around Mercury.

cd01 - Advances in space weather forecasting and in assessment of cosmical radiation impact
on astronauts during space missions
Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) Scoreboard
Leila Mays
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, USA
The Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) has been facilitating real-time forecast verification
projects led by the international space weather community to test predictive capabilities before event onset.
These "Scoreboards" allow a consistent real-time comparison of various operational and research forecasts.
The scoreboards also enable world-wide community involvement in real-time predictions, foster community
validation projects, and ultimately help researchers improve their forecasts. The SEP scoreboard captures
SEP onset, duration, peak flux, probability, all-clear, and overall profile. In 2018, Johnson Space Center's
Space Radiation Analysis Group has become involved in the SEP scoreboard as part of a multi year project
called ISEP in support of upcoming human exploration missions. As part of this project, a variety of SEP
models have been transitioned from the research community and are now available on the SEP Scoreboard
display in real-time. Here we present the goals of the scoreboard and demo the interactive SEP scoreboard
display - now publicly available. All SEP forecast modelers and experts worldwide are invited to advise or
participate in this community-wide effort.
https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/challenges/sep.php
https://sep.ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/intensity/
https://sep.ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/probability/
ESA’s Human Interplanetary Exploration Radiation Risk Assessment System (HIERRAS)
Daniel Heynderickx1, P Truscott2, F Lei3, Daniel Matthiä4, T Berger4, R Vainio5, O Raukunen5, L Bocchini6,
P Jiggens7, and S Clucas7
1

DH Consultancy, Belgium, 2Kallisto Consultancy, UK, 3RadMod Research, UK, 4DLR, Germany, 5UTU,
Finland, 6Thales Alenia Space, Italy, 7ESA/ESTEC, The Netherlands

The Human Interplanetary Exploration Radiation Risk Assessment System (HIERRAS, ESA Contract No
4000127129/19/NL/HK) is a chain of tools for calculation of human radiological and equipment radiation
effects for future interplanetary missions within helio-radii 0.9-1.6 AU. The system uses existing software
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tools and models rather than creating new tools and focusses on seamless and intuitive interfaces between
software modules in order to minimise user intervention in the model chains.
This presentation will describe the overall HIERRAS system architecture and the following components:
•

Development of a Python based application framework to collect user requests, execute model runs
and return the results to the users. Data are passed internally as json structures which include a
standardised set of descriptive metadata. This HIERRAS framework uses the SPECTIRES Python
software to run environment and effects analysis models and tools locally as well as through ESA's
Network of Models (NoM) infrastructure. Information on registered users and on run requests and
results is maintained in an SQL database.

•

Development of a GUI to allow users to set up model configurations, execute model runs and collect
the results on a series of web pages. The GUI communicates with the application framework by
exchanging json structures. Extensive background information and a user manual are provided as
well.

•

Use of a response function type approach to handle atmospheric transport and geometry shielding
of the primary radiation environment and derivation of radiation quantities inside (and outside)
space vehicles and habitats.

•

HIERRAS uses the Geant4 GRAS software to simulate 3D particle interactions with planetary
atmospheres and surfaces in addition to spacecraft structures, equipment and astronauts. A GRAS
pre-processor software tool (GRAPPA) was developed to define position- and epoch-dependent
planetary surface geometries based on the Mars Climate Database (MCD v5.3), LIP's SOILCOMPI
dataset for Mars's surface composition, and Lunar Prospector gamma-ray spectrometer data for the
Moon's surface composition.

•

Re-processing and re-calibration of the GOES HEPAD high energy proton flux time series. The data
were used to extend the SEPEM reference data with three energy channels (up to 875 MeV). A new
background identification and removal algorithm was applied to the dataset. The SAPPHIRE SEP
model was updated accordingly.

•

Definition of validation and verification procedures using interplanetary mission datasets and
outputs from the ROSSINI3 study (ESA Contract No 4000125785/18/NL/GLC).

•

Updates to the Geant4 space applications and setting up of docker containers for easy distribution,
bypassing Geant4 installation.

Earth/Sun L4: Covering the Solar Radiation Hemisphere for Human Exploration
Arik Posner
NASA/HQ, USA
The Earth-Sun Lagrangian point 4 is a meta-stable location at 1 au from the Sun, 60° ahead of Earth’s orbit.
Often overlooked, it has an uninterrupted view of the solar photosphere centered on W60, the Earth’s
nominal magnetic field connection to the Sun. Such a mission on its own would serve as a solar remote
sensing observatory that would oversee the entire “solar radiation hemisphere”, a term which we will define,
with significant relevance for protecting Moon and Mars explorers from radiation exposure. The role of L4
observations for improving several existing short-term SEP forecasting techniques, including protons,
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ESPERTA, UMASEP and pps, for Lunar exploration will be highlighted. Moreover, the role of L4 observations
for the journey to and from Mars on Hohmann or faster trajectories will be discussed. We will also estimate
the BFO dose savings from short-term solar energetic particle forecasts in a worst-case scenario.
Assess impact of cosmic radiation on the astronauts’ brain through electrophysiological data
Sara Sommariva
CNR-SPIN, Italy
With the increasing number of long-term space missions it has become crucial to characterize the effects of
cosmic radiation on human health. In this talk we focus in particular on the effects induced on the
astronauts’ central nervous system.
To this end we consider the data recorded on the International Space Station during the ALTEA (Anomalous
Long Term Effect in Astronauts) program [1, 2]. The ALTEA hardware is a dedicated instrument specifically
devised to simultaneously record the astronauts’ brain activity and the trajectory of the particles hitting the
astronauts’ head during the space mission. To this end an electroencephalographic (EEG) cap with 32
electrodes was inserted in a helmet-shaped device consisting of six silicon particle telescopes.
From the ALTEA program we have at disposal seven recordings involving three astronauts. Each session
comprises 25 minutes of visual stimulation and a resting session during which the astronauts only had to
signal the perception of light flashes. By performing a temporal spectral evolution analysis [3] of the EEG
data, we found that the visual stimulation correctly triggered a reduction in amplitude of the alpha rhythm.
Additionally, the individual alpha pick for one of the astronauts translated from 10 Hz (during the resting
session) to 9.5 Hz (in the interstimulus interval between two visual stimulations) in all the four sessions
involving him.
These results were exploited to develop an algorithm capable of identifying a set of particles (among those
hitting the astronauts’ brain during the recording session) that modulate the alpha rhythm as done by the
visual stimulation.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Di Fino, L., et al. "ALTEA data handling." Advances in Space Research 37.9 (2006): 1710-1715.
Narici, L. "Heavy ions light flashes and brain functions: recent observations at accelerators and in
spaceflight." New Journal of Physics 10.7 (2008): 075010.
Hari, Riitta, and Riitta Salmelin. "Human cortical oscillations: a neuromagnetic view through the
skull." Trends in neurosciences 20.1 (1997): 44-49.

Space Radiation and Central Nervous System
Alexander Bugay
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Russia
Plans of interplanetary missions involve new challenges to specialists in space radiobiology. Possible acute
and delayed risks to the central nervous system are accepted now as the most underestimated in this field.
The aim of this report is to explain relevant approaches for solving the problem of radiation-induced
disorders in brain. Ground-based experiments at particle accelerators present an excellent opportunity of
modeling the biological action of Cosmic Rays. Current progress in the experimental physiological and
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molecular biological studies in conjunction with theoretical results obtained by computer modelling
techniques will be reviewed.

cd02 - Machine Learning and Statistical Inference Techniques (1 of 2)
Classification of Solar Energetic Activity through Clustering of Active Regions
Hanne Baeke, Jorge Amaya, Giovanni Lapenta, and Sara Jamal
KU Leuven, Belgium
Last year we published a method to classify the solar wind without empirical models (Amaya et
al.,Front.Spac.Phys.,2020). We used unsupervised machine learning to classify the solar wind in six different
classes, corresponding to different solar wind origins. Here we present an extension of the method. We use
data from the ACE and Ulysses spacecrafts to cover a larger range of heliospheric latitudes and solar
distances. From the data we extract the main features that characterize the solar wind. These features have
been extracted using Common Factor Analysis and Principal Component Analysis.
The selected features are then organized in time series and sliced using a rolling window. For each window of
time, each feature is transformed using the wavelet transformation. The power spectrum of these images are
grouped together with the transforms of all the other features, forming a multichannel image. All the images
generated are used to train a Disentangled Variational Autoencoder (beta-VAE) to produce a characteristic
low-dimensional latent encoding of the signal. Thanks to the properties of the beta-VAEs similar time series
signals are organized in close proximity in the latent space of the autoencoder.
The code of each window of time is used to create a Self-Organizing Map that performs an unbiased
unsupervised classification of the different types of solar winds observed by the two missions. We classify
each window of time instead of instantaneous observations, contrary to previous works. This methods is a
complement to our own work and to the existing empirical models.
Improving a Solar Wind Forecasting Model using Neural Networks
Filipa S Barros1, Rui Pinto2, J J G Lima3, and André Restivo4
1

FEUP, Portugal, 2IRAP/CNRS & LDE3/CEA Saclay, France, 3DFA, FCUP & IA/CAUP, University of Porto,
Portugal, 4LIACC & FEUP, Portugal
Solar wind forecasting models are usually driven by magnetogram data associated with a coronal field
reconstruction method. Some models provide direct estimations of the solar wind speed away from the Sun,
while others, such as MULTI-VP, determine that background solar wind’s dynamical and thermal properties
across the whole corona. Each MULTI-VP run simulates an ensemble of solar wind flux-tubes that sample the
three-dimensional atmosphere extending from the surface of the Sun up to about 31 solar radii. The model
predicts the wind speed, density, temperature and magnetic field amplitude at each one of those points. The
performance of this kind of simulation depends strongly on the quality of the initial guesses provided.
We believe machine learning techniques can find better initial guesses. A sequential model RNN with eight
hidden dense layers and a dropout of 0.2 and 52 nodes was trained with 6000 wind profiles for 500
epochs. We then validated the model on 15 flux-tube profiles comparing the initial guesses used originally
with those predicted by our model.
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Our results support the hypothesis that initial guesses calculated using machine learning techniques can
speed up MULTI-VP simulations. We observed that, on average, simulations ran 1.13 times faster (with a
paired t-test p-value of 0.013) and also led to lower amplitude transients — which is twofold beneficial from
a numerical point of view as calculations become more robust (less likely to produce transients excessively
stiff for the code) and it allows a more moderate integration time step.
Solar Energetic Particle Event occurrence prediction using Solar Flare Soft X-ray measurements and Machine
Learning
Sigiava Aminalragia-Giamini
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
The prediction of the occurrence of Solar Energetic Particle Events has been investigated over many years
and multiple works have presented significant advances in this problem. The accurate and timely prediction
of SEPs is of interest to the scientific community as well as mission designers, operators, and industrial
partners due to the threat SEPs pose to satellites, spacecrafts and crewed missions. In this work we present
a methodology for the prediction of SEPs from the soft X-rays of Solar Flares associated with SEPs that were
measured in 1 AU. We use an expansive dataset covering 25 years of solar activity, 1988-2013, which
includes thousands of flares and more than two hundred of identified and catalogued SEPs. Neural networks
are employed as the predictors in the model providing probabilities for the occurrence or not of an SEP which
are converted to yes/no predictions. The neural networks are designed using current and state-of the-art
tools integrating recent advances in the machine learning field. The results of our methodology are
extensively evaluated and validated using all the available data and it is shown that we achieve very good
levels of accuracy with correct SEP occurrence prediction higher than 85% and correct no-SEP predictions
higher than 92%. Finally we discuss further work towards potential improvements and the applicability of our
model in real life conditions.
Machine learning for predicting the Bz magnetic field component in solar coronal mass ejections
M A Reiss
Space Research Institute, ÖAW, Austria
Predicting the Bz magnetic field component in ICMEs, also known as the Bz problem, is a main challenge in
space weather forecasting. We follow the hypothesis that L1 in situ measurements of the ICME sheath region
and parts of the magnetic flux rope contain information for estimating the Bz component in ICMEs before the
rest of the structure arrives at Earth. In a first step, we developed a predictive tool based on machine learning
that is trained and tested on 348 ICME events observed by Wind, STEREO-A, and STEREO-B. We specifically
train our machine learning algorithms to output 2 scalars for each event (1) the minimum value of the Bz
component and (2) the maximum value of the total magnetic field Bt. We also assess how progressively new
information from the magnetic obstacle improves the predictive skill. We show the current predictive skill that
we achieve with this approach and discuss routes for follow-up studies.
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Solar Flare Prediction with Interpretable Deep Learning
Robert Jarolim, Astrid Veronig, Markus Hofinger, Dominik Narnhofer, Julia Thalmann, Tatiana Podladchikova,
and Thomas Pock
University of Graz, Austria
Solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are the main drivers for severe space weather disturbances
on Earth and other planets. While the geo-effects of CMEs give us a lead time of about 1 to 4 days, the
effects of flares and flare-accelerated solar energetic particles (SEPs) are very immediate, 8 minutes for the
enhanced radiation and as short as about 20 minutes for the highest energy SEPs arriving at Earth. Thus,
predictions of solar flare occurrence at least several hours ahead are of high importance for the mitigation of
severe space weather effects.
Observations and simulations of solar flares suggest that the structure and evolution of the active region’s
magnetic field is a key component for energetic eruptions. The recent advances in deep learning provide
tools to directly learn complex relations from multi-dimensional data. Here, we present a novel deep learning
method for short-term solar flare prediction. The algorithm is based on the HMI photospheric line-of-sight
magnetic field and its temporal evolution together with the coronal evolution as observed by multiwavelengths EUV filtergrams from the AIA instrument onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory. We train a
neural network to independently identify features in the imaging data based on the dynamic evolution of the
coronal structure and the photospheric magnetic field evolution, which may hint at flare occurrence in the
near future.
We show that our method reliably predicts flares six hours ahead, with 82% correct flaring predictions (92%
when considering only M- and X-class flares), and 80% correct quiet active region predictions.
In order to overcome the “black box problem” of machine-learning algorithms, and thus to allow for physical
interpretation of the network findings, we employ a spatio-temporal attention mechanism. This allows us to
extract the emphasized regions, which reveal the neural network interpretation of the flare onset conditions.
We further compare the predicted precursors with the position of flare occurrence and characteristics within
the active region.

cd02 - Machine Learning and Statistical Inference Techniques (2 of 2)
Deep learning techniques applied to global Total Electron Content: Comparative study
María Graciela Molina1, Claudio Cesaroni2, Jorge Namour3, and Luca Spogli2
1

UNT - CONICET, Argentina, 2INGV, Italy, 3FACET-UNT, Argentina

Forecasting of ionospheric conditions due to space weather is crucial for future operative products but is still
a difficult task. Nevertheless, due to the amount of available data, computing infrastructure and the success
of modern machine learning techniques proven in many research fields, there is a new approach to this
problem.
In this work, we present a comparative study on different machine learning techniques, including LSTM
(Long-Short Term Memory) and GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) implemented in an NNARX (Neural Network
Autoregressive with Exogenous Input) scheme, to generate a 24 hs in advance forecasting of global TEC. The
forecasting models inputs are Global Ionospheric Map (GIM)) and, as an external variable, we use primarily
Kp index for the geomagnetic forcing (other geomagnetic proxies can be used as well).
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The model relies upon two main steps: a) single-point TEC 24 hs ahead forecasting using present and past
values, for a worldwide grid of points; b) Global extension of the model using NeQuick2 model, fed by an
effective sunspot number R12 (R12eff), estimated by minimizing the root mean square error (RMSE)
between NNARX output and NeQuick2 applied at the same GIM grid points.
We present preliminary results using both neural networks LSTM and GRU within the NNARX algorithms, we
compare and analyze the results for different space weather conditions scenarios.
Radiation belt model including semi-annual variation and Solar driving (SENTINEL)
Christos Katsavrias1, Sigiava Aminalragia-Giamini1, Constantinos Papadimitriou1, Ioannis A. Daglis1, Ingmar
Sandberg2, and Piers Jiggens3
1

National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece, 2Space Applications and Research Consultancy
(SPARC), Greece, 3ESA/ESTEC, The Netherlands
The Earth’s outer radiation belt response to geospace disturbances is extremely variable spanning from a few
hours to several months. In addition, the numerous physical mechanisms, which control this
response, depend on the electron energy, the time-scale and the various types of geospace disturbances.
As a consequence, the various models that currently exist are either specialized, orbit-specific data-driven
models, or sophisticated physics-based ones. In this paper we present a new approach for radiation belt
modelling using Machine Learning methods driven solely by solar wind speed and pressure, Solar flux at
10.7 cm and the Russell-McPherron angle. We show that the model can successfully reproduce and predict
the electron fluxes of the outer radiation belt in a broad energy (0.033–4.062 MeV) and L-shell (2.5–5.9)
range and, moreover, it can capture the long-term modulation of the semi-annual variation. We also show
that the model can provide successful predictions even outside of the training scheme using >0.8 MeV
electron flux measurements from GOES-15/EPEAD at geostationary orbit.
This work has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
"SafeSpace" under grant agreement No 281 870437 and from the European Space Agency under the
"European Contribution to International Radiation Environment Near Earth (IRENE) Modelling System"
activity under ESA Contract No 4000127282/19/NL/IB/gg.
Deep learning based approach to forecasting Kp index up to a few days ahead using SDO/AIA data
Guillerme Bernoux1, Antoine Brunet1, Eric Buchlin2, Miho Janvier2, and Angélica Sicard1
1

ONERA, France, 2Institut d'Astrophysique Spatiale, CNRS, Université Paris-Sud, Université Paris-Saclay,
France
In the last few years, methods for forecasting geomagnetic indices from near-Earth solar wind parameters
have become popular in the space weather community. These methods often prove to be more accurate
than many empirical models. However, these approaches have the notable drawback of being effective in an
operational context only for limited time horizons (often up to 6 hours ahead at best).
In order to address this challenge, we present a novel deep-learning based model using images delivered by
the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) instrument onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)
spacecraft to directly provide probabilistic forecasts of the planetary geomagnetic index Kp up to a few days
ahead.
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In this talk, we detail the forecasting pipeline, from data preprocessing to the evaluation benchmark, through
the model architecture (based on convolutional and recurrent neural networks). We also explore some
methods that help us in explaining and interpreting the outputs of the model. Eventually, we discuss how this
approach could interact with other more “physics-based” efforts.
Toward standardized machine learning for flare forecasting and an application with a video-based
convolutional neural network
Sabrina Guastavino1, Michele Piana1, Francesco Marchetti2, Cristina Campi1, and Federico Benvenuto1
1

Universita di Genova, Italy, 2Universita di Padova, Italy

The performances of machine learning methods for solar flare forecasting significantly depend on several
issues, including the way training sets are generated and networks are optimized. As a consequence, we
think that the skill scores reported in recent studies relying on AI-based approaches to flare forecasting are
not equally reliable and that the design of a shared process for data preparation and algorithm optimization
should be defined. This talk tries and outlines such process in the case of magnetograms recorded by
SDO/HMI. Further, the so generated database is exploited to create videos of HMI frames that are given as
input to a deep learning algorithm that combines the use of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for the
extraction of morphological features of the active regions with a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network for
the temporal analysis of the frame sequences. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a
video-based approach is applied for flare forecasting purposes.

cd03 - Challenges of predicting thermospheric variability for satellite operations and the role of
geospace indices
H2020 SWAMI models: DTM2020 and MCM
Sean Bruinsma, and SWAMI Team
CNRS, France
In the framework of the H2020 project SWAMI funded by the European Commission, a new whole
atmosphere model MCM (0-1500 km) was constructed by combining two models after they were also
updated in the project: DTM2020 (CNES) and the Unified Model (UM; UK Met Office).
Operational and Research DTM2020 models were developed, using the solar and geomagnetic activity
drivers F10.7 and Kp, and F30 and Hpo60 developed in the project by GFZ, respectively. An exclusive new
feature of DTM2020 is the 1-sigma uncertainty estimate for the density given as a percentage. The UM has
been extended from its original upper boundary of 85 km to run with a 152-km lid. Monthly averages of
density, temperature and winds of three 1-year runs, corresponding to high-medium-low solar activity
conditions, were calculated and stored as netcdf files. The MCM model was then constructed by combining
the UM fields and DTM2020, transitioning from 100-120 km altitude.
The final models developed in the SWAMI project, which are available on Github, will be presented. They are
assessed and compared with the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA) models, and notably
the previous version of DTM, DTM2013.
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The Extended Unified Model: Progress and Challenges
David Jackson1, Dan Griffin1, Matt Griffith2, James Manners1, Omar Jamil3
1

Met Office, UK, 2University of Bath, UK, 3University of Exeter, UK

The Unified Model (UM) is a general circulation model extending from the Earth’s surface to around 85 km in
altitude and it is used for Met Office operational weather forecasts and climate studies. The aim of the
SWAMI project and other associated work was to extend the UM upwards into the lower thermosphere to
enable the coupling of the extended UM with other thermosphere and thermosphere / ionosphere models
and thus lead to the potential improvement of space weather forecasts and alerts in the Earth’s neutral
atmosphere and ionosphere. In this presentation progress in the extended UM is shown. The extended UM
can now run stably up to an altitude of 152 km. The UM radiation scheme has been considerably developed
to be suitable for the lower thermosphere and an innovative method has been devised to calculate
photolysis rates at high spectral resolution (the necessary first step for calculating exothermic chemical
heating rates) while retaining a lower resolution approach for calculating radiative flux which is both accurate
and computationally cheap enough for the UM to be used for near real time forecasting. In the 80-100 km
region the UM mean winds often compare well with radar observations and migrating tides are remarkably
well modelled. Outstanding issues relate to the current over-simplified representation of chemical heating
which results in inaccurate temperature and wind fields above around 100-110 km and a, sometimes
associated, instability of the UM at high altitudes which restricts extension of the model even higher. This is
likely related to under-damping of model waves which grow in altitude to the top of the model, which is a
topic of current investigation.
Dynamical coupling between the lower thermosphere and ionosphere via the nonmigrating diurnal tide as
revealed by concurrent satellite data and numerical models
Federico Gasperini1, Irfan Azeem1, Geoffrey Crowley1, Michael Perdue2, Matthew Depew3, Thomas Immel3,
Erik Stromberg1, Chad Fish1, Crystal Frazier1, Adam Reynolds1, Anthony Swenson1, Ted Tash1, Russell
Gleason1, Ryan Blay1, Jordan Maxwell1, Keith Underwood1, Christian Frazier1, and Scott Jensen1
1

ASTRA LLC, USA, 2University of Texas at Dallas, USA, 3University of California, USA

The diurnal, eastward propagating tide with zonal wavenumber 3 (DE3) is an important tidal component due
to its ability to effectively couple the ionosphere-thermosphere (IT) with the tropical troposphere. In this
work, we present the first results of a prominent zonal wavenumber 4 (WN4) structure in the low-latitude
ionosphere observed by the Scintillation Observations and Response of The Ionosphere to Electrodynamics
(SORTIE) CubeSat mission during May 27 - June 5, 2020. Least-squares analyses of concurrent in-situ ion
number density measurements from the SORTIE and the Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON) satellites
near 420 and 590 km show this pronounced WN4 to be driven by DE3. Thermosphere Ionosphere
Mesosphere Energetics Dynamics Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broad band Emission Radiometry
(TIMED/SABER) temperatures and Specified-Dynamics Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model with
thermosphere and ionosphere eXtension (SD/WACCM-X) output demonstrate that the ionospheric WN4
structure is driven by DE3 propagating from the lower thermosphere.
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Downsampled Radio Occultation Observations for Data Assimilation Models
Elizabeth George1, Sean Elvidge1, and Matthew Angling2
1

University of Birmingham, UK, 2Spire Global UK Limited, UK

Comprehensive, global and timely specifications of the Earth’s upper atmosphere (ionosphere and
thermosphere) are required to ensure the effective operation, planning and management of a diverse range
of systems affected by space weather. AENeAS (the Advanced Ensemble electron density [Ne] Assimilation
System) is a pre-operational physics-based data assimilation model of the coupled ionospherethermosphere system. It assimilates data from a variety of sources in near real time to produce both
nowcasts and forecasts upto 24 hours ahead.
Spire Global operates a fleet of over 110 low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites capable of collecting radio
occultation (RO) observations of the total electron content (TEC). This data set is particularly useful in
providing observations in regions where there are typically few or none from other sources (e.g the oceans).
The RO measurements comprise TEC sampled every second producing large amounts of data for assimilation
in a typical 15-minute AENeAS assimilation window. Not only can the number of observations cause lengthy
run times making real-time forecasting (and even nowcasting) unfeasible, but the high cadence data can
also violate the typical Kalman filter assumption of independent observations.
The use of Spire TEC data in AENeAS has been investigated as part of the ESA funded HRIDE project. In this
study we look at ways of reducing the quantity of data assimilated, whilst minimising information loss. This
has been done by investigating the temporal dependence of the data. Using the k lag autocorrelation, a
threshold when the correlation decreases by a factor of 1/e has been determined. Downsampling has then
been performed by both simply slicing the data and taking the mean over a designated time span. The paper
shows that in both cases the computational run time has been reduced with only minimal impact on the
analysis results.
Nowcasting and Predicting the Kp Index Using Historical Values and Real-Time Observations
Yuri Shprits, Hayley Allison, Alexander Drozdov, Nikita Aseev, Claudia Stolle, and Jürgen Matzka
GFZ, Germany
Current algorithms for the real-time prediction of the Kp index use a combination of models empirically
driven by solar wind measurements at the L1 Lagrange point and historical values of the index. In this study,
we explore the limitations of this approach, examining the forecast for short and long lead times using
measurements at L1 and Kp time series as input to artificial neural networks. We explore the relative
efficiency of the solar wind-based predictions, predictions based on recurrence, and predictions based on
persistence. Our modeling results show that for short-term forecasts of approximately half a day, the addition
of the historical values of Kp to the measured solar wind values provides a barely noticeable improvement.
For a longer-term forecast of more than 2 days, predictions can be made using recurrence only, while solar
wind measurements provide very little improvement for a forecast with long horizon times. We also examine
predictions for disturbed and quiet geomagnetic activity conditions. Our results show that the paucity of
historical measurements of the solar wind for high Kp results in lower accuracy of predictions during
disturbed conditions. Rebalancing of input data can help tailor the predictions for more disturbed
conditions.
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We also present the results from the recently funded by H2020 program PAGER project, where predictions
are made from the Sun which allows for longer horizon predictions. We perform ensemble simulations which
allow us to provide confidence levels.

cd04 - Community efforts towards unifying validation and verification activities
VSWMC validation activities
Robbe Vansintjan
ROB, Belgium
The Virtual Space Weather Modelling Centre (VSWMC) is an interactive tool available through the ESA Space
Weather (SWE) portal which lets users run models stand alone or coupled together covering space weather
conditions from the Sun to the Earth.
We validated these model chains to see if they meet the needs of the ESA SWE portal user base which is
broader than the space weather research and forecasting community and also includes various stakeholders
who are affected by space weather in some way.
Through our validation of the integrated models we want to make sure that users can only obtain sensible
and accurate results and that the different models coupled together still give accurate results. We have
mainly validated these coupled models by comparing the final model’s output with measurement data
calculating multiple metrics selected for the different insights they provide. The validated model chains will
be utilised in daily space weather forecast runs made available within the SSA SWE network with resulting
predictions of the environment and its effects propagated to the user community.
Assessment of the ESA Space Situational Awareness European Ionosonde Service (EIS) over the Eastern
Mediterranean
Haris Haralambous
Frederick University-Frederick Research Center, Cyprus
Potential Enhancements in Ionospheric Monitoring under SSA (PEIMSSA) is a project under the ESA PECS
programme. One of project aims is to assess whether the introduction of the Cyprus Digisonde into the
existing EIS SSA service would improve the ionospheric representation over the eastern Mediterranean region
and to quantify the extent to which this could be achieved. In practice this assessment is based on
quantifying the discrepancy between foF2 and EIS nowcasting maps over Nicosia during the period 20092018 encapsulating almost a full solar cycle of foF2 data at 15 min resolution. Furthermore, the project
aims to assemble a radio occultation (RO) electron density profile dataset over Europe based on past and
present RO missions and use the EIS nowcasting foF2 maps over Europe as a benchmark to investigate any
latitude and longitude effect in the discrepancy of RO derived foF2 with interpolated values from EIS.
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Assessing The Performance Of Coronal Magnetic Field Models - Novel Validation Scheme
Andreas Wagner1, Manuela Temmer1, Eleanna Asvestari2, Stephan G. Heinemann3, Jens Pomoell2
1
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In the context of space weather research, coronal models play an import role as they are the basis on which,
e.g., heliospheric solar wind models are built upon. Knowing the performance of coronal magnetic field
models and their limitations are crucial to improve future simulations and, subsequently, space weather
forecasts.
We present a validation scheme to assess the performance quality of coronal magnetic field models. Our
developed scheme incorporates three main methods that are applied in a step-wise manner: 1) Visual
inspection of the modelling results compared to multi-viewpoint white-light data. 2) Comparing the
computed magnetic topology with coronal hole areas, derived from EUV on-disk data. 3) Feature Matching
between white-light structures and field lines from the model. The benefits of the scheme are resulting from
the combination of multiple aspects of the coronal magnetic field: On-disk topology and off-limb feature
comparison may yield quite different conclusions on a models performance. Furthermore the system can be
customized to better investigate the quantities that the modeller wants to assess.
To illustrate a possible way of using the validation scheme, we applied the system to simulations of the
coronal magnetic field model of EUHFORIA with 67 different input parameters. We then derive in this
exemplary analysis an ideal parameter set, showcasing that the system can be also used to derive well
performing model configurations.
How Well Can We Forecast Energetic Proton Events at Earth?
Hazel Bain, Robert Steenburgh, Terry Onsager, and Eliza Stitely
1

CIRES CU Boulder/NOAA SWPC, USA

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Space Weather Prediction Center (NOAA/SWPC)
issues space weather forecasts and products for energetic protons at Earth. Specifically, short lead time
(minutes to hours), high confidence hazard Warning and Alert products and three-day probabilistic proton
event forecasts. We present a forecast verification of SWPC proton event products for Solar Cycles 23 and 24
and discuss the performance and skill with which these events can be forecast. We discuss the approach
taken to verify these products against observations, the statistical tools used and how the results can be
interpreted by forecast customers. It is hoped that this study will also serve as a benchmark for SEP model
development and validation.
Towards a community-agreed metrics for CME arrival time and impact
Christine Verbeke, M Leila Mays, M A Reiss, K Muglach, and M Temmer
Royal Observatory Belgium, Belgium
There are many models that predict space weather phenomena in the heliosphere, but how do they perform
and where do we currently stand? Model verification with appropriate metrics allows the community to
quantify advancements in predictive capabilities and science understanding. Recently these efforts have
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been gathered under the ISWAT initiative (International Space Weather Action Teams). Its goals are to define
metrics to assess the current state of space weather modeling capabilities and to help capture scientific
progress in models that feed into operations. Two of the cluster domains (H1+H2) are closely related and
focus on the heliosphere and its magnetic field, solar wind and the CMEs propagating therein. This
presentation will give a short overview of the Ambient Solar Wind Validation Working Team and present more
detailed progress on the CME Arrival Time and Impact Working Team.
cd05 - Research and Operations Interoperability
The Moon to Mars Space Weather Analysis Office; a Capability Needed in Support of Human Space
Exploration Beyond LEO Orbit
Yaireska (Yari) Collado-Vega1, Anna Chulaki1, Mary Keenan2, Michelangelo Romano3, Robert Loper3, Carina
Alden3, Chigo Ngwira4, Masha Kuznetsova1, Leila Mays1, Joycelyn Jones1, Chinwe Didigu1, Chiu Weigand1,
Aleksander Taktakishvili1, Peter MacNiece1, Antti Pulkkinen1, Edward Semones5, Janet Barzilla6, Kerry Lee5,
Michael Cook6, Kathryn Whitman7, Philip Quinn6, A. Steve Johnson6, Tilaye Asfaw6, Clayton Allison6, and
Clifton Amberboy6
1

NASA GSFC, USA 2NASA GSFC/ADNET, USA 3NASA GSFC/CUA, USA 4NASA GSFC/ASTRA, USA 5NASA
JSC,USA, 6NASA JSC/Leidos, USA, 7University of Houston, USA
As NASA plans for missions beyond Low-Earth Orbit (LEO), the need for improvements in space weather
environment modeling capabilities, communication of radiation risks, and real-time space weather analysis
support is essential for mission success. These future missions will be flying in deep space and no longer
have the Earth's protective magnetic field shielding them from ionizing radiation in space. The Space
Radiation Analysis Group (SRAG) at Johnson Space Center and the Community Coordinated Modeling
Center (CCMC) at Goddard Space Flight Center have worked on the Integrated Solar Energetic Particle (ISEP)
Warning System project which is a collaboration that expands SRAG's current space weather monitoring
capabilities beyond LEO. Last year, NASA established an operational interface of communications with SRAG
to improve science and operational capabilities both for lunar and Mars missions in support of crewed
missions beyond LEO. The Moon to Mars (M2M) Space Weather Analysis Office located at Goddard Space
Flight Center will provide SRAG with expert-based analysis of the space radiation environment in support of
human exploration activities. The M2M Office will analyze state-of the-art space weather model output
tailored to SRAG’s needs as part of the ISEP project and the collaboration with CCMC. The goal between
CCMC and M2M is to create an effective NASA in-house Research to Operations, Operations to Research
(R2O2R) pipeline for space radiation environment predictive capabilities in support of human missions
beyond LEO. One key element of the partnership is the transition of ISEP models/software from CCMC to
M2M operations. This presentation will present the M2M Office’s mission, goals, infrastructure, and the
activities in collaboration with SRAG and CCMC.
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SWx TREC Model Staging Platform: Facilitating Model/Algorithm R2O and O2R Development within a Cloud
Computing Environment
James Craft1, Greg Lucas1, Chris Pankratz1, Thomas Berger2, and Eric Sutton2
1
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The Space Weather Technology, Research and Education Center (SWx TREC) is an emerging national center
of excellence in cross-disciplinary research, technology, innovation, and education, intended to facilitate
evolving space weather research and forecasting needs. Within this center, we are developing a Space
Weather Model Staging Platform (MSP) to facilitate the R2O and O2R pipelines. The MSP leverages cloud
computing to provide a managed computational environment for independent science teams to deploy their
processing software into an operational-like system. Using cloud computing for the environment enables
traditional defined-cadence (daily, hourly) model runs to be scheduled while also providing the ability to
submit on-demand runs during storm times with no additional bulk hardware purchases that would otherwise
sit idle most of the time. In this presentation, we demonstrate the ways that the MSP is being utilized. First,
in the R2O pipeline, we have implemented code from the USGS to produce electric field maps at a set
cadence to demonstrate that the code can be run in an operational mode. Second, in the O2R pipeline, we
are taking operational codes such as the Enlil Solar Wind Model and the NOAA Whole Atmosphere Model
(WAM), and enabling researchers to investigate new data assimilation techniques that can supplement and
enhance current operational code capabilities. Finally, we demonstrate the use of cloud resources to
generate automatic flare forecasts from satellite images.
SWIMMR research to operations
Gerard Hutchinson1, Ian McCrea2, Mike Hapgood2, Simon Manchin3, Will Thomas3, Pat McKenzie3, Alex
Barnes3, Nick Barnes4, Keith Ryden5, Ben Clewer5, Richard Horne6
1

STFC, UK, 2RAL Space, Science and Technology Facilities Council, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, 3MET
Office, UK, 4CACI, UK, 5University of Surrey, UK, 6British Antarctic Survey, UK
SWIMMR Research to Operations (SWIMMR R2O) is part of the 5 year STFC-NERC funded SWIMMR
programme to improve the UK’s capabilities for space weather monitoring and prediction. The overall aim of
SWIMMR R2O is to develop an IT infrastructure which facilitates research partners making their models
operational in the space weather forecasting environment used by MOSWOC (the Met Office Space Weather
Operations Centre).
Based on user requirements and the existing cloud-based architecture and framework used at MOSWOC, a
suitable pseudo-operational environment is being developed and trialled in close association with SWIMMR
partners at British Antarctic Survey and Surrey University. This will allow rapid prototyping of user models
within the MOSWOC framework.
The SWIMMR R2O environment will utilise Amazon Web Services (AWS) to serve data via API gateways and
deliver a flexible execution environment that will facilitate the on-boarding, testing and evaluation of models
and collaboration between Met Office scientists and partner organisations. This is essential to enable the
effective pull through of reliable, robust and well understood models into the operational environment used
by MOSWOC. The next phase of work commencing October 2021 will lead to the on-boarding of all partner
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models. Most importantly this work will underpin the delivery through the SWIMMR programme of a stepchange in MOSWOC capability and services for the user community.
cd06 - Solar Magnetic Field Measurements - methods, uses, and future capabilities
Assessing the Influence of Magnetic Input on Global Modeling of Solar Wind and CME-driven Shock in 2013
April 11 Event
Meng Jin, Nariaki Nitta, and Christina Cohen
1
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In the past decade, significant efforts have been made in developing first-principles-based solar wind and
coronal mass ejection (CME) models, which have been or are being transferred to national centers (e.g.,
SWPC, CCMC) to enable space weather predictive capability. However, in comparison with terrestrial weather
forecasting, the input data coverage for space weather forecasting is extremely limited. One major limitation
is the solar magnetic field measurements, which are used to specify the inner boundary conditions of the
global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models. In this study, using the state-of-the-art Alfven Wave Solar
Model, we quantitatively assess the influence of the magnetic field map input (synoptic vs. synchronous
magnetograms) on the global modeling of the solar wind and the CME-driven shock in the 2013 April 11
solar energetic particle (SEP) event. Our study shows that due to the inhomogeneous background solar wind
and dynamical evolution of the CME, the CME-driven shock parameters change significantly both spatially
and temporally as the CME propagates through the heliosphere. The input magnetogram has a great impact
on the shock connectivity and shock properties in the global MHD simulation, therefore illustrating the
importance of taking into account the model uncertainty due to the imperfect magnetic field measurements
when using the model to provide space weather predictions.
What can magnetic helicity tell us about the likelihood of an eruption from active regions?
Lucie Green, Julia Thalmann, Gherardo Valori, and Etienne Pariat
University College London, UK
Being able to forecast a coronal mass ejection before its onset would provide significant benefits to space
weather forecasting lead-times and perhaps enable CME arrival forecasts several days in advance of their
impact at Earth. This talk will discuss this aim in the context of a quantity known as magnetic helicity, in
particular the so-called helicity proxy that can be determined from active region magnetic field extrapolations
using vector magnetograms as the lower boundary condition. The helicity proxy has shown potential in being
able to indicate when an active region will produce eruptive activity. Results will be presented for NOAA
active region 11158, that builds on the helicity proxy analysis already presented by Thalmann et al. (2019)
to incorporate the observed evolution of the coronal field and the physical processes taking place in the time
leading up to the observed eruptions. Implications for possible future use of vector magnetic field data
in space weather forecasting will be discussed.
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Future Architectures for Space Weather Magnetographs
Neal Hurlburt, and Tom Berger
Lockheed Martin Advanced Technology Center, USA
Accurately measurement of the magnetic field at the solar surface is a critical space weather requirement as
laid out in multiple mission studies. As we move to the next generation of space weather observing systems,
a key driver is the optimal architecture for photospheric (and possibly chromospheric or coronal) field
measurements. In particular, should they be acquired from ground-based or space-based instruments, or
both? Here we argue that space-based instruments are the best solution, not only due to the wellestablished fact of their superior data quality, but also to the lesser understood role they play in providing a
more cost effective, more flexible and more operationally efficient solution. Using existing operational
observing systems as the starting point for our comparison, we project what the next generation of groundand space-based systems will offer, and compare estimates for their total cost of ownership, system
performance, reliability and operational efficiency.
The Solar Activity Monitor Network – SAMNet
Robertus Erdelyi, and SAMNet team
SP2RC, University of Sheffield, UK
The Solar Activity Magnetic Monitor (SAMM) Network (SAMNet) is a UK-led continuously growing
international network of ground-based solar telescope stations. SAMNet, at its full capacity, will continuously
monitor the Sun’s intensity, magnetic and Doppler velocity fields at multiple heights in the solar atmosphere
(from photosphere to upper chromosphere). Each SAMM sentinel is equipped with a cluster of identical
telescopes each with different magneto-optical filter (MOFs) to take observations in K I, Na D and Ca I
spectral bands. A subset of SAMM stations will have white light coronagraphs and emission line coronal
spectropolarimeters. The objectives of SAMNet are to provide observational data for space weather research
and forecast.with operationally sufficient lead time of e.g. flare warning of 2-8 hours, and provide much
sought-after continuous synoptic maps (e.g., LoS magnetic and velocity fields, intensity) of the lower solar
atmosphere with a spatial resolution limited only by seeing or diraction limit, and with a cadence of about
10 minutes. The individual SAMM sentinels will be connected into their master HQ hub where data received
from all the slave stations are automatically processed and flare warning issued up to 26 hrs in advance.
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Posters
ps01 - Space Weather preparedness, risk, policy, and strategy in light of the Coronavirus
Pandemic
P-QV001 Space weather services for The Netherlands
Kasper van Dam
KNMI, The Netherlands
The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) is developing a national space weather capability to
provide space weather expertise and 24/7 warning services in support of the Dutch vital sectors and
government crisis management. The operational service is located in the KNMI weather room which serves as
the space weather front office and is based on products provided by the Met Office. The back office (8/5) is
responsible for support of the front office, science projects, end user engagement, outreach, training,
international representations and policy support (EU, ESA, WMO, etc.). Training is organised in collaboration
with STCE. In case of severe space weather, the front office issues timely notifications in Dutch, and tailored
to expected impacts for the Netherlands, to the government crisis organization.
For broader space weather related activities, a national interest group named SWENED (Space Weather
Netherlands) was set up. The goal of SWENED is to bring together the Dutch space weather community and
provide a platform for hosting networking meetings and colloquia, and to share useful information such as
calls for proposals for research funding.
KNMI’s space weather research activities will focus on the use of physical thermosphere-ionosphere models,
data on the thermosphere-ionosphere from a large variety of sources and research-to-operations studies
involving such data and models. KNMI operates two scintillation monitors in the Caribbean, on the islands of
Saba and Sint Eustatius, to locally probe the ionosphere, and is involved in the development of a near realtime solar radio burst detector, as well as satellite missions. As a member of the PECASUS consortium, KNMI
is responsible for the verification and validation of space weather advisories issued by the consortium.
COVID-19 has had limited impact on the development of our services, except that end-user engagement has
been difficult to organise effectively using remote video conferencing.
In our presentation we will go deeper into some of the choices that were made in the development of the
services and lessons learned. For the future further development of national space weather services such as
ours, we see the need to learn lessons from traditional meteorology, in terms of aspects such as improving
standardisation of data formats and data sharing methods and definition of national and international
responsibilities.
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P-QV002 Mid-Term Research Plan of NICT Space Weather Monitoring and Forecast
Mamoru Ishii
NICT, Japan
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, Japan (NICT) starts the fifth mid-term
research plan since April 2021. Space Environment Laboratory, NICT is in charge of operational space
weather monitoring and forecast in Japan, and the new research and development plan for space weather
monitoring and forecast starts at the same time.
NICT has a long history to observe space weather phenomena with ground-based sensors, e.g., ionosondes,
solar radio telescope, and GNSS receivers. In addition to the domestic observation, we have an international
cooperative project for monitoring ionospheric disturbance in the equatorial region e.g., equatorial plasma
bubbles (EPBs) in South-east Asia. We will try to extend the network under the cooperation. In addition, we
will seek the opportunity of development of satellite-based sensors.
Prediction models are important to have precise space weather forecast. We have been developing
numerical code for predicting the response of solar wind, magnetosphere and ionosphere with the solar
activities. We will start operational forecast using data assimilation with these numerical codes.
For the dissemination of space weather information, we have been providing space weather forecast since
1988. We keep the communication with information users by establishing space weather users’ committee
for seeking the requirement of users. We will continue the activity and provide the necessary information for
users.
We expect some specific targets of our activity is, high-precision satellite positioning with QZSS, support of
deep space exploration for providing space weather information, and mitigation of space weather disaster by
providing benchmark.

ps02 - Novel radio diagnostics for science operational space weather service applications
P-QV003 Experimental results of radio methods elaboration for forecasting space weather phenomena
Olga Sheiner
Radiophysical Research Institute Nizhny Novgorod State University, Russia
This article briefly presents main results of research on the development of methods for short-term
forecasting of powerful and proton solar flares, coronal mass ejections, assessment of the geoeffectiveness
of events from solar radio emission data. An important new aspect of the development of such methods was
the establishment of the patterns and features of radio emission, reflecting the facts of energy accumulation
and the formation of structures in the centers of activity, responsible for the subsequent release of energy in
active events. Existing monitoring tools make it possible to obtain data on radio emission around the clock,
have a high sensitivity and, thus, make it possible to quickly test the identified patterns.
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P-QV004 LOFAR4SW – Space Weather Science and Operations with LOFAR
Hanna Rothkaehl1, Mario Bisi2, Barbara Matyjasiak2, Carla Baldovin2, David Barnes2, Eoin Carley2, Tobia
Carozzi2, Richard A. Fallows2, Peter T. Gallagher2, Maaijke Mevius2, Stuart C. Robertson2, Mark Ruiter2, Joris
Verbiest2, Renne Vermeulen2, and Nicole Vilmer2
1
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Space Weather (SW) research is a very important topic from the scientific, operational, and society point of
view. Knowledge of interactions in the Sun-Earth system, the physics behind observed SW phenomena, and
its direct impact on modern technologies were and will be key areas of interest. The LOFAR for Space
Weather (LOFAR4SW) project aim is to prepare a novel design pathway which can bring new capabilities into
this domain. The project is realised in the frame of a Horizon 2020 INFRADEV call. The base for the project is
the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) - the world's largest low frequency radio telescope, with a dense core near
Exloo in The Netherlands and many stations distributed both in the Netherlands and Europe wide with
baselines up to 2000 km. The final design of LOFAR4SW will provide a full conceptual and technical
description of the LOFAR upgrade, to enable simultaneous operation as a radio telescope for astronomical
research as well as an infrastructure working for space weather studies and monitoring. In this work we
present the overview of the LOAFR4SW project, examples of its capabilities and will summarise the outcomes
of the Critical Design Review (CDR) held virtually 21-23 September 2021.
P-QV005 Virtual Observatory for Space Weather products in CBK PAN
Lukasz Tomasik
Centrum Badań Kosmicznych Polskiej Akademii Nauk, Poland
The Virtual Observatory is a vision that scientific data sets and other resources maintained by different
research institutes and agencies become connected through common interfaces and can work as a
seamless whole. In the framework of the Europlanet 2020 RI program the Virtual Observatory at the Space
Research Centre PAS has been established and several products provided by Plasma Physics Division have
been made available via the platform VESPA (VIRTUAL EUROPEAN SOLAR & PLANETARY ACCESS). Providing
data via VO slowly became standard for scientific data sharing in RWC Warsaw. In the second iteration of the
Europlanet 2024 RI project we have added more products which include GNSS observations, ionospheric
models, ionosondes data, and other products from Borowiec LOFAR PL610 station. This work presents the
overview of RWC Warsaw VO architecture and progress in creating our public databases.
P-QV006 Space Weather monitoring tools developed in Heliogeophysical Prediction Service Laboratory in
CBK PAN
Lukasz Tomasik
Centrum Badań Kosmicznych Polskiej Akademii Nauk, Poland
Space weather can have a major impact on various systems and technologies of modern society. Thus,
monitoring its conditions and attempts to provide reliable forecasts has been the subject of research for
many decades.
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One of the main activities at the Heliogeophysical Prediction Service Laboratory (HPSL) at CBK PAN is to
provide models and products dedicated to monitoring the impact of Space Weather. This work presents a
brief description of the tools developed at HPSL to monitor SWx impact on GNSS systems and HF
communication. All the presented tools have found their application in analyses performed for projects such
as - Galileo Reference Centre-Member States, EGNOS Service Performance Monitoring Support (SPMS),
PECASUS for International Civil Aviation Organization.
P-QV007 Substorm features detection with LOFAR calibration phase solutions
Katarzyna Beser1, Maaijke Mevius2, Hanna Rothkaehl1, Marcin Grzesiak1, Barbara Matyjasiak1
1
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ASTRON, The Netherlands
Calibration of LOFAR astronomical observations from the Epoch of Reionization project provides datasets of
high sensitivity (<1 mTECU) differential Total Electron Content values and consistent measurement setup
(tracking the same distant radio source for 6-8 hours during each observation). The high sensitivity comes
from the fact that LOFAR operates at frequencies approaching the ionospheric plasma frequency, and the
phase solutions obtained during calibration routine converted into dTEC are horizontal gradients of the
integrated TEC values along the line-of-sight to the calibrator radio source.
A substorm event is characterized with an enhanced transport of energetic particles from the
magnetosphere/plasmasphere along the geomagnetic field lines into the ionosphere, as well as enhanced
currents within the ionosphere. Substorm-related dynamical changes in the plasma particles concentration
and movement are reflected in the global geomagnetic activity indices such as AE, SYM and ASY indices.
In this study we present the results of using the LOFAR calibration phase solutions in order to investigate the
dynamical processes associated with substorm events at mid-latitudes during moderately quiet (Kp index 23) geomagnetic conditions. We use the Wavelet Transform analysis to detect the associated wave-like
patterns at different spatio-temporal scales.
P-QV008 Rapidly Changing Plasma Structures Observed with the International LOFAR Telescope
Alan Wood
University of Birmingham, UK
The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) is designed to observe the early universe at radio wavelengths. When radio
waves from a distance astronomical source traverse the ionosphere, structures in this plasma affect this
signal. Refraction depends upon the local refractive index, which varies with plasma density, leading to
strong lensing effects. Interference of the scattered radio waves can result in a diffraction pattern, with
ionospheric structures acting as a diffraction screen. The high temporal resolution available (~tens of ms),
the large range of frequencies observed (10-80 MHz & 120-240 MHz) and the large number of receiving
stations (currently 52 across Europe) mean that LOFAR can observe the effects of the midlatitude
ionosphere in a level of detail never seen before.
On the 14th July 2018 LOFAR stations across the Netherlands observed Cygnus A between 17:00 UT and
18:00 UT. At approximately 17:30 UT a deep fade in the intensity of the received signal was observed,
lasting some 15 minutes. Immediately before and after this deep fade rapid variations of signal strength
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were observed, lasting less than five minutes. Frequency dependent behaviour was observed, with an earlier
onset and later ending of this effect at lower frequencies. Both the deep fade and the surrounding intensity
variations are attributed to the effect of a structure in the ionosphere. The time at which these effects were
observed and the nature of the structuring varied between station, with the structure moved in a northwesterly direction and evolving as it travelled. The geomagnetic conditions at the time of the observation
were quiet, as were the solar conditions. It is suggested that this structure is driven by variations within the
neutral atmosphere and possible sources are discussed.
P-QV009 Ionospheric drifts assessed from scintillation data
Marcin Grzesiak, Mariusz Pożoga, Hanna Rothkaehl, Dorota Przepiórka, and Łukasz Tomasik
Space Research Center, UK
Using LOFAR (LOw Frequency ARray - the VLBI interferometer in frequency range 10-240 MHz) scintillation
observation capabilities, we test several hypotheses used to estimate the velocity of ionospheric drifts.
We try to compare the obtained results with the results obtained based on other measurements and
estimate the influence of the experimental settings.

ps03 - Ionospheric effects
P-QV010 Forecasting the high-latitude ionospheric electric field using the BAS reanalysis of SuperDARN
data
Mai Mai Lam1, Robert Shore1, Gareth Chisham1, Mervyn Freeman1, Adrian Grocott2, Maria Walach2, and
Lauren Orr2
1

British Antarctic Survey, UK, 2Lancaster University, UK

Forecasts of the effects of thermospheric drag on satellites could be significantly improved through more
accurate modelling of geomagnetic activity effects on the high-latitude ionospheric electric field. In a
separate study1, we have made comparisons between the electric field models that are already available in
the Thermosphere-Ionopshere Electrodynamics (TIE) GCM and recently developed models based on Super
Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) data. The study1 indicates that these novel models will bring
significant improvements to ionospheric electric field modelling. One of these novel models has been
developed at the British Antarctic Survey from SuperDARN radar data using a data-interpolating Empirical
Orthogonal Function (EOF) method. This method discovers from the SuperDARN data a series of dynamical
modes of plasma velocity variation and can be regarded as a reanalysis of the SuperDARN ionospheric
electric fields and plasma velocities for 1997 to 2008 inclusive.
Starting from this reanalysis dataset, we here use regression techniques to derive a forecast model of the
ionospheric electric field driven by solar wind data. Specifically, we will be able to drive the forecast using
epsilon, a well-known parameter representing the energy input due to the coupling of the solar wind with the
terrestrial magnetosphere-ionosphere system. Our model is also tuned to annual and solar cycle variations.
In summary, the ability to now or forecast the interplanetary magnetic field and plasma velocity of the solar
wind will provide us with forecasts of the ionospheric electric field.
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L. Orr et al., Quantitative Comparison of High Latitude Ionospheric Electric Field Models, National
Astronomy Meeting (NAM) 2021. Abstract.
R. M. Shore et al., Data-Driven Basis Functions for SuperDARN Ionospheric Plasma Flow
Characterisation and Prediction, J. Geophys. Res., 10.1029/2021JA029272, 2021.

P-QV011 Quantitative comparison of high latitude ionospheric electric field models
Lauren Orr1, Adrian Grocott1, Maria Walach1, Gareth Chisham2, Mervyn Freeman2, Robert Shore2, and Mai
Lam2
1

Lancaster University, UK, 2British Antarctic Survey, UK

The Space Weather Instrumentation, Measurement, Modelling and Risk: Thermosphere (SWIMMR-T)
programme aims to improve the UK’s ability to specify and forecast the thermosphere. AENeAS (Advanced
Ensemble electron density [Ne] Assimilation System) is a physics-based, thermosphere-ionosphere,
coupled, assimilative model, which makes possible thermospheric forecasts. Currently AENeAS uses the
Heelis1 and Weimer2 electric field spacecraft climatology models but it is possible a more recent electric field
model will improve its functionality. The new models include three statistical models for ionospheric
convection using line-of-sight velocity measurements from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network
(SuperDARN): Thomas and Shepherd (TS18)3, the Time-Variable Ionospheric Electric Field model (TiVIE)4
and the British Antarctic Survey’s empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) 5 model (see 6). Before
implementation in AENeAS, we first compare the new SuperDARN-based models to the established
spacecraft climatology models.
Here we present quantitative comparison of the electric-field models across a variety of geophysical
conditions, including during the September 2017 storm. Once standardized, each model’s ionospheric
convection patterns can be compared for varying solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)
conditions, or during an event. We explore the relationships between the IMF conditions and model output
parameters such as the polar cap transpolar voltage and size. During storms we compare the parameterized
model output time series from the different electric field models, including the commonly used SuperDARN
Map Potential Model7. We can also compare the electric field vectors between the SuperDARN based
models. At peak storm times we find the calculated electric potential magnitude to be much greater from the
spacecraft-based models. We will discuss the similarities and differences found using each method.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

Hairston, M. and Heelis, R. (1990). JGR: Space Physics, 95(A3):2333–2343.
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Thomas, E. G. and Shepherd, S. G. (2018). JGR: Space Physics, 123(4):3196–3216
Grocott, A and Walach, M.-T (in prep. 2021)
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Lam, M. M., Forecasting the high-latitude ionospheric electric field using the BAS reanalysis of
SuperDARN data (NAM) 2021. Abstract.
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P-QV012 On the use of radio occultation data in the Spire TEC Environment Assimilation Model (STEAM)
Sanita Vetra-Carvalho, Matthew Angling, Francois-Xavier Bocquet, Stacey Melville, and Karl Nordstrom
Spire Global UK Ltd
Spire Global develops and operates a large constellation of cubeSats carrying a variety of software defined
radio payloads. One of these is a dual frequency GNSS receiver (STRATOS) that can be used to sense the
Earth’s atmosphere (ionosphere, stratosphere, and troposphere) and surface properties such as soil
moisture and sea ice. When used as an ionospheric sensor STRATOS can measure large scale features (i.e.
synoptic scale variations in the total electron content, TEC), medium scale features (i.e. sporadic E and
travelling ionospheric disturbances in the lower ionosphere), and small scale features (i.e ionospheric
irregularities causing scintillation). The measurements of TEC are made in a radio occultation (RO) geometry;
that is the ray paths through the ionosphere are quasi-horizontal. This means that the data must either be
inverted to provide vertical profiles or assimilated into a 3D ionospheric model.
One such model is the Spire TEC Environment Assimilation Model (STEAM). STEAM uses a 4D Local
ensemble transform Kalman Filter (LETKF); this is a Monte Carlo data assimilation method that represents
the background error covariance matrix with an ensemble of model states. The 4D operation permits the use
of data with varying latency and applying localisation in STEAM ensures that grid points are only modified by
data within a local volume thus removing spurious long-range spatial ensemble correlations. Additionally,
the LETKF provides an efficient way to solve the ensemble equations by transforming the problem into
ensemble space thus making each grid point independent and resulting in an algorithm that is easily
parallelised.
Since RO rays pierce the ionosphere quasi-horizontally, the resulting observations contain more information
about the ionosphere compared to observations with other geometries, e.g. from ground based GNSS
receivers providing quasi-vertical measurements. However, care needs to be taken when assimilating this
information to ensure that the RO observations have an appropriate impact on the model, both in terms of
the magnitude of the updates and their location. This requires that the background and observation error
covariances in STEAM are able to spread the observation information correctly. The aim of this paper is to
describe the Spire RO data, the development of the associated observation error covariance matrices, and
the impact of assimilating this data into STEAM. The impact of the RO data on the model skill will be
assessed by comparison to external truth data.
P-QV013 Investigation of spatio-temporal variations of GNSS derived global Total Electron Content over the
last decade
Ayoub Moradi
Self researcher
The ionosphere content is mainly controlled by systematic and regular effects from the Sun. However, it is
also disturbed by various natural phenomena, including solar storm, thunderstorm and lightning. Ionospheric
TEC dynamics are of key importance due to their significant impact and role in space weather,
telecommunication and navigation. In this study, time series of the Total Electron Content (TEC) are derived
from the global 2-hourly (before 2014.85) and hourly (after 2014.85) records of RINEX data logged by
standard dual frequency receivers of the Global Navigational Satellite Systems (GNSS).
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The spatio-temporal analyze show that, the global mean of the TEC distributions follows both the Earth’s
magnetic projection and geographical projection in terms of TEC intensity and TEC cycle respectively.
Temporal fluctuations include regular diurnal and seasonal cycles, irregular fluctuations caused by solar
activities and meteorological events, as well as inter-annual trend causing by solar secular variations. During
the last decade, the TEC experiences a small decrease in order of 1 TECU per year. Sudden ionospheric
disturbances and Stratospheric warming of 2018 and 2019, reported by The Met Office Space Weather
Operations Centre (MOSWOC) are shown in the time series by increasing TEC rates. In particular, the solar
wind stream event of October 2015 is clearly detected by a TEC increase in the southern hemisphere.
The results also indicate on spatial displacements of magnetic equator. The most displacement is occurred
on 2017/2018: the magnetic equator moved toward the south on 2017 summer, then, it moved back the
north on the following winter on 2018. The movement is estimated between 3 to 10 degrees; with the
minimum over the Pacific Ocean, and the maximum over the continents and the Atlantic ocean. This
displacement can be interpreted as a temporal increase in angle difference between magnetic and
geographical axis of rotation. Finally, by using ERA-5 reanalysis, we attempted to analyze space weather in
upper troposphere, at 1 hPa, for any warming phenomena. Apart from regular latitudinal associated
fluctuations, any new relationships are not observed in the data.
P-QV014 Including correlated observation error statistics in upper atmospheric ensemble data assimilative
modelling
Adil Siripatana, and Sean Elvidge
Space Environment and Radio Engineering, University of Birmingham, UK
Utilising data assimilation (DA) techniques to improve the background estimates of a physics-based model
has become increasingly common among the upper atmospheric modelling community. However, pragmatic
implementations of the DA methods such as the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) and its variants often
assume independent observations mainly for the ease of computation. As a result, the observation error
covariance matrix R is diagonal, which results in filter performance being sub-optimal when the potentially
correlated observation error statistics are neglected. In this work, we implement iterative estimation of the
observation covariance matrix using the statistical averages of background and analysis innovations within
the local ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF) algorithm of the Advanced Ensemble electron density
(Ne) Assimilation System (AENeAS) to enhance its ionospheric state estimation and forecast capabilities.
The total electron content (TEC) estimates of the developed model are statistically benchmarked against its
baseline diagonal R counterpart, GPS TEC data, TIE-GCM, and NeQuick models. The results from the analysis
show that taking into account the impact of correlated observation errors helps improve the estimation of the
TEC and overall ionosphere/thermosphere structure.
P-QV015 Diurnal Trends in Off-Great-Circle Propagation in the High-Latitude Undisturbed Ionosphere
Taylor Cameron1, Robyn Fiori1, David Themens2, and Thayananthan Thayaparan3
1

Natural Resources Canada, Canada, 2University of Birmingham, UK, 3Defence Research and Development
Canada, Canada
It is well known that localized density structures in the high latitude ionosphere such as polar cap patches
can deflect HF radio waves, establishing off-great circle propagation paths from an HF transmitter to a target.
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In the absence of these structures, it is assumed that propagation largely occurs via on-great circle paths.
Since many technologies that depend on HF radio propagation such as over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) are
sensitive to changes in the propagation path, it would be useful to determine if large-scale gradients in the
undisturbed high-latitude ionosphere can cause significant off-great circle propagation.
In this study, off-great circle propagation in the undisturbed high-latitude ionosphere is studied with a high
latitude ionosphere model (E-CHAIM), a numerical ray-tracer, and data from the NRCan HF transmitter
network. It is shown through ray-tracing simulations that large-scale east-west ionospheric gradients related
to diurnal ionospheric variation can deflect northward-directed HF radio waves by up to 15° in the local
morning and evening, leading to mean shifts from the great-circle direction of up to 3°. These effects are
also observed in a statistical analysis of HF radio angle of arrival data from the NRCan HF radio network.
Implications of these effects are discussed in the context of HF radio dependent technologies such as OTHR.
P-QV016 Impacts of Auroral Precipitation on HF Propagation: A Hypothetical OTHR Case Study
Joshua Ruck, and David Themens
University of Birmingham, UK
Over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) systems operating in the high-frequency (HF) band (3-30MHz) are unique in
their ability to detect targets at extreme ranges, offering cost-effective large area surveillance. The strategic
advantage offered by this ability is not understated, with many nations pursuing OTHR development. Overthe-horizon detection capability is achieved by reflecting HF radio waves off the ionosphere. Due to their
reliance on the reflective nature of the ionosphere in this band, OTHR systems are extremely sensitive to
ionospheric conditions and can expect significant variations in operational performance. HF propagation at
high latitudes is often unexpected due to the presence of auroral enhancements in the ionosphere; as a
result, modelling prior to and during deployment is essential to ensure effective OTHR operation. In this
study, 2D and 3D HF raytracing is utilized to investigate OTHR coverage, target interception, and propagation
sensitivity for a hypothetical radar under different auroral conditions. Aurora were seen to increase maximum
useable frequency (MUF) by up to 13 MHz whilst also reducing median available target range by a maximum
of 1039 km. Target interception showed large variations in path coverage of between 37-87%. In addition to
this, two distinct propagation modes were observed in the presence of aurora, including and Auroral Emodes. The long range coverage provided by the auroral F-E ducted mode was seen to be of limited capacity
for low solar activity due to the reduced NmF2 ionisation present. A transition from direct F-mode propagation
to the dominating Auroral E-mode was observed by a sharp step in frequency between AE index values of
50- and 200-nT for ranges in a band between 1000- and 2000-km. The significant variations in both
frequency and coverage observed within this study highlight one aspect of the importance of considering
aurora in OTHR modelling and design.
P-QV017 Deployment of AIDA on the ESA SWE Portal
Sean Elvidge1, David Themens1, Ben Reid1, Ryan Pepper1, Mohammad Afraz Ahmed1, Matthew Angling2,
Sanita Vetra-Carvalho2, and Francois-Xavier Bocquet2
1

University of Birmingham, UK, 2Spire Global UK, UK

The Advanced Ionospheric Data Assimilation (AIDA) model is a data assimilation model of the ionosphere
which uses NeQuick as its background model along with a local ensemble transform Kalman filter (LETKF).
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Deployment of AIDA on the SWE Portal (DASP) is a recently funded ESA project with the aim of enhancing
the technical components of AIDA, developing a range of products and services and deploying it
operationally on the ESA SWE Portal.
As part of the development phase of the project, the LETKF will be replaced by a Particle Filter, new
visualization routines will be designed, and a continuous validation methodology will be implemented. Once
AIDA is operational on the Portal several new services will be available to the community: near real-time 3D
specification of the ionosphere (ultra-rapid, rapid and final products), up to 24-hour forecasts and a runson-request system for hindcasting.
As well as describing the project and showing recent developments, this poster provides links to resources
and material for the community to provide feedback on the proposed new services to the DASP team. This
is to ensure the final products best reflect user needs.
P-QV018 Drivers of variability of ionospheric plasma observed by the Swarm satellites in low Earth orbit
Alan Wood
University of Birmingham, UK
The ionosphere is a highly complex plasma containing electron density structures with a wide range of
spatial scale sizes. Large-scale structures with horizontal extents of tens to hundreds of km exhibit variation
with time of day, season, solar cycle, geomagnetic activity, solar wind conditions, and location. Whilst the
processes driving these structures are well understood, the relative importance of these driving processes is
a fundamental, unanswered question. These large-scale structures can also cause smaller-scale irregularities
that arise due to instability processes and which can disrupt trans-ionospheric radio signals, including those
used by Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). Ionospheric effects pose a substantial threat to the
integrity, availability and accuracy of GNSS services. Strategies to predict the occurrence of plasma
structures are therefore urgently needed.
Swarm is ESA's first constellation mission for Earth Observation (EO). It initially consisted of three identical
satellites (Swarm A, Swarm B, and Swarm C), which were launched into Low Earth Orbit (LEO) in 2013. The
configuration of the Swarm satellites, their near-polar orbits and the data products developed, enable
studies of the spatial variability of the ionosphere at multiple scale sizes. The technique of Generalised
Linear Modelling is used to identify the dominant driving processes of large-scale structures in the
ionosphere at low, middle, auroral and polar latitudes. The statistical relationships between the ionospheric
structures and the driving processes are determined in each region and the variations between regions are
discussed, with a particular focus on the European sector. A predictive model for these ionospheric
structures is currently under development.
This work is within the framework of the Swarm Variability of Ionospheric Plasma (Swarm-VIP) project, funded
by ESA in the “Swarm+4D-Ionosphere” framework (ESA Contract No. 4000130562/20/I-DT).
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P-QV019 Diurnal seasonal and annual variation of ionospheric parameters.
Divyanshi Rawat, and Dinesh kumar sharma
1

Manav Rachna university, India

To study the variation of ion density and ion temperature of ionosphere with solar activity measured by
Retarding Potential Analyzer(RPA) payload aboard the SROSS-C2 satellite. The ionospheric ion density and
ion temperature shows consistent enhancement during different solar activity. A secondary peak has been
observed during sunrise hours. The main focus of the paper is to study the diurnal, seasonal and annual
variation of ion density and temperature during solar activity.
P-QV020 longitudinal and latitudnal variation of daytime electron density and electron temperature in the
topside ionosphere
Divyanshi Rawat, Bharka Dagar and Dinesh kumar sharma
1

Manav Rachna university, India

Electron density(Ne) and electron temperature(Te) in the topside ionosphere has totally different variations
with latitude, longitude, altitude, local time, season, and solar cycle.we get the information from the
Langmuir Probe Instrument onboard the DEMETER and HINOTORI satellite. they were used to detect the
variations of electron density (Ne) and temperature (Te) in the topside ionosphere. Te and Ne were
negatively correlated in most of the middle latitude regions at ~10:30 solar local time (LT). The results
shows that both Ne and Te have strong annual variations in the topside ionosphere at 660 km altitude. The
yearly variation of Ne is opposite to the peak electron density of the F2-layer at higher latitudes in daytime
and both are similar in night-time.The yearly variations of Te in daytime have negative and positive
correlation with Ne at mid- and high-latitudes, respectively. Both Ne and Te in the neighborhood bins at the
same latitude have a high correlation.The correlation was negative in most seasons during the daytime
except at high latitudes in the northern winter, where a positive correlation occurred.. A positive correlation
occurred near the magnetic equator at ~22:30 LT, which depended on thermal equilibrium between the
electrons, ions, and neutrals. A negative correlation occurred at midlatitudes.
P-QV021 Precursor of Earthquake over Indonesia Region using Ionospheric PlasmaTurbulence in Very Low
Frequency (VLF) range observed byDEMETER Satellite
Deepak Kumar Sondhiya
School of Sciences SAGE University, India
The present study deals with the analysis of disturbances in very low frequency (VLF) electric field prior to the
earthquake having magnitude on February 18, 2009, in Kepulauan region in Indonesia. The observations
made by the DEMETER satellite are reported here. We analyze electromagnetic field data few days before the
earthquake and special attention is given to analyze the variation in spectral characteristics and search for
non-linear effects. The earthquake preparation process should be disturbed the ionospheric plasma and
these disturbances can reach the non-linear stage easily which leads to strong variation in the
electromagnetic field and plasma parameters. Some aspects of this are discussed in this work using higher
order statistics and wavelet based techniques. The enhancement in statistical parameter shows the coherent
structure and phenomena of intermittence. A phenomenon of intermittence is considered as sign of
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turbulence. Further the characteristics of the observed disturbances are studied through the wavelet and
bispectral analysis the tools that are most relevant to the analysis of plasma turbulence.
Keywords: Coherent Structure, Phenomena of Intermittent, Bispectral analysis, Plasma
P-QV022 The dayside scintillations of GPS signals according to the observations on Svalbard
Vladimir Belakhovsky1, Yaqi Jin2 and Wojciech Miloch2
1

Polar Geophysical Institute, Russia, 2University of Oslo, Norway

A comparison of the level of GPS signals scintillations during different daytime ionospheric disturbances was
made based on data from the GPS receiver at the Ny-Alesund station (Svalbard). The optical
observations with the instruments operated by the Oslo University and Polar Geophysical Institute on
Svalbard, as well as EISCAT 42m radar data were used for the identification of the various types of the
ionosphere disturbances. The SuperDARN data from the radar in Hankasalmi was used for the cusp
identification. It is shown that daytime polar cap patches lead to larger values of the phase scintillation index
than daytime precipitations of charged particles in the cusp region.
P-QV023 Application of the INGV MUF nowcasting method for PECASUS to a relevant case for aviation
Dario Sabbag, Paolo Bagiacchi and Carlo Scotto
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Italy
Since Space Weather (SWx) phenomena can have dramatic impact for flight operations, in 2018 the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) appointed three global SWx centers (now four) to provide
real-time SWx advisories for aviation users in the domains of GNSS-based navigation, variation of radiation
levels at flight altitude, and disturbances in HF communications (HF COM). Then, since November 2019
these global centers share the responsibility of advisories validation and dissemination.
In this presentation, European MUF(3000) nowcasting product in HF COM domain developed by INGV in
support of PECASUS consortium activity as global SWx center is presented, along with its application to a
relevant case for aviation. For its interest for space situational awareness purposes, this product has been
also selected to be part in the near future of the European Space Agency (ESA) Space WEather Service
NETwork (SWESNET) program.
After being tested comparing predictions and independent ionosonde measurements during strong
geomagnetic storm periods, the method has been applied to the September 27th - October 1st 2020
moderate storm, which is the first storm occurred since global centers are in operation, and for which HF
COM advisories are issued for the first time by the on-duty center at that moment.
General good agreement between model and measurements was observed, with no evident defects in
ionospheric modeling. Despite the high percentage of failures of the method (>40%), most cases are
automatically discarded, obtaining RMSEs values at the test station lower than 1.25 MHz for each
investigated day. Like in previous analyses, erroneous data used for comparison are proved to negatively
affect the accuracy assessment of the model, if not correctly detected and discarded.
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P-QV024 MUF(3000) short-term (1-24) hour prediction over Europe
Loredana Perrone, Andrey Mikhailov, Valentin Shubin, and Pablo Bagiacchi
Istituto nazionale di geofisica e vulcanologia, Italy
Pan-European Consortium for Aviation Space weather User Services (PECASUS) is one of the three global
Space Weather Centers for aviation space weather user services designed by the International Civil Aviation
Organization(ICAO).
The MUF(3000) predicted 1- 24 hours ahead is one of the operational space weather product inserted in
PECASUS. MUF(3000) depends on two ionospheric parameters foF2 and M(3000): for the foF2
the forecasting model EUROMAP and for M(3000) the IRI model are used.
The method has been applied to Europe where there are ionospheric stations with long (for some solar
cycles) historical data and current real-time foF2 observations The method includes two types of prediction
models: regression models based on the analyses of historical observations, and training models based on
current foF2 observations A mapping procedure applied to the European stations provides MUF(3000) shortterm prediction over the whole area.
A method based on an aeronomic approach is applied for global foF2 mapping under quiet and disturbed
conditions.
The application of these methods to storm events occurred after November 2019 is here presented, in order
to study the ionospheric conditions they provide when HF COM advisories are expected to be issued.
ps04 - Spacecraft operations
P-QV025 Review of satellite launches - sustainability, data, and future directions
Ariel Toh
Marcharh, UK
This study showcase a review of satellite launch and research initiatives involving spacecraft. The review
helps to understand to what extent the purpose of the launch has achieve a sustainability impact. A scale is
included as a gauge parameter regarding the sustainability performance of every activity and inititiative in
spacecraft research.
P-QV026 The SPace ENVironment Information System (SPENVIS): a new framework.
Erwin De Donder1, Neophytos Messios1, Stijn Calders1, Antoine Calegaro1, Sami Mezhoud1, Daniel
Heynderickx2, Mourad Akandouch3, Simon Clucas4 and Hugh Evans4
1

Royal Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy, Belgium, 2DH Consultancy BV, Belgium, 3Space Applications
Services NV/SA, Belgium 4ESA-ESTEC, Netherlands
In order to facilitate access to space environment and effects models, the SPace ENVironment Information
System (SPENVIS) has been developed for ESA by BIRA-IASB since 1996, under ESA contracts. SPENVIS is
a web-based interface to a comprehensive set of models of the space environment and its effects on
spacecraft components and astronauts. SPENVIS has been operational for more than twenty years and has
a large international user community who is using the system for various purposes like mission analysis and
planning, education and scientific research.
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We present here an overview of a new project (recently started under ESA Contract No.
4000134504/21/NL/CRS) that aims to re-design the current SPENVIS system in order to improve the
usability of the models and the user interaction/experience. The new SPENVIS system will also incorporate
new models and make use of ESA’s Network of Models (NoM). The latter is a lightweight framework that
provides access to models and data via a common web API allowing to run models available in other
external frameworks and vice versa.
swr01 - The solar sources of space weather (1 of 2)
P-QV027 The automatic detection and origin of magnetic twisted flux tubes in the lower solar atmosphere
Suzana de Souza e Almeida Silva1, Viktor Fedun1, Gary Verth1, Erico Rempel2, Luiz Augusto Camargo Aranha
Schiavo3, Sergiy Shelyag4, Istvan Ballai1, and Rekha Jain1
1

The University of Sheffield, UK, 2Instituto Tecnologico de Aeronautica, Brazil, 3Universidade Estadual
Paulista, Brazil, 4Deakin University, Australia

Twisted magnetic flux tubes are essential structures that can be found in the solar atmosphere. They are
believed to be driven by photospheric motions and have been linked to essential atmospheric processes
such as plasma heating, jets, and eruptive phenomena. Until recently there were no methodologies available
for their automatic detection. The automatic detection of these structures is essential for constructing large
and reliable databases for the statistical analysis of their morphology and properties. In this presentation,
we will address this issue by defining a twisted magnetic flux tube as a magnetic vortex. For that, we will
introduce a formal definition based on a recently developed magnetic coherent structure detection
technique, i.e., the Integrated Averaged Current Deviation (IACD) method. We will apply this magnetic vortex
identification methodology to a simulated solar plage region obtained from the MURaM code and
demonstrate that these magnetic structures, last on average, around a minute and locally concentrate the
vertical magnetic field and current density. Based on their magnetic to kinetic energy ratio, our results
indicate the existence of two types of magnetic vortices. For the magnetic vortices dominated by magnetic
energy, we find that the magnetic field is mostly oriented perpendicular to the solar surface. In contrast, for
the second type of magnetic vortices dominated by kinetic energy, there is a wider variety of shapes, sizes
and orientation of the magnetic field. Regarding their origin, we found that magnetic vortices may appear if
two conditions of (i) shear flow and (ii) plasma-β>1 are simultaneously satisfied. More surprisingly, our
results show that the presence of rotational motion is not actually a necessary condition for the formation of
magnetic vortices.
P-QV028 Visible light spectroscopic observation of a CME during a total solar eclipse
Gabriel Muro, and Huw Morgan
Aberystwyth University, UK
The region ~1.2 to 2.0 solar radii is considered a missing link in solar physics, largely due to technological
limitations of both ground and space-based instruments operating in visible light. Thus, visible light
measurements of narrow-band spectral data from the 14 December 2020 at 16:07 UTC total solar eclipse in
Neuquén, Argentina provided a rare opportunity to characterize the low corona. Additionally, 1 hour before
totality a coronal mass ejection initiated and continued to expand while our measurements were collected.
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Three narrow bands of visible light, centered on emission lines of ionized Fe atoms, were measured in
additional to white light. Fe ions represent ion equilibrium temperatures common in the low solar
atmosphere: Fe X (0.9 MK), Fe XI (1.3 MK), and Fe XIV (1.9 MK). These measurements allow for the creation
of an ion equilibrium temperature map, relative ionization state & abundance, and Doppler shifts which
reveals a deeper understanding of the physics involved in various solar atmospheric phenomena involved as
the Sun exits the minimum portion of its solar cycle.
The work presented here describes the spectroscopic data reduction process, ion identification, and
mapping of diagnostics within the context of atmospheric structures.
P-QV029 Summarizing time series of coronagraph images to simplify real-time CME monitoring
Manuel Flores-Soriano
Universidad de Alcalá, Spain
Developed as an aid for the operational monitoring of CME occurrence, this poster presents a simple but
effective way of summarizing a time series of coronagraph images. The resultant summary image does not
depend on any CME detection algorithm and still contains information about CME occurrence, their relative
importance, and their sky plane angular width and direction. It also points out gaps in the time
series and artifacts in the images. The real-time summary plot of the last five days of STEREO COR2
data is made available in the web page of the Spanish Space Weather Service (SeNMEs) and can be
accessed at the following link http://www.senmes.es/pub/ACME/acme_resumen.png
P-QV030 Waiting Time Distributions and Solar Activity
Grace Wanliss, and James Wanliss
Presbyterian College, USA
We examine interdecadal burst lifetime distribution functions of solar wind data and compare them with
ground-based data reflective of space weather. The analysis yields clear power-law exponents of the lifetime
probability distributions and similar scaling behavior for all the variables, including SYM-H, during solar
minimum but significant differences during solar maximum, irrespective of activity thresholds. During solar
maximum the scaling properties of the space weather signals are not purely a direct response to the scalefree properties of the solar wind but are due to inherent properties of the magnetosphere.
P-QV031 Empirical inner boundary conditions and rotation rates for solar wind models
Huw Morgan, Kaine Bunting, David Kuride, and Thomas Williams
Aberystwyth University, UK
To date, the inner boundary conditions for solar wind models are either directly or indirectly based on
magnetic field extrapolation models of the photosphere. Furthermore, between the photosphere and Earth,
there are no routinely-observed empirical constraints on models. New breakthroughs in coronal rotation
tomography, applied to coronagraph observations, allow maps of the coronal electron density to be made in
the heliocentric height range 4-12 solar radii (Rs). We show that these maps (i) give a new empirical
boundary condition for solar wind structure at a height where the coronal magnetic field has become radial,
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thus avoiding the need to model the complex inner coronal magnetic field, and (ii) give accurate rotation
rates for the corona, of crucial importance to the accuracy of solar wind models and forecasts. For the
primary inner boundary condition of radial outflow velocity required by simple ballistic-type models, the
tomographical densities are transformed using a simple empirical relationship - a process that can be
refined using iteration. The densities can be passively propagated within the ballistic model, and according
to radial expansion and the local velocity and compression/rarefaction factors, modified according to mass
flux conservation. This results in an estimate of solar wind densities, as well as the primary velocity output,
near Earth. Further work is based on refining the boundary estimates, improving the ballistic model,
correcting for slow wind arising from equatorial coronal holes, and the inclusion of solar wind acceleration
constraints using the tomographical information.
P-QV032 Forecasting nascent solar wind flows from source to the interplanetary medium for the H2020
SafeSpace project
Rui Pinto1, Rungployphan Kieokaew2, Benoît Lavraud3, Vincent Génot2, Alexis Rouillard2, Evangelia Samara4,
Stefaan Poedts5, Antoine Brunet6, Sébastien Bourdarie6, and Ioannis Daglis7
1

LDE3/CEA Saclay & IRAP/CNRS, France, 2IRAP/CNRS, France, 3LAB/CNRS & IRAP/CNRS,
France, 4CmPA/KU Leuven & Royal Observatory of Belgium, Belgium, 5CmPA/ KU Leuven, Belgium, 6ONERA,
France, 7National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
We present the solar wind forecast pipeline that is being implemented as part of the H2020 SafeSpace
project. The goal of this project is to use several tools in a modular fashion to address the physics of Sun interplanetary space – Earth’s magnetosphere. This presentation focuses on the part of the pipeline that
forecast the properties of the nascent solar wind (MULTI-VP) and drives models of the solar wind propagation
across the heliosphere (HELIO1D and EUHFORIA).
The modeling pipeline puts together different mature research models: determination of the background
coronal magnetic field, computation of solar wind acceleration profiles (1 to 90 solar radii), propagation
across the heliosphere (for regular solar wind, CIRs and CMEs), and comparison to spacecraft
measurements.
The solar wind model is driven by coronal field reconstruction methods using different magnetogram sources
(WSO, GONG, ADAPT). We aim at providing a web-based service that continuously supplies a full set of bulk
physical parameters of the solar wind at 1 AU several days in advance, at a time cadence compatible with
space weather applications. This work has received funding from the European Union"s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 870437.
P-QV033 Comparing Coronal Hole Boundaries Derived from Different Automated Detection Methods
Karin Muglach1, Martin A. Reiss2, and I. ISWAT CH boundary working team3
1

NASA GSFC, CUA, USA, 2SRI, Austria

Solar coronal holes are known to be the source of high-speed solar wind streams. In addition, many ambient
solar wind models connect the diverging magnetic field lines rooted in coronal holes to solar wind properties,
for instance, the widely-applied Wang-Sheeley-Arge model. The goal of our project is to constrain magnetic
models of the corona with coronal hole locations and uncertainties derived from EUV observations,
ultimately improving solar wind predictions.
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The location of the boundary of coronal holes depends on a variety of observational factors and therefore a
number of different algorithms have been developed in recent years to take this into account in one way or
another. In this presentation we compare the coronal hole boundaries as determined from nine different
automated detection schemes all applied to the same coronal hole located close to disk center and discuss
how the derived quantities of the coronal hole, like its size and magnetic properties change according to the
detection method applied.
P-QV034 New solar weather products in the ESA SSA-SWE Portal from MEDOC
Eric Buchlin1, Stéphane Caminade2, Marc Dexet2, Anthony Gréau3, Frédéric Auchère2, Miho Janvier2, Ralf
Keil4, and Judit Palacios4
1

CNRS, Institut d'Astrophysique Spatiale, France, 2Université Paris-Saclay, CNRS, Institut d'Astrophysique
Spatiale, France 3HCube 4RHEA System GmbH for ESA/ESOC, Germany
In the framework of a contract between ESA's Space Weather Office and Université Paris-Saclay, MEDOC
(CNRS / Université Paris-Saclay / CNES) has developed three products to be included into the Solar
Weather domain within ESA's SSA SWE Service Network under the coordination of the Solar Weather Expert
Service Centre (S-ESC): (1) UV/EUV synchronous synoptic maps; (2) maps of thermal properties of the
corona; and (3) maps of electric currents in Active Regions. These products are generated from SDO/AIA or
SDO/HMI data, over the SDO mission lifetime (since 2010) and at least daily for new data. They will be
provided through dedicated web pages via the SSA SWE web portal, as a tile potentially included in one of
the portal's dashboards, and through an API. We present the functionalities of these products (including
their limitations) and their expected use by the space weather community.
P-QV035 Identifying eruptive solar active regions for space weather warnings with S2WARM
Paolo Pagano1, Stephanie Yardley2, and Duncan Mackay3
1

Università degli Studi di Palermo, Italy, 2UCL - MSSL, UK, 3University of St Andrews, UK

One of the main goals of solar physics is the timely identification of eruptive active regions. Space missions
such as Solar Orbiter or future Space Weather forecasting missions would largely benefit from the
achievement of this goal. Our aim is to show how a physics-based technique can provide real time
indications that an active region will produce an eruption with a simple green/amber/red risk of eruption. We
expand on work of Pagano et al., 2019a,b that was able to define a theoretical and operative metrics that
discriminate eruptive from non-eruptive active regions by analysing the Lorentz force in a 3D dynamic
reconstruction of the magnetic field configuration of active regions with magnetofrictional simulations. In this
work, we finalise the metric to include the effects of magnetic flux emergence and solar flares. We therefore
obtain the operative framework of the St Andrews Space Weather Active Region Monitoring (S2WARM) and
we show how this can be used by space weather forecasters to derive useful information on active regions in
the Sun. To do so, we apply the S2WARM technique to a time period of 45 days in 2013 when several active
regions crossed the solar disk, as we individually model their magnetic field configuration evolution and
benchmark S2WARM metric against observational signature of flux rope ejections and flares. We find that
our technique provides correct identifications of eruptive or non-eruptive active regions in 83% of the cases
and we also illustrate how to apply this technique in various space weather forecasting applications.
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P-QV036 The GOES High cadence Operational Total Irradiance (GHOTI) project
Martin Snow1, Steven Penton2, Stephane Beland2, Odele Coddington2, and Don Woodraska2
1

South African National Space Agency, South Africa, 2Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, USA

The GOES-R series of satellites includes a redesigned instrument for solar spectral irradiance: the Extreme
ultraviolet and X-ray Irradiance Sensor (EXIS). Our team will be using a high-cadence broadband visible light
diode on EXIS to construct a proxy for Total Solar Irradiance (TSI). This will have two advantages over the
existing TSI measurements: measurements are taken at 4 Hz, so the cadence of our TSI proxy is likely faster
than any existing applications, and the observations are taken from geostationary orbit, so the time series of
measurements is virtually uninterrupted. Calibration of the diode measurements will still rely on the
standard TSI composites.
The other measurement from EXIS that will be used is the Magnesium II core-to-wing ratio. The MgII index is
a proxy for chromospheric activity, and is measured by EXIS every 3 seconds. The combination of the two
proxies can be used to generate a model of the full solar spectrum similar to the NRLSSI2 empirical model.
We are in the first year of a three-year grant to develop the TSI proxy and the SSI model, so only very
preliminary findings will be discussed in this presentation.
swr01 - The solar sources of space weather (2 of 2)
P-QV037 Time evolution of magnetic energy and helicity in CME-productive and CME-quiet flaring active
regions
Julia K Thalmann
University of Graz, Institute of Physics/IGAM, Austria
Flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) originating from solar active regions (ARs) are known to represent
major sources of severe disturbances of our space weather. A lively research interest to date is the search for
physical quantities indicative for the eruptive potential of an active-region corona, i.e., its potential to
produce a flare-related CME, and is ultimately aimed at enhancing the cababilities of Space Weather
forecasts. In order to quantify the eruptive potential of ARs, we study the time evolution of physical
quantities related to the structural complexity and energy content of the coronal magnetic field, namely the
helicity ratio (H_ratio; the fraction of magnetic helicity stored in current-carrying coronal magnetic field) and
energy ratio (E_ratio; the fraction of the total coronal magnetic energy available to be liberated). Those are
computed based time series of 3D nonlinear force-free models of the coronal magnetic field of selected ARs.
Covering their entire solar disk passage, the time evolutions of H_ratio and E_ratio are studied and
interpreted in respect to the CME-productivity associated with larges flares (GOES class >M1.0). From our
analysis we find that both, the peak values reached as well as the evolutionary path within a H_ratio vs.
E_ratio diagram, are distinctly different for CME-productive and CME-quiet flaring ARs. We find peak values
of H_ratio>0.1 and E_ratio>0.2 for most of the analyzed CME-productive ARs, while most of the CME-quiet
flaring ARs exhibit peak values of H_ratio>0.1 and E_ratio<0.15. If not already residing there, the
evolutionary of the CME-productive ARs shows a quick transition to the upper right quadrant within the
H_ratio vs. E_ratio diagram (where H_ratio>0.1 and E_ratio>0.2). In those cases, CME-associated flaring is
observed only after the evolutionary path crossed (H_ratio,E_ratio)=(0.1,0.2). In contrast, the evolutionary
path of the majority of CME-quiet ARs resides within the lower half of the H_ratio vs. E_ratio diagram (where
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E_ratio<0.2) or exclusively within the lower left quadrant (where H_ratio<0.1 and E_ratio<0.2). Along the
evolutionary paths of those cases, values of H_ratio<0.1 and E_ratio<0.2 are found simultaneously with
most of the CME-quiet flares. Our findings highlight the importance of analyzing the energy and helicity
budget of the coronal magnetic field, in order to better characterize the eruptive potential of solar ARs.
P-QV038 Different atmospheric oscillatory behavior of the magnetic helicity fluxes in flaring and non-flaring
Ars
Marianna Korsos
Aberystwyth University, UK
The magnetic helicity slowly and continuously accumulates in response to plasma flows tangential to the
photosphere and magnetic flux emergence normal to it, it into the solar atmosphere. Analyzing the evolution
of magnetic helicity flux at different atmospheric heights is key for identifying its role in the dynamics of ARs.
The 3D magnetic field is obtained from PF extrapolations in order to derive the emergence, shearing and
total magnetic helicity components at different atmospheric heights.
In this presentation, we show results obtained by analysing the evolution of the three magnetic helicity
components in flaring and non-flaring ARs. The evolution of the three components reveals significant
periodicities of them. In the flaring ARs, we found that the emergence, shearing and total helicity fluxes have
common long periods as a function height in the solar atmosphere. In the case of non-flaring ARs, we do not
find such common long oscillatory periods. This case study suggests that the presence of common
significant long periodicities could help for a better understanding of the physics of the lower solar
atmosphere, and, this oscillatory behaviour may even serve as a valuable precursor for flares.
P-QV039 A DEFT way to forecast solar flares
Larisza Krista
University of Colorado, USA
Solar flares have been linked to some of the most significant space weather hazards at Earth. Therefore, it is
of great importance to identify and predict flares early. The Detection and EUV Flare Tracking (DEFT) tool was
developed to identify flare signatures and their precursors using high spatial and temporal resolution
extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) solar observations. The unique advantage of DEFT is its ability to identify small but
significant EUV intensity changes in active regions that may lead to solar eruptions. Furthermore, the tool can
identify the location of the disturbances and distinguish events occurring at the same time in multiple
locations. The algorithm analyses high temporal cadence observations obtained from the Solar Ultraviolet
Imager (SUVI) instrument aboard the GOES-R satellite. In a study of 61 flares of various magnitudes
observed in 2017, the EUV flare signatures closest in time to the the X-ray start time ("main" EUV
signatures) were identified on average 6 minutes early. The second closest EUV signatures to the X-ray start
time ("precursor" EUV signatures) appeared on average 14 minutes early. Our next goal is to develop an
operational version of DEFT, and to simulate real-time use. A fully operational DEFT has the potential to
significantly improve space weather alert times.
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P-QV040 First reconstructions from STIX data
Paolo Massa
MIDA, Università di Genova, Italy
The Spectrometer/Telescope for Imaging X-rays (STIX) is the hard X-ray telescope of the Solar Orbiter
mission. This instrument is conceived for providing information on the flare accelerated electrons at the Sun
through the measurement of the corresponding photons emitted by bremsstrahlung mechanisms. The STIX
imager is composed of 30 subcollimators, i.e. couples of grids mounted in front of coarsely pixelated
detectors. The modulation of the grids produces Moire patterns on the detectors which are sensitive to the
morphology and the position of the X-ray source. Therefore, from photon count measurements, it is possible
to obtain the values of 30 Fourier components of the angular distribution of the emitted radiation, named
visibilities. The image reconstruction problem from calibrated STIX data is then the one of reconstructing the
flaring source from a very sparse sampling of its Fourier transform.
In this talk we present an overview of the image reconstruction problem for STIX, starting from the first results
obtained from visibility amplitudes only. Specifically, we show how we addressed the amplitude imaging
problem by using parametric source shapes and we present the results obtained with two forward fitting
algorithms: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC). We then give some
insights about the visibility phase calibration and how imaging methods can be used for monitoring the
calibration process. Finally, we present the results obtained with maximum entropy methods and
interpolation methods when applied to calibrated STIX visibilities. We assess the validity of our results by
comparing the reconstructions obtained from STIX data with detailed maps of the same events provided by
the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly within the Solar Dynamics Observatory and by the Extreme Ultraviolet
Imager (EUI) onboard Solar Orbiter.
P-QV041 Multi-instrument STIX microflare study
Jonas Saqri1, Astrid M. Veronig2, Ewan C. M. Dickson2, Alexander Warmuth2, Andrea Francesco Battaglia2,
Marina Battaglia2, Hualin Xiao2, Gordon J. Hurford2, and Säm Krucker2
University of Graz, Austria
Solar flares are generally thought to be the impulsive release of magnetic energy giving rise to a wide range
of solar phenomena that influence the heliosphere and in some cases even conditions on Earth. Part of this
liberated energy is used for particle acceleration and to heat up the solar plasma. The
Spectrometer/Telescope for Imaging X-rays (STIX) instrument onboard the Solar Orbiter mission promises
considerable advances in the understanding of electron acceleration and plasma heating. It observes X-rays
in the energy range from 4 to 150 keV, enabling it to diagnose thermal plasma with temperatures of ≳ 10
MK, as well as nonthermal bremsstrahlung emission of flare accelerated electrons. During the spacecraft
commissioning phase in 2020, STIX observed 68 microflares, all of which originated in an active region that
was also visible from Earth. These events provided a great opportunity to demonstrate the great potential in
combining the STIX observations with multi-band EUV imagery from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)
instrument on board the Earth orbiting Solar Dynamics Observatory.
We show first results from two GOES B-class events for which we combined STIX spectroscopic analysis with
plasma diagnostics through differential emission measure analysis performed on AIA observations to analyze
thermal flare plasma outside STIX’s sensitivity. We find that the thermal parameters inferred from STIX and
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AIA differ due to the different temperature ranges covered by each instrument. The values deduced from STIX
are consistent with similar sized flares in the literature. We conclude that STIX spectroscopy is science ready.
P-QV042 Slowly positively drifting bursts and related events
Alena Zemanova
Astronomical Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic
Slowly positively drifting bursts (SPDBs) were observed in the frequency range 800-2000 MHz by Ondřejov
radio spectrograph RT5. These bursts resemble reverse (RS) type III bursts as they usually proceed from
lower towards higher frequency. The frequency drift of SPDBs is less than 300 MHz/s. SPDBs are observed
rarely and their origin is unclear. During the time period 2011 - 2015 we found 18 observations of such
bursts. We have explored vairous internet archives to find to what kind of events they were related. We found
that all events were somehow associated with a filament activity. We have no spatial information of the radio
source location from the spectrum. Thus we can study only the temporal association of SPDBs with any
observed filament activity like jets, filament threads interaction and filament eruption. In this contribution we
present few examples of such events and their characteristics.
P-QV043 MHD Waves in Two-Fluid Gravitationally Stratified Plasmas
Abdulaziz Alharbi, Istvan Ballai, Viktor Fedun, and Gary Verth
Plasma Dynamics Group, The University of Sheffield, UK
The plasma dynamics at frequencies comparable with collisional frequency between various species has to
be described in multifluid framework, where collisional interaction between particles is an important
ingredient. In our study, we will assume that charged particles are strongly coupled, meaning that they form
a single fluid that interacts with neutrals, therefore we will employ a two-fluid model. Here, we aim to
investigate the evolutionary equation of slow sausage waves propagating in a gravitationally stratified flux
tube in the two-fluid solar atmosphere in a strongly ionized limit using an initial value analysis. Due to the
collisional interaction between massive particles (ions and neutrals), the governing equations are coupled.
Solutions are sought in the strongly ionized limit and the density ratio between neutrals and charged
particles is a small parameter. This limit is relevant to the upper part of the chromosphere. Our results show
that slow sausage waves associated with charged particles propagate such that their possible frequency is
affected by a cut-off due to the gravitational stratification. In contrast, for neutral acoustic waves the cut-off
value applies on their wavelength and only small wavelength waves are able to propagate. Slow modes
associated with neutrals are driven by the collisional coupling with ions.
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P-QV044 New techniques to identify individual magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) wave modes in sunspot
Abdulrahman Albidah, Gary Verth, Istvan Ballai, and Viktor Fedun
The University of Sheffield, UK
Observations of pores and sunspots show a complex variety of oscillatory temporal and spatial phenomena.
To decompose this data into individual MHD wave modes the techniques of Fourier analysis, Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) are implemented. Fourier
analysis gives us an overall view of the temporal and spatial scales of the modes. Whereas, POD classifies
modes that are orthogonal in space and DMD classifies modes that are orthogonal in time.
P-QV045 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) at the vortex surface
Yasir Aljohani
The University of Sheffield, UK
Multi-scale vortex motions are ubiquitous in the solar atmosphere. They are already extensively studied by
using a number of numerical (magnetohydrostatic and magnetoconvection simulations) and observational
(analysis of different spectral lines) approaches. The high-resolution magnetoconvection MuRAM data has
been used in this study. For the first time, full 3D photospheric intergranural vortices, defined as coherent
structures are subtracted from the numerical domain. Lagrangian Averaged Vorticity Deviation (LAVD;
Haller,2016, Silva, 2020, 2021) and fluid elements advection were used to identify vortex flows, namely the
centre of circulation and their 3D surfaces. The analysis of vortex surfaces was performed by using Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). A number of similarities with hydrodynamic Whirlpool dynamics have
been identified. Additionally, the presence of persistent in time surface deformations and possible
associated MHD wave propagation will be discussed.
P-QV046 Multiple ICME events - effects on the Earth’s thermospheric layer and satellite orbits In contrast to
single CME events
Lukas Drescher1, Sofia Kroisz1, Manuela Temmer1, Sandro Krauss2, and Barbara Suesser-Rechberger2
1

University of Graz, Austria, 2Institute of Geodesy, Graz University of Technology, Austria

In contrast to single CME events, multiple eruptions from the Sun are known to cause the strongest
geomagnetic effects. In this study, we show the impact of multiple ICME events on the neutral density in the
Earth’s thermosphere. For that we first identify and extract multiple events from a list of more than 300
ICMEs (during 2002-2017). Depending on the time difference Δt between two or more ICMEs, we categorize
the list into isolated (Δt > 48 hrs), multiple-long (24 hrs > Δt < 48 hrs) and multiple-short events (Δt <
24hrs). Investigating solar wind plasma and magnetic field data (using ACE, Wind, DSCOVR), we define for
each ICME the “effective” Bz component (Bz-eff) that causes a clear increase in the neutral density. We
analyze the relation between Bz-eff to the maximum in the thermospheric density and to the derived orbit
drops of satellites. The results are the basis for the novel forecasting model SODA (Satellite Orbit DecAy)
which will become operational within the ESA-SSA program (Ionospheric Weather).
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swr02 - Interplanetary CMEs and Solar Particle Events (1 of 3)
P-QV047 A Catalogue of ICMEs Observed by Juno between 1 and 5.4 AU
Emma Davies1, Robert Forsyth2, Réka Winslow1, and Christian Möstl3
1

University of New Hampshire, USA, 2Imperial College London, UK, 3Space Research Institute, Austrian
Academy of Sciences, Austria

Understanding the evolution of interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) as they propagate through the
heliosphere is essential in forecasting space weather severity. ICMEs have previously been catalogued and
studied at varying heliocentric distances using both dedicated solar wind spacecraft such as Helios, ACE,
Wind, STEREO, and Ulysses, and planetary mission spacecraft such as MESSENGER and Venus Express.
ICME catalogues are crucial in understanding the in-situ properties of ICMEs at different heliocentric
distances and can be used together to understand the evolution of ICMEs as they propagate through the
heliosphere.
We present a catalogue of ICMEs observed by the Juno mission whilst in its cruise phase to Jupiter. During its
cruise phase, Juno spent approximately 5 years in the solar wind providing measurements of the
heliospheric magnetic field, and therefore presents the most recent and comprehensive opportunity to study
ICMEs between 1 and 5.4 AU since the Ulysses mission. We conduct a statistical analysis of the magnetic
properties of the ICMEs identified in the Juno dataset to provide a picture of the global expansion of ICMEs
beyond 1 AU.
P-QV048 ASHI, an All Sky Heliospheric Imager using Thomson-scattered Sunlight to Enable 3-D Plasma
Density and Velocity Reconstructions and Forecasts
Bernard Jackson1, Andrew Buffington1, Matthew Bracamontes1, Lucas Cota1, Stuart Volkow1, P. Paul Hick1,
Stephen Kahler2, Ed Stephan3, Philippe Leblanc3, Ron Quillin3, and Mario M Bisi4
1

Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences, University of California at San Diego, USA, 2Air Force Research
Laboratory, USA, 3Stephan Design Build, USA, 4UKRI, RAL Space, STFC, UK

We have conceived, designed, and have evaluated components for an All-Sky Heliospheric Imager (ASHI),
suitable to fly on future space missions. ASHI’s principal objective is the minute-by-minute and day-by-day
near real time acquisition of precision photometric maps of the inner heliosphere. The instrument's optical
system is designed to view a hemisphere of sky starting a few degrees from the Sun. Two such imagers on a
single spacecraft, or a single imager whose spacecraft has a 180 degree rotation, can view nearly the whole
sky. A key photometric specification for ASHI is 0.1% differential photometry in one-degree sky bins at 90
degrees elongation. This enables the three dimensional (3-D) reconstruction of heliospheric density starting
from near the Sun and extending outward, with updates as heliospheric structures approach, and pass the
spacecraft. Velocity can also be ascertained from the 2-D sequence of images, by following the motion of
the background structures using correlation tracking techniques. Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI) analyses
using data from 2003 to 2011 have demonstrated the success of this technique to provide density
reconstructions near Earth: applying this to ASHI data will yield an order-of-magnitude improvement in 3-D
density reconstructions (better than 2 x 2 degrees in latitude and longitude, and a 1-hour time resolution
near the spacecraft). An instrument similar to that of the full space-borne system has been tested this year
on a NASA-sponsored topside balloon flight.
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P-QV049 Drag-based CME modeling with heliospheric images incorporating frontal deformation: ELEvoHI
2.0
Jürgen Hinterreiter1, Tanja Amerstorfer1, Manuela Temmer2, Martin A Reiss1, Andreas J Weiss1, Christian
Möstl1, Luke A Barnard4, Jens Pomoell5, Maike Bauer1, and Ute V Amerstorfer1
1

Space Research Institute, Austrian Academy of Sciences and University of Graz, Austria, 2Institute of
Physics, University of Graz, Austria, 1University of Reading, UK, 5University of Helsinki, Finland

The evolution and propagation of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) in interplanetary space is still not well
understood. As a consequence, accurate arrival time and arrival speed forecasts are an unsolved problem in
space weather research. In this study, we present the ELlipse Evolution model based on HI observations
(ELEvoHI) and introduce a deformable front to this model. ELEvoHI relies on heliospheric imagers (HI)
observations to obtain the kinematics of a CME. With the newly developed deformable front, the model is
able to react to the ambient solar wind conditions during the entire propagation and along the whole front of
the CME. To get an estimate of the ambient solar wind conditions, we make use of three different models:
Heliospheric Upwind eXtrapolation model (HUX), Heliospheric Upwind eXtrapolation with time dependence
model (HUXt), and EUropean Heliospheric FORecasting Information Asset (EUHFORIA). We test the
deformable front on a CME first observed in STEREO-A/HI on February 3, 2010 14:49 UT. For this case
study, the deformable front provides better arrival time and arrival speed predictions than the original version
of ELEvoHI using an elliptical front. The new implementation enables us to study the parameters influencing
the propagation of the CME not only for the apex, but for the entire front. The evolution of the CME front,
especially at the flanks is highly dependent on the ambient solar wind model used. An additional advantage
of the new implementation is given by the possibility to provide estimates of the CME mass.
P-QV050 Semi-empirical deformable ICME flux rope modelling
A J Weiss
Space Research Institute, ÖAW, Austria
We present the latest update to the 3DCORE modelling technique for multipoint fitting and predicting the in
situ magnetic field signatures of the flux ropes inside interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). We
implement a solar-wind driven flux rope deformation model in an attempt to better describe multipoint in situ
observations with large spacecraft separations. We furthermore include a scheme to embed a elliptical
toroidal magnetic field model with variable curvature. First applications to recent multipoint ICME events
observed by at least 2 of the 5 spacecraft Solar Orbiter, Parker Solar Probe, BepiColombo, STEREO-A and
Wind are presented.
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P-QV051 Evolution of interplanetary coronal mass ejection complexity: a numerical study through a swarm
of simulated spacecraft
Camilla Scolini
University of New Hampshire, USA
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are the main source of adverse space weather in the inner heliosphere.
These large-scale transients, characterized by intense and highly-twisted magnetic field bundles, often drive
fast-forward interplanetary shocks and turbulent sheaths, and contain prolonged periods of southward
pointing magnetic field. The interaction of CMEs with other interplanetary structures and other CMEs can
drastically alter their global and local properties during propagation and increase their complexity.
In-situ measurements carried out by spacecraft in radial alignment are critical to advance our knowledge on
the evolutionary behavior of CMEs and their magnetic structures during propagation. Yet, the scarcity of
radially aligned CME crossings restricts investigations on the evolution of CME magnetic structures to a few
case studies, preventing a comprehensive understanding of CME complexity changes during propagation. In
this study, we perform numerical simulations of CMEs interacting with different solar wind streams using the
linear force-free spheromak CME model incorporated into the EUropean Heliospheric FORecasting
Information Asset (EUHFORIA) model. The novelty of our approach lies in the investigation of the evolution of
CME complexity using a swarm of radially aligned, simulated spacecraft. Our scope is to determine under
which conditions, and to what extent, CMEs exhibit variations of their magnetic structure and complexity
during propagation, as measured by spacecraft that are radially aligned. Results indicate that the interaction
with large-scale solar wind structures, and particularly with stream interaction regions, doubles the
probability to detect an increase of the CME magnetic complexity between two spacecraft in radial
alignment, compared to cases without such interactions. This work represents the first attempt to quantify
the probability of detecting complexity changes in CME magnetic structures by spacecraft in radial alignment
using numerical simulations, and it provides support to the interpretation of multi-point CME observations
involving past, current, and future missions.
P-QV052 Multi-Spacecraft Observations of a Double-Shock Type of High-Latitude Interplanetary Coronal
Mass Ejection Driven by Interactions with two Solar Wind Regimes
Megan Maunder1, Claire Foullon1, Robert Forsyth2, Emma Davies2, David Barnes3, and Jackie Davies3
1

University of Exeter, UK, 2Imperial College London, UK, 3Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) and their interplanetary counterparts (ICMEs) are key drivers of space
weather throughout the heliosphere. Observational studies are therefore used to understand their evolution
and for developing existing models and theory in space weather forecasting. We aim to contribute to the
understanding of high-latitude CMEs as they develop into ICMEs. A high-latitude CME and its subsequent
ICME is investigated. We apply a triangulation method to the same CME observed by remote-sensing
coronagraph images from the twin STEREO spacecraft, and a self-similar expansion fitting method to
heliospheric images. We then conduct a multi-spacecraft analysis using in-situ data from Ulysses, the twin
STEREO spacecraft, and OMNI; this includes a minimum variance analysis with the Ulysses in-situ data, and
a length-scale analysis using all aforementioned missions. This combined analysis builds a clear picture of
the CME/ICME connection as well as the ICME geometry and structure: a shock, followed by a sheath region,
a magnetic cloud, another sheath, and trailing shock. This ICME differs from the previously known ‘overexpanding’ types observed at high-latitudes by the Ulysses mission, in that it straddles a region between the
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slow and fast solar winds that in itself drives a shock. We describe agreements and limitations of these
observations in comparison with 3-D magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) heliospheric simulations of the ICME.
P-QV053 Evidence of CME-CME Interaction in the Interplanetary Space
Roksoon Kim
Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute, South Korea
We examined whether the specific interplanetary signatures as the evidence of interaction when two
successive CMEs are propagating into the heliosphere. For this, we selected 6 isolated CME-CME pairs which
are expected to meet near-Earth based on their ejecting time and propagating speed and investigated
available in situ observations such as magnetic field, density, velocity, and temperature of solar wind and
radio spectrum during their passages near Earth. Assuming that their interaction phase can be inferred from
the difference of preceding and following CME's expected arriving times at the Earth (dt), we categorized the
interaction phases as pre-, now, and post-interaction and found that (1) there can be reverse drifting in the
radio spectrum meaning density increase for the events in pre- and now interaction phases. (2) There can be
magnetic hole structures separating two magnetic clouds during the pre- and now interaction phases, which
are characterized by abrupt change and subsequent recovery in the solar wind condition such as density and
magnetic field. (3) The thicknesses of sheath and magnetic cloud have strong linear relationships with the
arrival time difference, dt, and this can be explained by the elongated components due to the interaction.
Based on these results, it can be inferred that as the two CMEs get closer, the interaction starts with density
increase in the solar wind and a magnetic hole is formed, and then finally the interaction ends as the
thickness of the sheath and the magnetic cloud gradually thickens. We insist that the expected arrival time
difference based on initially observed CME properties such as the ejecting time and speed is useful to
imagine the CME-CME interaction process, and also to understand the changes in the solar wind and CMEs
themselves through interaction while they are propagating.
P-QV054 The study of late recovery of an ICME induced extreme geomagnetic storms.
Komal Choraghe1, Anil Raghav1, Zubair Shaikh2, Dibyendu Chakrabarty4, Siddharth Kasthurirangan1, and
Nitinkumar Bijewar2
1

Department of Physics, University of Mumbai, India, 2Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG), India, 3Space
and Atmospheric Sciences Division, Physical Research Laboratory, India
Geomagnetic storms are severe space weather phenomena which affect power grid systems, satellite
electronic systems, communication and navigation. The temporal evolution of the storm is investigated by
using Dst and SYM-H index. The storm profile explicitly shows three phases i.e. initial, main and recovery
phases. Most of the extreme storms have distinguishable fast and slow recovery phases. Interplanetary
Coronal Mass Ejection (ICME) and the Co-rotating Interaction Region (CIR) are major drivers of the storms.
Literature suggests that the CIR generated storms are weaker but have quite a longer recovery phase than
ICME generated strong storm recovery phase. We demonstrate a case study of a particular extreme
geomagnetic storm caused by ICME that exhibits a longer recovery phase than usual. Present study suggests
that the possible causal agent of the longer recovery phase could be Alfvenic fluctuations. Further, we have
investigated the fast and slow recovery of extreme storms that occurred in the last three decades. We used
exponential, hyperbolic and linear decay functions to fit the fast and slow recovery of the storms. We
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observed that exponential and hyperbolic functions are well explained only for fast recovery whereas slow
recovery is well explained by a linear decay function.
P-QV055 Influence of the CME orientation on the ICME propagation
Karmen Martinic, Mateja Dumbovic and Bojan Vršnak
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy, Hvar Observatory, Croatia
Beyond certain distance the ICME propagation becomes mostly governed by the interaction of the ICME and
the ambient solar wind. Configuration of the interplanetary magnetic field and features of the related
ambient solar wind in the ecliptic and meridional plane are different. Therefore, one can expect that the
inclination of the CME flux rope axis i.e. tilt, influences the propagation of the ICME itself. In order to study
the relation between the tilt parameter and the ICME propagation we investigated isolated Earth-impacting
CME-ICME evets in the time period from 2010. to 2014. We determined the CME tilt in the “near-Sun”
environment from the 3D reconstruction of the CME, obtained by the Graduated Cylindrical Shell model
using coronagraphic images provided by the STEREO and SOHO missions. We determined the tilt of the ICME
in the “near-Earth” environment using in-situ data. We constrained our study to CME-ICME events that show
no evidence of rotation while propagating, i.e. have a similar tilt in the “near-Sun” and “near-Earth”
environment. We present preliminary results of our study and discuss their implications for space-weather
forecasting using the drag-based [DBM] model of heliospheric propagation.
swr02 - Interplanetary CMEs and Solar Particle Events (2 of 3)
P-QV056 Modelling CMEs with a Lagrangian particle in cell approach
Giovanni Lapenta, and Stefaan Poedts
KU Leuven, Belgium
The numerical solution of MHD or of any other fluid model can be approached in two different frames:
Lagrangian or Eulerian. The Eulerian frame considers the balance of conserved quantities in a fixed control
volume. Conversely, the Lagrangian frame follows the balance of a control volume moving with the fluid.
The Lagrangian frame is agnostic to the rotation of Earth and Sun and simply follows the motion of the fluid:
each element of the discretization is an element of fluid and moves in time as the fluid does. For the quiet
solar wind, this is merely an expansion and the Lagrangian formulation is especially straight-forward, it can
be formulated in fact in terms of 1D radial models along the Archimede's spiral. But in presence of CME, the
grid motion can become very complex, and in presence of shocks grid nodes tend to try to overtake grid
nodes that were previously radially outward. This phenomenon is called grid tangling. The vast literature for
Lagrangian methods has many solutions to prevent grid tangling. A common approach is remapping of the
grid (as for example in the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian, ALE, methods). We consider here a special type of
ALE method: the particle in cell (PIC) method. In the particle in cell method, the fluid, the solar wind in our
case, is discretized in fluid elements that are in fact computational particles. The forces between the
particles are then computed using a grid that ha the sole purpose of discretizing the operators.
The description of the idea of the Lagrangian method immediately clarifies its appeal for modelling the solar
wind: in regular solar wind conditions and even in most of the regions of evolution of a CME, the plasma
merely moves out radially, a task that is tantamount to do nothing for a Lagrangian algorithm. Do nothing is
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the fastest operation on any computer. For a fast (supersonic and super-Alfvénic) fluid like the solar wind,
the Lagrangian approach has attractive potential. With this approach we can achieve an accurate description
of the magnetic structure of ICME with a relatively few Lagrangian markers (as the nodes of the discretization
are called in the Lagrangian approach) and with the least computational cost to reach a desired accuracy.
The approach has been implemented within iPic3D and will be presented here.
P-QV057 The ESA Virtual Space Weather Modelling Centre-Part 3
Stefaan Poedts and VSWMC- P3 team
KU Leuven, Belgium
The ESA Virtual Space Weather Modelling Centre (VSWMC) project was defined as a long term project
including different successive parts. Parts 1 and 2 were completed in the first 4-5 years and designed and
developed a system that enables models and other components to be installed locally or geographically
distributed and to be coupled and run remotely from the central system. A first, limited version went
operational in May 2019 under the H-ESC umbrella on the ESA SSA SWE Portal.
The goal of the ESA project "Virtual Space Weather Modelling Centre - Part 3" (2019-2021) is to further
develop the Virtual Space Weather Modelling Centre, building on the Part 2 prototype system and focusing
on the interaction with the ESA SSA SWE system. The objectives and scope of this new project include
maintaining the current operational system, the efficient integration of 11 new models and many new model
couplings, including daily automated end-to-end (Sun to Earth) simulations, the further development and
wider use of the coupling toolkit and front-end GUI, making the operational system more robust and userfriendly. The VSWMC-Part 3 project will finish by the end of 2021.
The new models that are being integrated are Wind-Predict (a global coronal model from CEA, France), the
Coupled Thermosphere/Ionosphere Plasmasphere (CTIP) model, Multi-VP (another global coronal model
form IRAP/CNRS, France), the BIRA Plasma sphere Model of electron density and temperatures inside and
outside the plasmasphere coupled with the ionosphere (BPIM, Belgium), the SNRB (also named SNB3GEO)
model for electron fluxes at geostationary orbit (covering the GOES 15 energy channels >800keV and
>2MeV) and the SNGI geomagnetic indices Kp and Dst models (University of Sheffield, UK), the SPARX Solar
Energetic Particles transport model (University of Central Lancashire, UK), Spenvis DICTAT tool for s/c
internal charging analysis (BISA, Belgium), the Gorgon magnetosphere model (ICL, UK), and the Drag
Temperature Model (DTM) and operations-focused whole atmosphere model MCM being developed in the
H2020 project SWAMI.
We will provide an overview of the state-of-the-art, including the new available model couplings and daily
model chain runs, and demonstrate the system.
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P-QV058 EUropean Heliospheric FORecasting Information Asset 2.0
Stefaan Poedts and Euhforia 2.0 team
KU Leuven, Belgium
The H2020 project EUHFORIA 2.0 aims at developing an advanced space weather forecasting tool,
combining the MHD solar wind and CME evolution modelling with Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) transport
and acceleration model(s). EUHFORIA 2.0 addresses the geo-effectiveness of impacts and mitigation to
avoid (part of the) damage, including that of extreme events, related to solar eruptions, solar wind streams,
and SEPs, with particular emphasis on its application to forecast Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GICs)
and radiation on geospace.
Applying innovative methods and state-of-the-art numerical techniques we extend the recent heliospheric
solar wind and CME propagation model EUHFORIA with two integrated key facilities that are crucial for
improving its predictive power and reliability, namely 1) data-driven flux-rope CME models, and 2) physicsbased, self-consistent SEP models for the acceleration and transport of particles along the magnetic field
lines. This involves the novel coupling of advanced space weather models: after validating the upgraded
EUHFORIA/SEP model, it will be coupled to existing models for geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) and
atmospheric radiation transport models. This will result in a reliable prediction tool for radiation hazards from
SEP events, affecting astronauts, passengers and crew in high-flying aircraft, and the impact of space
weather events on power grid infrastructure, telecommunication, and navigation satellites. This innovative
tool will be integrated into both the Virtual Space Weather Modeling Centre (ESA).
The EU H2020 project started in December 2019 and the results obtained thus far are very promising. These
concern two alternative coronal models (MFM and full MHD), the application of grid stretching and adaptive
mesh refinement techniques in the heliospheric part of EUHFORIA, two alternative flux-rope CME models
(Fri3D and torus models), evaluation of data-assimilation based on Karman filtering for the solar wind
modelling, and the integration of PARADISE and other SEP models.
P-QV059 A Comprehensive Model of Coronal Mass Ejections
Nada Al-Haddad
University of New Hampshire, USA
The orientation of the magnetic field inside CMEs is the key parameter to understand and forecast their
space weather effects. We now have decades of in-situ measurements, however, our models and
representation haven't evolved in parallel to our understanding. This hinders progress towards understanding
the magnetic structure of CMEs, and its interaction with Earth's magnetosphere. In addition, we now have in
situ measurements closer to the Sun than ever before with Parker Solar Probe and the Solar Orbiter. In the is
work, a model of CMEs that better account for the intricate variation of the magnetic field is first presented.
We then discuss how measuring the same CME from different longitudinally and latitudinally, as well as
radially separated locations may or may not help us better understand their magnetic configuration and
morphology.
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P-QV060 Storm Time Variations in Component of Interplanetary Magnetic Field (By, Bz) and Solar Wind
Parameters during Solar Cycle 24
Deepak Kumar Sondhiya
School of Sciences SAGE University, India
Geomagnetic Storms are the major disturbances in earth’s magnetosphere produced due to transfer of
massive amount of energy from solar wind to space environment around the Earth. The interaction between
solar wind and magnetic field of earth increases the plasma level in earth. This results in increases the
movement of electric current in the earth outer atmosphere. In case of classical magnetic storm, horizontal
component of magnetic field shows abrupt change in with respect to storm sudden commencement and
decrease rapidly with ring current intensity, which is recognized as main phase. To analyze the impact of
major geomagnetic on space environment around the sun we have analyze the Interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF), solar wind plasma and Dst index parameter during solar cycle 24 with statistical methods. The
interrelationship between these parameters should be analyzed using scattered plot and cross correlation
techniques. Result of our analysis shows that component of interplanetary magnetic field correlated well with
geomagnetic Dst index, but solar wind plasma velocity shows comparably less correlation with Dst index. We
did not find any direct relation between By component of interplanetary magnetic field and Solar wind
density and velocity data.
P-QV061 A study of solar flare effects on the geomagnetic field elements during solar cycles 23 and 24
Oswald Didier Franck Grodji
University of Felix Houphouët Boigny, Ivory Coast
In this paper, we investigated the impact of solar flares on the horizontal (H), eastward (Y) and vertical (Z)
components of the geomagnetic field during solar cycles 23 and 24 using a chain of magnetometers
measurements on the sunlit side of the Earth. The geomagnetic data were recorded from the INTERMAGNET
website. From these data, we have established for both cycles, correlation between the sunspot number and
the solar flare class. We have noted that the X class doesn’t correlate with the sunspot number; contrariwise,
the C and M classes are correlates with the sunspot number. In this work, the analysis of the latitudinal
variation of the three geomagnetic components showed appearing the peaks few minutes after the solar
flare. Generally, the magnetic crochet of the H component was negative in mid- latitudes in both
hemispheres and positive in low- latitudes. The peak amplitude of solar flare effect (sfe) on the various
geomagnetic components depends on many factors: local time close to noon, zenith angle, the position
beside the dip equator of the station and the intensity of the flare. Thus, these peaks were stronger for the
stations around the magnetic equator and were very low when the geomagnetic field components were close
to their night values. We observed monthly variation in the two cycles (cycles 23 and 24). Both cycles
present similar variations. This study shown that, the solar flare effect varied from season to season and
cycle to cycle. The sfe was generally higher in cycle 23 than in cycle 24.
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P-QV062 Analyzing the solar wind distribution functions at 1AU.
Carlos Larrodera, and Consuelo Cid
Universidad de Alcalá, Spain
This presentation focuses on the analysis of the distribution function of different physical magnitudes of the
solar wind. The data set includes several parameters from the ACE spacecraft located at the L1 point and
covers almost two solar cycles, from 1998 to 2017.
We propose a bi-Gaussian distribution, formed by the addition of two Gaussian distribution functions, to
characterize the solar wind. Each Gaussian function corresponds to the contribution of one of the different
regimes of the bulk solar wind: fast and slow wind.
We have applied this approach not only to the proton speed, but also to the interplanetary magnetic field
magnitude, the proton temperature and the proton density. We obtain a bimodal distribution, which allows
to characterize both regimes of the bulk solar wind in different stages of the Solar Cycle.
Our results show a clear correlation between some parameters from the fitting to the bi-Gaussian function
and the sunspot number, which is a proxy for the Solar Cycle.
We also apply the bi-Gaussian approach to the solar wind composition, more precisely to the average iron
charge state. Our results include identifying interplanetary coronal mass ejections which were not included in
previous catalogs.
P-QV063 Subjective errors in coronal mass ejection fittings and their consequences for space weather
prediction
Talwinder Singh, Nikolai Pogorelov, and Tae Kim
The University of Alabama in Huntsville, USA
Flux rope based magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modeling of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) is a promising
tool for the prediction of CME arrival time and magnetic field at Earth. Flux rope-based models must be data
driven and should propagate through realistic solar wind background for accurate prediction. CME direction,
tilt, and speed play an important role in determining its arrival time and magnetic signature at 1 AU.
Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS) model is a widely used tool to determine these properties of the CME
using multi-viewpoint observations from SOHO and STEREO A&B coronagraphs. In this study, we estimate
the subjective uncertainties typically seen while deriving these CME properties by comparing the GCS model
results reported in multiple studies and catalogs for 56 CMEs. We find that the GCS estimates of latitude,
longitude, and tilt show an average uncertainty of 5.7, 11.2, and 24.7 degrees with standard deviation of
5.5, 12.7, and 19.7 degrees respectively. We then create an ensemble of CMEs using these uncertainties to
quantify the error in CME forecasting at Earth. We show an example of this analysis with a 12 July 2012
CME. The CME modeling is done using a constant turn flux rope base model with initial parameters
constrained by observations.
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P-QV064 Initial results in the validation of EUHFORIA for CME runs
Luciano Rodriguez, Jasmina Magdalenic, Antonio Niemela, Evangelia Samara, Anwesha Maharana, Daria
Shukhobodskaia, Christine Verbeke, Marilena Mierla, Robbe Vansintjan, Ranadeep Sarkar, Emilia Kilpua,
Eleanna Asvestari and Stefaan Poedts
Royal Observatory of Belgium, Belgium
EUHFORIA is a 3D MHD solar and heliospheric model that simulates the solar wind and the evolution of
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). This work deals with the validation of this model using a dataset of 17 CMEs
that arrived at the Earth. We show how the initial parameters to drive the model were obtained, and how the
results of the model runs at 1 AU compare to the real solar wind data measured at the L1 point. This work is
being carried out in the framework of the H2020 project EUHFORIA 2.0 (grant agreement No 870405), that
aims at making significant improvements in CME flux rope modelling and integrate the state-of-the-art SEP
emission and transport models in EUHFORIA and to couple this novel tool to ground and radiation effects
models.
P-QV065 Interplay of the magnetic and thermal pressures of ICMEs explaining their over expansion in the
solar wind
Brigitte Schmieder1, Christine Verbeke2, Pascal Démoulin3, Stefaan Poedts1, Benjamin Grison4, and Sergio
Dasso5
1

Centre for mathematical Plasma Astrophysics, KU, Belgium, 2ROB, Belgium 3Observatoire de Paris, LESIA,
France 4Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Czech Republic, 5IAFE, USA

Different regimes of the solar wind have been observed at L1 during and after the passage of ICMEs,
particularly anomalies with very low plasma density. From the observations at L1 (ACE) we identified
different possible cases. A first case was explained by the evacuation of the plasma due over expansion of
the ICME (May 2002). The second case on July 2002 consists of three halo fast speed ICMEs, with their
origin in the central part of the Sun, have surprisingly a poor impact on the magnetosphere (Dst > -28
nT). Analyzing the characteristics of the ICMEs at L1, we observed in their rear very low plasma density.
We explore the generic conditions of low-density formation in the EUHFORIA simulations. The EUHFORIA
fitting was well acceptable with adapted boundary conditions close to the Sun. (0.1 au). The low plasma
density observed behind the sheath of the first and third ICMEs could be explained by over-expansion of the
ICMEs, The second ICME, with a very low plasma density (<0.5 cm-3), could be an intrinsic case with the
formation in the corona of a cavity. Using virtual satellites along the trajectory of ICMEs
we analyze the boundary conditions in a magnetic and thermal pressure space of parameters. Increasing the
magnetic pressure of the ICMEs at 0.1 au leads to consistent results fitting with the observations.
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P-QV066 Assessment of ENLIL and EUHFORIA Model Performance within the Heliospheric Expert Service
Centre
David Barnes
RAL Space, UK
The Heliospheric Expert Service Centre (H-ESC), part of ESA’s space weather service network, serves to
provide existing heliophysics models for the provision of alerts and forecasts of space weather conditions at
Earth and throughout the heliosphere. This is achieved by means of remote sensing and in-situ
measurements of space weather transients, including Coronal Mass Ejections and high-speed solar wind
streams, combined with advanced MHD modelling to predict their arrival times at points of interest in the
heliosphere. Two such models include the European Heliospheric Forecasting Information Asset (EUHFORIA)
and the ENLIL model operated by the UK Met Office, both of which are currently federated through the H-ESC
portal. As a means to test both models, we perform daily runs of the EUHFORIA model using the same inputs
(GONG magnetograms and CME cone-files) as the Met Office ENLIL simulations since the beginning of 2019,
which are compared to real solar wind observations near Earth. We employ well-established model
validation methodology by deriving contingency tables and the associated skill scores for both models as a
means to assess their ability to make accurate space weather forecasts during this period of parallel
operation.
swr02 - Interplanetary CMEs and Solar Particle Events (3 of 3)
P-QV067 Towards Improved Engineering Models for Solar Energetic Protons and Heavier Ions within Earth’s
Magnetosphere
Pete Truscott
Kallisto Consultancy Ltd, UK
Current spacecraft engineering models and toolsets (e.g. SEPEM, CREME96, PSYCHIC, SPENVIS) for
quantifying the risk from SEPs assume that:
•

the relative abundances of interplanetary proton and heavier ion are dependent only upon particle
species and kinetic energies;

•

the geomagnetic shielding is based upon a geomagnetic field model that is defined by only a few
parameters that relate to space weather conditions, such as Kp.

In this paper we discuss alternative methods of calculating geomagnetic particle transmission functions
using the Geant4/MAGNETOCOSMICS model with a field configuration that best represents in-situ widescale magnetic field measurements at the time of SEPs. These transmission functions are compared with
SAMPEX and GOES proton and He measurements made during several SEP events as well as magnetic
shielding estimates compared with current models.
An improved model for the relative SEP ion abundance ratios of H, He, C, N, Si and Fe is also presented
based on a re-examination of GOES and ACE/SIS datasets. The new abundance relationships include
dependence upon the time-integrated event magnitude.
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Examples will be presented of results from these models used in conjunction with statistical SEP models,
including the impact on radiation effects quantities and comparison with similar outputs from current
models. The practicalities of using the new techniques and potential avenues for improving modelling
efficiency (and impact on the uncertainties in effects analysis results) will also be discussed.
P-QV068 ESA’S Solar Accumulated and Peak Proton and Heavy Ion Radiation Environment (SAPPHIRE)
Model: Extensions and Developments
Piers Jiggens1, Osku Raukunen2, Sigiava Aminalragia-Giamini3, Rami Vainio2, Ingmar Sandberg3, Daniel
Heynderickx4
1

ESA, The Netherlands, 2University of Turku, Finalnd, 3SPARC - Space Applications & Research Consultancy,
Greece, 4DH Consultancy, Belgium

In 2018 ESA’s SAPPHIRE model was published building on many years of work to process and crosscalibrate underlying data from a range of satellites including GOES, ACE and IMP-8 and statistical modelling
developments optimising distribution fits and extrapolating model results to cover all naturally occurring
solar particle event species from energies of 0.1 MeV/nuc to 1 GeV/nuc. The model is presently
implemented in both SPENVIS and OMERE.
Whilst the model outputs were validated and found to behave well for many spacecraft design applications,
there are other applications which benefit from further extension and verification of the modelling suite
including functionality which is not presently available in any SEP model. Processing additional data from
Cherenkov detectors on-board GOES satellites and merging the spectra with those derived from scintillators
and solid state silicon detectors in the existing data set covering lower energies, the high-energy part of the
spectrum can be modelled directly and therefore more reliably. The result is SAPPHIRE-HEX (High-Energy
eXtension). These outputs are compared with outputs from the current version of the SAPPHIRE model and
modelling based on ground-based neutron monitor derived fluences.
Furthermore, a new method to produce a model which provides fluxes time-series outputs in addition
to synoptic proton mission fluence and peak flux outputs has been derived. This model takes care to
preserve spectral consistence as all energy channels must be produced in parallel in order to be useful. This
extended functionality of the SAPPHIRE model suite will allow analysis of single event effects through events
without the need for excess conservatism and accurate assessment of detector interference for statisticallyderived worst cases. This extension will be known as SAPPHIRE-2S (S standing for SPARC where the
development was undertaken). We present the methodology developed to extend the flux time series output
to cover other species and comparison of synoptic model results with the present SAPPHIRE model and
SAPPHIRE-HEX.
These developments are undertaken by the University of Turku in Finland and the Space Applications and
Research Consultancy (SPARC) in Greece under ESA contracts 4000127129/19/NL/HK and
4000127282/19/NL/IB/gg respectively. The original SAPPHIRE model was developed at ESA with
contributions from DH Consultancy and the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy in Belgium, the University
of Southampton, Kallisto Consultancy and Radmod Research in the UK, and TRAD Radiations and Tests in
France.
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P-QV069 Nowcasting Solar Particle Events for the Aviation Radiation Environment
Alex Hands
University of Surrey, UK
The threat to aviation from solar particle events is increasingly becoming a subject of interest for space
weather forecasters and nowcasters. The dual threat is characterised by elevated dose rates for passengers
and crew as well as single event effects (SEE) in aircraft electronics (avionics). The ICAO manual on space
weather information suggests thresholds for “moderate” and “severe” space weather advisory alerts based
on the former category, with Effective dose rate thresholds of >30 and >80 microSieverts per hour. The
communication of these alerts will be the responsibility of three new global space weather centres, which
must include in their output the estimated effective dose rate to passengers and crew.
As part of the Space Weather Instrumentation, Measurement, Modelling and Risk (SWIMMR) programme for
UKRI, the SWIMMR Aviation Risk Modelling (SWARM) project is creating an operational model of
atmospheric radiation for the UK Met Office. The model, MAIRE+, uses neutron monitor data to characterise
the primary SPE spectrum and then calculates dose rates and particle fluxes at all atmospheric regions up to
100 km using pre-calculated response functions. We present the algorithm used to extract the primary
spectrum and use historical data to recreate the atmospheric radiation environment in previous ground level
enhancement (GLE) events. MAIRE+ will soon be used to provide GLE alerts for UK-connected flight routes,
with enhanced capability for extreme space weather events that could lead to dose rates orders of
magnitude higher than the ICAO-recommended thresholds.
P-QV070 The Probabilistic Solar Particle Event foRecasting (PROSPER) Model
Athanasios Papaioannou
National Observatory of Athens, Greece
A solar eruptive event (e.g. solar flare, coronal mass ejection - CME) that has been marked on the Sun may
give rise to an upcoming Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) event. Therefore, it is critical to know which of the
specific solar parameters (e.g. solar flare magnitude and location; CME width and velocity) point to a higher
probability of SEP occurrence. Additionally, from a subset of solar flares and CMEs that do produce SEP
events, one should further be able to infer the SEP characteristics (e.g. peak flux). In this work, we present a
novel data driven approach that resulted in the Probabilistic Solar Particle Event foRecasting (PROSPER)
model. We utilize: (i) CME characteristics (e.g. width, speed); (ii) solar flare characteristics (e.g. longitude,
magnitude) and - for the first time - (iii) combinations of solar flare and CME characteristics. For each case
and for a set of integral proton energies (i.e. E>10-; >30; >100; >300 MeV) we derive the probability of SEP
occurrence, as well as, the expected peak proton flux (with lower and upper limits). The outputs of the
PROSPER model have been incorporated in the operational Advanced Solar Particle Event Casting System
(ASPECS) tool [http://phobos-srv.space.noa.gr/].
This presentation shall outline the overall PROSPER logic for prediction of SEP occurrence and peak fluxes
and discussion of the choices made and how this leads to a model which can provide accurate and
meaningful probabilistic forecasts to meet the needs of a range of space weather end users including aircraft
operators, spacecraft operators, launcher provider and human spaceflight.

Acknowledgement. This research received funding through the ESA activity “Solar Energetic Particle (SEP)
Advanced Warning System (SAWS)”. ESA Contract No. 4000120480/NL/LF/hh.
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P-QV071 The SAWS-ASPECS Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) Advanced Warning System
Anastasios Anastasiadis1, Athanasios Papaioannou1, Rami Vainio2, Angels Aran3, Miikaa Paassilta2, Mark
Dierckxsens4, George Vasalos1, Ingmar Sandberg5, Zafar Iqbal5, Sigiava Aminalragia-Giamini5, Evagelos
Paouris1, Manolis Georgoulis6, George Balasis1, Omiros Giannakis1, and Piers Jiggens7
1

National Observatory of Athens, Greece, 2University of Turku, Finland 3Universitat de Barcelona, Spain,
4
BIRA-IASB, 5SPARC, 6Academy of Athens, Greece, 7ESTEC/ESA
Solar particle events (SPEs) are radiation storms induced by eruptive processes on the Sun, namely solar
flares and, more prominently, Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). These SPEs represent a concern for the
spacecraft, launch, human space flight and aircraft operators given the effects on electronics and human
physiology. The SAWS-ASPECS system is a web-based tool (http://phobos-srv.space.noa.gr/), that collates
and combines outputs from different modules providing forecasts of solar phenomena, solar proton event
occurrence and solar proton flux and duration characteristics; tailored to the needs of different spacecraft
and launch operators, as well as the aviation sector. This is achieved by a 3-tier system combining the
forecasting of flares, the statistical forecast of events on the basis of flare and CME characteristics and
physics and analytical modelling for predicting particle flux profiles. The predictions start with the solar flare
forecasting and continuously evolve through updates based on near-real time inputs (e.g. solar flare and
coronal mass ejections data/characteristics) received by the system. User requirements include a derivation
of energies and thresholds important for different user-groups and warning levels. In addition, for the first
time the complete time profile of the SEP event at respective energies is provided in near real-time, utilizing
both simulations and observations.
This presentation focusses on the updates to the system made in the past 2 years and the detailed
validation campaign conducted following use cases provided as part of the NASA CCMC SEP scoreboard
campaign and validations based on extensive statistics from a significant, large archived sample of solar
flare and SEP events.
The SAWS-ASPECS system was developed, receiving funding through the ESA activity Solar Energetic Particle
(SEP) Advanced Warning System (SAWS) ESA Contract No. 4000120480/NL/LF/hh.
P-QV072 Two opposite actions in cosmic ray ionization − compensation between solar energetic particles
(SEPs) and Forbush decreases during solar and geomagnetic storms
Peter Velinov
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Institute for Space Research and Technology, Bulgaria
High-energy precipitating particles of cosmic origin viz. cosmic ray (CR) protons of heavier nuclei of galactic
and/or solar origin induce complicated nuclear-electromagnetic-lepton cascades in the Earth’s atmosphere,
eventually leading to an ionization of the ambient air. The induced by CRs ionization is related to possible
effect of precipitating particles on physico-chemical processis in the atmosphere.
These effects can be considerably enhanced during solar proton events. While the contribution of galactic
CRs to ion production in the atmosphere is slightly variable throughout a solar cycle, relativistic solar
particles could produce a significant excess of ion pair production, particularly over polar caps. This effect is
strong on a short time scales. On the other hand, depressions of the galactic CR flux, that is, Forbush
decreases, can significantly impact on induced ionization.
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The sequence of three ground level enhancements (GLEs) 65, 66 and 67 on October-November 2003,
specifically GLE 66 occurred during a giant Forbush decrease, provides unique opportunity to study impact
ionization on enhanced manner and extended time scale, explicitly considering the reduced galactic CR flux.
Using Monte Carlo simulations and appropriate solar proton spectra we computed the ion production rate
and the corresponding ionization effect in the Earth atmosphere during GLE 66 occurred on 29 October
2003.
The GLE 66 occurred during the recovery phase of a giant Forbush decrease. We note that extremely large
magnetic storms are usually accompanied by strong Forbushes, e.g. the events in August 1972, July 1982
and about half of the biggest Forbushes during the last 50 years were followed by extreme geomagnetic
storms. Indeed, this is the case of the October-November 2003 events. In the period of late October 2003
occurred the strongest in 30 years (since March 13-14, 1989) geomagnetic storm. The planetary Ap index
reached values Ap=204, 191 and 116 on 29, 30 and 31 October, respectively – see the site:
https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/top-50-geomagnetic-storms.html
The resulting extreme geomagnetic activity, the giant Forbush effect and the sequence of three GLEs leaded
to complicated atmospheric ionization effects as discussed below.
Using the models CORSIKA (COsmic Ray SImulations for KAscade) and GEANT4 (for GEometry ANd Tracking)
and the derived SEP spectra for GLE 66 we computed the ion production rate as superposition of the
considerably reduced GCRs and SEPs contribution at different regions, the details are given in the Figs. 112. The computed ionization effect presented here is a good basis for further studies related to the space
weather.
P-QV073 The SPREAdFAST project: Energy-dependent analysis of solar proton events and comparison with
simulations
Rositsa Miteva1, Kamen Kozarev1, Mohamed Nedal1, and Pietro Zucca2
1

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria, 2ASTRON, The Netherlands

We completed the data analysis of 100 solar energetic proton (SEP) events over a wide range of energies
(from few to about 130 MeV). The SEPs are observed during solar cycle 24 in association with EUV waves in
the solar corona. The new data-driven model developed under the SPREAdFAST project
(https://spreadfast.astro.bas.bg/) successfully produced synthetic SEP profiles at 1 AU. In this report we
evaluate the model performance and discuss its potential as a novel forecasting/nowcasting tool for the
space weather community.
P-QV074 Forecasting Solar Energetic Particle Fluxes At 1 AU with the SPREAdFAST Framework
Kamen Kozarev1, Mohamed Nedal1, Rositsa Miteva1, Pietro Zucca2, Momchil Dechev1
1

Institute of Astronomy, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria, 2ASTRON, The Netherlands

Coronal mass ejection (CME)-driven shocks and compressions are responsible for most of the production of
solar energetic particles (SEPs) in solar eruptive events. A number of studies point to the lower and middle
corona as an important location for SEP acceleration. The Solar Particle Radiation Environment Analysis and
Forecasting - Acceleration and Scattering Transport (SPREAdFAST) framework explores this region combining
remote observations and physics-based models of coronal plasma and particle acceleration. Using
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SPREAdFAST, we have studied over 50 separate global coronal shock events. We analyzed the interaction of
off-limb coronal bright fronts (CBF) observed with the SDO/AIA EUV telescope with realistic model coronal
plasma based on results from synoptic magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) and differential emission measure
(DEM) models. We model the acceleration of SEP populations in a diffusive shock acceleration model and
transport them to 1 AU for validation against SoHO/ERNE observations. The results were used to validate the
SPREAdFAST framework by forecasting the onset SEP fluxes for 30+ additional historical events. We
summarize our findings and present implications for forecasting future SEP events.
P-QV075 Massively enhanced atmospheric effects of strong solar proton events during geomagnetic
reversals
Pavle Arsenović1, Eugene Rozanov1,2,3, Marina Friedel1 , and Thomas Peter1
1

Institute for Atmospheric and Climate Science, ETH, Zürich, Switzerland, 2 PMOD/WRC, Davos Dorf,
Switzerland, 3 Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint-Petersburg, Russia

Solar proton events (SPE) affect the Earth’s atmosphere by depletion of the protective ozone layer. Strong
SPEs can pose a technological and even life-threatening hazard. Under present conditions, the geomagnetic
field shields the Earth’s atmosphere by deflecting most of the incoming solar protons back to outer space,
allowing solar proton precipitation only in the polar regions. However, during geomagnetic field reversals, the
magnetic shield is weakened and allows more solar protons to penetrate to the ground at lower latitudes.
Here, we investigate how a strong SPE impacts atmospheric chemistry and climate under different
geomagnetic field strengths. We use the coupled atmosphere-ocean-chemistry climate model SOCOL3MPIOM to perform experiments with and without strong SPEs when there is no geomagnetic field and
compare the results with present geomagnetic conditions. We find that a single occurrence of a very strong
SPE during a period without the Earth’s magnetic field can lead to global total ozone losses of about 15%,
with concomitant enhancements of ground-level erythemal ultraviolet (UV) radiation by around 20%,
equivalent to UV exposure three times greater than that caused today by anthropogenic chlorofluorocarbons.
In detail, the model shows that a very strong SPE in the present geomagnetic field may increase nitrogen
oxide (NOy) concentrations in the whole mesosphere and in the polar stratosphere for 2-3 years after the
event and subsequently reduce polar stratospheric ozone. The decrease of stratospheric ozone, however, is
short-lived (around 1 year) and leads only to a minor increase of surface UV. In contrast, during times of a
geomagnetic reversal, the same SPE can lead to an increase of NOy throughout the whole atmosphere, with
subsequent global depletion of ozone lasting several years. We conclude that a very strong SPE occurring
during a geomagnetic reversal can drastically increase harmful UV reaching the ground, thus endangering
terrestrial life.
Acknowledgements: The work of ER was done in the SPbSU “Ozone Layer and Upper Atmosphere Research
Laboratory” supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation under
agreement 075-15-2021-583.
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P-QV076 Solar Energetic Particle Events Related to Coronal Mass Ejections Observed by the Mauna Loa
Solar Observatory
Ian Richardson, O. Chris St. Cyr, Joan Burkepile, and Barbara Thompson
University of Maryland and NASA/GSFC, USA
Over 100 solar energetic particle (SEP) events including ~25 MeV protons associated with coronal mass
ejections observed by the Mauna Loa Solar Observatory (MLSO) coronagraphs have been identified in 19802017. These SEP events were detected by spacecraft such as SOHO, Wind, ACE, IMP 8, ISEE 3, Helios and
Ulysses. They range from three Ground Level Enhancements, also observed at high energies by neutron
monitors, to small events that are barely evident above the instrumental background, as well as Fe- or
electron-rich or poor events. We summarize the properties of these SEP events and the associated solar
phenomena (e.g., CMEs observed by MLSO and spacecraft coronagraphs, flares, radio emissions) and
discuss several examples. We also demonstrate how ground-based coronagraphs can provide an early
assessment of the CME parameters prior to the arrival of particles at Earth and discuss whether these CME
parameters are related to the properties of the associated SEP events.
P-QV077 Modeling the SEP Event of 15 March 2013 with EUHFORIA and PARADISE
Antonio Esteban Niemela1, Nicolas Wijsen1, Luciano Rodriguez2, Jasmina Magdalenic3, Angels Aran4, Stefaan
Poedts1
1

KU Leuven, Belgium, 2Solar-Terrestrial Centre of Excllence-SIDC, Royal Observatory of Belgium,
Belgium, 3Solar-Terrestrial Centre of Excllence-SIDC, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Belgium, 4Dept. Física
Quàntica i Astrofísica, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

This work focuses to study of a partial halo CME that erupted on March 15, 2013 and was associated with
an SEP event.
A GOES M1.1 X-ray flare (peaked at 06;58 UT) which originated from the NOAA AR 11692 was also
associated with the studied CME/particle event. The CME was first observed in the SOHO/LASCO C2 field of
view at 07:12 UT and it had the speed of 1000 km/s. During March 16, SOHO/ERNE instruments measured
enhanced intensities of energetic protons in several energy ranges, with a distinct two-step increase in the
lower energy channels, lasting several days.
We present first results on the solar wind conditions and the CME as modeled by the space weather
forecasting-targeted inner heliosphere model EUHFORIA. In order to study associated particle events we
coupled EUHFORIA with newly developed solar energetic particle transport model, PARADISE. The aim of the
study is to explore and understand observed two-step increase of the particle event and its origin.
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P-QV078 Integrated Model for the SEPs, GCRs, and Alfven Wave Turbulence in the Inner Heliosphere
Valeriy Tenishev, Igor Sokolov, and Lulu Zhao
University of Michigan, USA
Understanding the radiation environment due to solar energetic particles (SEPs) and galactic cosmic rays
(GCRs) in the heliosphere is challenging and practically significant. Exposure to energetic particles often
leads to malfunctions and unexpected failures of electronics onboard spacecraft. The most vulnerable are
exploratory missions when outside of the Earth's magnetosphere.
Numerical modeling of the radiation environment due to SEPs in the inner heliosphere and geospace is a
multifold problem. That includes simulating 1) dynamics of solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field,
2) global modeling of the Earth's magnetosphere, and 3) modeling transport and acceleration of SEPs in the
inner heliosphere and geospace.
GCRs are thought to be accelerated in supernova remnants from which they diffuse throughout the galaxy.
The flux of GCRs at 1 AU is highly dynamic. Particularly, a decrease in the GCRs flux, commonly referred to as
Forbush decrease (FD), may last for about one day until it reaches a minimum, and then it gradually
recovers to the pre-FD values within several days.
The project presented here is focused on characterizing SEP and GCR populations in the inner heliosphere.
The presented work aims to model the energetic particles' dynamics as they move along a time-varying set
of magnetic field lines. To achieve that, we have implemented a procedure that couples Solar Corona (SC),
Inner Heliosphere (IH), and the Particle Tracker (PT) components of the Space Weather Modeling Framework
(SWMF). The Particle Tracker (PT) component uses the Adaptive Mesh Particle Simulator (AMPS) to model
particle transport and acceleration. The latter is an advanced Monte Carlo kinetic code previously used in a
range of planetary and heliophysics studies. Here we present the preliminary results of modeling SEPs
transport obtained utilizing this combination of the models. Support for this work is provided by NASA grant
80NSSC20K1778 from the LWS program.
swr03 - Earth's Magnetosphere and Radiation Belts (1 of 2)
P-QV079 Electromagnetic Perturbations in the Earth Magnetosheath
Khatuna Elbakidze
International Black Sea University, Tbilisi State University, Georgia
The terrestrial magnetosheath is a highly turbulent medium, with a high level of magnetic1field fluctuations
throughout a broad range of scales. These often include an inertial range where a magnetohydrodynamic
turbulent cascade is observed. The multifractal properties of the turbulent cascade, strictly related to
intermittency, are observed here during the transition from quasi-parallel to4quasi-perpendicular magnetic
field with respect to the bow-shock normal. The different multifractal behavior in the two regions is
analyzed. A standard coarse-graining technique has been used to evaluate the generalized dimensions Dq
and the corresponding multifractal spectrum f(α). A7p-model fit provided a quantitative measure of
multifractality and intermittency, to be compared with standard indicators: the width of the multifractal
spectrum, the peak of the kurtosis, and its scaling exponent. Results show a clear transition and sharp
differences in the intermittency properties for the two regions.
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P-QV080 Magnetic ramp and Mach number proxy relationship
Jivraj Pipaliya
Shefield University, UK
One of the key aspects of the in-situ measurements of collisionless shocks is to identify shock multi variable
parameters such as Alfven Mach number (M), Upstream magnetic field to shock normal. However, for some
planetary missions, the comprehensive plasma data that required for the identification of the Alfven Mach
number are not available. In my research study, which is based on the planetary multi-sensory spacecraft
instrumentation and it's data analysis methods. I have developed a co-relation between change of the
magnetic field within the ramp at front of the quasi-perpendicular shock, upstream magnetic field to shock
normal angle and Alfven Mach number (M). I argued that this co-relation can be used as a proxy for the
Mach number parameter if plasma data are not available from specific planetary spacecraft instrumentation.
Keywords: Collisionless Shocks, Alfven Mach number, magnetic ramp, Planetary Bow shock.
P-QV081 Passing the Alfvèn layer via chorus acceleration
Hayley Allison
GFZ postdam, Germany
Sustained periods of southward interplanetary magnetic field can result in strong magnetospheric
convection, during which, the Alfvèn layer, marking the boundary between sunward convection and closed
drift paths, migrates earthwards. Electrons originating from the plasmasheet that traverse the dawn sector on
open drift paths present a potential seed population for the radiation belts. Here we examine whether these
electrons can be sufficiently energised via resonant interactions with whistler mode chorus waves during their
dawn-sector transit, so as to pass the Alfvèn energy prior to leaving the system. We utilise a natural
coordinate system for magnetospheric convection, (U,B,K) space, in which we calculate the drift trajectories,
Alfvèn energies, and drift times. The acceleration time resulting from chorus-wave particle interactions is
simulated with the Versatile Electron Radiation Belt model (VERB), first as a 2-D equation in momentum and
pitch angle (VERB-2D), and then as a full convection-diffusion equation, incorporating the radial distance
and magnetic local time (VERB-4D). Comparing the drift times to the acceleration time scales, we find that
chorus waves can accelerate a portion of an initial distribution past the Alfvèn layer, dependent on the
energy spectrum of the supplied seed population.
P-QV082 The MLT distribution and detailed structure of ring current: MMS observations
Malcolm Dunlop
UKRI-STFC, UK
The ring current is an important part of the large-scale magnetosphere-ionosphere current system; extending
between ~2-7 RE, and strongly ordered between ± 30 ° latitude. Its morphology directly affects the
geomagnetic field at low to middle altitudes, where rapid changes in ring current densities can occur during
magnetic storms/sub-storms. Traditionally, the Dst and Sym-H indices are used to characterize the intensity
of the ring current, but do not reflect the full radial and MLT distribution. In fact, the ring current is influenced
by multiple features, such as the partial ring current, region 2 (R2) field-aligned currents, the magnetopause
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current and the sub-storm current wedge. The form of the ring current has been inferred indirectly from the
distribution of ion differential fluxes and from neutral atom imaging, as well as from its influence at low
altitudes. Multi-spacecraft in situ magnetic field data can directly obtain the current density distribution,
however, on a range of spatial scales (e.g. Cluster, THEMIS and other spacecraft groups for limited ranges of
either radial profile or MLT/MLAT). Here, we report on a statistical survey of ring current morphology,
obtained directly from MMS during the period September 1, 2015 to September 30, 2016, using the
curlometer method. The four MMS spacecraft have small (~10 km) separations and provided good radial
and MLT coverage of the RC between ± 30 ° latitude. The distribution is classified according to different
Sym-H and sub-storm activity. Our results show clear day-night and dawn-dusk asymmetries and the
locations of partial (eastward) currents under different geomagnetic conditions.
P-QV083 On the Interplanetary Parameter Schemes Which Drive the Variability of the Source/Seed Electron
Population at GEO
Christos Katsavrias, Sigiava Aminalragia-Giamini, Constantinos Papadimitriou, Ingmar Sandberg, Piers
Jiggens, Ioannis A. Daglis and Hugh Evans
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
Electron variability at geosynchronous orbit (GEO) plays a key role in satellite operations especially
concerning the low energies which can lead to surface charging effects on spacecraft. In this work, we use 9
years (2011–2019) of electron measurements from GOES-13, 14 and 15 satellites to study the evolution of
electron fluxes with respect to various solar, solar wind, and magnetospheric parameters. The source electron
fluxes are shown to be well correlated with AE index and Newell's function, while the seed electron fluxes are
shown to be well correlated with solar wind speed. Based on these findings, we have developed a predictive
multiple regression model for electron fluxes in the 30–600 keV energy range which uses solely solar wind
parameters' measurements. The model may have a variety of applications related to the
nowcasting/forecasting of the distribution of electron fluxes at GEO including serving as low-energy boundary
conditions for studying electron acceleration to relativistic energies or providing information for predicting
surface and/or internal charging effects on spacecraft.
This work has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
"SafeSpace" under grant agreement No 281 870437 and from the European Space Agency under the
"European Contribution to International Radiation Environment Near Earth (IRENE) Modelling System"
activity under ESA Contract No 4000127282/19/NL/IB/gg.
P-QV084 Association of relativistic electron enhancements with VLF/ULF wave activity and seed electrons
Afroditi Nasi1, Ioannis A. Daglis1, Christos Katsavrias1 and Wen Li2
1

National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece, 2Center for Space Physics, Boston University, USA

Local acceleration driven by whistler mode chorus waves is fundamentally important for the acceleration of
seed electrons in the outer radiation belt to relativistic energies. This mechanism depends strongly on
substorm activity and on the source and seed electron populations injected by substorms into the inner
magnetosphere.
In this work, a selection of geospace disturbance events, emerging from single and isolated interplanetary
drivers, is divided into two groups, one resulting in enhancement and one in depletion of the average
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relativistic electron Phase Space Density (PSD). Because substorm activity does not always coincide with or
depend on magnetic storm occurrence, we have not limited our study to storms, but have included also nonstorm events that are able to cause enhancements and depletions of the relativistic electrons in the outer
radiation belt. We investigate solar wind and geomagnetic parameters, wave activity and the seed electron
PSD in the outer Van Allen radiation belt, looking for the occurrence of characteristic patterns, by performing
a Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA).
Our study indicates the importance of substorm-associated enhancements of seed electrons, along with
prolonged, intense ULF and VLF wave activity and an earthward displaced plasmapause, as conditions
leading to substantial enhancements of relativistic electrons in the outer Van Allen belt.
This work has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 870437 for the SafeSpace project.
P-QV085 Unusual behavior of the ultra-relativistic electron radiation belts revealed by Van Allen Probes
observations
Yuri Shprits
GFZ Potsdam, Germany
Recent observational and modeling findings enabled significant improvements in our understanding of the
energization mechanisms for the electrons in the radiation belts. Van Allen Probes observations revealed
previously not observed new spatial structures and morphology of the belts (e.g. very narrow remnant belts).
In this study, we present an analysis of the evolution of electron radial profiles of fluxes, pitch-angle and
energy distributions at relativistic and ultra-relativistic energies. The analysis of the profiles of phase space
density presents a novel technique that identifies the region of intense local loss due to EMIC-wave
scattering. Our results show that 1-2 MeV electrons cannot be effectively scattered by EMIC waves and the
most pronounced effect of EMIC waves is seen above 4 MeV. The acceleration of ultrarelativistic electrons
was observed to be sporadic and less frequent than at MeV energies. We show that acceleration occurs only
for very specific conditions in the magnetosphere. This study also shows that we cannot consider the
electron radiation belts as a trapped bulk population at an energy greater than approximately 1 MeV. The
difference in physical processes dominating the loss and acceleration warrants the definition of a new
population of ultrarealistic , that shows a different behavior from the bulk of the electron radiation belts. We
also present how the new understanding gained from the Van Allen Probes mission can be used to produce
the most accurate data-assimilative forecast and how ensemble forecasting from the Sun can produce a
long-term probabilistic forecast in the newly funded EC Horizon 2020 project PAGER.
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P-QV086 Magnetosheath jets during CME passage: A multispacecraft case study using THEMIS and WIND.
Luis Preisser
Institut für Weltraumforschung, Austria
Magnetosheath jets during CME passage: A multispacecraft case study using THEMIS and WIND.
Jets are localized enhancements in the dynamic pressure observed downstream of the Earth’s bow shock
which propagate through the Earth’s magnetosheath (EMS) and can impact the magnetopause.
Consequently, jets can be geoeffective depending on the amount of mass, momentum and energy they
transport. By the other hand Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are an example of extreme solar wind events
that on Earth are considered the main driver of severe geomagnetic activity and space weather phenomena.
As the CME crosses the EMS, its structure (upstream side – shock/sheath – magnetic ejecta) changes the
magnetosheath environment. How these changes in the EMS region produced by the passage of a CME
affect the production of jets is a topic not yet explored.
In this work we characterize the jets observed by THEMIS spacecraft during such a passage. We find that jets
located in the CME upstream region are more numerous and smaller in size compared with those located in
the corresponding CME downstream region which also are less numerous. Using WIND spacecraft comparing
with THEMIS data, we discuss how these differences can be associated to different jet generation
mechanisms as a consequence of the passage of the CME.
P-QV087 Direction of the wave propagation & shock normal variation with magnitude of the magnetic ramp
at B-field boundary layer transition space domain region
Jivraj Pipaliya
Sheffield University, UK
One of the key aspects of the in-situ measurements of CS is to identify direction of the wave propagation and
shock normal variation with QPS front magnetic field magnitude of the earth magnetic ramp transition state
space domain region. It is argued that direction of the wave propagation and its variables parameters
correlated to the variation rate of the ratio of the magnetic ramp and the angle between shock normal and
upstream magnetic field. This probabilistic relation can be used as a proxy for space weather prediction &
it’s effect on communication system
Keyword: 3D magnetic field and e-plasma turbulence polarization, magnetic ramp, Upstream magnetic field
to shock normal angle
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P-QV088 Statistical Comparisons of Spin-Averaged Electron Flux from ARASE and Van Allen Probes
Instruments
Mátyás Szabó-Roberts, Yuri Shprits, Hayley Allison, Artem Smirnov ,Nikita Aseev, Ruggero Vasile, Yoshizumi
Miyoshi, Takefumi Mitani ,Nana Higashio, Satoshi Kasahara, Alexander Drozdov and Seth Claudepierre
GFZ Potsdam, Germany
Following the end of the Van Allen Probes mission, the ARASE satellite offers a unique opportunity to
continue in-situ radiation belt particle measurements into the next solar cycle. In this study we compare
spin-averaged flux measurements from the MEPe, HEP-L, HEP-H, and XEP-SSD instruments on ARASE with
those from the MagEIS and REPT instruments on the Van Allen Probes, calculating Pearson R and the mean
ratio of fluxes at L* conjunctions between the spacecraft. ARASE and Van Allen Probes measurements show
a close agreement over a wide range of energies, observing a similar general evolution of electron flux, as
well as average, peak, and minimum values. Measurements from the two missions agree especially well in
the 3.5<L*<4.5 range where ARASE is at similar magnetic latitudes as the Van Allen Probes. ARASE tends to
record higher flux <670 keV with longer decay times after flux enhancements, particularly for L*<3.5 .
Conversely, for energies >1.4 MeV, ARASE flux measurements are generally lower than those of Van Allen
Probes, especially for L*>4.5. The Person R values show that the >1.4 MeV flux from both missions are well
correlated and thus, although flux magnitudes differ, all spacecraft observe a similar general evolution.
However, the correlation decreases as L* increases due to ARASE measuring at magnetic latitudes outside
Van Allen Probes orbits for L*>4.5. We perform a preliminary intercalibration between the two missions
using the mean ratio of the fluxes as an energy- and L*- dependent correction factor. The correction factor
significantly improves agreement between the fluxes above 1.4 MeV.
P-QV089 Equatorial electron pitch angle distributions in Earth's radiation belts: Van Allen Probes
observations
Artem Smirnov, Yuri Shprits, Hayley Allison, Nikita Aseev, Alexander Drozdov and Peter Kollmann
GFZ Potsdam, Germany
Pitch angle distributions (PADs) of trapped particles play an important role in understanding the processes
driving the radiation belts of the Earth. PADs can yield essential information about particle transport, source
and loss processes, and wave activity. Even despite their paramount importance for radiation belts
modeling, only a few missions measured PADs with the accuracy sufficient for high-resolution statistical
analysis. The Van Allen Probes mission has provided electron observations of PADs with an unprecedented
coverage in energy and pitch angles. We convert the locally measured PADs into the equatorial ones and
analyze the main features and processes governing their dynamics. We demonstrate a new way to
approximate the PADs using continuous functions which are easy to integrate. We present a superposed
epoch analysis over the entire Van Allen Probes era both for MagEIS and REPT instruments and discuss the
different behavior for high and low energies, and the corresponding response to geomagnetic storms in
different MLT sectors. Furthermore, a simple polynomial regression model driven by the Kp index is created
and found to approximate the PAD behavior well. A number of missions in Earth's radiation belts region
provide only omnidirectional (e.g., GPS) or uni-directional (e.g., POES and other LEO missions) electron flux
data. Using the developed model, pitch angle resolved flux can be reconstructed in both cases. Therefore, it
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can be used to convert flux to phase space density for a number of new missions and can also be included
in the data assimilation and real-time radiation belts forecasting codes.
P-QV090 Production of geoeffective magnetosheath jets during SIRs and CMEs
Florian Koller
University of Graz, Austria
Large scale solar wind structures like Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and stream interaction regions (SIRs)
can cause a variety of geoeffective phenomena. While these events happen rather sporadically, other
phenomena that can be geoeffective, namely “magnetosheath jets”, happen on a much more frequent
basis. They are defined mainly as dynamic pressure enhancements and are generated at the Earth’s bow
shock, from where they travel downstream through the magnetosheath. These jets can impact the
magnetopause and cause geomagnetic substorms. They therefore constitute a significant coupling effect
between the solar wind and the magnetosphere of the Earth.
To gain knowledge on the origins of these jets, we analyze how CMEs and SIRs impact the production of the
jets, which will improve the ability to make early predictions on the generation and arrival of geoeffective jets
in the future. In our statistical study on jet generation during CMEs and SIRs, we find for the first time that the
number of observed jets decrease during CMEs, while they increase during the passing of SIRs.
P-QV091 Automatic detection of Auroral Kilometric Radiation and its role as a proxy for Terrestrial Solar
Wind – Magnetosphere coupling
Alexandra R Fogg
School of Cosmic Physics, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, Ireland
Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR) emanates from acceleration regions from which escaping particles also
excite a number of phenomena in the terrestrial ionosphere, notably aurorae. As such, AKR emission is a
barometer for particle precipitation, indicating activity in the magnetosphere. Observations suggest that the
emission is mostly limited to the nightside and can be linked to bursty tail reconnection events. The Waves
instrument on the Wind satellite has provided measurements of radio and plasma phenomena at a range of
locations for over two decades. In this study a recently developed method is utilised to examine AKR over
statistical timescales. First, AKR emission is automatically selected from amongst other radio emissions in
Wind/Waves data. Individual AKR events, or ‘bursts’ are then automatically identified using a novel
technique presented here.
Automatic detection of AKR bursts will be extended over the Wind epoch to allow statistical analysis of solar
wind driving of these radio emissions in the terrestrial magnetosphere. Interplanetary magnetic field and
solar wind observations will be combined with geomagnetic indices to analyse the upstream and
magnetospheric conditions before, during and after detected AKR burst events. Connections between AKR
and solar wind observations allude to solar wind driving of energetic particle precipitation.
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P-QV092 A new Earth Radiation Belt Forecast And Nowcast (RB-FAN) Framework based on the Salammbô
data assimilation codes
Vincent Maget
ONERA, France
In the frame of ESA’s Space Situational Awareness (SSA) Program (Period 3), the RB-FAN activity aims at
developing a new framework dedicated to the nowcast and forecast of the trapped particle populations. The
objective is to provide end-users reliable information to help them assess radiation belts related risks along
their s/c orbits for the next three days. RB-FAN will be part of ESA’s SSA SWE Service Network and enhance
its capabilities in the frame of both the Space Radiation (R-ESC) and Geomagnetic Conditions Expert Service
Centre (G-ESC). The products will be displayed on a dedicated website, with configuration options for the
end-users and accessible via the SSA SWE web portal.
To ensure a three-day forecast horizon and optimal accuracy of these products, the RB-FAN framework relies
on the Virtual Space Weather Modelling Centre (VSWMC) to provide both solar wind structures propagation
using the EUHFORIA model, and low energy particles dynamics in the Earth magnetosphere using the
IMPTAM model. These outputs will then be used by the Salammbô data assimilation codes that cover the
whole Earth radiation belts region, both for electrons (30 keV – 8 MeV) and protons (1 – 400 MeV). ONERA
database as well as datasets provided by our partners (BIRA-IASB and SPARC) will be used to ensure the
best accuracy of the forecast.
A consortium of six partners (BIRA-IASB, KU-Leuven, FMI, SPARC, A. Kochanov and ONERA) has been set up
to handle these multiple challenges. In this contribution, we will focus on the architecture design to cover
end-users needs, both from the simulation side and from the website part. In particular, we will discuss the
products proposed to the end-users as well as how they will be displayed in a user-friendly and efficient
manner.
Acknowledgement: This work is supported by the ESA Space Situational Awareness Programme P3-SWE-X
activity RB-FAN under contract number 4000131381/20/D/CT.
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P-QV093 Designing Radiation Belt Environmental Indicators for the safety of space assets
Ioannis A. Daglis1, Sebastien Bourdarie2, Stefaan Poedts3, Ondrej Santolik4, Fabien Darrouzet5, Juan Cueto
Rodriguez6, Benoit Lavraud7, Ingmar Sandberg8, Georgios Balasis9, Christos Katsavrias9, Afroditi Nasi9,
Omiros Giannakis9, Marina Georgiou9, Eleftheria Mitsakou9, Fiori-Anastasia Metallinou9, Konstantina
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Benjamin Grison4, Ivana Kolmasova4, Viviane Pierrard5, Edith Botek5, Johan De Keyser5, Ion Bueno6, Gaizka
Eiguren Arza6, Rui Pinto12, Vincent Génot12, Rungployphan Kieokaew12, Constantinos Papadimitriou8, Sigiava
A. Giamini8 and Zafar Iqbal
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The SafeSpace project aims at advancing space weather nowcasting and forecasting capabilities and,
consequently, at contributing to the safety of space assets through the transition of powerful tools from
research to operations (R2O). This will be achieved through the synergy of five well-established space
weather models (CNRS/CDPP solar disturbance propagation tool, KULeuven EUHFORIA CME evolution
model, ONERA Neural Network tool, IASB plasmasphere model and ONERA Salammbô radiation belts code),
which cover the whole Sun – interplanetary space – Earth’s magnetosphere chain. The combined use of
these models will enable the delivery of a sophisticated model of the Van Allen electron belt and of a
prototype space weather service of tailored particle radiation indicators. Moreover, it will enable forecast
capabilities with a target lead time of 2 to 4 days, which is a tremendous advance from current forecasts that
are limited to lead times of a few hours. SafeSpace will improve radiation belt modelling through the
incorporation into the Salammbô model of magnetospheric processes and parameters of critical importance
to radiation belt dynamics. Furthermore, solar and interplanetary conditions will be used as initial conditions
to drive the advanced radiation belt model and to provide the link to the solar origin and the interplanetary
drivers of space weather. This approach will culminate in a prototype early warning system for detrimental
space weather events, which will include indicators of particle radiation of use to space industry and
spacecraft operators. Indicator values will be generated by the advanced radiation belt model and the
performance of the prototype service will be evaluated in collaboration with space industry stakeholders. The
work leading to this paper has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 870437 for the SafeSpace (Radiation Belt Environmental
Indicators for the Safety of Space Assets) project.
swr04 - Ionospheric interactions (1 of 2)
P-QV094 Features of radio waves scattering in a multifractal turbulent medium
Olga Sheiner
Radiophysical Research Institute Nizhny Novgorod State University, Russia
The features of radio wave scattering in multifractal media associated with the thickness and structure of a
turbulent layer with inhomogeneity of the electronic medium of the mid-latitude ionosphere are considered.
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It is shown that the method of multidimensional structure functions is applicable under certain conditions for
a thick layer with small-scale inhomogeneities.
P-QV095 Variability of ionospheric plasma observed by the Swarm satellites within high latitude regions
James Rawlings
Nottingham Trent University, UK
The high-latitude ionosphere is a complex plasma containing electron density structures with a range of
spatial scale sizes. The largest of these scale structures can extend for tens to hundreds of kilometres in the
horizontal direction, and exhibit variations dependent upon factors such as: time of day, season, solar cycle,
geomagnetic activity, solar wind activity and location. These large-scale structures can give rise to much
smaller scale structure irregularities due to instability processes. These smaller-scale structures can disrupt
trans-ionospheric radio signals, including those used by Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). While
the processes that drive these structures are well understood, the relative importance of these driving
processes, is a fundamental unanswered question.
Swarm is ESA's first constellation mission for Earth Observation (EO). It initially consisted of three identical
satellites (Swarm A, Swarm B, and Swarm C), which were launched into near-polar orbits on 22 November
2013. Initially Swarm A and C were at an altitude of 462 km and at an inclination angle of 87.35°. Swarm B
was in a higher orbit with an initial altitude of 511 km and an inclination angle of 87.75°. This unique
configuration, in combination with the data products developed for dataset from individual satellites,
enables studies of the spatial variability of the ionosphere.
The Swarm-VIP (Variability of Ionospheric Plasma) project aims to characterise the ionospheric plasma and
the dynamical coupling between different scales in the ionosphere in response to the driving processes.
Previous studies have developed data products which quantify the variability of ionospheric plasma on a
range of spatial scale sizes. In this work we present a generalised linear modelling (GLM) approach to relate
these high-latitude structure to the driving processes. The models developed determine which conditions
perturb the ionosphere from a quiet state, and hence which conditions drive extreme events, and how these
vary with the scale size of the structures. This work is within the framework of the Swarm Variability of
Ionospheric Plasma (Swarm-VIP) project, funded by ESA in the “Swarm+4D-Ionosphere” framework (ESA
Contract No. 4000130562/20/I-DT).
P-QV096 Low energy electrons fluxes reconstruction using auroral data
Elisa Robert
SpaceAble and IPAG, France
Auroral emissions are relevant indicators of the ionosphere between 100 km and 300 km where rockets and
satellites’ data cannot be accessed. Precipitations of auroral electrons characterize the relationship of the
magnetosphere and the upper atmosphere, therefore near-Earth environment depends on their localization
and intensity. One of the main gaps in both data and modelling is the monitoring of precipitation of lowenergy (0.02 – 30 keV) particles in the ionosphere. These particles are responsible for surface charging on
satellites, triggering electrostatic discharges (ESD) on components. This impact is the most recurrent in
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space and need to be better understood. The method presented here is an alternative to particle detectors
that do not have access to this area.
For several decades, ground-based networks of instruments for auroral monitoring have been used, like ALIS
network, ASK instruments, incoherent scatter radars (EISCAT) or magnetometers networks on the ground.
However, although very useful, they are often blinded by cloud coverage and cannot be operated under
daylight. Besides, they cover a narrow part of the oval restraining large scale monitoring. In this context,
space observations of auroral emissions can bring invaluable information, as they are not affected by cloud
coverage. They provide monitoring of wavelengths absorbed by the atmosphere, and an appropriate
geometry of the satellite allows limb observations of aurora. With this, it is possible to reconstruct the vertical
profile of the emissions, a task which is rather difficult from the ground and impossible with a single
instrument.
From optical space data, it can be very interesting to reconstruct the low energy electron flux of the aurora
region. The interpretation of the auroral intensities can be made using the Transsolo code: a kinetic code
solving the Boltzmann equation along a vertical or a magnetic field line. We are currently developing a
reverse method to retrieve the electron flux from optical space and ground measurements. The main
difficulties encountered concern calibration and background measurements (noise, parasite reflection, etc).
At this time, this method has been tried on AMICAL Sat and Reimei data. The next step will be to try it on
ATISE ground data (a spectrometer).
P-QV097 At the source of the polarisation of auroral emissions: experiments and modelling
Leo Bosse1, Jean Lilensten2, Nicolas Gillet3, Colette Brogniez4, Olivier Pujol4, Sylvain Rochat5, Alain
Delboulbé5, Stephane Curaba5, Magnar G. Johnsen6
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IPAG/CNRS, France, 2CNRS/IPAG, France, 3CNRS/ISTerre, France, 4LOA/CNRS, France,
5
IPAG, France, 6Tromso Geophysical Observatory, UiT - the Arctic University of Norway, Norway
From the ground, auroral emissions appear polarised up to a few percents. Several observations with a
dedicated polarimeter have confirmed this in four wavelengths (Bosse et al. 2020), namely the red atomic
oxygen line at 630 nm, the green atomic oxygen line at (557.7 nm), the blue 1st N+2 negative band at 427.8
nm and the purple 1st N+2 negative band at 391.4 nm.
We test the hypothesis that the general incoming direction of the impacting electrons creates the observed
polarisation.
However, the origin of the polarisation is subject to discussion and might be due to light pollution. Indeed,
the lower atmosphere (< 50 km) scatters the light from multiple sources, which becomes polarised via Mie or
Rayleigh scattering. These light pollution sources can be street lights from nearby cities, or auroral emissions
outside the line of sight of the instrument.
To better understand the role of the polarisation induced by light pollution, a polarised radiative transfer
model (POMEROL) has been developed to compute the polarisation expected in a given nocturnal
environment. This single-scattering model recreates real world conditions (atmospheric and aerosol profiles,
light sources with complex geometries on ground an in the sky, terrain obstructions...). It has been
successfully tested at mid latitude where sky emissions are of weak intensity.
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We will present here a series of comparison between POMEROL predictions and polarisation measurements.
We show that the model is unable to reproduce the observations in auroral conditions when taking into
account the light pollution scattering in the lower atmosphere only.
However, a good convergence model/data is obtained when considering that the polarisation comes from
the aurora.
This way, we are able to show that three main upper atmosphere emissions are polarised in the upper
atmosphere, namely the green, blue and purple lines. Furthermore, the model allows to retrieve the direction
of the impacting electrons, which is linked to the currents flowing through the ionosphere and the
electromagnetic configuration at the emission.
In the future, we may be able to retrieve the direction, density and energy of the impacting electrons via a
real-time measure of the night sky polarisation.
P-QV098 Occurrence frequency of moderate to severe level space weather conditions likely to impact high
frequency radio wave propagation used by aviation
Robyn Fiori1, Vickal Kumar2, David Boteler1 and Michael Terkildsen2
1

Natural Resources Canada, Canada, 2Australian Bureau of Meteorology, Australia

High frequency radiowave propagation is sensitive to space weather induced ionospheric disturbances that
result from enhanced photoionization and energetic particle precipitation. Recognizing the potential risk to
high frequency radiowave communication systems used by the aviation industry, the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) initiated development of a space weather advisory service. This service
specifically identifies polar cap absorption, auroral absorption, shortwave fadeout, and post storm maximum
useable frequency depression (PSD) as phenomena impacting high frequency radiowave communication.
This paper examines the occurrence and duration of events crossing moderate and several thresholds for
these identified phenomena. Analysis of 40 years of solar X-ray flares showed that moderate and severe
level flares represent roughly 0.8% and 0.03% of all C, M, and X-class flares, with a mean event duration of
68 minutes and 132 minutes, respectively. Auroral absorption thresholds were crossed 0.9% of the time
with a mean event duration of 5.1 hours for moderate events and 0.1% of the time with a mean duration of
12 hours for severe events. Polar cap absorption had the longest mean duration at 7.85 hours for moderate
events and 1.6 days for severe events; event frequency was reduced with 24 moderate and 13 severe events
observed, on average, per solar cycle. Normalizing shortwave fadeout, auroral absorption, and polar cap
absorption to equivalent moderate and severe thresholds showed the impacts on high frequency radio
communication are consistent for polar cap absorption and shortwave fadeout and 2-3 times higher for
auroral absorption. Over a 22-year period, moderate and severe PSD events were observed 1.1% and 0.5%
of the time with a mean event durations of 5.5 hours and 8.5 hours, respectively. The distribution of event
occurrence for absorption and PSD over the solar cycle is examined.
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P-QV099 Rapid Evolution of VHF ionospheric scintillation features with LOFAR
Gareth Dorrian1, Alan Wood1 and Richard Fallows2
1

University of Birmingham, UK, 2ASTRON, Netherlands

In this study we examine the sudden onset and rapid evolution of broadband ionospheric scintillation
features from two radio sources, Cygnus A and Cassiopeia A, observed with the Irish Low Frequency ARray
(LOFAR) station on 7th. January 2019. A sudden transition from quiet ionospheric conditions to a largely
coherent broadband series of power amplifications and fadings was observed as plasma structures pass
across the line-of-sight. Geomagnetic activity at this time was minimal; the role of other possible driving
processes, including sunrise which, for the F-region, occurred within a few minutes of event onset.
We emphasise that such features are just two out of a dataset exceeding over one hundred different cases,
from different periods in the solar cycle, at different times of day, and in different seasonal conditions. There
is limited previous coverage in the literature, and many of these features have only been seen once in the
dataset. Recent examples include the first observation of two simultaneous travelling ionospheric
disturbances passing across each other at different altitudes (Fallows, et al., 2020). LOFAR data to date
contains a wealth of different ionospheric structures many of which are previously un-reported.
P-QV100 Investigation of Sporadic E over Nicosia and Moscow
Haris Haralambous1, and Tamara Gulyaeva2
1

Frederick University-Frederick Research Center, Cyprus, 2IZMIRAN, Russia

Sporadic E is an ionospheric phenomenon which is classified as an E region (90-150 km) irregularity
described by thin layers of very dense ionization patches which can affect radio wave propagation. It has
been reported and analyzed extensively over midlatitude regions. The generating mechanism of the
phenomenon has been explained within the general concept of neutral atmosphere-ionosphere coupling and
in accordance to windshear theory where long-lived metal ions in the lower thermosphere move vertically to
converge into dense plasma layers under the combined action of ion-neutral collisional coupling and
geomagnetic Lorentz forcing driven by vertical shears in the horizontal wind. Sporadic E layer formation has
been associated with solar activity, geomagnetic activity, thunderstorms and meteor showers. The present
study deals with the diurnal and seasonal occurrence rate of Sporadic E observed over two stations at the
same longitude namely Nicosia (geographic Lat: 35.29 °N, Long: 33.38 °E) and Moscow (geographic Lat:
55.50 °N, Long: 37.30 °E) during 2010-2014 encompassing periods of low, and high solar activity.
P-QV101 Attenuation of medium scale TIDs in the ionosphere, 3D investigation
Jaroslav Chum, Katerina Podolska, Jan Rusz, and Jiri Base
1

Institute of Atmospheric Physics (ASCR), Czech Republic

Attenuations and phase velocities (3D vectors) of medium scale travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs)
associated with gravity waves (GWs) are studied using multi-point and multi-frequency continuous Doppler
sounding in the Czech Republic. The observed phase velocities of TIDs are determined from phase shifts
between the signals reflecting from the ionosphere at different locations that are separated both vertically
and horizontally. The reflection heights are determined from a nearby ionospheric sounder located in
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Průhonice. Wind-rest frame (intrinsic) velocities are calculated by subtracting the neutral wind velocities,
obtained by HWM-14 wind model, from the observed GW velocities. Attenuation of TIDs/GWs with height
was estimated from the amplitudes (Doppler shifts) observed at different altitudes. A statistical analysis was
performed over two one-year periods: a) from July 2014 to June 2015 representing solar maximum b) from
September 2018 to August 2019 representing solar minimum.
It is shown that the attenuation of GWs in the ionosphere increased with height. It was on average smaller at
the lower heights than at higher altitudes (roughly above 200 km). This is consistent with the idea that
mainly viscous damping and losses due to thermal conductivity are responsible for the attenuation. Possible
values of molecular viscosity at highly rarefied air are discussed.
The results show that the distribution of elevation angles of wave vectors in the wind–rest frame is
significantly narrower than in the Earth frame (observed elevations). Typical periods of the analyzed GWs
were 10 - 25 min and usual wavelengths 100 – 300 km and velocities 100 – 250 m/s.
P-QV102 Complex response of the Earth atmosphere to energetic particle precipitation during autumn 2003
Irina Mironova1, Miriam Sinnhuber2, Galina Bazilevskya3, Monali Borthakur2, Dmitri Grankin4, Vladimir
Makhmutov3, Eugene Rozanov4, Timofei Sukhodolov4, Jan Maik Wissing6, and Olesya Yakovchuk6
1
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Russia, 6University of Rostock, Germany
Energetic Electron Precipitation (EEP) from the terrestrial magnetosphere into the atmosphere is well
recorded by satellite detectors, balloon-born devices and ground-based instruments. Consequently, a
combination of different types of observations can lead to obtaining new information about the EEP spectra
(energies and fluxes). Estimating the response of the atmosphere to the deposition of energetic particles
requires knowledge of the ionization generated by these particles. The temporal and altitudinal variability of
the ionization rates in the Earth's atmosphere depends on the energy spectra of the precipitated particles
and the applied yield function or parameterization of the atmospheric ionization rates. Here the spectra
obtained from various satellites and balloon observations during disturbances of autumn (September,
October-November) 2003 are analyzed. The reconstructed ionization rates from these spectra show
significant differences, which are reflected in the assessment of the results of modeling the chemical
compositions of the atmosphere and further assessments of the impact of precipitation of energetic particles
on the ozone layer.
The response of the chemical compositions and ozone layer to energetic particle precipitation as well as to
F10.7, Solar UV (>120 nm) and X-rays, EUV during autumn 2003 is analyzed by 1D models with a full
description of the D-region ion chemistry and global 3D chemistry-climate models.
This work presents new results that add to our growing understanding of how energetic particle precipitation
as well as solar flares affect the ozone layer and provides a foundation for understanding their cumulative
impacts on the atmosphere and climate.
This work is done in the frame of the German-Russian cooperation project "H-EPIC" funded by the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR project № 20-55-12020) and by the German Research Foundation
DFG (grant SI 1088/7-1).
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The work of ER, IM, DG and TS was performed in the SPbSU “Ozone Layer and Upper Atmosphere Research
Laboratory” supported by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation under
agreement 075- 15-2021-583.
OY was supported by the grant Russian Science Foundation (RSF project No. 20-67-46016) and German
Science Foundation (DFG project WI4417/2-1).
P-QV103 Impact of ionospheric disturbances on network RTK service performance
Knut Stanley Jacobsen
Norwegian Mapping Authority, Norway
The impact of ionospheric disturbances, measured by the Rate Of TEC Index (ROTI), on different aspects of
performance for a user of a network Real-Time Kinematic (NRTK) positioning service has been studied.
The data used are from selected days with observed ionospheric disturbances in the years 2014 to 2017.
NRTK positions were recorded by monitor stations using the national positioning service ”CPOS”. As these
data are from receivers in Norway, the results are most relevant for users at high latitudes (> 55 N).
The connection between ROTI and coordinate errors is quantified by determining parameters of
distribution functions at different ROTI levels. It is found that in most cases, a Laplace distribution
provides a very good fit to the coordinate error distribution. Cycle slips, time spent in the "fixed" and
"floating" states, and the ”time-to-fix”, are also investigated as a function of ROTI level.
The difference between performance for a user close to a network reference station and a user far away from
the nearest network station is investigated. Users far away from the nearest network receiver are more
severely affected by ionospheric disturbances.
P-QV104 Positioning performance of the NTCM ionospheric model driven by Galileo Az coefficients
Juan Andrés Cahuasquí, Mainul Hoque and Norbert Jakowski
German Aerospace Center (DLR), Germany
The interaction of GNSS signals with the free electrons of the ionosphere supposes a major problem for
single frequency positioning applications, causing link related range errors of up to 100 m for typical
frequencies <2GHz. Besides the Klobuchar and NeQuickG ionospheric correction algorithms, also the
Neustrelitz TEC Model (NTCM) has been proposed as an adequate solution to mitigate propagation errors.
Indeed, by using the three effective ionization coefficients broadcast in the Galileo navigation message as
driver parameters, the version NTCM-GlAzpar, in general, performs equal to or better than NeQuickG.
In our investigation we used the GNSS analysis tool gLAB and its customization capabilities in the Standard
Point Positioning (SPP) to perform a global statistical validation of NTCM-GlAzpar and compare it to the
positioning performance of NeQuickG and the GPS Klobuchar model. The data used for model validation
corresponds to a one-month period of perturbed solar and geomagnetic activity (December 2014) and
another one-month period of quiet conditions (December 2019). The data has a worldwide coverage with up
to 73 IGS stations.
The statistical analysis of the hourly averaged 3D position error shows that whereas the root-mean-squaredeviation (RMSD) values of the Klobuchar model are 6.71 and 2.75 m for the perturbed and quiet
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conditions, respectively, the NeQuickG model has RMSD values of 4.61 and 2.35 m. In comparison, the
correspondent RMSD values of 4.36 and 2.32 m of the NTCM-GlAzpar model clearly confirm its better
positioning performance for both periods. We identify, nevertheless, that the performance of NTCM-GlAzpar
slightly worsens towards higher latitudes. For instance, for stations with latitudes between |60°-90°|, the
Galileo algorithm with RMSD values of 3.20 and 2.70 m prevails over the NTCM-GlAzpar RMSD values of
3.72 and 2.95 m, for perturbed and quiet activity, respectively.
Simple software adaptations and a faster computational cost make NTCM-GlAzpar an alternative practicable
algorithm to improve the accuracy of GNSS single frequency applications.
P-QV105 Impact of GLE Events on the Earth's Atmosphere Electrical Properties and the Subsequent Effect
on Dust Particles Transport
Athanasios Papaioannou1, Sotirios A Mallios1, Georgios Papangelis1, George Hloupis2
1
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The global electric circuit (GEC) represents the electric current pathway in Earth’s atmosphere. The GEC is
established by the conducting atmosphere, attributed to the presence of ions, created by ionization by
galactic cosmic rays radiation, sandwiched between the conductive Earth and the conductive mesosphere–
ionosphere, which form the planes of a global leaky capacitor, being kept at potential difference around 250
kV. Additionally, these electrical properties of the Earth's atmosphere can have a potential key role in the
life-cycle of desert dust. The dust particles can be charged during their long range transport and along with
the gravitational sedimentation can develop vertical electric fields within the dust layer, enhancing the
preexisting field.
During a ground level enhancement (GLE) event recorded at Earth, the GEC experiences two major
modifications. The first is the enhancement of the atmospheric electrical conductivity due to the increase of
the ionization rate. The second is the enhancement of the electrical potential of the lower part of the
ionosphere. These two modifications of the electrical properties of the atmosphere can further influence the
dust particle transport.
A novel 1D numerical model has been developed to parameterize the charging process in
the presence of a large-scale electric field. The model takes into account several atmospheric processes,
such as: (i) the ionization due to the galactic cosmic rays radiation, (ii) the ion-ion recombination, and (iii)
the ion attachment to dust particles, and is able to self-consistently calculate the time-dynamic evolution of
the atmospheric conductivity, and atmospheric electric field, under the presence of a distribution of dust
particles. Moreover, the model estimates the acquired electrical charge on the dust particles and calculates
the electrical force that is applied on them. In this work, using as inputs to the model the modified ionization
rate and the ionospheric potential during GLE59 (14-07-2000), its impact on the electrical properties of the
earth's atmosphere and the subsequent effect on the dust particle transport are studied and quantified.
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P-QV106 Developing an analytical model for VLF signal amplitudes with consideration of the fall effect
Marc Hansen1, David Wenzel1, Daniela Banyś1, Mohammed Mainul Hoque1, Edith Liliana Macotela2, Jorge L.
Chau2, Mark Clilverd3
1
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Daytime VLF radio signals observed over a year would be expected to follow the yearly variation of the solar
zenith angle, as the solar radiation is driving the ionization in the D-layer of the ionosphere. On the contrary,
various amplitude measurements show an asymmetry around fall by deviating from the expected variation
defined by the solar zenith angle. This asymmetry is referred to as the fall effect.
As this investigation is an ongoing effort, based on the DLR project “Analysis of the MEsosphere and Lower
Ionosphere fall Effect (AMELIE)” joined together with the IAP, the current status of the investigation of the fall
effect will be presented. Finding a suitable description of the size of the asymmetric behavior will help in
further research on the main factors that affect the ionosphere. For understanding these seasonal influences,
short-term disturbances must be eliminated, so we developed an analytical model, confined to exemplary
links in the northern hemisphere, which gives an expected, quite-day value for a given day and signal path.
Perturbations are caused by, e.g., solar flares. Comparing the derived unperturbed value of the model with
the measurements will additionally allow to detect such impacts.
P-QV107 Pushing the Lower Boundary: Improving Ionospheric Specification with Meteorological Weather
Models
Elizabeth Donegan-Lawley1, Sean E. Elvidge1, Alan G. Wood1, Dan Marsh2, Luke D. Nugent1 and David R.
Themens1
1
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To enable the proper operation, planning and management of space weather services, a comprehensive and
timely specification of the Earth’s upper atmosphere is required. AENeAS (the Advanced Ensemble electron
density [Ne] Assimilation System) is a pre-operational physics-based data assimilation model of the
coupled ionosphere-thermosphere system. It assimilates data from a variety of sources in near real-time to
produce both nowcasts and forecasts up to 24 hours ahead.
In this work, the background model used in AENeAS is provided by the Thermosphere Ionosphere
Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIE-GCM) which is a comprehensive, first principled, threedimensional model of the system. It solves the three-dimensional momentum, energy and continuity
equations for neutral and ion species at each time step. The data assimilation scheme used in AENeAS is
based on the local ensemble transform Kalman filter (LETKF) which uses localised regions to assimilate
observations from a range of sensors.
AENeAS uses empirical upper and lower boundary conditions. At the lower boundary temperature, zonal and
meridional wind and geopotential height is specified. Pedatella 2016 showed that this boundary is a large
source of uncertainty in TIE-GCM, providing variability of up to 100% during geomagnetic storm conditions.
In order to improve the confidence in the AENeAS lower boundary, and improve both ionospheric nowcasting
and forecasting, the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) has been used to replace the
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existing empirical lower boundary (Global Scale Wave Model, 1998). Results of this improved lowerboundary forcing work are presented and improvements are discussed. Validation of the approach is
demonstrated by comparing AENeAS output against a range of hand-scaled ionosonde observations across
a variety of latitudes.
P-QV108 Using ionosondes to specify Large Scale Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances
Toni Segarra, David Altadill, Estefania Blanch, Vadym Paznukhov and J. Miguel Juan
Ebro Observatory, Spain
Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances (TIDs) are wave-like propagating irregularities that alter the electron
density environment and play an important role spreading radio signals propagating through the ionosphere.
Recently, in the framework of the TechTIDE project (Warning and Mitigation Technologies for Travelling
Ionospheric Disturbances Effects; http://www.tech-tide.eu/), different methodologies to detect TIDs have
been developed using data provided by Digisonde ionospheric sounders, by Continuous Doppler Sounding
System and by GNSS receivers. This contribution aims to present the HF-INT method developed to detect
and track TIDs in near-real time based on observations made by the European and South African networks of
ionosondes. The method detects and identifies coherent oscillation activity at different measuring sites of the
network, and calculates the propagation parameters, velocity and azimuth of the perturbation. HF-INT can
handle only Large-Scale TIDs (LSTIDs), which are usually associated with auroral activity.
HF-INT method has been running in near real time since April 2019 and it has detected several events of
LSTIDs primarily over the European region. Most of these events occurred when certain geomagnetic and
auroral activity was also observed; such as during the corotating Coronal Hole High Speed Stream (CH HSS)
that caused LSTIDs during several solar rotations from June to November 2019. The above detected LSTID
events propagate southward, indicating its auroral origin. Statistical analysis of the occurrence and main
characteristics of LSTIDS detected over Europe for a wide period (2014-2020) show the larger occurrence of
LSTID during night-time and sunrise hours. LSTIDs detected in the morning sector propagate dominantly
westward, presumably driven by the solar terminator. LSTIDs detected in the evening and night sector
propagate dominantly southward, suggesting its auroral origin.
The results prove the utility of the ionosonde networks as a sensor of LSTID activity in well covered regions as
well as the use of HF-INT to detect and track LSTIDs in near-real time.
P-QV109 Study of the GNSS phase scintillation associated with auroral activity over Queen Maud Land,
Antarctica
Daria Kotova
Department of Physics, University of Oslo, Norway
This study uses the dataset from the all-sky camera and the ground-based TEC and scintillation receiver
installed in Antarctica at the Norwegian Research Station Troll. The station is located just on the equatorward
edge of the quiet auroral oval. Thus, the observatory is in an optimal location to study the ionospheric
response to geomagnetic disturbances. The all-sky camera was calibrated. In addition, we use geomagnetic
indices and information about the solar wind from NASA's OMNIWeb Service, in-situ data onboard low Earth
orbiting satellites (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), Swarm mission), and the Super Dual
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Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN). Together with the ground-based GNSS scintillation receiver, a
comprehensive analysis of the reasons for observing scintillations over the Troll station during the period of
geomagnetic disturbances was carried out. The relationship between the activation of aurora and severe
phase scintillations is shown.
P-QV110 A novel technique to identify scale-dependent lags and application to ionospheric science
Jaroslav Urbář
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Italy
Ionosphere is a dynamical system exhibiting nonlinear couplings with the other “spheres” characterizing the
geospace environment. Such nonlinearity manifests also through the non-trivial, scale-dependent, time
delays in the cause-effect chain characterizing the Solar Wind-Magnetosphere-Ionosphere coupling.
The present study introduces a novel scale-wise signal lag measurement evaluated first on a known artificial
signals (assumed to be the ground truth) and then applied to ionospheric data from ground-based and
spaceborne instruments and to helio-geophysical proxies. The decomposed non-linear non-stationary signal
components are provided by the novel Multivariate Fast Iterative Filtering (MvFIF) technique. The lags are
obtained scale-wise, enabling us to identify the lag dependence on the involved spatio/temporal scales. The
lags obtained can separate the scales on which coupling inherently occurs according to the physical
reasoning from scales related only with internal fluctuations.
This work is performed within the Swarm Variability of Ionospheric Plasma (Swarm-VIP) project, funded by
ESA in the “Swarm+4D-Ionosphere” framework (ESA Contract No. 4000130562/20/I-DT).
P-QV111 Multi-instrument observations of the effects of a solar wind pressure pulse on the high-latitude
ionosphere
Alexandra R Fogg
School of Cosmic Physics, Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, Ireland
Rapid changes in solar wind dynamic pressure cause compressions and expansions of the terrestrial
magnetosphere, known as geomagnetic sudden commencements (SCs). These can be subdivided into
sudden storm commencements (SSCs), which are followed by a geomagnetic storm, and sudden impulses
(SIs), which are not. The pressure pulses that cause SIs can be relatively small, but their effects on the
ionosphere can be remarkable. In this detailed case study, observations from multiple space and ground
based instruments are collated around the onset of an SI. Along with solar wind observations from OMNI and
Wind, the ionospheric conditions are analysed using CARISMA and SuperMAG magnetometers, SuperDARN
ionospheric convection maps, AMPERE field-aligned current data and DMSP SSUSI auroral images.
The high latitude ionosphere is initially restructured by the onset of single lobe reconnection under northward
IMF. This is shortly followed by the arrival of a solar wind pressure pulse, which impacts the magnetosphere
resulting in an SI signature observed in SYM-H. The pressure pulse compresses the magnetosphere, and
these effects propagate down to the ionosphere, exciting the electrodynamics within. This novel set of
observations shows SI driven enhancement of high latitude ionospheric convection, field-aligned currents
and auroral emission. In particular, tightly wound ionospheric convection cells relating to single lobe
reconnection are collocated with a pair high latitude R0 field-aligned currents and cusp auroral emission.
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P-QV112 COSMIC 2 Observation of Equatorial Irregularities and Validation Using GOLD UV Images
Qian Wu, Sergey Sokolovskiy, John Braun, William Schreiner, Nick Pedatella, Iurii Cherniak, Irina
Zakharenkova and Min-Yang Chou
COSMIC program/UCP, UCAR, USA
Recently launched COSMIC 2 is a joint US-Taiwan 6-satellite equatorial weather and space weather
operational mission with multi-satellite GNSS receiver (TGRS) RO observations for neutral and ionosphere
observations. COSMIC 2 greatly enhances the equatorial space weather coverage by providing over 6000 RO
observations of slant TEC and electron density profiles. In addition, COSMIC 2 also carries 6 IVM
instruments for ionosphere in-situ density and drift observations. One of the unique features of the COSMIC2 is providing high rate (50 Hz for GPS and 100 Hz for GLONASS) scintillation phase (scnPhs) data, which is
triggered by the elevated on-board S4 values. By applying the back-propagation method on the high-rate
scnPhs data, we can accurately geolocate the ionospheric irregularities over all longitudes around the
globe. That will be a unique capability COSMIC 2 offering to the space weather community considering that
ground-based observations do not cover of the oceans and space-borne observations often cannot not pinpoint exact locations of irregularities. COSMIC team is implementing this irregularity product. As part of this
process, we validated the geolocations from COSMIC 2 using the NASA GOLD UV images of plasma bubbles
over South America. The comparison shows a very good agreement confirming the validity of this new
space weather product.
P-QV113 zonal velocity of ionospheric irregularities and itsimplications for L-band scintillation at lowlatitudes
Claudio Cesaroni1, Luca Spogli1, Giorgiana De Franceschi1, Juliana Garrido Damaceno1, Marcin Grzesiak2,
Bruno Vani3, Joao Francisco Galera Monico4, Vincenzo Romano1, Lucilla Alfonsi1, Massimo Cafaro5
1

INGV, Italy, 2CBK PAN, Poland, 3Instituto Federal de Educação, Ciência e Tecnologia de São Paulo,
Brazil, 4Universidade Estadual Paulista “Júlio de Mesquita Filho”, Brazil, 5University of Salento, Italy
A study to estimate the zonal drift velocity of small-scale ionospheric irregularities at low latitude based on
spaced-receivers technique applied to two GNSS receivers for scintillation monitoring installed in Brazil is
presented. The receivers are deployed along the magnetic parallel passing in Presidente Prudente (Brazil,
magnetic latitude 12.8°S) few hundred meters apart monitoring small-scale irregularities generated at the
southern crest of the equatorial ionospheric anomaly. The measurement campaign took place during the
equinox and summer solstice seasons under solar maximum, when the probability of formation of smallscale irregularities is expected to maximize. We found that the hourly average of the velocity increases up to
135 m/s right after the local sunset at ionospheric altitudes and then smoothly decreases in the next hours.
The results agree with independent estimations of the velocity made by the Incoherent Scatter Radar located
at the Jicamarca Radio Observatory (magnetic latitude 0.1°N), by the Boa Vista Ionosonde (magnetic
latitude 12.0°N), and with the the outputs of an empirical regional short-term forecasting model. Finally, our
results report that the relationship with the percentage occurrence of amplitude scintillation shows an
exponential dependence on the zonal velocity of the irregularities that cause it.
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P-QV114 VirES: Data & model access for ESA’s Swarm mission
Ashley Smith1, and Martin Pačes2
1

University of Edinburgh, UK, 2EOX IT Services, Austria

As Swarm’s product portfolio grows to better deliver on the mission’s goals, we face increasing complexity in
accessing, processing, and visualising the data and models. ESA provides “VirES for Swarm” [1] to help
solve this problem (developed by EOX IT Services). VirES is a web-based data retrieval and visualisation tool
where the majority of Swarm products are available. VirES has a graphical interface but also a machine-tomachine interface (API) for programmable use. A Python client is provided [2]. The VirES API also provides
access to geomagnetic ground observatory data (INTERMAGNET), as well as forwards evaluation of
geomagnetic field models to give data-model residuals. The “Virtual Research Environment” (VRE) adds
utility to VirES with a free cloud-based JupyterLab interface allowing scientists to immediately program their
own analysis of Swarm products using the Python ecosystem. We are augmenting this with a suite of Jupyter
notebooks [3] and dashboards, each targeting a specific use case, and seek community involvement to
grow this resource.
With this poster, we will present some opportunities to make use of ionospheric data products from Swarm.
We particularly encourage feedback about what the research community needs from Swarm and the
surrounding data and software environment.
[1]
[2]
[3]

VirES for Swarm: https://vires.services
Python client: https://viresclient.readthedocs.io
Notebooks: https://swarm.magneticearth.org

P-QV115 Evaluating different TEC detrending techniques during lightning events using Hong Kong local GPS
network
Louis Osei-Poku1, Tang Long2, Wu Chen3, and Mingli Chen4
1

Department of Land Surveying and Geo-informatics, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong
Kong 2School of Civil and Transportation Engineering, Guangdong University of Technology, Hong
Kong, 3Department of Land Surveying and Geo-Informatics, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong
Kong, 4Department of Building Environment and Energy Engineering, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University,
Hong Kong
Total Electron Content (TEC) from GPS is used to ascertain the impact of space weather events on navigation
and communication systems. Best fit filtering methods like polynomial, band pass and Savitzky-Golay filter
(sgf) are used to detrend TEC to reveal this impact. Each filter method produces different results which may
or may not necessarily represent a geophysical parameter.
In this study, commonly used detrend methods, Savitzky-Golay filter and polynomial fitting, are evaluated
during thunderstorm events in Hong Kong. Orders of 3 and 6 are paired with window lengths 30, 60, 90 and
120 minutes for sgf and orders of 3, 5, 6 and 10 are used for polynomial fitting. Mean Square Error (MSE)
and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are used to determine the best fit model.
The results show that sgf of order 6 and window 30mins (sgf_6_30) had the least MSE and RMSE.
Detrended TEC (DTEC) amplitude was ±0.05 (acceptable range when TEC is not disturbed) when there was
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no lightning while the amplitude increased during lightning periods. Other detrend methods could not show
this phenomena.
Also, in terms of MSE, RMSE and DTEC properties, there exist a linear relation between sgf orders and
window lengths. That is, an order and window pair and twice the order and window pair have the same
properties. For example, sgf order 3 and window length 30mins has same characteristics as sgf order 6 and
window length 60mins.
P-QV116 Spectral Galerkin numerical simulation in spherical coordinates of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
on a sphere
Anna Piterskaya, Mikael Mortensen, and Wojciech Miloch
University of Oslo, Norway
Ionospheric plasma is rarely in thermodynamic equilibrium and is often characterized by irregularities in its
density. Such density fluctuations affect, among other things, the propagation of radio waves. Therefore, the
study of instabilities in the ionosphere is of great practical interest, for example, to ensure the correct
operation of satellite systems. Analytical solution to such problems is not always possible since it is a very
laborious process. In such cases, the development of efficient numerical models is crucial. This study
presents a spectral Galerkin numerical method for solving the three-dimensional Rayleigh-Taylor instability
on a sphere. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs when a plasma becomes macroscopically unstable due to
gradients in the macroscopic density parameter and is often observed in the equatorial ionosphere. Such
instability is commonly considered in a large spatial domain and can usually be addressed using a fluid-like
approach with a multi-fluid model. In this study, we use the Shenfun computational framework in spherical
coordinates, which gives the spectral order and accuracy for the differential equations under consideration.
The spectral methods use high-order global orthogonal basis functions capable of approximating the solution
throughout the whole discretization interval. The results obtained in this study show that the presented
numerical method is effective and gives a high spectral convergence in modeling the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability on a sphere. The provided numerical program could potentially be further developed and later on
applied to analyze the three-dimensional problems in solid spheres and spherical shells.
P-QV117 Mix-Mode Convective Plasma Instabilities and Statistical Scintillation Metrics in Polar Patches
Ishita Gulati1, Rameswar Singh2, Jyoti K Atul3, Oleg V Kravchenko4, and Satnam Dlay1
1

Newcastle University, UK, 2University of California, USA, 3Institute for Plasma Research, India, 4Russian
Academy of Science, Russia
High latitude plasma electrodynamics reveals that large-scale plasma enhancements such as polar
patches/blobs can act as significant contributors to phase scintillation. It has been observed that the rapid
fluctuations in the signal amplitude and/or the phase of signal occurs because of scattering of the
electromagnetic waves due to changes in electron density of the medium they pass through, which in this
case is the ionosphere [1, 2]. These temporal variations can degrade the quality of signals received at the
ground-based receiver stations, thus affecting Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) services and the
applications associated with them. These disturbances can be interpreted in terms of vital scintillation
indices also known as the Amplitude Scintillation Index (S4) and the Phase Scintillation Index (σφ ) [3, 4].
Further, it has been well established that polar cap patches could trigger scintillation via various instabilities
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or density peaking mechanisms such as Gradient Drift, Gravitational Interchange, Current Convective, and
Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities coupled with turbulent plasma processes in the cold and warm approximations
[5-8]. It is important to note that the nonlinear evolution of these polar patches/blobs and finite variations in
the irregularity spectra is primarily controlled by dominant magnetospheric (inertial) or ionospheric
(collisional) drivers. Moreover, intense observational studies on the cross-polar mobilization of polar
patches/blobs and their associated energy dynamics further classify these structures as Type 1 and Type 2
blobs [8]. In this work, preliminary results have been extended to probe the linkage and correlation between
polar patches plasma wave growth parameters/drivers and phase scintillation metrics throughout the small
scale, intermediate scale, and large scale scintillation window. Conclusively, the phase scintillation and Total
Electron Content (TEC) measurements at polar/auroral latitudes exhibit a statistically significant relationship
and could be used as scintillation proxies.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

Kintner, P. M. et al.(2007) ”GPS and ionospheric scintillations.”2007 Space weather 5.9.
Makarevich,Roman et al.(2021). ”AuroralE-Region as a Source Region for Ionospheric Scintillation.”
Journal of Geo-physical Research: Space Physics 126.5 : e2021JA029212.
Atul, Jyoti, et al.(2020)”Finite Temperature and Ion Inertia Induced multiple convective uid instabilities in Polar Patches.” AGU Fall Meeting 2020. AGU.
Atul, Jyoti K.,et al.(2018) ”Magnetic shear damped polar convective uid instabilities.” Journal
of Geophysical Research: Space Physics 123.1 : 808-818
Ma, Y.-Z., et al(2018), The ion/electron temperature characteristics of polar cap classical and hot
patches and their influence on ion upflow, Geophysical Research Letters, 45(16), 8072-8080.

P-QV118 Influence of precipitation on electron density irregularities and power spectra in different altitudes
in the high-latitude ionosphere
Lisa Buschmann, Wojciech Miloch, Lasse Clausen, Andres Spicher, and Sigvald Marholm
University of Oslo, Norway
The plasma in the cusp ionosphere is subject to particle precipitation, which is thought to be an important
source of large scale irregularities with high lifetimes. These irregularities can then be broken down to smaller
scale structures which have been linked to strong scintillations in GPS signals. We present power spectra for
plasma irregularities in the polar cusp ionosphere for regions with and without precipitation based on in-situ
measurements from the Twin Rockets to Investigate Cusp Electrodynamics-2 (TRICE-2) mission, consisting of
two sounding rockets flying simultaneously at two different altitudes. The electron density measurements
taken from the multi-needle Langmuir probe (m-NLP) were analyzed for the whole flight duration for both
rockets. Due to its high sampling rate, the probe allows for a study of plasma irregularities down to kinetic
scales.
A steepening of the slope in the power spectra indicates two regimes, a shallow region, where fluid-like
processes are dominating, and a steeper region which can be addressed with kinetic theory. The steepening
occurs at frequencies similar to that of the oxygen gyrofrequency and at an increased rate in regions during
and immediately after precipitation. In addition, strong electron density fluctuations were found in regions
poleward of the cusp.
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swr05 - Ground-Level Geomagnetically Induced Currents (1 of 2)
P-QV119 New (and old) magnetotelluric measurements to improve ground electric field modelling during
geomagnetic storm times in the UK
Juliane Huebert1, Ciaran Beggan2, Eliot Eaton2, Alan Thomson2
British Geological Survey, UK
During geomagnetic storm times, strong ground electric fields (GEF) can be generated that pose a threat to
technological infrastructure like powerlines, pipelines and railways through geomagnetically induced currents
(GICs). To assess this risk analyzing past Space Weather events and to provide forecasting capability it is
necessary to accurately model the ground electric field from measured, interpolated or predicted magnetic
field variations across a wide area, in our case the British Isles. A reliable method to construct GEFs uses
magnetotelluric (MT) impedances measured at evenly distributed sites across the country. In the UK,
relatively few MT surveys have been conducted in the past, but under a new NERC-funded project we are
collecting MT data at 40 sites in England and Wales, adding to previous work done in Scotland and legacy
data from the 1970s onwards. Here we present first results from the field campaign and a comparison with
other methods of modelling for Space Weather impacts that show how the new data is improving GEF
predictions.
P-QV120 Pushing the Frontiers of Geoelectric Hazard Modeling
Greg Lucas1, Anna Kelbert2, E. Joshua Rigler2, Wendy Carande3
1

University of Colorado - LASP / SWx TREC, USA, 2United States Geological Survey, USA, 3University of
Colorado – LASP, USA

In this new NASA-funded O2R project, we focus on improving the spatial resolution of geoelectric field maps
by upgrading the solid Earth conductivity models and the respective magnetotelluric (MT) impedances for
the United States. The joint NOAA-USGS operational geoelectric field map product was released by the
Space Weather Prediction Center to the public in September 2019, and this was upgraded to use 3D-MT
impedance tensors in September 2020. These products combine geospatially sparse time-varying
geomagnetic vector field observations - interpolated to a uniform grid by inverting for a Spherical Elementary
Current System (SECS) - with MT impedances, to generate a regular grid of geoelectric vector fields at Earth’s
surface.
Specifically, we leverage MT data obtained through the NSF EarthScope project and subsequent acquisition
elements sponsored by NASA and the USGS. We use an existing physics-based MT inversion code (ModEM)
to create an electrical conductivity model for the entire contiguous United States, from which we derive
surface impedance at a 0.25-degree spatial resolution. Real-time magnetic field data interpolated to the
same 0.25-degree resolution still needs to be validated. Here, we present preliminary impedance maps,
and, additionally, we demonstrate a new method to handle real-time magnetic field observatory data
dropouts based on an exponentially weighted temporal filter to reduce anomalous “jumps” in the spatial
magnetic field interpolations.
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P-QV121 European-wide geo-electric field risk maps and geomagnetically induced current modelling
developments
Ellen Clarke, Gemma Richardson, Ciarán Beggan, Alan Thomson, Adam Collins, and Guanren Wang
British Geological Survey, UK
The EUHFORIA2.0 Horizon 2020 project aims at developing an advanced space weather forecasting tool,
combining state of the art models from CME evolution to ground effects. Some of these models are
presented elsewhere in this conference whereas here only the ground effect, and in particular the application
to Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GICs) across the whole continent of Europe is discussed.
The first stage has been the development of a European-wide electric field risk map, including examples from
historic magnetic storms. Using a modified version of the EURHOM model (Adam et al, 2012), the
conductivity model required for computing the geo-electric field and risk map, has been constructed. This
provides a series of 1D layered blocks of conductivity. Applying an equivalent current method to magnetic
field measurements made at observatories and variometer stations enables the computation of a uniform
grid of ground-level magnetic field variations across Europe. These are then used to drive the conductivity
model and obtain the electric field risk map.
The second stage to develop a new model of the interconnected European power grid network is also
underway, which will provide the GIC arising from the electric field that results from the coupled conductivity
and magnetic field models. Progress and methods used are described and results to date are presented and
discussed as well as next stage plans.
This work is funded by the European Commission Horizon 2020 (H2020) Grant Agreement No. 870405.
P-QV122 Identifying the causes for vertical component geomagnetic field anomaly at Eskdalemuir Magnetic
observatory, Scotland
Guanren Wang
British Geological Survey, UK
External magnetic field variations, due to space weather, induce time-varying electric currents to flow through
the ground, which in turn induce secondary magnetic field variations. The superposition of the external,
induced and internal sources is picked up by magnetometers placed at geomagnetic observatories.
Three-component magnetic field observations recorded at Eskdalemuir magnetic observatory reveal
significantly dampened vertical component variations when compared with the vertical variations at other
sites in the Scottish southern uplands, unlike the horizontal variations. This observed anomaly at shorter
periods has been analysed in the past, and the literature attributes it to a highly conductive zone in the crust
beneath Eskdalemuir. This study aims to characterise space-weather driven external field contributions at
different timescales, with respect to the measured vertical field variations at a modern observatory.
Geomagnetic Depth Sounding uses the naturally-occurring magnetic fields recorded at the surface as the
source to help us map the subsurface lateral conductivity contrast. The technique uses the ratio between the
horizontal and vertical magnetic field components for each period, to derive a dimensionless magnetic
transfer function called the ‘tipper’. Induction arrows derived from the real and imaginary part of the tipper
points towards the direction of current concentrations. The magnitude of the induction arrow indicates the
strength of the local conductivity feature.
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Reliable tipper estimates are produced when data are collected during times of low-level space weather
activity. The first major objective in this study is to establish baseline values of the tipper transfer function. To
achieve this, one-minute data recorded in 2014, a geomagnetically quiet year, are analysed and a sub-set
of the data is used to establish ‘baseline’ values to visualise monthly changes in the tipper. These results are
compared against tipper estimates produced during 2017 when the external field variations were larger. The
results so far are presented. This work will lead to better modelling of the small-scale, local surface electric
fields that drive GIC in the power transmission network.
P-QV123 Geomagnetically Induced Currents due to Carrington Scale Storms
Ari Viljanen1, Ilja Honkonen1, Kirsti Kauristie1, and Elena Marshalko2
1
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of Sciences, Russia
In recent years, there has been a lot of activity in assessing the magnitude of extreme space storms
comparable to or larger than the Carrington event in 1859. To study ground effects, we have calculated the
geoelectric field from measured and simulated ground magnetometer data. We use a simple 1-D (layered)
ground conductivity model to focus on features related only to spatial and temporal variations of the
magnetic field. To analyse spatial variability of geomagnetically induced currents (GIC), we use a simplified
power grid model that is moved to different locations across Europe. There are two questions to be
considered: how fast does GIC decrease towards lower latitudes, and how large are simulated Carrington
scale events compared to observed ones such as the Halloween storm in October 2003?

P-QV124 Statistics of extreme geomagnetic field fluctuations: Directionality, timescale dependence, and
spatial correlations
Neil Rogers
Lancaster University, UK
This paper presents the key findings of various statistical analyses predicting the likelihood of extreme rates
of change of the geomagnetic field, dB/dt – an important indicator of Geomagnetically Induced
Currents. The studies were conducted as part of a four-year UK research programme called Space Weather
Impacts on Ground-based Systems (SWIGS). Using a global dataset of measurements from 125
magnetometers, each providing between 20 and 48 years of data, we fitted Generalised Pareto distributions
to the upper tail of the probability distributions to predict the magnitude (or ‘return level’) of dB/dt expected
over periods of between 5 and 500 years. These return levels were fitted to a model parameterised by
geomagnetic latitude, magnetic local time, and season, and also found to depend on other factors such as
the interplanetary magnetic field orientation and solar wind velocity.
It was notable that for certain latitudes and local times, there is a strongly preferred compass direction for
large geomagnetic fluctuations, indicative of the highly directional ionospheric or magnetospheric electric
currents which induce the fluctuation – examples being the eastward Chapman-Ferraro currents at low
latitudes associated with Sudden Commencements, or westward auroral electrojets in the auroral zones. A
technique to improve return level estimates by combining Generalised Pareto tail distributions in discrete
directional sectors produced estimates that were lower at low absolute corrected geomagnetic latitudes (λ <
40°) but significantly higher at mid to high latitudes (λ > 40°).
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We also found that return levels of extreme dB/dt were strongly dependent on the timescale of the
fluctuation (between 1 s and 60 min) and the frequency dependence was well modelled by quadratic
functions whose coefficients varied with latitude (λ).
Finally, we assessed the spatial coherence of daily maxima of dB/dt, observing pairwise extremal
dependences, and discovered strong asymptotic dependence between sites at low latitudes (λ < 55°)
and/or in the polar cap region (λ > 80°), but a tendency towards asymptotic independence for sites paired
with those at auroral latitudes.
P-QV125 Geomagnetic Conditions Expert Service Center (G-ESC)
Anna Willer
Technical University of Denmark, UK
The Geomagnetic Conditions Expert Service Center (G-ESC) comprise nine expert groups and four expert
consultants, together providing a large number of space weather products for monitoring and prediction of
geomagnetic activity conditions. This includes archives, nowcasts and forecasts of geomagnetic indices,
ground magnetometer data, storm conditions and activity alerts, as well as tailored products for the Power
Systems Operation Services, Pipeline Operation Services, Resource Exploitation System Operation Services,
and Auroral Tourism Sector Services.
Over the past two years the G-ESC developed 24 new products and improved additional six existing
products. The expert groups are now working on exciting new developments to further improve the capability
of ESA's Space Weather Network. This presentation summarizes present G-ESC space weather data products
and discusses plans for further developments.
P-QV126 Operational Space Weather Nowcasts and Forecasts of Space Weather Impact on Ground-level UK
Power, Pipeline and Rail Networks
Alan Thomson1, Ciaran Beggan1, Jeremy Chittenden2, Ellen Clark1, Jonathan Eastwood2, Eliot Eaton1, Simon
Flower1, Colin Forsyth3, Mervyn Freeman4, Michael Heyns2, Juliane Huebert1, Eleanor Maume1, Gemma
Richardson1, Rob Shore4, Andy Smith3, and Peter Stevenson1
1
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London, UK, 3Mullard Space Science Laboratory, University College London, UK, 4Space Weather and
Atmosphere Team, British Antarctic Survey, UK
The UK government is funding a range of projects to deliver operational space weather nowcast and forecast
services, running in real-time, 24/7, through the Met Office Space Weather Operations Centre (MOSWOC).
This program is called SWIMMR (‘Space Weather Instrumentation, Measurement, Modelling and Risk’) and
runs until 2024. SAGE is the ‘SWIMMR Activities in Ground Effects’ project and is described here.
SAGE will provide enhanced capabilities in operational real-time modelling and forecasting of the
Geomagnetically Induced Current risk to the UK power transmission network. SAGE will also provide a similar
service for high pressure gas transmission operators, through estimation of the pipeline pipe-to-soil electrical
potential within the UK gas network. Finally, SAGE will explore space weather hazard to the rail signalling
network. The operational SAGE models will be run on third-party internet servers and data products will be
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visualised via a dashboard. Overall, this system will help MOSWOC forecasters in their interpretation of the
immediate and future space weather hazard to UK ground-based strategic infrastructures.
SAGE has a research and fieldwork programme that will improve elements of the modelling chain, which
starts from solar wind measurements through to the impact on ground-based technology. SAGE will access
real-time monitoring of geomagnetic variations across the UK, through the building of an extended
magnetometer array. SAGE will update and improve electrical conductivity models for the UK subsurface,
through a country-wide magnetotelluric survey campaign. SAGE will couple the physics-based
magnetospheric forecast models, GORGON and SWMF, to improve forecasts of the ground geoelectric field.
SAGE will also incorporate an empirical geomagnetic activity forecast model (SPIDER) and several Machine
Learning products, the latter providing a contextual view for all the deterministic model outputs. Indeed, the
variety of input data used (real-time versus forecast, physics-based versus empirical, deterministic versus
machine learning), will provide important diversity in assessment of the overall accuracy of models,
nowcasts and forecasts.
P-QV127 An investigation into space weather impacts on UK power station transformers
Jim Wild1, Zoe Lewis1, Douglas Barker2, and Matthew Alcock2
1
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It is well documented that space weather can impact electricity infrastructure, and several incidents have
been observed in recent decades and directly linked to large geomagnetic storms (e.g. the Hydro Quebec
incident in 1989). However, less is understood about the impact of lower-level Geomagnetically Induced
Currents (GIC) on the health of transformers in the long term. Direct measurements of GIC at power stations
are still quite rare, but all transformers sense and record levels of dissolved gases within the insulation, as a
way of monitoring transformer health.
In this study, the long term impact of geomagnetic activity on 13 power station transformers in the UK was
investigated. Dissolved gas measurements between 2010-2015 were used to look for evidence of a link
between degradation of the transformer insulation and heightened levels of global SYM-H and the rate of
change of the horizontal magnetic field (dB/dt) as measured at the Eskdalemuir magnetometer station. First,
case studies of the most significant storms in this time period were examined using dissolved gas analysis
(DGA) methods, specifically the Low Energy Degradation Triangle (LEDT). These case studies were then
augmented with a statistical survey, including Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA) of multiple storm events.
No evidence of a strong space weather impact can be found during this time period, likely owing to the
relatively quiet nature of the Sun during this epoch and the modernity of the transformers studied.
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P-QV128 The Impact of Space Weather on UK Railways
Cameron Patterson1, and Jim Wild2
1

Lancaster University, UK

Track circuits are key signalling mechanisms that are responsible for the safe and smooth operation of a
railway network, but they may be susceptible to geomagnetically induced currents caused by space weather.
By utilising the Spherical Element Current Systems method of geomagnetic field interpolation, UK
conductivity models to estimate geoelectric fields and railway network modelling, the impact of space
weather on the UK railways can be investigated. Initial results from a UK-focused modelling project will be
presented and next steps proposed.
swr05 - Ground-Level Geomagnetically Induced Currents (2 of 2)
P-QV129 The growth of GIC in electric power lines during the strong magnetic storm on 7-8 September 2017
Vladimir Belakhovsky1, Vjacheslav Pilipenko2, Yaroslav Sakharov1, and Vasiliy Selivanov3
1
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Russia
Influence of the substorm and its fine structure on GIC growth has been considered for the geomagnetic
storm 7-8 September 2017. GIC were registered in electric power lines of Kola Peninsula and Karelia by the
system of Polar Geophysical Institute and Kola Scientific Center. Geomagnetic field variability was examined
using data from the IMAGE magnetometer array. It is shown that during the considered impulsive events the
ionospheric currents fluctuate in both the East-West and North-South directions, and they do induce GIC in
latitudinally extended electric power line. Both vortex-like ionospheric currents driven by field-aligned
currents and auroral westward electrojet provide a significant contribution into strong GIC variations. The
spatial-temporal distribution of the geomagnetic field variations DB does not coincide with the spatialtemporal distribution of its variability dB/dt. So the strong GIC is not always associated with the strong
geomagnetic disturbance but it associated with fast geomagnetic disturbances embedded into strong
magnetic bay.
P-QV130 Geomagnetically Induced Currents and Harmonic Distortion: High time Resolution Case Studies
Mark Clilverd
British Antarctic Survey (UKRI-NERC), UK
High time resolution (1-5 s) magnetometer, geomagnetically induced current (GIC), and mains harmonic
distortion data from the Halfway Bush substation in Dunedin, New Zealand are presented. VLF radio wave
data are used to provide high resolution measurements of mains harmonic distortion levels within the
substation. Three case studies are investigated, each involving high rates of change of local geomagnetic
field, but with different timescales of magnetospheric driver mechanisms, and different substation
transformer configurations. Two cases of enhanced GIC during substorm events are analyzed, and one case
of a storm sudden commencement. Time delays between magnetic field fluctuations and induced
transformer currents are found to be ~100 s for substorm events, but only ~20 s for the storm sudden
commencement. Boxcar averaging of the magnetic field fluctuations using running windows of ± 2 minutes
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reproduces spectral power profiles similar to those of the GIC profiles, with reduced power for periods
<5 minutes. Substantially lower mains harmonic distortion levels were observed after the removal of the
single phase bank transformer, HWB T4, from the high voltage configuration at Halfway Bush. No systematic
time delay was found between GIC variations and mains harmonic distortion levels. The power spectra of
magnetic field fluctuations and GIC variations during the sudden storm commencement with no harmonic
distortion showed low levels of spectral power with periods >5 minutes. Fluctuations of the magnetic field
power spectrum with periods >5 minutes appears to be the main driver of the observed mains harmonic
distortion.
P-QV131 Investigating the Predictive Power of Magnetohydrodynamic Models for Geomagnetically Induced
Currents in the UK
Ewelina Florczak1, Ciaran Beggan2, and Kathy Whaler1
1

University of Edinburgh, UK, 2British Geological Survey, UK

Rapid magnetic field fluctuations associated with space weather events can induce geomagnetically induced
currents (GICs) in conductive structures on the Earth’s surface. Since space weather and GICs can be
damaging to various technological systems and human activity, a good forecasting capability is important in
order to mitigate their impacts.
We used currently available magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models of the magnetosphere and ionosphere,
(SWMF, SWMF coupled with RCM, GUMICS-4 and Gorgon) to simulate ground magnetic field variations for
the 7/8 September 2017 event, based on solar wind parameters propagated to the simulation domain.
Modelled values of the northward (Bx) and eastward (By) magnetic field components show differences in
both amplitude and temporal variability compared to the corresponding measurements, acquired via
INTERMAGNET, from three UK observatories: Hartland, Eskdalemuir and Lerwick.
Results indicate the accuracy of ground magnetic field forecast decreases with increasing latitude. By
component tends to be predicted more accurately than Bx. It was found that the SWMF performs best in Bx
forecast. Coupling with the Rice Convection Model (RCM) overestimates the field value causing poor
agreement with measurements. By is best predicted by the Gorgon model. Despite being the most accurate
in terms of Bx, the SWMF shows the largest error in By forecast. The resulting northward and eastward
geoelectric field components were calculated from the magnetic field values using magnetotelluric transfer
functions, which were then extrapolated to compute the GIC for the high-voltage UK power network. The GIC
generated by a uniform electric field of 1 V/km shows that substations (nodes) located near coastlines are
affected the most. Those nodes were then selected for further investigation. Error analysis suggests that GICs
computed from modelled values are in closer agreement with GICs computed from our estimates of the
actual geoelectric field for nodes at higher latitudes, where the SWMF performs the best. The GICs computed
for substations at lower latitudes show larger discrepancies. Here, values inferred from GUMICS-4 tend to be
the most accurate, despite its rather average performance in B-field forecast.
Since the accuracy of the simulation of ground B-fields by MHD models included in this study is rather
unsatisfactory, attempts to improve their prediction ability will be considered. Applying a method, commonly
used in climate modelling, known as downscaling may potentially enhance the forecast accuracy by
introducing smaller scale local variations in global variables simulated by each model.
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P-QV132 Improved forecasting of space weather impacts on ground-based systems using the Gorgon global
magnetospheric model
Mike Heyns, Martin Archer, Christopher Cave-Ayland, Jeremy Chittenden, Ravindra Desai, Jonathan
Eastwood, Joseph Eggington, and Lars Mejnertsen
Imperial College London, UK
With the increased global awareness of space weather related risks, improved forecasting capabilities for
operational responses are needed. The SWIMMR Activities in Ground Effects (SAGE) consortium aims to
address this need by delivering a multi-model forecasting capability for ground impacts in UK pipelines,
railways and power networks. A further goal of SAGE is to make this capability operational at the UK Met
Office. SAGE will be the first to use multiple models with direct GIC estimates in the various networks as
outputs. In this context, the Gorgon magnetospheric MHD model, forms a critical link in the SAGE forecasting
chain.
Developed at Imperial College London, Gorgon makes use of real-time solar wind data to generate physicsbased predictions of the magnetospheric and ionospheric conditions that feed into forecasts of ground
magnetic field perturbations. Here we highlight recent developments in the ability of Gorgon to predict
ground magnetic perturbations and compare different approaches based on the complex-image method and
Biot-Savart integration. We also discuss the ongoing operational deployment of Gorgon on the Met Office
Monsoon high-performance computing facility, and the implementation of using real-time data to enable a
novel forecasting capability.
P-QV133 Local intense ground dB/dt variations caused by substorm-time injections triggered by
interplanetary shocks with different inclinations
Denny Oliveira
NASA/UMBC, USA
The impact of interplanetary shocks on the magnetosphere can trigger magnetic substorms that intensify
auroral electrojet currents. These currents enhance ground magnetic field perturbations (dB/dt), which in
turn generate geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) that can be detrimental to power transmission
infrastructure. We perform a comparative study of dB/dt variations in response to two similarly strong
shocks, but with one being nearly frontal, and the other, highly inclined. Multi-instrument analyses by
THEMIS, LANL and GOES show that nightside substorm-like energy injections are more symmetric, stronger,
and occur faster in the case of the nearly head-on shock impact. On the ground in North America, THEMIS
magnetometers show that dB/dt is more intense and occurs faster in the case of the nearly frontal shock.
THEMIS all-sky imagers observations show a fast and clear poleward auroral expansion in the first case,
which did not clearly occur in the second case. The spherical elementary current (SEC) technique shows that
strong field-aligned currents occur in both cases, but the current variations resulting from the inclined shock
impact are slower compared to the nearly frontal case. SEC analyses also reveal that the geographic areas
with dB/dt surpassing the thresholds of 1.5 and 5 nT/s, usually linked to high-risk GICs, are larger and occur
earlier due to the symmetric compression in the first case. These results suggest that shock impact angles
control the location and intensity of dB/dt variations on the ground during substorms, with explosive energy
release by the magnetotail through fast and intense electron fluxes triggered by symmetric compressions,
which does not clearly occur under asymmetric compressions. Therefore, these results suggest that empirical
and physics-based models for ground dB/dt variations should consider the shock impact angle as a very
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important solar wind driver factor that can subsequently cause intense GICs on the ground during
magnetospheric substorms, even for isolated (no magnetic storm) events. Future statistical investigations
using several shocks with different orientations and multi-instruments in space and on the ground, the last
involving collaborations of several worldwide magnetometers array, will help understand not only the role of
symmetric/asymmetric compressions in causing dB/dt variations with different levels at different locations,
but also general shock geoeffectiveness and its direct space weather implications.
P-QV134 Forecasting regional GICs: from solar wind to geoelectric field in Austria
Rachel Bailey1, Roman Leonhardt1, Christian Moestl2, Martin Reiss2, and Andreas Weiss2
1

Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik, Conrad Observatory, Austria, 2IWF, Austrian Academy of
Sciences, Austria
Forecasting the maximum expected scales of GICs in power grids is a problem of interest to regional power
grid operators, and one that has not often been approached directly, but until now most attention has been
focused on forecasting dB/dt as a proxy for GICs. These studies have used various methods including
empirical models, machine learning approaches and full MHD modelling. We instead present an approach to
forecast the local geoelectric field E and extrapolate to GICs in substations in the Austrian power grid, with
our model results being compared to GIC measurements from recent years. The method uses a recurrent
neural network deep learning algorithm and takes two hours of solar wind data measured at L1 to forecast
the maximum GIC expected when the solar wind arrives at the bow shock. We will discuss the current status
of the model, outline possible limitations, and discuss future applications.
P-QV135 Analysis of strong geomagnetic storms and transmission line failures in Poland for the period
2010-2014
Agnieszka Gil, Monika Berendt-Marchel, Renata Modzelewska, Szczepan Moskwa, Agnieszka Siluszyk, Marek
Siluszyk, Lukasz Tomasik, Anna Wawrzaszek, and Anna Wawrzynczak
CBK PAN, Poland
We analyzed strong geomagnetic storms for the period of the first half of the solar cycle 24. Strong
geomagnetic storms were observed only several times during the studied time interval, generally
accompanied by a southwardly directed heliospheric magnetic field, Bz component. We utilized selforganizing maps, statistical and superposed epoch analysis, showing that during and right after intense
geomagnetic storms, the number of transmission line failures raised, which might be of solar origin. We also
examined the temporal changes of the number of failures during 2010-2014 and found the rising linear
trend of electrical grid failures occurrence possibly related to solar activity level. We collated our results with
the geoelectric field computed for the Poland’s region using a 1-D layered conductivity Earth model.
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P-QV136 Geomagnetically Induced Currents: Assessing the vulnerability of the German power grid
Aoife McCloskey1, Leonie Pick1, Aline Guimaraes Carvalho2,and Jens Berdermann1
German Aerospace Centre, Germany
The vulnerability of power networks to GICs has recently been assessed in several mid- to low-latitude
countries such as the UK, Ireland, Spain amongst others. In contrast, a comprehensive study has yet to be
carried out in Germany. Here, we present current progress, results and future prospects for assessing the
impact of GICs on the German power network.
Firstly, geomagnetic variations within the German region are determined. The primary data source are 1-min
vector magnetic field measurements in the horizontal plane from the four German (incl. neighboring)
INTERMAGNET observatories. These are interpolated using the Spherical Elementary Current Systems
technique to give maps of magnetic field variability.
Following this, in order to model the surface horizontal electric field, information about the conductivity of the
sub-surface geology is needed. Here, we outline the availability of data for this purpose for the German
geographic region and present initial results applying a 1-D conductivity model (EURISGIC) with a planewave approach to obtain initial estimates of the induced geoelectric field.
The final step in GIC modelling involves constructing a model of the German high-voltage electricity
transmission network, information about which is obtainable from several publicly available sources. Here,
we discuss an initial construction of this power network model, including its suitability for our purpose and
potential short-comings.
We illustrate our approach by the means of case studies focusing on relatively recent, well-studied periods of
elevated geomagnetic activity (e.g., the geomagnetic storm from September 2017).
P-QV137 Fingrid's experience and views on geomagnetically induced currents
Lauri Ala-Mutka, and Antti Harjula
Fingrid Oyj, Finland
Finland’s transmission system operator Fingrid has calculated geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) in its
network since 1980. The presentation will explain the process how GIC calculations are done in Fingrid and
the interface between Fingrid and the Finnish Meteorological Institute is discussed.
The presentation will show the calculated GIC values in 400/110 kV transformers when extreme electric field
values are used. This will demonstrate how high GIC values are possible to occur in Fingrid’s transformers
when considering a geomagnetic storm that can happen once in 100-1000 years. Rough explanation about
the magnitude of GIC values is given and the reasons why GIC has not caused major disturbances in Finland
is discussed.
The operational side of an extreme GIC event is investigated: would the transformers malfunction or could the
protection systems prevent the transformers from breaking down and how the control centre would react to a
sudden heating of the transformer. Possible GIC caused voltage stability issues are also discussed briefly.
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P-QV138 Space Environment & Effects Satellite (SE&ES) Mission Concept Feasibility Study
Piers Jiggens, Johan Vennekens, Patrick Lux, Natalie Lawton, Simon Clucas, Christian Poivey, David Steenari,
Hugh Evans, Mark Millinger, Vitali Braun, Shannon Mutch, Michael Khan, Marcel Verhoef, Guillermo Salinas,
Claudia Terhes, Bruno Sousa, Kenza Benamar, Yannick Le Deuff, Michel van Pelt, Massimo Magazzu, Thomas
Wablat, Daniela Lomanto, Petteri Nieminen, Samantha Rason and Véronique Ferlet-Cavrois
ESA, France
Over the past 5-10 years, ESA and other European funding agencies through their technology programmes
have supported several feasibility studies and developments for space environment monitors. One of the
major challenges for instrumentation for these environments, as well as for effects experiments and
integrated circuits, is to reach full maturity and be available for procurement with lead times which are
acceptable to ESA programmes. The testing and in-orbit demonstration can be expensive and timeconsuming due to the environmental constraints on the instrument. A single IOD Platform, integrating these
new technologies, would provide these instruments with an initial flight opportunity to raise the TRL such that
they may then fly on future operational space weather missions. It would also make a connection between
the environment, its effects and in-orbit verification of new European components and technologies.
The proposed In-Orbit Demonstration (IOD) platform for space environment and effects monitoring, named
SE&ES (Space Environment & Effects Satellite), has the following three primary objectives:
1. To raise the TRL level of instruments and technologies for space environment (and space weather)
monitoring to 9 such that they might be directly procured by ESA (and national) programmes with
low lead times;
2. To improve the understanding of the space environment and its effects through comparisons and
cross-comparison of measurements on the same platform using dedicated effects experiments;
3. To space qualify modern European electronics components (FPGAs, microprocessors and
memories) with respect to the carefully characterised space environment such that they can be
adopted by other projects in the context of European non-dependence.
This presentation shall outline the main conclusions from a CDF study held in March 2021 at ESTEC to
investigate and perform a preliminary (Phase0) design a small IOD platform a small satellite concept based
on the requirements from several selected instruments intended to be representative of the future payload.
P-QV139 Numerical study of wake formation behind boom and probe
Chun-Sung Jao1, Sigvald Marholm2, Andres Spicher3, Wojciech Miloch4
1

National Central University, Taiwan, 2Institute for Energy Technology, Norway, 3The Arctic University of
Norway, Norway, 4University of Oslo, Norway
The in-situ measurement is essential in providing the data for space weather research, modeling, and
prediction. However, a traveling spacecraft will disturb the local plasma and potentially cause errors in the
measurement. It is thus vital to consider the effects of plasma-object interactions for the instrument design
and the data processing to improve data quality. This study will focus on the wake formation issue in the
plasma-object interaction by performing plasma particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. We will first discuss the
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characteristics of the plasma wake formed behind the boom, supporter, and probe individually and set up
the whole system for practical use. We will also mimic different plasma systems to apply to both the
sounding rockets and low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite missions.
P-QV140 Thermospheric plasma measurements in LEO: challenges and complexities
Sachin Alexander Reddy, Dhiren Kataria, Anasuya Aruliah and Gethyn Lewis
Mullard Space Science Laboratory, UCL, UK
In-situ space weather instruments, such as mass spectrometers, measure the distribution of plasma
particles in velocity space. Once captured, the plasma density, bulk speed, and temperature can be derived.
Several factors can adversely affect this process and we discuss the complexities of extracting these
parameters with an instrument measuring O+ ions in the Thermosphere. Measurements are provided by the
Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS), a miniaturised plasma analyzer, on-board the Phoenix which
launched into a mid-latitude ~370 km orbit in 2017.
When using any charged particle analyzer, Spacecraft Charging (SCh) effects must be considered. We
simulate the surface potentials of Phoenix and its INMS using the Spacecraft Plasma Interaction Software
(SPIS). Once known, we factor out the SCh effects and use a least-squares fitting routine to derive plasma
density, bulk speed, and temperature. We use the Ionospheric Reference International (IRI) and Horizontal
Wind Model (HWM) as a benchmark for our findings.

The study reveals dayside surface potentials of up to -0.7 V in both the simulations and in-flight data. Failing
to correct for this results in bulk speeds that are 4x greater than HWM, and temperatures that are 25% lower
than IRI. This is less pronounced when the INMS is in eclipse because the surface potentials are smaller, < 0.2 V. We find that the density measurements are closer to IRI / HWM when using Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, but temperature and bulk speed are closer with a Kappa distribution. We also find that qualityof-fit varies between spacecraft pitch angles. This could be due to a limited number of counts or the
existence of a second species such as N2+ or NO+. Lastly, we find a variance in confidence between fits. For
example, the Maxwellian outputs a parameterised temperature of 850 K ± 10%, whereas for the same input
data the Kappa is 1000 K ± 20%. This could be due to the low number of points to fit from or the 1dimensional nature of the INMS data used for the analysis. The Satellite for Orbital Aerodynamics Research
(SOAR) launched in June 2021 and is carrying a similar INMS to Phoenix. Preliminary results from SOAR will
be presented if the data becomes available.
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P-QV141 Harmonization of energetic electron radiation belt measurements
Ingmar Sandberg1, Piers Jiggens2, Hugh Evans2, Constantinos Papadimitriou1, Sigiava Aminalragia-Giamini1,
Christos Katsavrias3, Ioannis Daglis4, Tomas Paul O'Brien5, Alexander Boyd5, Yoshizumi Miyoshi6, Takefumi
Mitani7, Takeshi Takashima7, Tomo Hori6, Nana Higashio7, Iku Shinohara7, Dan Baker8, Tsutomu Nagatsuma9,
Athanasios Boudouridis10, Terry Onsager10, Wojtek Hadjas11, Keith Ryden12, Melanie Heil13, Petteri Nieminen2
1

Space Applications & Research Consultancy, Greece, 2ESA/ESTEC, The Netherlands, 3NKUA,
Greece, 4NKUA, Hellenic Space Center, Greece, 5Aerospace Corporation, USA, 6Nagoya University,
Japan, 7JAXA, Japan, 8University of Colorado, USA, 9NICT, Japan, 10NOAA, USA, 11PSI, SE2S,
Switzerland, 12University of Surrey, UK, 13ESA/ESOC, The Netherlands
Accurate measurements of trapped energetic electron fluxes are of major importance for the accurate
monitoring, characterization and modelling of electron radiation belt environment. Following the recent
harmonization studies (cf. https://doi.org/10.1029/2020SW002692) of electron flux measurements from
the highest energy electron detection units of RBSP (VAP) and Arase (ERG), we have proceeded to a series
of inter-calibration studies between electron flux measurements acquired from various space radiation
monitors on-board several satellite missions.
In particular, we have carried out inter-calibration analyses of datasets from Highly Elliptic Orbit missions
such as ESA INTEGRAL/IREM, RBSP/MAGEIS-REPT, ARASE/HEP-XEP, from GNSS Medium Earth Orbit such
as ESA Galileo/EMU, Giove-A/SURF and last from Geosynchronous missions such as EDRS-C/NGRM,
Himawari-8/SEDA, GOES-14-15/SEM and GOES-16/MPSH.
The calibration studies use as reference the harmonized measurements from the science-class experiments
MagEIS & REPT on-board RBSP and HEP & XEP on-board Arase and are performed either using Level-1
derived products, such as electron differential/integral fluxes and/or by using Level-0 products, such as
count-rates/charging-current measurements. In the latter case, knowledge of the instrument response
functions is needed.
The performed analysis demonstrates an overall coherency between the majority of the electron energy
channels of the datasets considered. The application of the derived scaling factors can be used for their
harmonization with the reference datasets. The creation of harmonized datasets across GEO, GNSS MEO and
HEO can contribute to the accuracy and reliability of both physical and engineering space weather and
space radiation environment developments.
Acknowledgements: The work has been supported by the “European Contribution to International Radiation
Environment Near Earth (IRENE) Modelling System” activity led by SPARC under ESA Contract No
4000127282/19/NL/IB/gg and from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme "SafeSpace" under grant agreement No 281 870437
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P-QV142 Characterization of JASON-3 spacecraft surface charging in high latitude LEO regions from AMBER
observations
Fabrice Cipriani1, Florine Enengl2, Jean-André Sauvaud2, Mika Holmberg2, Jean-Charles Matéo-Vélez2,
Angelica Sicard2, Denis Payan2 and Benoît Lavraud2
1

ESA, France 2University of Oslo, Norway

We characterise spacecraft charging events in High Latitude LEO regions with the Active Monitor Box of
Electrostatic Risk (AMBER) instrument onboard the JASON-3 (NOAA/EUMETSAT/CNES) ocean topography
mission. AMBER data over the January 2017 -early 2020 period, with measurements recorded close to the
current solar minimum have been analyzed, using systematic filtering of ions spectrograms with selected
threshold energies and time window allowing to detect potential negative spacecraft charging events. 110
spacecraft charging events were found. The events are examined visually and characterized by their spatial
and temporal location, duration, and intensity (e.g. spacecraft potential). The ion signature predominately
lasts under 30 seconds, while the electron signature lasts between 30 seconds and 1 minute. Most of the
spacecraft charging events on JASON-3 charge up between 40~V-1000~V negative. The spacecraft
charging events are found in MLT sector 17h-05h, predominately in the latter. The distribution isequal
between northern and southern hemisphere. Overall statistics over the 3 years as well as different events
morphologies and un-corrected and corrected electrons spectra fluxes are presented and discussed.
P-QV143 The Proba-V/EPT data products within the ESA Space Weather Service Network
Stanislav Borisov, and Sylvie Benck
UCLouvain, Belgium
By now the Energetic Particle Telescope (EPT) on-board Proba-V (launched on 7th May 2013 onto a polar
Low Earth Orbit of 820 km altitude) has provided quasi continuously more than 8 years of flux spectra data
for electrons (0.5–8 MeV), protons (9.5–248 MeV) and α-particles (38–980 MeV) with a time resolution of 2
seconds. The data are transmitted to ground 3 times per day, where within several hours they are processed
towards the following data products:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

daily flux spectra time series along the orbit (L1);
weekly flux geographical maps;
weekly averaged auroral electron energy spectra;
weekly averaged SAA proton and helium energy spectra;
yearly static radiation model of the three energetic particles, including flux time series on a regular
B-L grid (L2)
6. High latitude (electron) and polar (proton, helium) survey of light charged particles
7. (in preparation) Total Ionizing Dose (TID) and Total Non-Ionizing Dose alert for LEO
While the first six products mentioned here above are already available at the ESA Space Weather Service
Portal, the latter product will be developed during the Network continuation within the ESA Space Safety
Programme.
This poster will give a summary on the EPT data products that are available within the ESA Space Weather
Service Network with some reminder on the dataset particularities.
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P-QV144 A Method to Compare Count-Rates of the ESA-SREM with PAMELA, AMS-02 and ISO-Flux Data
using Multi-Point Measurements from Different ESA-Missions
Hendrik Neumann1, Hugh Evans2, Gerhard Drolshagen1 and Björn Poppe
1
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This work presents the comparison of Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) count-rates measured by the Standard
Environment Radiation Monitor (SREM) on several different ESA-Missions with energy spectra from the
PAMELA and AMS-02 missions and data from the ISO 15390 model in a time period from 2006 to
2017. SREM detector response functions for protons, Helium, Carbon and Oxygen were calculated from
GRAS/Geant4 Monte-Carlo simulations. From these response functions, virtual count-rates were calculated
for energy spectra from the PAMELA and AMS-02 mission data and the ISO 15390 GCR model. These virtual
count rates are then compared with the measured count rates of the SREM detectors from the PROBA-1,
INTEGRAL and Rosetta missions.
As a result, a good agreement was found between the SREM measurements and the data from PAMELA,
AMS-02 and the ISO 15390 model for the higher energies (proton energy > 150 MeV). The solar modulation
of the GCR can be seen in all data sets and most of the qualitative differences can be explained with the
differing orbital properties of the satellites and the influence of the Earth's shadow. For some energy
channels a systematic deviation between the different calculations, using the ISO model and the spectral
measurements, is observed, which will be discussed. Therefore, this work shows the usefulness of our
approach to compare detector count rates with energy spectra as well as the viability of the SREM data for
the monitoring of the radiation environment not only for the health of the satellite systems but also for the
use in scientific works.
P-QV145 First results from the RadCube space weather CubeSat
Balazs Zabori, Dorottya Milankovich, Jonathan Eastwood, Dominik Nolbert, Tomasz Szewczyk, Martin Archer,
Patrick Brown, Attila Hirn, Gergo Kiss, Zoltan Kovacs, Peter Nemeth and Tim Oddy
Centre for Energy Research (EK), Hungary
To address the risks presented by space weather, it is widely accepted that a constellation of space weather
satellites in near-Earth space is ultimately needed as part of a wider system monitoring and forecasting
space weather. For example, the European Space Agency envisages the Distributed Space Weather Sensor
System (D3S) to monitor space weather in near-Earth space, formed from dedicated satellites, small-sats
and CubeSats, and hosted payloads. In this context, the objective of the RadCube project is to demonstrate,
through successful in-flight mission operations, the future use and applicability of the RadCube system for
space weather research (and forecast) services and general radiation damage monitoring for commercial
EEE components. The RadCube project covers both demonstration of the 3U CubeSat platform (developed
by C3S LLC, Hungary), and the RadMag energetic particle and magnetic field science payload (designed and
developed by EK, Hungary, Imperial College London, UK, and Astronika, Poland). Developed under the
auspices of the ESA Technology CubeSat program, RadCube successfully launched as an auxiliary payload
on Vega Flight 19 (VV19) on Tuesday August 17 2021 at 01:47 UTC. In this contribution we introduce the
RadCube mission, report on the first results from the in-orbit commissioning phase, and discuss future
plans.
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P-QV146 PITHIA-NRF offer access to European upper atmosphere research facilities
Ingemar Häggström
EISCAT Scientific Association, Sweden
One of the objectives of the PITHIA-NRF project is to provide effective and convenient access to the best
European research facilities for observations of the upper atmosphere. This access is organised through the
Trans-National Access (TNA) programme and gives the possibility for external research teams to perform
their own projects working in one of the PITHIA-NRF nodes. Through these activities new users will learn how
to work with the facilities during the full access cycle, from setting up a campaign, to collection, analysis and
finally exploitation of data with the help of tools and services provided by PITHIA-NRF.
The TNA activities in PITHIA-NRF are organised with twelve nodes providing access to key experimental and
data processing facilities for studies and modelling of the physical processes acting in the Earth’s
plasmasphere, ionosphere and thermosphere. The facilities connected to the PITHIA-NRF nodes are
geographically distributed over Europe, as well as internationally, and their expertise and dedication span
over a wide range of topics within the research area. This variety of expertise and techniques, all with the
purpose to study specific parts of the ionosphere-thermosphere-plasmasphere (ITP), allows for a common
ground and platform for a better understanding of the many different complex couplings and interactions
within ITP as well as between ITP and the magnetospheric/space environment.
P-QV147 Neutron monitors as space weather instruments
Du Toit Strauss
Centre for Space Research, Zambia
Neutron monitors (NMs), on the Earth’s surface, have been monitoring the near-Earth cosmic ray
flux indirectly for nearly 70 years. These monitors do not detect the primary particles flux, but
are sensitive to the secondary particles formed in the Earth’s atmosphere during nuclear cascades.
More recently, these instruments have been upgraded to provide more accurate and robust measurements,
and for the data to be available in a near real-time format for space weather purposes.
In this talk we discuss new upgrades and/or modifications to the South African NM network, and
how these can lead to the effective near real-time monitoring of radiation exposure at e.g. aviation
altitudes. We also discuss new research that can be performed with these old but updated
instruments.
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P-QV148 Monitoring HF radio wave attenuation using the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network
Emma Bland
University Centre in Svalbard, Norway
We present a novel application of the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) for monitoring high
frequency (HF) radio wave attenuation in the D-region ionosphere from middle to polar latitudes. At high
latitudes the radars are sensitive to polar cap absorption during solar proton events, as well as weaker
auroral absorption associated with substorms and pulsating aurora. At mid-latitudes the radars can be used
to detect shortwave fadeout events associated with solar x-ray flares. Our method uses the radars'
measurements of the 10-15MHz atmospheric radio noise, a parameter which is required for the radar data
processing but is not normally used for science applications. The SuperDARN dataset consists of more than
20 years of continuous observations, providing a new opportunity for long-term studies and real-time
monitoring of HF radio wave absorption at frequencies commonly used for HF radio communications. We will
present examples of different types of HF absorption events observed by SuperDARN radars, and
SuperDARN radar-derived occurrence rates and spatial coverage of energetic electron precipitation events.
P-QV149 MAG-SWE-DAN
Anna Willer
Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
The purpose of the MAG-SWE-DAN project is to narrow the existing gaps in ground magnetometer coverage
in Scandinavia by establishing 10 new magnetometer stations in Sweden, Denmark and Greenland, and
extending the temporal sampling of four additional stations in Greenland, Faroe Islands and Denmark. All
stations will provide near-real time geomagnetic data to monitor the geomagnetic conditions, thereby
expanding the existing Space Weather monitoring system.
In addition to the improved spatial coverage, the 1-second time resolution of the MAG-SWE-DAN stations will
capture signals from the short‐lived nature and high amplitudes of geomagnetic spikes and substorms. As
the magnetic signature of these processes can be very local, a dense spatial coverage of observations is
required, which guided us in the selection of the sites. In this presentation we report on the progress of the
project and present first data from the extended ground magnetometer network.
P-QV150 Searching for Forbush Decreases in the Measurements of Neutron Detectors for Soil Moisture
Fraser Baird
University of Surrey, UK
Heliospheric disturbances, such as ICMEs, modulate the energy of primary cosmic rays as they propagate. If
the disturbance passes Earth, ground level neutron monitors respond with a sudden decrease in count rates,
typically followed by a gradual recovery as the disturbance passes, a phenomenon known as a Forbush
decrease. Separately, smaller neutron detectors are deployed globally to measure changes in soil moisture
content through variations in the ground-level neutron flux. The UK has a particularly dense network of these
sensors (COSMOS-UK), with 51 stations across the nation with cut-off rigidities in the range P = (1.6, 3.1)
GV. If they can also be shown to be sensitive to space weather driven variations, these neutron detectors
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could be a valuable addition to global neutron monitoring efforts - which are key to monitoring atmospheric
radiation levels at flight altitude. This presentation reports on the outcome of a systematic search for Forbush
decreases in the data of the COSMOS-UK neutron detectors, using independent co-located measurements of
soil moisture to identify false-positives. Several Forbush decreases have been identified, alongside many
false-positives driven by widespread increases in soil moisture. These results are a positive indication that
COSMOS-UK sensors are indeed sensitive to space weather, and that false-positives can be successfully
identified, paving the way for these sensor networks to contribute towards future monitoring efforts with
improved spatial resolution.
P-QV151 A real-time Atlantic-sector Dst proxy
Natalia Gomez Perez, Gemma Richardson, Alan W. P. Thomson and Ellen Clarke
British Geological Survey, UK
Ground-based in-situ and remote-sensing instruments and networks remain essential for space weather
services, and the research that underpins it. One example is the global network of geomagnetic observatories
and variometer stations that provide dedicated space weather products, such as geomagnetic indices, on
both a global and regional scale. Magnetic observatories located on oceanic islands, such as the nearequatorial INTERMAGNET standard observatory at Ascension Island (ASC), in the Atlantic, have improved the
coverage of these networks and increased the options available for indices and other space weather model
parameters.
One such parameter is the Disturbance Storm Time (Dst) index, which is designed to quantify the intensity of
the equatorial ring current. It is used extensively in research into geomagnetic storms - both extreme events
and climatological changes. There are many space weather impact models for which Dst is an input
parameter, or for which Dst is an output, for example physics-based magnetospheric models. A useful nowcast of Dst is important in helping to move such models from research to operations, for example in model
training and in forecast verification.
Using ASC real-time one-minute data, a method for calculating a Dst proxy, Dst(ASC), for the Atlantic sector
has been devised. The results show a close match to the official ISGI produced Dst index from Kyoto. The
method, including computation of the baselines, is described here. Results are shown of a comparison
between Dst(ASC) and official Dst, as well as from an initial look at the timeliness and availability of the
index as a space weather operational service. An exploration of the various external signals that are present
in the new time series, due to the specific location of Ascension observatory, is also provided and
implications for potential data users are discussed.
The Dst(ASC) is available as a web service from BGS and (following the next portal release), via the ESA
Space Safety Programme SWE network.
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P-QV152 “MagIE - A Magnetometer Network for Space-Weather Monitoring in Ireland”
John Malone-Leigh1, Peter Gallagher1, Sophie Murray1, Joan Campanya2, Joseph McCauley3, Colin Hogg1,
Duygu Kiyan1, Sean Blake4
1

Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, Ireland, 2Institute of Technology, Carlow, Ireland, 3Trinity College
Dublin, Ireland, 4NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, United States

The Magnetometer Network of Ireland (MagIE; www.magie.ie) is a network of magnetometers located at four
locations across the island. The network provides near real-time measurements and services of relevance to
space weather, including: magnetic measurements and local k-indices; near real-time modelling of
geoelectric fields; aurora forecasts based on Kp index and solar wind conditions, and; a geomagnetic storm
alert service. MagIE provides these services to a wide variety of users, including scientists, the general public
and other stakeholders. Here, we describe existing MagIE products, efforts to set up a complementary
schools magnetometer network, and plans to expand the magnetometer network in order to provide a GIC
forecasting service.
P-QV153 Intercalibration of the plasma density measurements in Earth's topside ionosphere
Artem Smirnov, Yuri Shprits, Irina Zhelavskaya, Hermann Lühr, Chao Xiong, Fabricio Prol, Andreas Goss,
Michael Schmidt, Mainul Hoque, Nicholas Pedatella and Matyas Szabo-Roberts
GFZ Potsdam, Germany
Over the last 20 years, a large number of instruments have provided plasma density measurements in
Earth's topside ionosphere. In order to utilize all of the collected observations for empirical modeling, it is
necessary to ensure that they do not exhibit systematic differences and are adjusted to the same reference
frame. Herein, we compare satellite plasma density observations from Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE), Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC),
CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP), Swarm, and Communications/Navigation Outage Forecasting
System (C/NOFS) missions. Electron densities retrieved from GRACE K-Band Ranging (KBR) system,
previously shown to be in excellent agreement with incoherent scatter radar (ISR) measurements, are used
as a reference. We find that COSMIC radio occultation (RO) densities are highly consistent with GRACE-KBR
observations showing a mean relative difference of <2%, and therefore no calibration factors between them
are necessary. We utilize the outstanding three-dimensional coverage of the topside ionosphere by the
COSMIC mission to perform conjunction analysis with in situ density observations from CHAMP, C/NOFS and
Swarm missions. CHAMP measurements are lower than COSMIC by ~11%. Swarm densities are generally
lower at daytime and higher at nighttime compared to COSMIC. C/NOFS ion densities agree well with
COSMIC, with a relative bias of ~ 7%. The resulting cross-calibration factors, derived from the probability
distribution functions, help to eliminate the systematic leveling differences between the data sets and allow
using these data jointly in a large number of ionospheric applications.
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P-QV154 Ap Predictions: Current state and the new service of the ANeMoS / NKUA to the ESA’s SSA SWE
network
Evangelos Paouris1, Maria Gerontidou2, Helen Mavromichalaki2
1

National Observatory of Athens, Greece, 2National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece

The Athens Space Weather Forecasting Center (ASWFC), part of Athens Neutron Monitor System (ANeMoS)
team, provide in a daily 24/7 basis since October 2014 the daily space weather report
(http://cosray.phys.uoa.gr/index.php/space-weather-report), presenting the solar activity (solar flares and
Coronal Mass Ejections) of the past 24 hours as well as the geophysical activity forecast with predictions for
the next three days of the daily Ap geomagnetic index values and the potential geomagnetic storm levels.
These forecasts are the result of a semi-empirical method based on the outcome from an auto-regressive
moving average (ARMA) model as well as the influence from crucial space weather factors such as highspeed streams (HSS) of solar wind from coronal holes and the potential arrival of Earth-directed
interplanetary CMEs. The ARMA method models the next step in the sequence of Ap geomagnetic index as a
linear function of the observations and residual errors at prior time steps. It is actually a combination of an
autoregression model and a moving average model. The influence from HSS and/or CMEs is being taken into
account and increases the baseline of Ap values accordingly. The new service of ANeMoS team to ESA’s SSA
SWE network is a new combination of ARMA model with state-of-the-art deep learning techniques (as Long
Short Term Memory) to predict Ap geomagnetic index values for the upcoming hours utilizing various
forecasting time windows of 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours. This new method will take as many as possible
inputs (solar wind and magnetic field data, coronal holes, CMEs etc.) into account.
swr06 - Space Weather Instrumentation (3 of 3)
P-QV155 Mission Space instrumentation for space weather monitoring |New short-term warning system for
approaching CMEs
Ksenia Moskalenko, Vasily Petrov, Artem Axelrod, Dmitry Axelrod, and Sergey Filippychev
Mission Space, Latvia
Mission Space prepares two types of measuring instruments as a part of their dedicated mission to monitor
space weather conditions from LEO on the cubes at constellation.
The first instrument is a small semiconductor spectrometer, based on the principle of a silicon telescope. It
has less than 0.5U volume and less than 1 W power consumption, though it can register fluxes of energetic
charged particles (electrons, protons, α-particles) in the near-Earth magnetosphere. The instrument is being
prepared as a payload for the first company’s spacecraft. In late June, its proto-flight unit was successfully
tested in a stratospheric mission. The device has been successfully working during the entire flight in the
event-by-event recording mode at an altitude of 30km above ground.
The second instrument is a Cherenkov detector of 1U-size for detection of high-energy protons of cosmic
rays. The instrument is currently at the stage of laboratory testing. It will be flight-tested in the second
company’s space mission.
While the detectors form the basis of space weather constellation, Mission Space ultimately proposes a new
and advanced near real-time hazard warning system for solar coronal mass ejections (CMEs) approaching
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the Earth, based on the constant monitoring and correlational analysis of the cosmic rays fluxes in midday
and midnight areas of the Earth magnetosphere.
The state of the art on instrument development and results of ground testing will be presented.
P-QV156 ASHI, an All Sky Heliospheric Imager using Thomson-scattered Sunlight to Enable 3-D Plasma
Density and Velocity Reconstructions and Forecasts
Bernard Jackson1, Andrew Buffington1, Matthew Bracamontes1, Lucas Cota1, Stuart Volkow1, R Paul Hick1,
Stephen Kahler2, Ed Stephan3, Philippe Leblanc3, Ron Quillin3, and Mario M Bisi4
1

Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences, University of California at San Diego, USA, 2Air Force Research
Laboratory, USA, 3Stephan Design Build, USA, 4 UKRI, RAL Space STFC, UK
We have conceived, designed, and have evaluated components for an All-Sky Heliospheric Imager (ASHI),
suitable to fly on future space missions. ASHI’s principal objective is the minute-by-minute and day-by-day
near real time acquisition of precision photometric maps of the inner heliosphere. The instrument's optical
system is designed to view a hemisphere of sky starting a few degrees from the Sun. Two such imagers on a
single spacecraft, or a single imager whose spacecraft has a 180 degree rotation, can view nearly the whole
sky. A key photometric specification for ASHI is 0.1% differential photometry in one-degree sky bins at 90
degrees elongation. This enables the three dimensional (3-D) reconstruction of heliospheric density starting
from near the Sun and extending outward, with updates as heliospheric structures approach, and pass the
spacecraft. Velocity can also be ascertained from the 2-D sequence of images, by following the motion of
the background structures using correlation tracking techniques. Solar Mass Ejection Imager (SMEI) analyses
using data from 2003 to 2011 have demonstrated the success of this technique to provide density
reconstructions near Earth: applying this to ASHI data will yield an order-of-magnitude improvement in 3-D
density reconstructions (better than 2 x 2 degrees in latitude and longitude, and a 1-hour time resolution
near the spacecraft). An instrument similar to that of the full space-borne system has been tested this year
on a NASA-sponsored topside balloon flight.
P-QV157 In-situ Measurements for Space Weather: Instrumentation and Location
Noé Lugaz
University of New Hampshire, USA
Measurements upstream of L1 of the solar wind, interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and energetic particles
are one of the main ways to improve the warning time of space weather forecasts while, potentially,
maintaining high accuracy in these forecasts. Recent multi-spacecraft measurements of coronal mass
ejections, stream interaction regions, suprathermal and energetic particles have revealed that significant
changes can occur through relatively small radial propagation and that small angular offsets between the
two measuring spacecraft may also result in significant changes. After reviewing some of these results, the
location of future space weather assets to improve our physical understanding of transients and space
weather forecasting capabilities is discussed. The opportunity of making in-situ measurements beyond the
IMF and solar wind protons is also discussed.
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P-QV158 Update on the development of the Solar Wind monitor for ESA’s enhanced space-weather
monitoring system
Dhiren Kataria, Hubert Hu, Daniel Verscharen, Andrew Malpuss, Christine Brockley-Blatt, Barry Whiteside,
Duncan Rust, Ian Phillips and Bob Bentley
Mullard Space Science Laboratory, University College London, UK
As part of ESA’s Space Safety & Security programme, a cornerstone mission to the L5 Sun-Earth Lagrange
point is under development. A suite of in-situ instruments, consisting of a Magnetometer, a Solar Wind
Monitor, a Radiation Monitor and an X-ray Flux Monitor, is being studied as part of this venture. This paper
will discuss the Plasma Analyser (PLA), the suite’s Solar Wind Monitor. The instrument is an enhanced
performance top-hat type electrostatic analyser, designed to measure ions at energies between 50 eV to 38
keV (~100 km/s to 2500 km/s).
A number of pre-development activities were initiated to raise TRL and over the last year, several of these
have been progressed. Also, considerable data is available from the SWA instrument on board Solar Orbiter,
providing valuable in-flight experience from these heritage instruments. The paper will report on the results
from the pre-development activities, link these to the outputs from the instrument performance model and
also discuss some of the lessons being learnt from the SWA in-flight experience.
P-QV159 The COR Stray-light Qualification Model (CSQM)
Jackie Davies and COR Team
RAL Space, UK
Under ESA’s Space Safety Programme (S2P), RAL Space has been designing, manufacturing and testing a
stray-light model of a compact coronagraph (COR Stray-light Qualification Model, CSQM). This activity is a
continuation of the Solar Coronagraph for OPErations (SCOPE) optical breadboard development undertaken
by a RAL Space-led consortium under ESA’s General Support Technology Programme (GSTP). Not only does
the CSQM development benefit from critical lessons in coronagraph instrument design learned during the
SCOPE activity, it progresses that activity through the use of materials, coatings, and processes that are
more optically representative of a flight-model design. Moreover, it benefits from improvements to the RAL
Space stray-light testing facility made since the completion of the SCOPE project. Here, we provide an
overview of the CSQM design, manufacture and test results.
P-QV160 The Heliospheric Imager for the Lagrange mission
Jackie Davies and Lagrange HI Team
RAL Space, UK
Under their Space Safety Programme (S2P), ESA are currently developing an operational space weather
monitoring mission (Lagrange) to the L5 point, scheduled for launch in 2027. A Heliospheric Imager (HI)
instrument for Lagrange - an integral component of the mission payload - is being developed by a
consortium led by RAL Space. The Lagrange HI instrument is heavily based on the instrument of the same
name that has been operating successfully on the STEREO-A spacecraft since the launch of the STEREO
mission at the end of 2006, and that operated successfully on STEREO-B until the loss of contact with that
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spacecraft in 2014. That said, the Lagrange HI instrument has some modifications to account for the
different orbit and the operational nature of the Lagrange mission. In this presentation, we will provide an
overview of the Lagrange HI instrument, and discuss the current status of its development including the
challenges inherent in transitioning from a science instrument to an operational asset.
P-QV161 The Lagrange extreme Ultraviolet Coronal Imager (LUCI) for the Lagrange mission
Christian Kintziger1, Valeria Büchel2, Margit Haberreiter2, David Berghmans3, Samuel Gissot3, Lionel
Jacques4, Bao Long Levan4, Matthew West5, Koller Silvio2, Daniel Pfiffner2, Matthias Gander2, Manfred Gyo2
and Liviu Zambila2
1
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The presentation will introduce the current development of the Lagrange extreme Ultraviolet Coronal Imager
onboard the Lagrange mission. The LUCI instrument intends to provide imaging capability in the EUV range
(195ang) of the Sun corona and bridge the gap until the inner radial field of view of the embarked
coronagraph. The currently ongoing predevelopments on the FEE and FPA thermomechanical breadboards
will be presented as de risking activities until the instrument PDR. The instrument global development as part
of the remote sensing instruments consortium will eventually be introduced.
cd01 - Advances in space weather forecasting and in assessment of cosmical radiation impact on
astronauts during space missions
P-QV162 Subcritical dynamo and hysteresis in a Babcock-Leighton type kinematic dynamo model
Vindya Vashishth
Indian Institute of Technology (BHU), Varanasi, India
In Sun and sun-like stars, it is believed that the cycles of the large-scale magnetic field are produced due to
the existence of differential rotation and helicity in the plasma flows in their convection zones (CZs). Hence, it
is expected that for each star, there is a critical dynamo number for the operation of a large-scale dynamo.
As a star slows down, it is expected that the large-scale dynamo ceases to operate above a critical rotation
period. In our study, we explore the possibility of the operation of the dynamo in the subcritical region using
the Babcock--Leighton type kinematic dynamo model. In some parameter regimes, we find that the dynamo
shows hysteresis behavior, i.e., two dynamo solutions are possible depending on the initial parameters
decaying solution if started with weak field and strong oscillatory solution (subcritical dynamo) when started
with a strong field. However, under large fluctuations in the dynamo parameter, the subcritical dynamo mode
is unstable in some parameter regimes. Therefore, our study supports the possible existence of subcritical
dynamo in some stars which were previously shown in a mean-field dynamo model with distributed α and
MHD turbulent dynamo simulations.
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P-QV163 Variations and spectra of the integral energy and power of the potential magnetic field
as indicators of deep and surface solar activities
Sergey Starchenko1 and Elena Popova2
1

IZMIRAN, Russia, 2Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Russia

The observed solar magnetic field is well approximated by the potential field in the region from the surface of
the Sun to a sphere of about 2.5 of its radius, on which the field is predominantly radial. From the Gaussian
potential field theory, spherical harmonics or multipoles of this magnetic field, which are generated by the
plasma motions and the corresponding electric currents inside the Sun, are almost unambiguously
determined. It is obvious that the variations and spectra of these multipoles carry valuable information about
the interior of the Sun and, above all, about its hydromagnetic dynamo. Particularly interesting and at the
same time surprisingly little studied are such integral characteristics of multipoles, which are associated with
the energy of the solar magnetic field. In this case, the total energy of the entire potential magnetic field
discussed here, as far as we know, has not been investigated at all, and the corresponding power has not
even been determined.
We study the global power and energy of the solar potential magnetic field, together with their detailing
spectral and variation components (based on WSO Database) and compare with main characteristics of
active phenomena on the surface of the Sun (such as sunspots, solar cosmic rays, solar flares). We found
that global power and energy correlate with changes in the basic parameters of solar activity and can be a
useful addition to them.
P-QV164 The simplest magnetohydrodynamic geodynamo and Solar dynamo models
Sergey Starchenko
IZMIRAN, Russia
Here the simplest magnetohydrodynamic dynamo models follow from the components of the vector product
of the fluid velocity on the magnetic field. The preferred non-linearity is not the conventional cubic or its
similar nonlinearity, but the nonlinearity inversely proportional to the averaged electric current or magnetic
field. The corresponding geodynamo model is just non-linear ordinary differential equation. A solar-like
dynamo consists of two linear equations describing a new alpha effect and the known effect of differential
rotation. The obtained simple models successfully both reproduce and clarify the physical nature of the main
manifestations of the planetary/stellar dynamo.
P-QV165 The occurrence of strong flares from dynamo mechanism, the buildup and evolution of Coronal
Mass Ejections
Roald Sagdeev
The University of Maryland, USA
Powerful flares with energy releases much above of 10 in 32 erg are very rare events compared to habitual
display of Solar activity, routine monitoring of which is already within the reach by the existing Space
Weather network (even with a certain degree of predictability). However, much less is known about the
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scenarios of rare events (like for example the well-known Carrington-1859) or even on hypothetical
Superflares, potentially extending the energy limits by orders of magnitude higher. We discuss various
options for underlying physical mechanisms and their potential realization in the framework of Solar Physics
(comparative analysis with other stars models is useful).
P-QV166 Are human brains fit for Space Radiation?
Salman Khaksarighiri1, Jingnan Guo2, Robert Wimmer-Schweingruber3, Livio Narici4 and Daniel Pacheco3
1
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Health risks from space radiation are an important factor for astronauts' safety as they venture on longduration missions to outer space toward the Moon or Mars. It is essential to assess the radiation level inside
the human brain to evaluate the possible hazardous effects on the central nervous system, especially during
solar energetic particle (SEP) events.
Here, using a realistic model of the head/brain structure in Geant4, we have calculated the dose distribution
expected in different parts of the brain and refer to these distributions as "Brain Response Functions"
(BRFs). A BRF is a probabilistic description of all possible interactions which a particle with a defined type
and energy may undergo when interacting with the human head and depositing energy in specific parts of
the brain.
Then, these BRFs have been used to calculate the dose rates in the human brain by folding them with
different input spectra for galactic cosmic rays. Finally, Our BRFs folded with SEP spectra and find the pivot
energy at which the SEP flux alone can be used to determine the radiation deposit in the human head.
We present some ready-to-use functions, with which one can quickly calculate the SEP induced dose as a
function of the fluence at the pivot energy for different lobes of the brain or human head for different
shielding thicknesses.
Such a novel tool can be used for fast nowcasting of the consequences of SEP events to optimization of
shielding systems and other mitigation strategies of astronauts in space.
P-QV167 Radiation assessment in geospace due to cosmic rays
Anastasia Tezari1, Pavlos Paschalis1, Argyris Stassinakis1, Helen Mavromichalaki1, Pantelis Karaiskos1, Maria
Gerontidou1, Dimitris Alexandridis1, Anastasios Kanellakopoulos2, Norma Crosby3 and Mark Dierckxsens3
1
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The increase of civil aviation as well as space travel has led the scientific community to accurately describe
the radiation environment in geospace and beyond, as well as to provide effective tools for assessing the
exposure of aviators and space crews to ionizing cosmic radiation. Dynamic Atmospheric Shower Tracking
Interactive Model Application (DYASTIMA), alongside with its extension DYASTIMA-R is a validated Geant4
software application for the simulation of air showers inside the atmosphere of Earth, allowing the
performance of dosimetry calculations in different atmospheric altitudes, different geographic coordinates,
and different phases of solar activity. Its graphical user interface allows extensive parameterization and
therefore it can also be used for dose estimations in the atmosphere of other planets as well. Specific
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scenarios results as calculated by DYASTIMA/DYASTIMA-R are provided through the European Space Agency
Space Situational Awareness Space Weather Service Centre Network as a federated product. A selection of
these results will be presented in this work.
P-QV168 Improving Space Weather Forecasting Through A New Empirical Boundary Condition for Solar Wind
Models
Kaine Bunting1, Luke Barnard2, David Kuridze1, Mathew Owens2, Thomas Williams1 and Huw Morgan1
1

Aberystwyth University, UK, 2University of Reading, UK

Increased accuracy in the forecasting the solar wind is important as society becomes increasingly dependent
on technologies that are susceptible to space weather events. Current models are dependent on PotentialField Source-Surface (PFSS) magnetic field extrapolations as an inner boundary condition, with the solar
wind speed gained from the magnetic field configuration based on empirical comparisons. This study
presents a new boundary condition based on maps of the coronal electron density, gained directly from
tomography of coronagraph observations at distances where the solar wind has formed and is predominantly
radial in flow (4 to 8 solar radii), thus above the complex inner corona which is most difficult to model. Using
the highly-efficient HUXt solar wind model, we show that the new boundary conditions give results that
compare well with PFSS-based boundary conditions and in-situ data at Earth for several different periods
over the recent solar cycle. The empirical relationship between the coronal density and solar wind velocity,
which derives the new inner boundary condition, is refined with the aim of further improving the comparison
between the model output and in-situ measurements. Future improvements to the tomography-solar wind
model interface are described, including the possible identification and isolation of certain solar wind
structures close to the solar surface which hinder the accuracy of space weather forecasts.
P-QV169 Radiation Dose Assessment Throughout The Solar System
Mikhail Dobynde1, Jingnan Guo1, Vyacheslav Shurshakov2, Sergey Svertilov3 and Yuri Shprits4
1

University of Science and Technology China, China, 2Institute of Biomadical Problems, Russia3, 4GFZ
German Research Centre for Geosciences, Germany
Space radiation is a significant risk factor for humanity. Radiation acts in the atmosphere, on the low-Earth
orbit, during interplanetary flights, on and beneath the other planets' surface. Radiation dose assessment
with numeric methods fulfills gaps of the experimental measurements, allowing extrapolation of missing data
to get the comprehensive coverage. Numeric methods allow predicting radiation dose that is very important
for decision making and mission planning. They also allow for tracking radiation doses in the past and
getting information for the planet's surface and atmosphere evolution.
With the current paper, we give a general overview of our activities, the methods we used and the results we
obtained during the last years. We present the radiation dose assessment results for the aircraft altitudes
and its dependence geographical coordinates, altitudes, and on the shielding. We describe our efforts to
model the ISS's radiation environment and verify the results with the experimental measurements. We
discuss radiation dose rates during interplanetary flight and provide our assessment of the optimal shielding,
flight time, and maximal mission duration. We address the question of radiation doses on and beneath the
planets' surface in the context of the nearest plans of different space agencies.
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P-QV170 Τhe Athens Space Weather Forecasting Center and the new collaboration with the Hellenic
National Meteorological Service
Evangelos Paouris1, Maria Gerontidou2, Helen Mavromichalaki2, Flora Gofa3, Panagiotis Skrimizeas3, and
Ioannis Emmanouil2
1
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During the last seven years the Athens Space Weather Forecasting Center (ASWFC) provides a Space
Weather report on a daily 24/7 basis (http://cosray.phys.uoa.gr/index.php/space-weatherreport) giving
information about the solar activity, the solar wind conditions of the near-Earth space, Coronal Mass
Ejections (CMEs), solar energetic particle events (SEPs), coronal holes (CHs) and a three-day geophysical
activity forecast as well. In this work an evaluation of the predicted values of the geomagnetic index Ap
obtained from the ASWFC in comparison to the observed ones utilizing many statistical metrics for the period
October 2014 – July 2020, is presented. Furthermore, a new research collaboration of the ASWFC with the
Hellenic National Meteorological Service is also discussed. The Hellenic National Meteorological Service
(HNMS) has recently extended its activities to include the monitoring of Space Weather (SW) phenomena
with the aim of informing the public about related issues and in future forecasting solar activity forecasts that
could potentially have dangerous consequences on human activities. The support and the implementation of
SW forecasting by HNMS is provided by the ASWFC.
P-QV171 Prediction of 11-year solar cycle strength with Hemispheric Sunspot Numbers
Shantanu Jain1, Tatiana Podladchikova1, Astrid M. Veronig2, Olga Sutyrina1, Mateja Dumbović3, Frédéric
Clette4, and Werner Pötzi2
1
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Reliable Assessment and forecasting of Space Weather conditions are extremely important for manned
space missions and plays a key role in our understanding of the risks associated with radiation-exposure to
astronauts. Space Weather Conditions are governed by the 11-Year solar cycle, which is driven by the sun’s
magnetic field. The sunspot number is the most-common long-term index of solar activity and prediction of
its amplitude can help to understand the physics of the solar dynamo and the effects of space weather.
Previous studies have shown that analyzing the solar activity of the two hemispheres separately instead of
the full sun can provide more detailed information on the activity evolution. However, the existing
Hemispheric Sunspot Number data series (1945 onwards) is too short for the purpose of solar cycle
predictions.
Based on a newly created hemispheric sunspot number catalogue for the time range 1874-2020 (Veronig et
al. 2021) that is compatible with the International Sunspot Number from World Data Center SILSO, we
investigate the evolution of the solar cycle for the two hemispheres and demonstrate that empirical solar
cycle prediction methods can be enhanced by investigating the solar cycle dynamics in terms of the
hemispheric sunspot numbers. We develop a method for predicting the solar cycle amplitude based on the
peak growth rate in the ascending phase of the cycle using the Hemispheric Sunspot numbers for cycles 1224. In addition, we estimate the cycle peaks with 1st order and 3rd order regressions and find that the
hemispheric sunspot numbers provide better estimates of cycle peak (correlation r = 0.85 to 0.94) than
total sunspot numbers (correlation r = 0.70 to 0.89) depending on the applied smoothing window.
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Cd02 – Machine Learning and Statistical Inference Techniques (1 of 2)
P-QV172 Deep Learning models in confronting ADAPT and satellite observations
Yang (Tina) Zhou1, Chris Budd1, Siegfried Gonzi2, Tom Fincham Haines1, David Jackson2, and Apala
Majumdar3
1
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In this presentation I describe how I use deep learning tools and numerical methods to improve the accuracy
of space weather prediction models. An important intermediate model of the forecasting chain is the WangSheeley-Arge (WSA) model. WSA is initialised using synoptic maps based on magnetogram observations,
but these maps often have large errors. This is especially apparent in the representation of coronal holes
(CHs). CHs are not directly observed in the synoptic maps but are the result of a numerical minimisation
algorithm. We know if there is large uncertainty in the description of the CHs then that error is propagated
through WSA. One way to overcome this uncertainty is the application of the ensemble method. The UK Met
Office already uses ADAPT (Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric Flux Transport) operationally which
gives 12 different ensemble realisations in WSA. However, these 12 ensembles give different realisations of
the CHs. It would be useful to understand which ADAPT ensemble members have the best representation by
comparing them with observations.., I have developed a model to register satellite images and ADAPTWSA
ensemble outputs. The satellite images were first processed with an autosegmentation software CHIMERA
(Coronal Hole Identification via Multi-thermal Emission Recognition Algorithm). This gives me the hourly
coronal boundaries segmentation from space-borne observations. These observations are projected onto the
same coordinates, and this can allow us to compare ADAPT with satellite images like-to-like. I will show
some primary results of my research where I apply a CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) based algorithm to
analyse the ADAPT ensembles. The broader aim of this work is to improve the solar wind forecast at Earth.
P-QV173 Complex Systems Methods Characterizing Nonlinear Processes in the Near-Earth Electromagnetic
Environment
Georgios Balasis1, Michael A Balikhin2, Sandra C Chapman3, Giuseppe Consolini4, Ioannis A. Daglis5, Reik V
Donner6, Juergen Kurths7, Milan Palus8, Jakob Runge9, Bruce Tsurutani10, Dimitris Vassiliadis11, Simon
Wing12, Jesper W. Gjerloev12, Jay Johnson13, Massimo Materassi14, Tommaso Alberti4, Constantinos
Papadimitriou1, and Adamantia Zoe Boutsi1
1

National Observatory of Athens, Greece, 2University of Sheffield, UK, 3University of Warwick, UK, 4Istituto
Nazionale di Astrofisica, Italy, 5National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece, 6Magdeburg--Stendal
University of Applied Sciences, Germany, 7Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) – Member of
the Leibniz Association, Germany, 8Institute of Computer Science of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech
Republic, 9German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute for Data Science, Germany, 10Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology, USA, 11INNOVIM, Greenbelt, USA, 12Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory, USA 13Andrews University, UK, 14Istituto dei Sistemi Complessi, Italy
Learning from successful applications of methods originating in statistical mechanics or information theory in
one scientific field (e.g. atmospheric physics or climatology) can provide important insights or conceptual
ideas for other areas (e.g. space sciences) or even stimulate new research questions and approaches. For
instance, quantification and attribution of dynamical complexity in output time series of nonlinear dynamical
systems is a key challenge across scientific disciplines. Especially in the field of space physics, an early and
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accurate detection of characteristic dissimilarity between normal and abnormal states (e.g. pre-storm
activity vs. magnetic storms) has the potential to vastly improve space weather diagnosis and, consequently,
the mitigation of space weather hazards. This presentation provides an overview on existing nonlinear
dynamical systems-based methodologies along with key results of their previous application in a space
physics context, which particularly illustrates how complementary modern complex systems approaches
have recently shaped our understanding of nonlinear magnetospheric variability. The rising number of
corresponding studies demonstrates that the multiplicity of nonlinear time series analysis methods
developed during the last decades offers great potentials for uncovering relevant yet complex processes
interlinking different geospace subsystems, variables and spatiotemporal scales.
P-QV174 A Machine Learning method for ULF wave classification in Swarm magnetic field measurements
Alexandra Antonopoulou
National Observatory of Athens, Greece
Ultra-low frequency (ULF) magnetospheric plasma waves play a key role in the dynamics of the Earth’s
magnetosphere and, therefore, their importance in Space Weather studies is indisputable. Magnetic field
measurements from recent multi-satellite missions are currently advancing our knowledge on the physics of
ULF waves. In particular, Swarm satellites have contributed to the expansion of data availability in the
topside ionosphere, stimulating much recent progress in this area. Coupled with the new successful
developments in artificial intelligence, we are now able to use more robust approaches for automated ULF
wave identification and classification. The goal of this effort is to use a deep learning technique to classify
ULF wave events using magnetic field data from Swarm. We construct a Convolutional Neural Network that
takes as input the wavelet spectra of the Earth’s magnetic field variations per track, as measured by each
one of the three Swarm satellites, aiming to classify ULF wave events in four categories: Pc3 wave events,
background noise, false positives, and plasma instabilities. Our primarily experiments show promising
results, yielding successful identification of more than 90% accuracy. We are currently working on producing
larger datasets, by analyzing Swarm data from mid-2014 onwards, when the final constellation was formed.
P-QV175 Solar Eruptive Feature Extraction and Characterization with Wavetrack and Deep Learning
Oleg Stepanyuk
Institute of Astronomy and National Astronomical Observatory, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) influence the interplanetary environment over vast distances in the solar
system by injecting huge clouds of fast solar plasma and energetic particles (SEPs). A number of
fundamental questions remain about how SEPs are produced, but current understanding points to CMEdriven shocks and compressions in the solar corona. At the same time, unprecedented remote (AIA, LOFAR,
MWA) and in situ (Parker Solar Probe, Solar Orbiter) solar observations are becoming available to constrain
existing theories. We have recently developed a suite of Python tools (Wavetrack) to reliably characterize the
dynamics in radio and EUV remote imaging observations of CMEs and shock.
This method allows smart characterization and tracking of solar eruptive features, based on multiscale data
representation approach, the A-Trous wavelet decomposition technique, intensity rankings and a set of
filtering techniques. We used the Wavetrack framework to develop a curated dataset of the compressive
waves observed by AIA on the Sun for training machine learning models, such as Convolutional Neural
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Networks (CNN), for the purpose of image classification and segmentation. We have trained deep learning
models for feature type classification, as well as for segmentation of coronal bright fronts, and applied them
to a set of events, performing model validation by comparison with Wavetrack outputs. We discuss the
results and implications for future work.
P-QV176 A preliminary data analysis and first results in forecasting low-energy particle flux in LEO through AI
techniques
Simon Bouriat
SpaceAble, France
With the rise of the new space industry, more and more satellites are carrying electronics that are more
vulnerable to the natural environment than before. Electric propulsion slowly replaces chemical propulsion,
and many smaller, less robust and redundant satellites are emerging. Indeed, one of the main known
sources of anomalies for satellites is the electrostatic discharges caused by the accumulation of charges on
the surface or inside the satellite. This phenomenon called spacecraft charging highly depends on the orbit,
the environment parameters and the geometry and properties of the spacecraft. It can be separated in two:
surface charging (happening just on the surface of the satellite), and internal charging (happening inside the
satellite). In this new context, there is a growing need for a better understanding of the charged particles
behaviour for operators.
The purpose of this poster is to present the first steps of a Sun-to-Earth algorithm based on AI techniques
that aims at predicting the environment state in Low-Earth Orbit (LEO). The carriage of particles from the Sun
to the Earth are very complex phenomena, and while a lot of different simulations exists to model the
environment (such as Vlasiator from the University of Helsinki) it is still not possible to accurately forecast in
a short amount of computation time. The exponential growth in the use of AI techniques has shown
tremendous results in various fields and is very promising for the space weather area.
The preliminary results focus on a neural network applied to ACE solar wind data in the prediction of lowenergy particle flux. Low-energy particles in LEO are responsible for surface charging on satellites, triggering
electrostatic discharges. Yet, only few satellites, such as the DMSP and POES families allow us to measure
them, and we still lack model to characterise them.
The work presented here consists of (1) a preliminary and complete analysis of ACE data, and (2) first
results of applying several types of machine and deep learning algorithms to ACE solar wind data. The
objective is to forecast pre-processed DMSP particle flux data. To reach it, DMSP data have been mapped
along a 3D space (with longitude, L-shells and north-south directions of the satellite as coordinates) and
their orbital variations have been removed.
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P-QV177 GNSS disturbances forecasting in Arctic using Statistical and Machine Learning approaches
Aymeric Mainvis1, Vincent Fabbro1, Knut Stanley Jacobsen2, Igor Zakharov3, Matthew Angling4, Mohammed
Ouassou2, Per Lundahl Thomsen5, Jonas Bregnhøj Nielsen5, lars Tøffner-Clausen5, and Arnlaug Høgås
Skjæveland2
1

ONERA, France, 2NMA, Norway, 3C-CORE, Canada, 4SPIRE, UK, 5DTU, Denmark

In the framework of the ESA study called SWAN (Space Weather impact on Artic Navigation), new techniques
for GNSS disturbances forecasting have been investigated. These techniques are expected to improve on the
current state-of-the-art Space Weather forecasting techniques and products related to Space Weather
effects for Positioning, Navigation and Timing (PNT) systems in the Arctic, with particular attention to the
Greenland area. Two databases of ROTI index (standard deviation of the Rate Of TEC) measured at 1Hz have
been built, covering the 24th solar cycle: one based on GNSS stations NMA network measurements and a
second based GNET (Greenland GNSS Network) measurements.
Two different approaches have been studied for the modeling. First, a statistical approach based on HAPEE
model (High Altitude scintillation Positioning Error Estimator). This model allows providing scintillation
indices and GNSS positioning error forecasting. It has been initially developed from data measured in
Norway [Fabbro et al., 2021] and extended over Greenland in the framework of this study. Second, a
feasibility study of Machine Learning application in this context has been carried out. A new technique has
been developed, based on LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) Neural Networks (NN) to forecast time series.
The suggested model paves the way for a new kind of operational service based on data driven methods.
Even with a simple approach linking one type of solar wind data, magnetic local time and the ROTI, the LSTM
NN should be able to blindly depict and learn a coarse regular pattern, which is the strength of this
approach.
Acknowledgements: This work uses GNET (Greenland GNSS Network) data from the Danish Agency of Data
Supply and Efficiency (SDFE), we acknowledge SDFE that gave us the right to use these data.
[1]

Fabbro et al., 2021] Fabbro V. , Jacobsen K. S., Andalsvik Y. L., Rougerie S. , “GNSS positioning
error forecasting in the Arctic: ROTI and Precise Point Positioning error forecasting from solar wind
measurements”, J. Space Weather Space Clim. 2021 , accepted for publication, doi:
10.1051/swsc/2021024

P-QV178 Solar Energetic Particle event forecasting with the use of Machine Learning techniques
Eleni Lavasa1, Giorgos Giannopoulos2, Athanasios Papaioannou3, Anastasios Anastasiadis3, Ioannis A
Daglis4, Angels Aran5, Daniel Pacheco6, and Blai Sanahuja5
1

Department of Astrophysics, Astronomy and Mechanics, Faculty of Physics, National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens, Greece, 2IMIS Institute, Athena Research Center, Greece, 3Institute for Astronomy,
Astrophysics, Space Applications and Remote Sensing (IAASARS), National Observatory of Athens,
Greece, 4Hellenic Space Center, Greece, 5Departament de Fı́sica Quàntica i Astrofı́sica, Institut de Ciències
del Cosmos (ICCUB), Universitat de Barcelona, Spain, 6Institut für Experimentelle und Angewandte Physik,
Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, Germany
We present a consistent Machine Learning (ML) framework for the binary prediction of Solar Energetic
Particle (SEP) events, based on solar flare and coronal mass ejection (CME) observational data. A thorough
investigation for optimal solutions is performed under our proposed approach, across diverse classification
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algorithms and extended hyper-parameter spaces. We conduct a thorough experimental evaluation of our
method, with the two-fold purpose to uncover informative combinations of the selected SXR flare and/or
CME input variables, as well as to establish the proper setting for the inherently imbalanced problem at
hand. Random Forest, a tree-based ensemble model is depicted as the best performing and more robust
solution in our evaluation setting, running on both flare and CME data to achieve a Probability of Detection
(POD) = 0.76(±0.06), a False Alarm Rate (FAR) = 0.34(±0.10), true skill statistic (TSS) = 0.75(±0.05) and
Heidke skill score (HSS) = 0.69(±0.04). Post-hoc analysis is finally performed, to relate the recovered ML
models to the underlying physics of SEP drivers. CME speed and width, along with flare SXR fluence are
highlighted as the features with the strongest discriminatory power in our setting.
P-QV179 Harnessing Novel Machine Learning Techniques to Study Mini-Filament Eruptions and Coronal Jets
Thomas Chen
Academy for Mathematics, Science, and Engineering, USA
Small-scale filament eruptions on the sun have previously been documented in the scientific literature.
However, robust techniques to identify and semantically segment them in imagery data have not been
developed. In this talk, we outline preliminary work in using deep learning algorithms, and convolutional
neural networks particularly, to locate mini-filament eruptions. We train a ResNet50 architecture model on
H-alpha data, using cross-entropy loss as the criterion for optimization and an Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.01. The primary long-term objective of this work is to find correlations between the
occurrences of these eruptions and coronal jets. Automated computer vision methods provide more efficient
mechanisms to study long term trends and correlations that would not be possible with conventional
methods.
P-QV180 AIDA Space Weather Tools: machine learning for space weather forecasting
Giovanni Lapenta, and AIDA Consortium H2020 Program
KULeuven, Belgium
Space science and space weather has seen a tremendous growth in data availability and modelling
methods. However, the spectrum of data sources is still far from the wealth available in similar Earthoriented tasks (e.g. meteorology). AIDA status from this apparent paradox of an exponentially growing
availability of data and its still insufficient coverage: we consider data assimilation tools for linking modelling
and observations and we consider machine learning tools to supplement other forecasting techniques. AIDA
has developed many tools. A complete list is available on its web site: www.aida-space.eu. We will consider
here especially tools to analyse the different types of data sources: time series, energy, angular and spectral
information, 2D images, 3D velocity distributions, multidimensional data sets such time-space-energy
datasets. We will review the tools developed by AIDA to obtain, process and forecast each of these types of
datasources. We will consider especially the tools available for current and future missions and for present
and future modelling tools. A key aspect of ADIA is the combined used od observational and synthetic (i.e.
from simulations) data sets.
AIDA is composed of two main tools. AidaPy and AidaDB.
AIDApy includes python based tools for:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data analysis
Machine learning
Deep Learning
Virtual spacecrafts
Real spacecraft data
Data assimilation
Validation and Verification

Key in development of AIDApy was ensuring interoperability with ongoing efforts and interoperability
between virtual (simulation) and real (space mission) observations.
AidaDB is a database that includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Simulations
Trained neural networks
Lists of events
Training sets
Examples and tutorial exercises (e.g. School 1 taped and School 2 TBD)

AidaDB is based on EUDAT and iRODS and is linked with public databases via AIDApy.
AidaDB developed metadata specifications compatible with other efforts in the world (e.g. NASA planetary
data server).
Different aspects of these tools will be illustrated with examples that are available to users via the AIDA
online training tools and can be easily followed using the provided Jupyter notebooks.
The AIDA project (www.aida-space.eu) has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
Research and Innovation programme under grant agreement No 776262.
P-QV181 Automated sunspot groups identification using AI computer vision techniques
Luigi Palladino1, Evridiki Ntagiou1, Johannes Klug1, Judit Palacios2, and Ralf Keil2
1

ESA/ESOC, Germany, 2RHEA System GmBH for ESA/ESOC, Germany

Sunspot groups identification and tracking is a key component in many space weather
forecasting/nowcasting applications since it gives clues to the forecast timing of solar flares and solar
activities. In our contribution we present an approach to detect and classify sunspot groups on McIntosh
classification system using deep neural networks (DNNs). A sunspot number based on the output of the
DNN is also produced.
Our method is based on feeding Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI)/Solar Dynamics Observatory
(SDO) images to train a DNN. Trained DNN model is then used to produce in real time a list of coordinates
and labelled bounding box of pixels containing a sunspot group. The use of a deep learning approach fit the
task since sunspot identification is an observational human effort and its classification rules sometimes
leave space for interpretation. A DNN is capable of generalize and approximate such a complex cognitive
process and to overcome certain limitations of algorithms based on classical image processing like when
two active regions are very near to each other.
To train a DNN, a dataset is required. Many catalogues/datasets with information exist but none of them is
suitable to be used to easily ingest data to train a DNN for object detection, so we generate
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one. From the Solar Regions Summary Tables (SRS) provided by National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and from HMI data provided by the Joint Science Operations Centre (JSOC) portal we
based the development of a computer vision algorithm able to extract the coordinates necessary to fit every
sunspot group with a bounding box. We apply a pipeline of various techniques to achieve this result: Canny
Edge filtering is used to detect single instances of sunspots. Clustering of sunspots in groups is based on
distance of single instances from SRS coordinates and statistical outliers’ removal. The dataset is generated
efficiently, in a timespan that goes from 2010 to 2021, covering Solar Cycle 24 almost entirely. Generated
data is composed for the input part of a 2 channel image with HMI Intensitygram and Magnetograms on the
respective channels. Annotations are composed of coordinates and corresponding labels.
Given the natural huge imbalanced distribution of the 60 McIntosh classes we approach every
category singularly: modified Zurich, p-class, c-class. The problem will then be approached training three
different models, one for each output category. The results are promising and explainability of the model’s
decision processes is also addressed.
P-QV182 Forecasting ground magnetic field variations in the UK using L1 solar wind data with CNN and
LSTM networks
Frederik Dahl Madsen1, Ciarán Beggan2, and Kathy Whaler3
1

School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh, UK, 2British Geological Survey, UK, 3School of Geosciences,
University of Edinburgh, UK

Extreme space weather events can have large impacts on infrastructure important to technology-based
societies. Machine learning techniques based on interplanetary observations have proven successful as a
tool for forecasting space weather and its effects. Recent scientific advances have involved forecasting
global geomagnetic indices rather than local ground magnetic field perturbations. Here, nowcast and
forecast models are constructed to predict the horizontal geomagnetic field, BH, and its time derivative,
dBH/dt at the three UK observatories Hartland, Eskdalemuir and Lerwick, as driven by L1 solar wind
parameters. BH and dBH/dt from solar wind plasma and IMF observations from DSCOVR by using Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) networks, 1-dimensional Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and hybrid CNN-LSTM
models. A 5-fold grid search cross-validation is used for tuning the hyperparameters in each model.
Forecasts were made with 5-, 15- and 30-minute lead times. Models were trained and validated using solar
storm data from 1997 to 2014, and were then evaluated on the 17th March 2015 (St. Patrick’s day) and
the 7-9th September 2017 storms. The LSTM models generally outperform the other models. The forecast
models are only able to predict the directly driven parts of geomagnetic storms. We find the BH 15- and 30minute forecasts at Lerwick and Eskdalemuir have some predictive power. The 5-minute BH forecast as well
as all the dBH/dt models for Eskdalemuir and all the Hartland models were found to have little or no
predictive dBH/dt power. This suggests that the machine learning models have better forecasting power at
higher latitude (closer to the auroral zones), when the ground magnetic variation field is larger.
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Cd02 – Machine Learning and Statistical Inference Techniques (2 of 2)
P-QV183 Transfer Learning Aurora Image Classification and Magnetic Disturbance Evaluation
Pascal Sado, Lasse Clausen, Wojciech Miloch, and Hannes Nickisch
University of Oslo, Norway
We develop an open source algorithm to apply Transfer learning to Aurora image classification and Magnetic
disturbance Evaluation (TAME). For this purpose, we evaluate the performance of 80 pretrained neural
networks using the Oslo Auroral THEMIS (OATH) data set of all-sky images, both in terms of runtime and their
features' predictive capability. From the features extracted by the best network, we retrain the last neural
network layer using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm to distinguish between the labels "arc",
"diffuse", "discrete", "cloud", "moon" and "clear sky / no aurora". This transfer learning approach yields
68% accuracy in the six classes; if we aggregate the 3 auroral and 3 non-aurora classes, we achieve up to
89% accuracy.
We apply our classifier to a new dataset of 550,000 images and evaluate the classifier based on these
previously unseen images. To show the potential usefulness of our feature extractor and classifier, we
investigate two test cases: First, we compare our predictions for the "cloudy" images to meteorological data
and second we train a linear ridge model to predict perturbations in Earth's locally measured magnetic field.
We demonstrate that the classifier can be used as a filter to remove cloudy images from datasets and that
the extracted features allow to predict magnetometer measurements.
All procedures and algorithms used in this study are publicly available, and the code and classifier are
provided, which opens possibility for large scale studies of all-sky images.
P-QV184 Short-term Forecasting of Vertical Total Electron Content using Machine Learning
Karl Nordstrom
Spire Global UK, UK
Spire Global develops and operates a large constellation of cubeSats carrying a variety of software defined
radio payloads. One of these is a dual frequency GNSS receiver capable of making total electron content
(TEC) measurements in a radio occultation geometry. This data is assimilated into the Spire TEC Environment
Assimilation Model (STEAM) in order to derive a three dimensional electron density analysis of the
ionosphere. The satellite downlink latency forces STEAM to run 90 minutes behind real-time. In order to
provide true nowcasts based on the latest STEAM analysis it is therefore necessary to forecast the short-term
time evolution of the ionosphere.
This short-term forecast has been implemented using a machine learning (ML) model trained to forecast the
vertical total electron content (vTEC) at 15 minute increments up to 180 minutes, using the current and
recent vTEC states in STEAM and space weather index values as inputs. The model is based on a generalised
hypercolumn architecture. The network operates on a sub-set of maps extracted from the vTEC map time
series. From this sub-set, local features are extracted using 3DConv layers. The extracted feature columns
are connected to a dense forecasting network together with space weather index values and other scalar
inputs such as the location and time of day. In operations, the final forecasts and their uncertainties are
calibrated using an isotonic regression model trained on recent data.
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Since there is relatively little STEAM training data currently available, a transfer learning base model has
been trained on 18 years of the UQRG vTEC maps that are produced by the gAGE research group at the
Technical University of Catalonia (UPC). The aim of this paper is to present the architecture, the selfconsistency performance, and the calibration of the model when forecasting values of TEC using UQRG and
STEAM data. Implementation and technology details will be discussed where they are relevant.
P-QV185 Space weather parameters as predictors in the TEC models
Anna Morozova, Teresa Barata, and Tatiana Barlyaeva
University of Coimbra, Portugal
The total electron content (TEC) over the Iberian Peninsula was modeled using PCA-MRM and PCA-NN
models based on the decomposition of the observed TEC series using the principal component analysis
(PCA) and reconstruction of the daily modes’ amplitudes by a multiple linear regression model (MRM) or
neural networks (NN) using several types of space weather parameters as regressors/predictors. The
following space weather parameters are used: proxies for the solar UV and XR fluxes, number of the solar
flares of different types, parameters of the solar wind and of the interplanetary magnetic field, and
geomagnetic indices. To be able to forecast TEC, time lags of 1 and 2 days between TEC and the space
weather parameters are introduced.
The performance of the PCA-MRM and PCA-NN models is tested in dependence on a particular set of space
weather parameters selected as predictors for TEC. Since MRMs were built using the “best subset” of the
regressors, the set of the most significant space weather parameters for the TEC forecast was defined.
Differences in the performance of the PCA-MRM and PCA-NN models with the same sets of predictors are
tested as well.
P-QV186 Automatic Detection and Classification of ICMEs in Solar Wind Data
Hannah Rüdisser
Know Center, Graz, University of Graz, Austria
Interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) are one of the main drivers for space weather disturbances.
In the past, different machine learning approaches have been used to automatically detect events in existing
timeseries resulting from solar wind in situ data. However, classification, early detection and ultimately
forecasting still remain challenges when facing the large amount of data from different instruments. We
attempt to further enhance existing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models through extending their
possibilities to process data from multiple spacecraft. Additionally, we make an effort to extend the
previously binary classification problem to a multiclass classification, to also include Corotating Interaction
Regions (CIRs) into the range of detectable phenomena. Ultimately, we aspire to explore the suitability of
several other methods used in timeseries detection and forecasting in order to pave the way for the
elaboration of an early warning system.
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P-QV187 ForMaL-Xrange: Forecasts of hourly range of ground magnetic field North component based on
Multisteps Recurrent Neural Network
Ilja Honkonen1, Matthieu Melcot2, and Kirsti Kauristie1
1

Finnish Meteorological Institute, Finland, 2Space Applications Services , Belgium

We report on results from the ESA-DENSER project with the goal of forecasting the hourly range of the
ground-based magnetic field North component (i.e. RX=Xmax-Xmin) based on solar wind data with lead
times of 1, 3 and 6 hours. The method has been tailored for a chain of three Finnish IMAGE stations: KEV
(magnetic latitude 66, standard auroral oval), OUJ (mlat 61, expanded oval), and NUR (mlat 57, sub-auroral
region). These stations are used in a service supporting auroral tourism by characterizing auroral occurrence
with magnetic activity using five levels: quiet, minor, moderate, strong and severe. We investigate a selection
of machine learning technologies during the first part of the DENSER project for their applicability to forecast
different types of space weather parameters with one generalized approach. The Multisteps Recurrent Neural
Network (MRNN) appeared to be most suitable for this task. A MRNN model (ForMaL-Xrange) has been
trained, tested and validated with RX values of KEV, OUJ, and NUR using ACE solar wind data (Bz and
velocity) from years 1998-2018. We describe the validation results, which include analyses of ~20 storm
time events (Kp > 8) and statistics on ForMaL-Xrange performance as characterized by correlation
coefficient, root-mean square error and multi-category contingency tables.
P-QV188 Impact of substorm list choice on a convolutional neural network model trained to forecast
substorm onsets
Robert Shore
British Antarctic Survey, UK
Recently, Maimati et al. (2019) have applied convolutional neural network models to the challenge of
forecasting substorm onsets from the time history of the solar wind. Maimati et al. defined the substorm
onsets using the criteria proposed by Newell and Gjerloev (2011), based on the SuperMAG SML index. Their
model correctly identifies these substorm onsets 75% of the time based on the preceding 120 mins of solar
wind speed, proton number density, and interplanetary magnetic field components. This is a marked
improvement to earlier forecast algorithms which have 21% accuracy for the same substorm list.
In this study, we re-train the Maimati et al. model on substorm epochs identified from SML using the
Substorm Onsets and Phases from Indices of the Electrojet (SOPHIE) technique developed by Forsyth et al.
(2015). We present the differences in forecast skill resulting from how the substorm event lists are defined.
Since there is no ‘ground truth’ for how substorm events are defined, we compare the original and re-trained
models to (test subsets of) their own lists, to each others’ lists, and to a third independent list of substorm
onsets, curated by Frey et al. (2004) based on observations from the FUV instrument on the IMAGE
spacecraft.
The outputs of this work will improve forecasts of the ground geomagnetic field, as part of the SWIMMR
project. In particular, the substorm onset forecasts are used to provide context to the ground geomagnetic
forecasts described by Shore et al. in session swr05 ‘Ground-Level Geomagnetically Induced Currents’.
[1]

Forsyth, C., Rae, I. J., Coxon, J. C., Freeman, M. P., Jackman, C. M., Gjerloev, J., and Fazakerley, A.
N. (2015), A new technique for determining Substorm Onsets and Phases from Indices of the
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P-QV189 The DENSER ForMaL-SEP Forecast Model
Mark Dierckxsens
Royal Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB), Belgium
Sudden rises in the measured energetic particle fluxes near Earth are often observed following strong solar
eruptions. This radiation mainly affects technological and biological systems in space, and the strongest
events can even penetrate through the magnetosphere where they pose a threat to the aviation sector.
Forecasting such events remains a challenge to date due to their sporadic occurrence as well as the limited
available real-time observations. Most of the existing empirical models are based on classical statistical
analyses and use solar eruption based triggers.
The DENSER (DEeply uNderstanding Space weathER) project developed an SEP forecast model called
ForMaL-SEP (Forcasting using Machine Learning – Solar Energetic Particles) using several machine learning
algorithms and provides time series predictions with a cadence of 5 minutes. In order to select a dataset as
large as possible, we focus on the X-ray and proton GOES data covering the period from 1986 until 2015.
We will present the data cleaning and preparation methods, the training approach of various machine
learning algorithms, as well as the results from the extensive validation and valuable lessons learned.
The presented work is supported by the ESA Space Situational Awareness Programme P3-SWE-LI activity
“Machine learning in Support of Space Weather Prediction”, under ESA contract number
4000130070/20/D/CT.
P-QV190 Providing Real-Time Forecasts of the Probability of Large Rates of Change of the Surface Magnetic
Field in the UK
Andy Smith
University College London, UK
Rapid changes in the surface geomagnetic field can induce potentially damaging currents in conductors on
the ground; this is a critical consideration for the operation of power networks and pipelines. Forecasting
intervals when there may be a risk of large induced currents would enable mitigating action to be
taken. Several physical drivers of such field variability exist, including solar wind pressure pulses,
geomagnetic storms and substorms. These phenomena are complex but are ultimately driven by the
coupling and interaction of the magnetosphere with the solar wind. In the context of space weather, this
coupling is typically forecast via observations of the upstream solar wind conditions measured at the L1
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point. However, this data, particularly data made available in near-real-time, can include critical data gaps
or erroneous values.
The development of space weather forecasting models is often based on more complete science-level
upstream data. However, the transition of these models to RTSW data may be problematic. To examine this,
we test the ability of several distinct machine learning model architectures to skilfully process the time
history of the real-time solar wind and provide a probabilistic forecast as to whether the rate of change of the
ground magnetic field will exceed specific, high thresholds in the UK. We evaluate the data that are
available in near-real-time from the solar wind monitors at L1. We test the continuity of the data, as well as
comparing it to the more heavily processed scientific quality data (that is available after a delay). We use
this evaluation to inform the input that we provide to the models. We benchmark the performance of the
models using several metrics, and use several example magnetospheric storms to highlight the conditions
and processes during which the models perform best, as well as areas of improvement.
P-QV191 AIA Active Region Patches (AARP) and Parameters (AARP2): new machine learning ready data sets
for Investigating Pre-Event Coronal Behavior
Karin Dissauer, and Eric Wagner
NorthWest Research Associates, USA
Solar energetic events are powered by the evolution of the underlying magnetic field, but case studies and
numerical models hint at increased levels of magnetic reorganization, dynamics, and temperature variation
in the solar chromosphere and corona prior to energetic events. To address the question of upperatmosphere behavior prior to solar energetic events, we present a novel dataset of standardized images and
derived parametrization from the high-cadence multi-wavelength data of the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly
(AIA) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO).
AIA Active Region Patches (AARPs) are region-targeted extractions of AIA full-disk time-series data in
(extreme-) ultraviolet, matched to the HMI active region patches (HARPs). AARPs sample in time with short
bursts of data over several hours, are standardized against detector degradation and automatic exposure
control, and account for height-projection effects of coronal loops as a region nears the limb. The AARPs
complement existing NWRA datasets focused on the HARPs, allowing the community to study both
phenomena simultaneously. Further, by using the HARP definitions, which also includes very small magnetic
concentrations, we avoid pre-selecting by active region type, complexity, or flaring history. From the AARP
extractions we characterize the dynamics and heating of the upper solar atmosphere using high-order
moment analysis of the images directly, the running-difference images, and emission measure, temperature,
and density images derived from Differential Emission Measure (DEM) analysis.
The final dataset consists of ~32000 multi-wavelength time-series and the derived parameters from 2010 2018 and provides a unique data base to enhance on physical understanding and method evaluation in
machine and deep learning. AARPs as well as their derived parameters and complementary photospheric
field data will be publicly available to the scientific community later in 2021. This work is funded by
NASA/Guest Investigator Grant No. 80NSSC19K0285.
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P-QV192 Global VTEC modeling with neural networks
Karolina Kume, Yuri Shprits, Artem Smirnov, Irina Zhelavskaya, Ruggero Vasile, and Stefano Bianco
GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences, Germany
Modeling the dynamics of ionospheric Vertical Total Electron Content is an active area of research in space
physics. In this study, we present a neural-network based two-step approach for global VTEC prediction. The
neural-networks were extensively cross-validated and tested over an extended period of time to cover both
high and low solar activity.
We parametrize the models with solar wind and radiation indices, geographic location, magnetic latitude
functions and geomagnetic disturbance indicators and their time histories. We apply Pearson correlation and
permutation feature importance to the features. The chosen networks accurately generate the VTEC maps,
with a correlation up to 94 % between the observations and the model output.
cd03 - Challenges of predicting thermospheric variability for satellite operations and the role of
geospace indices
P-QV193 Presentation of the DTM2020 and MCM models
Sean Bruinsma, and SWAMI Team
CNRS GET, France
In the framework of the H2020 project SWAMI funded by the European Commission, a new whole
atmosphere model MCM (0-1500 km) wasconstructed by combining two models after they were also
updated in the project: DTM2020 (CNES) and the Unified Model (UM; UK Met Office).
Operational and Research DTM2020 models were developed, using the solar and geomagnetic activity
drivers F10.7 and Kp, and F30 and Hpo60 developed in the project by GFZ, respectively. An exclusive new
feature of DTM2020 is the 1-sigma uncertainty estimate for the density given as a percentage. The UM has
been extended from its original upper boundary of 85 km to run with a 152-km lid. Monthly averages of
density, temperature and winds of three 1-year runs, corresponding to high-medium-low solar activity
conditions, were calculated and stored as netcdf files. The MCM model was then constructed by combining
the UM fields and DTM2020, transitioning from 100-120 km altitude.
The final models developed in the SWAMI project are described, and examples and explanations of the
predicted parameters (density, temperature, wind) are given as well as optimum use and limitations of the
models.
P-QV194 Study of geomagnetic activity during the last five solar cycles using a Kp index data base
Bouchaib Chafik
Chouaib Doukkali University, Morocco
In the present work, we are interesting to the study of the occurrence of the geomagnetic storms during the
very geomagnetic activity days characterized by a value more than 6 for the geomagnetic Kp index. A data
base of 20058 days (five solar cycles, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23th, 24th and 25th) is analyzed. The study shows
the occurrence of these very geomagnetic activity days is increasing for the three discussed solar cycles and
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their location is very important at the minimums of the solar cycles. In the other hand, the very geomagnetic
activity months during this period are identified.
P-QV195 Neutral atmosphere and magnetosphere influence on the thermosphere-ionosphere system:
results of the upper atmosphere and whole atmosphere models
Maxim Klimenko1, Vladimir Klimenko2, Fedor Bessarab2, Timifei Sukhodolov2, and Eugene Rozanov3
1

St Petersburg University, WD IZMIRAN, Russia, 2WD IZMIRAN, Russia, 3WD IZMIRAN, PMOD/WRC, Russia

This report presents the results of the Global Self-consistent Model of the Thermosphere, Ionosphere and
Protonosphere (GSM TIP) and new Entire Atmosphere GLobal model (EAGLE), which is designed to advance
space weather-related research in Russia and Europe. We consider major features of the positive and
negative ionospheric storms development at low- mid- and high-latitudes. GSM TIP simulations have
revealed: 1) the stratification of the storm-enhanced tongue of ionization during 2015 St. Patrick
geomagnetic storm that is explained by combining effect of neutral tongue structure and storm-time
thermospheric wind disturbances; 2) strong increase of global electron content at the first stage of
geomagnetic storm development due to effects of thermospheric wind and composition; 3) after-storm
positive ionospheric response in mid-latitude F region ionospheric density. GSM TIP model results show an
after-storm increase in the n(O)/n(N2) ratio and a decrease in the n(N2) that results in the daytime positive
effects in the foF2. Comparison of the ionospheric variability obtained from the calculation results of the
upper atmosphere model (GSM TIP) and the entire atmosphere model (EAGLE) 1) showed that the
atmosphere-ionosphere coupling can play one of the key roles in the ionospheric variability at mid-latitudes;
2) confirm that the four-peak longitudinal variability and the pre-reversal enhancement of the eastward
electric field at the equator can be reproduced only when the atmosphere-ionosphere coupling is properly
taken into account. Based on EAGLE model results we investigated in detail the low-latitudinal upper
atmosphere response to the 2009 SSW event. Using both EAGLE results and observation data, we identify a
cooling in the tropical lower thermosphere caused by the SSW. This cooling affects the zonal electric field in
the vicinity of the equator, leading to an enhanced vertical plasma drift. We also show that the phase change
of the semidiurnal migrating solar tide (SW2) in the neutral wind caused by 2009 SSW at the altitude of
dynamo-electric field generation has crucial importance for SW2 phase change in the zonal electric field.
EAGLE model results reproduced the GUVI observed n(O)/n(N2) positive disturbances after the 2009 SSW
event. We also present an analysis of the ionosphere and thermosphere response to Solar Proton Events and
magnetospheric proton precipitation in January 2005, which was carried out using the EAGLE model. This
work was supported by the grant of the Russian Science Fund No. 21-17-00208.
P-QV196 Kinematic satellite orbits and their contribution to space weather applications
Barbara Suesser-Rechberger1, Sandro Krauss1, Manuela Temmer2, Sofia Kroisz2, Lukas Drescher2, Torsten
Mayer-Guerr1
1

Graz University of Technology, Institute of Geodesy, Austria, 2University of Graz, Institute of Physics, Austria

Low earth orbiting (LEO) satellites are affected through space weather disturbances during their whole
lifetime. Disturbances like coronal mass ejections (CMEs) can affect LEO satellites in such a way that the
drag force acting on the spacecraft is enhanced due to increasing atmospheric neutral density. This fact
subsequently leads to an additional storm induced orbit decay. LEO satellites with onboard accelerometers
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offer the possibility to derive information on the current state of the atmosphere. However, since satellites
with suitable onboard accelerometers are extremely rare this research approach is limited. An alternative
method to deduce atmospheric densities along a satellite trajectory is based on the usage of kinematic orbit
information. Since the only prerequisite is an onboard GNSS receiver, this approach offers the opportunity to
extend the atmospheric research on a multitude satellite missions at different height levels. In our current
work we analyse and compare the impact of different CME events based on LEO satellite missions (e.g.,
SWARM, TanDEM-X, GRACE, GRACE-FO) and show how the specific events change the prevailing atmosphere
density and trigger storm induced orbit decays.
P-QV197 Fully operational high cadence, open-ended Hpo indices of global geomagnetic activity
Guram Kervalishvili
GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences, Germany
The global geomagnetic indices are widely used for the parameterization of geomagnetic activity, e.g., for
data (re)analyses and for physical and empirical models of the near-Earth space environment. These indices
are also important to characterize the geomagnetic disturbance level, e.g., as part of space weather services.
One of the most utilized indices is the three-hourly Kp index derived and disseminated by the GFZ German
Research Centre for Geosciences.
New high cadence, open-ended Hpo indices (Hp60, ap60, Hp30 and ap30) of global geomagnetic activity
were developed within the framework of the H2020 project SWAMI (Space Weather Atmosphere Model and
Indices) funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 776287. These open-ended indices are based on the data of the same 13 geomagnetic
observatories and similar algorithms as the 180-minutes Kp index but with 60- and 30-minutes resolution.
The Hpo indices are reconstructed back in time to 1995, from when on contributing observatories provide
digital 1-minute data and so far, 15 and 32 values with amplitude higher than 9 (maximum amplitude for
the Kp index) has been detected for Hp60 and Hp30, respectively. Here, the operational capabilities and
examples of these indices will be presented.
P-QV198 Swarm-derived indices of geomagnetic activity
Constantinos Papadimitriou1, Georgios Balasis2, Adamantia Zoe Boutsi2, Alexandra Antonopoulou2, Georgia
Moutsiana3, Ioannis A. Daglis3, Omiros Giannakis2, Paola de Michelis4, Giuseppe Consolini5, Jesper
Gjerloev6, Lorenzo Trenchi7
1

SPARC, USA, 2National Observatory of Athens, Greece, 3University of Athens, Greece, 4Istituto Nazionale di
Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Italy, 5Istituto di Astrofisica e Planetologia Spaziali, Italy, 6Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory, USA, 7ESA, Italy
Ground-based indices, such as the Dst, ap and AE, have been used for decades to describe the interplay of
the terrestrial magnetosphere with the solar wind and provide quantifiable indications of the state of
geomagnetic activity in general. These indices have been traditionally derived from ground-based
observations from magnetometer stations all around the Earth. In the last 7 years though, the highly
successful satellite mission Swarm has provided the scientific community with an abundance of high quality
magnetic measurements at Low Earth Orbit (LEO), which can be used to produce the space-based
counterparts of these indices, such the Swarm-Dst, Swarm-ap and Swarm-AE indices. In this work, we
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present the first results from this endeavour, with comparisons against traditionally used parameters. We
postulate on the possible usefulness of these Swarm-based products for a more accurate monitoring of the
dynamics of the magnetosphere and thus, for providing a better diagnosis of space weather conditions.
P-QV199 Multi-Satellite Density Variability Provides Insight into Aerodynamic Coefficients near the Oxygento-Helium Transition
Valerie Bernstein1, and Marcin Pilinski2
1

University of Colorado Boulder, USA, 2University of Colorado Boulder Space Weather Technology, Research,
and Education Center, USA
The space weather research community relies heavily on thermospheric density data to understand longterm thermospheric variability, construct assimilative, empirical, and semi-empirical global atmospheric
models, and validate model performance. One of the challenges in resolving accurate thermospheric density
datasets from satellite orbital drag measurements is modeling appropriate physical aerodynamic drag
coefficients. Both laboratory experiments and satellite measurements indicate that Low Earth Orbit gassurface interactions may change based on the incident angle and mass of impinging particles on a satellite
surface. Most widely-used drag coefficient models do not fully incorporate these dependencies. As such,
existing drag coefficient model errors may be altitude and solar cycle dependent, with greater errors at higher
altitudes near the oxygen-to-helium transition region. This can lead to errors in orbit-derived density datasets
and models. We evaluate multi-satellite density consistencies to infer how drag coefficient models can be
improved in helium-rich atmospheric regimes. In these comparisons, the satellites have different geometries
in order to assess the consistency of gas-surface interaction assumptions associated with incident particle
angle and mass. Results indicate that existing drag coefficient model frameworks do not produce consistent
densities across atmospheric He/O conditions. We provide theoretical and orbital data-driven evidence to
support the implementation of a drag coefficient model which includes scattering with less tangential
momentum exchange for helium-rich and high incidence angle gas-surface interactions, a model which we
are currently developing.

P-QV200 Medium-term Predictions of F10.7 and F30 cm Solar Radio Flux with the Adaptive Kalman Filter
Tatiana Podladchikova
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Russia
The solar radio flux at F10.7 and F30 cm is required by most models characterizing the state of the Earth’s
upper atmosphere, such as the thermosphere and ionosphere, to specify satellite orbits, re-entry services,
collision avoidance maneuvers, and modeling of the evolution of space debris. We develop a method called
RESONANCE (Radio Emissions from the Sun: ONline ANalytical Computer-aided Estimator) for the
prediction of the 13-month smoothed monthly mean F10.7 and F30 indices 1–24 months ahead. The
prediction algorithm has three steps. First, we apply a 13-month optimized running mean technique to
effectively reduce the noise in the radio flux data. Second, we provide initial predictions of the F10.7 and
F30 indices using the McNish–Lincoln method. Finally, we improve these initial predictions by developing an
adaptive Kalman filter with identification of the error statistics. The rms error of predictions with lead times
from 1 to 24 months is 5–27 solar flux units (sfu) for the F10.7 index and 3–16 sfu for F30, which
statistically outperforms current algorithms in use. The proposed approach based on the Kalman filter is
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universal and can be applied to improve the initial predictions of a process under study provided by any
other forecasting method. Furthermore, we present a systematic evaluation of re-entry forecast as an
application to test the performance of F10.7 predictions on past ESA re-entry campaigns for payloads,
rocket bodies, and space debris that re-entered from 2006 to 2019 June. The test results demonstrate that
the predictions obtained by RESONANCE in general also lead to improvements in the forecasts of re-entry
epochs.
P-QV201 The hourly and half-hourly, open-ended, Kp-like Hpo index family
Juergen Matzka1, Yosuke Yamazaki2, Claudia Stolle2, Guram Kervalishvili2, Jan Rauberg2
1

GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences, Germany

The new hourly and half-hourly Hpo indices have a derivation scheme and frequency distribution similar to
the traditional Kp index. However, they have a higher time resolution than the three-hourly Kp and the
strongest geomagnetic events with Kp = 9 are subdivided into a finer, open-ended scale. The Hpo indices
come in four versions: Hp60 and Hp30 resemble Kp, while ap60 and ap30 resemble the linear ap index,
with 60 indicating the hourly and 30 the half-hourly indices. The indices are available from GFZ German
Research Centre for Geosciences via FTP in near real-time and back to 1995.
P-QV202 Thermospheric parameters during ionospheric G-conditions
Loredana Perrone, Andrey Mikhailov, and Dario Sabbagh
1

Istituto nazionale di geofisica e vulcanologia, Italy

The use of the “G” descriptive letter in the ionogram interpretation is reserved for the condition in which
ionospheric F1-layer critical frequency foF1 exceeds the one of the F2-layer (foF2), the latter being the layer
typically with maximum electron concentration. The ionospheric G-condition events observed with Millstone
Hill Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR) on September 11, 12, 13, 2005; June 13, 2005, and July 15, 2012 are
studied. Thermospheric parameters are retrieved from ionospheric observations using the earlier developed
method. CHAMP/STAR and GOCE neutral gas density observations were included into the retrieval process. It
was found that G-condition days were distinguished by enhanced exospheric temperature and decreased by
~ 2 times of the column atomic oxygen abundance in a comparison to quiet reference days, the molecular
nitrogen column abundance being practically unchanged. The inferred upward plasma drift corresponds to
strong ~ 90 m/s equatorward thermospheric wind presumably related to strong auroral heating on Gcondition days.
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cd04 - Community efforts towards unifying validation and verification activities
P-QV203 Unifying the validation analysis of ambient solar wind models
Martin Reiss, Karin Muglach, Richard Mullinix, Chiu Wiegand, Masha Kuznetsova, Manuela Temmer, and
Christian Möstl
Space Research Institute (IWF) Graz, Austria
To drive innovation in space weather research and prediction, we need to seek out promising strategies for
unifying the validation analysis of our modeling assets. Here we present the activities of the Ambient Solar
Wind Validation Team embedded in the COSPAR ISWAT initiative. Our mission is to create an open online
platform for the validation of ambient solar wind models. Our platform will allow the community to easily
assess the quality of state-of-the-art solar wind model solutions in terms of unified metrics and will thereby
provide an unbiased assessment of progress over time. In this presentation, we will present our progress in
developing unified metrics, show the prototype of our online platform, and outline the status and future
perspectives of this community effort.
P-QV204 Solar Energetic Particle Model Validation Community Effort Motivated by Space Radiation
Operations
Kathryn Whitman1, Leila Mays2, Philip Quinn3, Hazel Bain4, Mark Dierckxsens5, Ian Richardson6, Yaireska
Collado-Vega2
1

University of Houston, USA, 2NASA Goddard, USA, 3Leidos, USA, 4CU CIRES/NOAA SWPC, USA, 5BIRAIASB, Belgium, 6University of Maryland/NASA Goddard, USA
Solar Energetic Particle (SEP) events pose a radiation hazard for humans in space, particularly outside of low
Earth orbit away from the Earth’s protective magnetosphere. This presentation reports the progress of a Solar
Energetic Particle (SEP) Model Validation community effort through SHINE, ISWAT, and ESWW meetings and
summarizes the Integrated Solar Energetic Proton Event Alert/Warning System (ISEP) project, a joint
collaboration between the NASA Johnson Space Radiation Analysis Group (SRAG) and NASA Goddard’s
Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) and new Moon to Mars Space Weather Analysis Office
(M2M).
The ISEP project was established to improve SRAG’s forecasting capability for human exploration missions to
the Moon and Mars. Through ISEP, mature SEP forecasting models are being transitioned from research to
operations into the SEP Scoreboard being developed at CCMC. New work and novel approaches that could
significantly improve SEP forecasting capabilities are also being supported.
Methods to fairly, consistently, and quantitatively validate this set of diverse models must be established in
order to assess performance, both from a scientific and operational standpoint. The ongoing validation
efforts resulting from discussions with the research community and direct communication with modelers will
be presented.
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P-QV205 Community Coordinated Modeling Center: A centralized portal for research products entering the
R2O transition pipeline
Maria Kuznetsova1, Lutz Rastaetter2, Leila Mays2, Chinwe Didigu2, Richard Mullinix2, Joycelyn Jones2, Chiu
Wiegand2, Tina Tsui2, Yihua Zheng2, Jia Yiu2, Katherine Garcia Sage2, Maksym Petrenko2, Rebecca Ringuette2,
Peter Macneice2, Aleksandre Taktakishvili2, Mostafa El Alaoui2, Martin Reiss3, Karin Muglach4, Mari Bisi5,
Kathryn Whitman6, Manuela Temmer7, Sean Bruinsma8, Edward Semones9
1
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Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) goals are to facilitate space weather research and model
development and support development and deployment of new operational space weather capabilities.
CCMC is enabling community access to and evaluation of deliverables from national space weather
programs. CCMC is maintaining a centralized portal for research products-candidates entering the R2O
transition pipeline. To evaluate model operational readiness the CCMC is developing automated software
systems for continuously running models, analyzing and logging performance in real-time. CCMC is
working with research and operational communities on defining essential space environment quantities
(ESEQs) linked to impacts and/or utilized in operations, that can be derived from observations and
simulation outputs. ESEQs are utilized for assessment of space environment modeling capabilities and
tracking progress over time. CCMC is developing, maintaining, and expanding infrastructure for model
validation projects organized by International Space Weather Action Teams (ISWAT), including Forecasting
Methods Scoreboards for pre-event ensemble forecasts, evaluation suites based of historic time intervals,
and interactive archives of evaluation results. The presentation will overview emerging model validation
campaigns supported by CCMC and on-going efforts to establish shared environment for collaborative
evaluations and improvements.
P-QV206 How to benchmark a coronal model for space weather forecasting: Validating EUHFORIA 2.0
coronal model using simulations and observations
Barbara Perri, Peter Leitner, Michaela Brchnelova, Tinatin Baratashvili, Fan Zhang, Blazej Kuzma, Firas Ben
Ameur, Andrea Lani, and Stefaan Poedts
KU Leuven, Belgium
Space weather has become a major stake for many countries, with the issue of anticipating the most
precisely as possible the arrival of eruptive events and their impact on Earth. As eruptive events propagate
through the interplanetary medium, they interact with the large-scale magnetic field generated inside the
Sun by dynamo effect and the continuous solar wind. Thus, the prediction of their arrival time depends
strongly on the capacity to model this complex background medium. The EUHFORIA 2.0 project aims at
going beyond the empirical description of WSA models, and developing a coronal model that will be both
physically precise, robust and fast, to provide reliable input to chains of models such as the VSWMC to
compute the chain of propagation from Sun to Earth.
To develop our coronal model, we used the code COOLFluiD. To validate it, we developed a benchmark
protocol: we compared it to the coronal model Wind-Predict, first on simple configurations such as dipole
and quadrupole, and then on realistic configurations by using magnetograms at minimum and maximum of
activity as simulation input. We then confronted our model to observations using eclipse and coronograph
pictures. Finally, we have used various numerical techniques to optimize the code for forecast, such as
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unstructured meshes, implicit schemes and AMR. We will present the methodology used for the benchmark,
discuss the results and explain the next steps to make the model even more realistic regarding the coronal
heating.
P-QV207 Data Benchmarking and Resulting Comparison- and Interpretation-Driven Performance Verification
Manolis K Georgoulis
Academy of Athens, Greece
I will discuss recent efforts that have resulted in openly accessible data sets for the accurate and
reproducible comparison of solar flare forecasting methods and beyond. These data sets, intended as
benchmarks, are the Space Weather Analytics for Solar Flares (SWAN-SF), available at Harvard Dataverse,
and the FLARECAST property database, available through the FLARECAST project’s Application Programming
Interface (API). I will describe practical ways to facilitate an accurate comparison and joint validation of the
performance of different solar flare prediction methods, machine learning or other. For machine-learning
methods, in particular, such studies showcase the importance of robust training and testing practices for
severely class-imbalanced event datasets, such as flares, as well as ways to overcome this challenge,
helping machine-learning methods boost their performance. Concluding, I will discuss the remarkable ability
of benchmark data sets to be expanded, horizontally and vertically, to include more data for the same
problem but also extend into related problems, such as coronal mass ejection and solar energetic particle
event forecasting. The benefit of such expansions is dual, namely an ability to facilitate future integrated
space weather forecasting methodologies and an enhanced understanding and insight of the physical
problems involved.
P-QV208 Validating the ASPECS Tool
Mark Dierckxsens
Royal Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB), Belgium
The Advanced Solar Particle Event Casting System (ASPECS) tool [http://phobos-srv.space.noa.gr/] is a
complex 3-tier system that combines the forecasting of flares, the statistical forecast of Solar Energetic
Particle (SEP) events on the basis of flare and CME characteristics together with physical and analytical
modelling resulting in the prediction of the complete time profile at respective energies of interest, which
further evolves with time. An extensive validation is performed as part of the project to determine the forecast
performance of the whole system. This presentation focusses on the detailed validation campaign conducted
following use cases provided as part of the SHINE/ISWAT/ESWW SEP Model Validation Challenge and
validations based on extensive statistics from a significant, large archived sample of solar flare and SEP
events.
For the probabilistic forecasts, contingency tables are calculated as function of probability thresholds and
reliability diagrams are constructed. Relevant metrics such as Overall Accuracy, Probability of Detection,
False Alarm Ration, Heidke Skill Score, Brier Skill Score and others are subsequently derived. In order to
evaluate the predicted SEP peak flux, linear correlation coefficients are extracted from scatter plots of
predicted against observed values. Furthermore, several metrics like the Mean Accuracy Ratio (MAR), Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and the Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (RMSLE) have been employed.
Moreover, the predicted SEP time profiles have been evaluated based on additional metrics such as: the
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Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), the symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (sMAPE) and the
Median Symmetric Accuracy (MdSA). In order to evaluate the evolution of the predictions, 30-minutes time
steps following the solar eruptions were introduced, covering the whole SEP time profile. For each time step
all of the above quantities were calculated, demonstrating for the first time a validation pipeline that
provides metrics and continuous evaluation during the whole time span covered by the SEP event.

Acknowledgement. This research received funding through the ESA activity “Solar Energetic Particle (SEP)
Advanced Warning System (SAWS)”. ESA Contract No. 4000120480/NL/LF/hh.
P-QV209 Modeling CMEs with EUHFORIA using different coronal models: evaluation of results with old and
new metrics
Evangelia Samara, Rui F Pinto, Christine Verbeke, Luciano Rodriguez, Jasmina Magdalenic, and Stefaan
Poedts
Royal Observatory of Belgium and KU Leuven, Belgium
In this work, we focus on the modeling of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) with the European Heliospheric
Forecasting Information Asset (EUHFORIA, Pomoell and Poedts, 2018). EUHFORIA is a new 3D MHD space
weather forecasting tool that simulates solar wind and CMEs propagating within the inner heliosphere. In the
frame of this study, we model particular Earth-directed CME events by employing different coronal models,
such as the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA, Arge et al., 2003/2004) and the Multi-VP (Pinto and Rouillard,
2017) model. We then assess the modeling results at 1 AU compared to observations by employing various
metrics such as error functions, binary metrics and the so-called Dynamic Warping Technique (DWT, Samara
et al., in prep). Error assessment on the directionality of CMEs around Earth by using a grid of virtual
spacecraft around the planet, is additionally conducted. As a result, the modeling performance of the
employed models is discussed based on a conjunction of different evaluation methods.
Cd05 – Research and Operations Interoperability
P-QV210 A New Interactive 3-Dimensional Data Viewer for the Enlil Solar Wind Model
Christopher Pankratz1, Greg Lucas1, Jenny Knuth1, Dusan Odstrcil2, James Craft1, and Thomas Berger1
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One of the critical models in space weather forecasting is the Enlil solar wind prediction model that can
inform space weather forecasters the direction and speed of coronal mass ejections CMEs. The Enlil code
calculates the propagation of the solar wind throughout the 3D heliosphere, but current visualization
capabilities in the forecasting offices are restricted to 2D planes intersecting Earth. This limits forecasters to
only be able to view CME properties that are traveling directly in the plane of the Earth.
Here, we present a new visualization capability being developed to take advantage of the full Enlil 3D data
volume and interactively visualize the CME expansion out of the plane of the Earth. This is designed to give
forecasters and researchers the full view of the heliosphere in a manner that can be tailored to these
different types of users. To accomplish this, we are deploying the Enlil solar wind model into a scalable
Cloud-based model staging platform computing environment, which will allow the full 3D Enlil output to
reside in-situ with the visualization engine. We will discuss our progress in deploying and running the Enlil
model in the Cloud-based testbed environment, the process of interacting with space weather forecasters to
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design a new interactive 3D visualization tool that meets their needs, and will demonstrate use of the
visualization tool itself.
P-QV211 Curating Space Weather Events with SWX TREC’s Space Weather Data Portal
Jenny Knuth1, Greg Lucas1, Christopher K Pankratz1, and Thomas E Berger2
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SWx TREC’s Space Weather Data Portal, at https://lasp.colorado.edu/space-weather-portal, is a tool to
discover, organize, and visualize space weather data. This presentation highlights the Data Portal’s unique
Event Selector feature, a timeline with interactive markers based on various indicators of solar activity: Dst,
Kp, AE, Solar Flares, and NOAA’s R, S, and G scales. We’ll demonstrate how to filter for events and create
hypotheses based on the intensity of these space weather indices.
Space weather data, housed in disparate repositories, each with its own organizational system, can be
challenging to access. But the Data Portal enables centralized access to over 130 datasets. Once you have
chosen a time range (with or without the help of the Event Selector), you can drill down and freely explore
data such as SDO AIA imagery, GOES X-ray flux, ACE solar wind measurements, and ground-based
magnetometers, all on one screen. You can then save your selections to return to later or to share with a
colleague. In this way, you can efficiently collect, curate, and compare multiple space weather events.
CU Boulder's Space Weather Technology, Research, and Education Center (SWx TREC), is actively seeking
input from the community to expand the tool, its Event Library, and its available datasets.
P-QV212 Medium EneRgy eLectron flux In Earth's outer radiatioN belt (MERLIN): a machine learning model
based on GPS data
Artem Smirnov, Max Berrendorf, Yuri Shprits, Hayley Allison, Elena Kronberg, Nikita Aseev, and Irina
Zhelavskaya
GFZ Potsdam, Germany
The Earth’s radiation belt region represents an important and very dynamic part of the terrestrial
magnetosphere. Rapid changes in electron flux can have adverse effects on spacecraft operation due to the
surface and internal charging effects that can lead to satellite loss. To date, electron flux in the MEO region,
and especially at energies lower than 800 keV, remains poorly quantified. Compared to the abundance of
long-term data collected at GEO, the electron data coverage in MEO remains very sparse. Among other
missions, the recently released GPS electron flux observations in the outer belt present a valuable data
source for empirical modeling due to a large number of satellites (20), unsurpassed MLT coverage, and
availability of almost 2 solar cycles of measurements. We present a model of electron flux at energies 120600 keV, based on the Light Gradient Boosting machine learning algorithm. The Medium Energy electRon
fLux In Earth’s outer radiatioN belt (MERLIN) model takes as input the satellite position and a combination of
geomagnetic and solar wind parameters and does not use persistence. We discuss the most essential
features for model construction and demonstrate the importance of solar wind history. The model is trained
on 15 years of GPS electron flux data and tested on >1.5 years of measurements. MERLIN predicts the
radiation environment well and gives a high correlation between the predicted and observed flux (>0.8). The
model can have wide space weather applications, providing information for the scientific community in the
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form of radiation belts reconstructions, as well as industry for satellite mission design,nowcast of the MEO
environment, and surface charging analysis.
P-QV213 ONERA-CNES Vibrato, a new space weather interoperability tool
Antoine Ferlin1, Didier Lazaro1, and Nicolas Balcon2
ONERA, France, 2CNES, UK
Scientific data bases are always more shared to the different actors of space weather community. Their
exploitation requires to deal with interoperability question: which format has to be used to share data? With
which consequence on the scientific models? The SPASE standard[i] is becoming increasingly popular,
mainly because of the compatibility with web standard, the main bridge to efficiently exchange data. In
addition, this standard precisely describes origin of the data, the type of data using a precise taxonomy, the
list of treatments applied to the data…
At ONERA, data are stored in a scientific data base named IPODE (Ionizing Particle Onera Data basE). Data
are organized according to satellite/detector couple and are saved in ISTP[ii]/CDF[iii] format, using the
COSPAR/PRBEM[iv] standard. In order to enhance our ability to question our data base and to improve its
interoperability, we propose a hybrid solution based on new NoSQL data base, (MongoDB[v]) linked with our
IPODE data base.
This kind of data base proposes storage based on collection and document instead of array and row, which
significantly enhances the flexibility of the data to be stored. In addition, document can be easily translated
into SPASE format and vice versa, which is an import asset to deal with web service and data transfer.
We aim at providing internally and externally services based on our IPODE database using MongoDB, as
vibrato[vi] for instance, which provides a means for registered user to plot different kind of graphics (Times
Series, World Map, Bin data). We are convinced that a hybrid solution based of a NoSQL data base and also
a classic system of file (like CDF) can significantly enhance our ability to question our data, and also
improve scientific exchanges with other laboratories.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

https://spase-group.org/
International Solar Terrestrial Physics
Common Data Format : https://cdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/
https://github.com/PRBEM/PRBEM.github.io/blob/main/documents/
Standard_File_Format.pdf
https://www.mongodb.com/fr-fr
VIrtual oBservatory foR rAdiaTions belt at Onera, coming soon at https://osedc.onera.fr/vibrato

P-QV214 Transitioning a research ionospheric data assimilation model into operational use; a case study
Stacey Melville
Spire Global, USA
Spire Global develops and operates a large constellation of cubeSats which make radio occultation
measurements of the ionosphere. To make best use of these measurements, Spire has also developed an
ionospheric data assimilation model (the Spire TEC Environment Assimilation Model, STEAM). STEAM is
further supported by data pre- and post-processing functions and an API to provide user access.
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As is frequently the case, the model began as a stand alone piece of research software designed to operate
on a single PC. However, this made the software difficult to support, difficult to deploy and difficult to scale.
Therefore, the requirement was to move the system onto a modern cloud service, making appropriate use of
cloud storage and serverless technologies. Furthermore, it was necessary to use continuous integration,
continuous deployment pipelines in order to increase the speed of development and enforce code standards
and testing without human intervention
This paper will describe the process and design choices required to bring STEAM into an operational use
within Spire and will make recommendations for future developments that will enhance the interoperability
of space weather data providers and models in the future.
P-QV215 An interactive-timeline-based space weather data viewer for research, operations and training
Eelco Doornbos
KNMI, The Netherlands
Space weather can be characterised by sequences of events occurring in the connected systems of the Sun,
heliosphere, magnetosphere and (ionised) upper atmosphere, leading to impacts in technology located on
or close to Earth’s surface. Measurement systems in each of these domains gather data designed to help
scientists and forecasters construct a picture of the space weather situation.
We developed an open source tool for the KNMI space weather back office, to ingest and display space
weather time series and image data in a flexible and interactive manner on a common timeline. We have
aimed to give users of the tool a similar flexibility of interactive panning and zooming, known from online
mapping services such as Google Maps, but in our case applied to space weather timelines from minutes to
decades. The tool’s backend, implemented in Python, uses a backwards-compatible extension of the
Heliophysics API (HAPI) to store and retrieve data at multiple temporal resolutions. The visualisation
frontend, implemented using modern web technologies, can be used to display the most common types of
operational space weather data, scientific / archived versions of the same data, as well as science-only
data. It can easily be customised for new types of data and data visualisations. In this way it can be used as
a platform to support research-to-operations and space weather training activities. The tool is also well
suited for the exploratory stage of space weather research like event studies and validation studies. For more
in-depth analysis and research, the data in the backend can be easily accessed from programming
environments, such as Jupyter notebooks.
cd06 - Solar Magnetic Field Measurements - methods, uses, and future capabilities
P-QV216 How to estimate the far-side open flux using STEREO coronal holes
Stephan G Heinemann1, Manuela Temmer2, Stefan J. Hofmeister3, Aleksandar Stojakovic2, Laurent Gizon1,
and Dan Yang1
1

Max-Planck-Institute for Solar System Research, Germany, 2University of Graz, Institute of Physics,
Austria, 3Columbia Astrophysics Laboratory, Columbia University, USA

Global magnetic field models use as input synoptic data, which usually show "aging effects" as the 360°
information is not obtained simultaneously. Especially during times of increased solar activity, the evolution
of the magnetic field may yield large uncertainties. A significant source of uncertainty is the Sun’s magnetic
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field on the side of the Sun that is not visible to the observer. Various methods have been used to complete
the picture: synoptic charts, flux-transport models, and far side helioseismology.
In this study, we present a new method to estimate the far-side open flux within coronal holes using STEREO
EUV observations. First, we correlate the structure of the photospheric magnetic field as observed with
HMI/SDO with features in the transition region. From the 304A intensity distribution, which we found to be
specific to coronal holes, we derive an empirical estimate for the open flux. Then we use a large sample of
313 SDO coronal hole observations to verify this relation. Finally, we perform a cross-instrument calibration
from SDO to STEREO data to enable the estimation of the open flux at solar longitudes not visible from Earth.
We find that the properties of strong, unipolar magnetic elements in the photosphere, which determine the
coronal hole's open flux, can be approximated by open fields in the transition region. We find that structures
below a threshold of 78% (STEREO) or 94% (SDO) of the solar disk median intensity as seen in 304A
filtergrams are reasonably well correlated with the mean magnetic field density of coronal holes (cc_sp =
0.59). Using the area covered by these structures (A_of) and the area of the coronal hole (A_ch), we model
the open magnetic flux of a coronal hole as |Phi_ch| = 0.25 A_ch * exp(0.032 A_of) with an estimated
uncertainty of 40 to 60%.
P-QV217 Calculating the electric current density in multi-wavelength, high-resolution, ground-based
observations
Ioannis Kontogiannis
Leibniz-Institute for Astrophysics Potsdam (AIP), Germany
The build-up of magnetic energy and helicity in solar active regions requires enormous amounts of electric
currents. The current state-of-the-art allows the systematic measurement of the magnetic field vector at the
photosphere, thus permitting only the calculation of the vertical component of the electric current density in
one layer. Using this as a proxy, it has been shown that the net electric currents injected to the corona, also
dubbed non-neutralized electric currents, are very well correlated with flare productivity. Additionally, electric
current-related quantities, along with the length of the magnetic polarity inversion lines, show strong
correlation with kinematic characteristics of coronal mass ejections (CME), supporting also a relationship
between shear and net (non-neutralized) electric currents. However, our knowledge of the actual amount of
electric currents is hampered by the lack of systematic observations of the magnetic field at higher layers,
limiting both our understanding of the energy storage and release mechanisms that produce eruptions and
our ability to provide more accurate predictions.
Ground-based facilities offer access to more spectral lines (and thus atmospheric layers), albeit limited and
mainly for exploratory purposes. As a first step we explore the use of ground-based, multi-wavelength
observations in determining the electric current density. We use observations acquired by the GREGOR
Infrared Spectrograph, the grating spectrograph installed at the GREGOR solar telescope, in Tenerife, Spain,
which facilitates simultaneous full Stokes spectropolarimetry in three lines in the 10830 Å spectral region,
namely Si I, He I and Ca I. We perform spectropolarimetric inversions to determine the magnetic field vector
for each of these lines, we calculate the corresponding vertical electric current densities, and then compare
their temporal evolution with the ones inferred from the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI), on-board
the space-borne Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO). First results show that the temporal variability of the
vertical electric current in the GRIS observations is larger by the one exhibited in HMI and it correlates
strongly with atmospheric seeing. We investigate the effect of seeing and instrumental effects on the
measured quantities, for different data sets and types of active regions. We further explore implications on
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electric current neutrality and flare/CME prediction and discuss some of the challenges in determining the
electric current vector from ground-based spectropolarimetry.
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